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A bstract
Novelty detection is defined as the detection of documents that provide "new” 
or previously unseen information. ’’New information” in a search result list is 
defined as the incremental information found in a document based on what the 
user has already learned from reviewing previous documents in a given ranked 
list of documents. It is assumed that, as a user views a list of documents, their 
information need changes or evolves, and their state of knowledge increases 
as they gain new information from the documents they see. The automatic 
detection of ’’novelty” , or newness, as part of an information retrieval system  
could greatly improve a searcher’s experience by presenting ’’documents” in 
order of how much extra information they add to what is already known, instead 
of how similar they are to a user’s query. This could be particularly useful 
in applications such as the search of broadcast news and automatic summary 
generation.
There are many different aspects of information management, however, this 
thesis, presents research into the area of novelty detection within the content 
based video domain. It explores the benefits of integrating the many multi 
modal resources associated with video content those of low level feature detec­
tion evidences such as colour and edge, automatic concepts detections such as 
face, commercials, and anchor person, automatic speech recognition transcripts 
and manually annotated M PEG7 concepts into a novelty detection model. The 
effectiveness of this novelty detection model is evaluated on a collection of T V  
new data.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to IR
This thesis introduces a novelty detection model for content based video retrieval. 
This chapter firstly provides a high level background to general inform ation re­
trieval. It will then firstly introduce and secondly provide the m otivation  behind 
the concept of novelty detection within information retrieval. I t will outline the 
objectives of the research carried out in this thesis and finally will describe the 
organisation of this thesis.
1.1 Introduction
Today’s society has become so familiar with the notion of information retrieval 
that many of its keywords and concepts have been gradually integrated into our 
commonly used vocabulary. Requiring a piece of information on a given topic 
will sometimes draw a response “Google it” , a familiar concept to most people 
today.
“Information retrieval is the name of the process or method 
whereby a prospective user of the information is able to convert his 
need for information into an actual list of citations to docum ents in 
storage containing information useful to him"
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This is one of the oldest definitions of information retrieval w ritten by Mooers 
in the 1950’s and cited in Savino and Sebastiani 1998 [SS98]. W ith  the develop­
ment of many commercial information retrieval systems or search engines like 
Yahoo! and Google in the 1990’s, information retrieval has becom e well known 
to the majority of the population. Using the World W ide Web has become 
more accessible and useable, thanks to the facilities of these search engines. We 
are now able to navigate and browse through more than eight billion webpages 
using links alone.
An information retrieval system  is an implementation of a software algorithm  
that gathers, indexes, searches and manages a document collection, text, video, 
image or audio, be they static (TREC, medical, government, education li­
braries) or dynamic (www, digital video libraries) in nature [Ago02]. The sys­
tem is designed w ith the overall aim of aiding potential users in the retrieval of 
information they require from the collection of data. It does not however, an­
swer a particular question, it simply provides information on the existence and 
location of documents that the user should find satisfies their information need. 
These documents can then be considered relevant to the information need.
1.2 Basic Components of an Information Retrieval 
System
The four main processes/com ponents of an Information system  are:
•  Input (documents): The offline task of the conversion of documents into 
formal representations, which can be manipulated easily by the computer 
is called the “Indexing Process” . Documents are partially stored as a list 
of words and the frequency of those word occurrences, in these documents
•  Input (Queries): the task of representing the user’s information need as 
a formal representation using a similar algorithm /technique that was ap-
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plied  to  th e  docu m en ts during th e  off line in d ex in g  p rocess, is term ed  
creating th e  “Q uery” .
•  Processing: T h is is th e  task  or m atch in g  process, w here th e  sy stem  calcu­
la tes th e  relevance- sim ilarity  o f th e  query to  th e  form al representations  
or index o f all th e  docu m en ts in  th e  co llection . D ocu m en ts are m atched  
to  a query if  their  sim ilarity  is above a predeterm ined  threshold .
•  O utput: T h is  task - process ranks th e  retrieved  docu m en ts se lected  by th e  
processor in  order of decreasing degree of relevance, according to  their  
predeterm ined scores to  th e  user’s query and d isp lays th ese  retrieved  d oc­
um ents to  th e  user, in  w h at is called  a “R anked L ist” .
•  Feedback-R elevance: Feedback is a  com p on en t of a query and involves  
a hum an ju dgem ent and th e  processor in  th e  retrieval sy stem  show n in  
Figure 1.1.
----- H~L.
(Unking Function (
F igure 1.1: A  B asic  Inform ation  R etrieval S ystem
Figure 1.1 ou tlin es th e  com p on en ts and step s involved in  a basic in form ation  
retrieval system . It is  generally  considered th a t, there are four m ain  step s th a t  
m ust b e  carried out in  any in form ation  sy stem  [A go02].
•  G athering: T h e  core o f th e  in form ation  retrieval system  is th e  corpus 
or th e  d a ta  co llection  from  w hich it  m ust search and retrieve d ocu m en ts
t.  Qumy_ 4  J L_
«■out --!-------
Query Handler
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of interest according to the queries the users submit. A  corpus can be 
either virtual or dynamic. In virtual corpora, documents are discarded 
after indexing. M ost medical journals and business corporations are static  
archives leading to good examples of a virtual corpora. The most com­
monly used corpora are those of the dynamic World W ide Web. This 
corpus must be collected or “gathered” from the W W W  software tools 
or web search agents called “spiders” or “crawlers” where the documents 
are identified, located and downloaded. The documents are then pre­
processed to remove frequently occurring words, stopwords, or unneces­
sary duplicates and create either:
1. A virtual collection: - this occurs when the documents are discarded 
after indexing.
2. A physical collection: - documents are maintained.
3. Or both
Indexing: This phase applies many processes to the newly gathered col­
lection such as stopword removal, stemming (the reduction of commonly 
used words to their root) for example “computer” stems to “comput” , 
lexical analysis (changing all capital letters to lowercase), content anal­
ysis and term weighting, to create a formal representation of documents 
which are stored in a data structure specifically chosen to enhance the 
speed at which they are referenced/retrieved. Each document indexed is 
usually given a unique document identifier.
Searching: This phase is the user interaction stage. There are three steps 
in the searching phase:
1. Takes the user’s query and processes it in a similar manner to the 
document indexing phase, with algorithms such as lexical analy­
sis, stopword removal, stemming and term weighting applied to the 
query.
2. Matches the query representation against the document representa­
tion using some similarity technique
3. It then returns the retrieved documents in decreasing rank order to 
the user.
•  Document Management: A dynamic W W W  collection must be contin­
uously updated or maintained, due to its volatile nature, identified by 
[RNBY99] as one of the challenges of the W W W . Web servers are con­
tinuously been added or deleted to the web while web pages themselves 
are continuously being updated by their authors, renamed, relocated or 
sometimes deleted. This can cause severe problems for the end user as 
documents found to be relevant in the un-maintained and non-updated  
corpus may no longer exist or contain any relevant information for the 
required topic in the W W W  location. A typical example of a maintained 
corpus is the Google cache. This corpus is up-dated and maintained reg­
ularly yet quite often a searcher is still returned locations of documents 
that are no longer in existence, hence the benefit of the cache.
We will now look at ways in which some of the information retrieval stages, can 
be formally represented using mathematical models.
1.3 Mathematical Models of Information Retrieval
Mathematic models have been used in information retrieval in an attem pt to 
accurately recreate the real world concept of information retrieval, the matching 
of user needs and relevant documents. Both documents and queries are rep­
resented formally as mathematical models of the same type allowing matching 
functions to accurately access the similarity between document and query mod­
els. Mathematical models enable the implementation of information retrieval 
systems such as Google. There are many approaches to how documents, queries 
and retrieval can be modeled. These are broken up into standard IR categories 
as seen in Figure 1.2 and include :
•  Classical which includes Boolean, Vector space and Probabilistic models.
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•  Non-Classical which includes Information Logic based on logical imaging, 
Situation Theory based on an information calculus approach for informa­
tion retrieval and Interaction Information Retrieval, a quantum mechanics 
approach to information retrieval which involves, modeling the interaction 
of query with documents.
•  Alternative  which include Fuzzy, Cluster, Artificial Intelligence, Language 
Models and Latent Semantic Indexing models.
Mathematical Mo dot* .n in fo rm atio n  Ratfwrval
. . .........  . , . .
C C a s a tc « !  Non C l a t a l c a l  A H o m a if v a
B oo le an — In fo rm a tio n  L og ic fu z z y
V e c to r S pace — S itu a tio n  T h e o ry — c lu s te r
P ro b a b ilis tic — In te ra c tio n  In fo rm a tio n  R e trie va l a rtific ia l In te llig e nce
la te n t s e m a n tic  Ind e x ing
Figure 1.2: Categories of Models in Information Retrieval
1 .3 .1  T h e  B o o le a n  M o d e l
The Boolean Model was the traditional and most widely used model in commer­
cial information system s until the 90’s. One of the first to  be built representing 
the problem of structured queries, the Boolean model is based on both boolean 
logic and set theory. Both the document and the user query are represented 
as sets of terms but query terms are connected by logical operators (e.g log­
ical AND, NOT, OR) to form a structured boolean formula. Up to recently 
professional searchers who knew the document corpus and the structure of the 
system  acted as interpreters between the user and the system. Boolean retrieval 
involves the user entering a structured query. Take for example the query, cat 
AND dog AND mouse denoted by A, B and C respectively.
The documents returned in this case will contain all three indexed terms as 
shown in Figure 1.3. However a document that contains both cat and dog, 
yet does not contain the term mouse will not be returned as relevant and this
Relevant Documents
F igure 1.3: B oo lean  M odel
can  lead to  frustration  as th e  user m ay have increased  his know ledge w ith  th e  
inform ation con ta in ed  in  th is  “a llegedly” irrelevant d ocum ent.
B oolean  querying is very unforgiving as th ere is no “n early” relevant. T h is  
sim ple exam ple illu stra tes th e  exact m atch in g  con cep t, and  th e  n o tio n  o f rel­
evant/irrelevant, o f th e  B oo lean  m odel. To th e  professional searcher th is  m ay  
be an advantage, how ever to  a novice exact m atch in g  degrades th e  retrieval 
perform ance, as a docu m en t cannot be ranked according to  its degree of prob­
able relevancy. It either contains a term , m any term s or it d oes not. A nother  
disadvantage of th is  m od el is th a t th e  form ulation  o f structured  queries for 
m u lti-concept top ics is rather com plex  and w ould  require th e  use o f professional 
searchers.
1.3.2 T he Vector Space M odel
A n  im provem ent to  th e  B oo lean  m od el is th e  V ector Space M odel w ith  th e  use  
of “term  w eigh tin g” . T h is involves ap p ly in g  an  im p ortan ce value to  each term  
in  a docum ent or co llection  according to  its  freq u en cy /occu rren ce in th a t d ocu ­
m ent and across all docu m en ts in  a co llection , w hich  is a non-triv ia l operation . 
D ocu m en ts con ta in in g  w ords, th a t occur frequently  are usu a lly  function  w ords 
and offer no va lue or use to  th e  user. T h ese  fu n ction  w ords, e.g. “or” , are 
called stopw ords and are generally  rem oved from  th e  docum ent. D ocu m en ts
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containing words that occur infrequently usually provide little information on  
documents content, however words occurring with a mid range frequency more 
or less describe the content of the document. This is the basic idea used in term  
weighting algorithms, such as tf.id f  discuss later in the section.
The Vector Space Model [SWY75], another classical model of information re­
trieval, is so-called as it represents both documents and queries as mathematical 
vectors in a t-dimensional vector space (t is the number of terms in the collec­
tion). Retrieval is then based on how close a document vector d  is to a query 
vector q , see Figure 1.4. Documents are plotted in a space of index terms.
Docum enti
Figure 1.4: Vector Space Model
The documents are ranked according to the h ighest/closest score to the query 
vector. This similarity measure is calculated as the cosine of the angle 9 between  
the query vector q and the doc vector d . In the above diagram it is clear that 
d\ is more similar to q\ than do. These models assume all index terms (words) 
are equal which is not true and so they need an additional term weighting that 
is in most cases, tf.idf.
It is necessary to calculate two values for each term in an index in order to 
weight the terms appropriately.
•  The term frequency or number of occurrences of a term in a particular 
document tf, and also
•  The frequency or occurrences of the term over all documents, df.
The inverse of the document frequency df, id f  is used along with the term
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frequency t f  to implement one of the best known term weighting algorithms, 
“tf.idf” . The formal algorithm is calculated as follows:-
a ,)
The logarithm of the number of documents in a collection N, divided by the 
number of documents where this term occurs (d fj)
w eigh tij =  t f y  x id fj (1.2)
w eightij represents the weights assigned to a term t j  in a document di. 
t f i j  represents the frequency of term t j  in document di.
N represents the number of documents in a collection.
dfj  represents the number of documents where term t j  occurs at least once.
This formula has had many modifications and extensions since it performed 
rather poorly due to its inability to normalise the length of a document and 
hence its consequences of favouring long documents over shorter ones. The 
newer versions have made improvements on this.
One major assumption of the vector space model is that query terms are consid­
ered independent of one another, however real world situations have dependent 
terms for example, informational and retrieval, software and engineering.
1.3.3 T he Probabilistic M odel
Robertson and Cooper [Rob77] introduced this classical information retrieval 
model, when they published the Probability Ranking Principal (PRP):
“if the reference retrieval systems response to each request is 
a ranking of the documents in the collections in order of decreas­
ing probability of usefulness to the user who submitted the request
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where the probabilities are estimated as accurately as possible on 
the basis of whatever data has been made available to the system  
for this purpose, then the overall effectiveness of the system  to its 
users will be the best that is obtainable on the basis of that data ”
Basically, retrieval of documents is based on the value of the probability of a 
document to be relevant to a particular query being above the value of the 
probability of a document being irrelevant to the same query. Once documents 
with the required probabilities are retrieved they are ranked in decreasing order 
of usefulness to the query. The documents retrieved are those that reach above 
a certain cut off point or threshold [DoinOl]. A popular implementation of 
the probabilistic model is BM 251 [RWB+97], which uses a different formula to 
index both documents and queries as follows.
To ind ex a query:
Wfo)  the weight assigned to a query term is given by :
Wqj =  kT + tf^k  ' ln[(iV “  dfj)/dfj] (L3)
t f g h  represents the frequency of term t k  in document d q .
N  represents the number of documents in a collection.
d f j  represents the number of documents where term t j  occurs at least once.
&3 is a parameter.
To ind ex  docum ents:
Wfrj) the weight assigned to a term in a document is given by :
w,< = (L'k + ‘t f e M whe"  K  =  tll(1  ~ 6) +  h • ¿ i 1 (L4)
113M stands for Best Match
1 0
t f i j  indicates the frequency of a term j  within a document i. 
b and k\ are parameters.
K  is the ratio between the length li (sum of t f i j ) of document i and the collection  
mean, denoted by avdl.
BM25 has repeatedly been shown to be very effective and possibly the most 
effective term weighting formula in IR research.
1.4 IR Evaluation Measures
Users of an information retrieval system  expect a set o f relevant documents that 
accurately match their topic request of information need. In order to evaluate 
the effectiveness and efficiency of various retrieval systems various evaluation  
measures have been introduces.
Two standard evaluation measures, Recall and Precision, form the basis of 
most evaluation measures with information retrieval. Both measures are set 
based working over a non-ranked fixed set of documents. A user’s preference on 
measuring the effectiveness of a system dictates which measure they are likely to  
concern themselves with, users requiring an extensive list of documents relevant 
to the query, at the expense of non material being returned, are likely to evaluate 
based on recall, whereas users who would like to receive only relevant documents 
within a return list are more likely to measure the system ’s performance on 
precision. Precision measures the proportion of retrieved documents that are 
relevant to the users query (seen in equation 1.5) while recall measures the 
proportion of relevant documents returned for a users query (seen in equation  
1 .6).
„  . R e l e v a n t  fl R e t r i e v e d
P r e c i s i o n  = --------------------------------  (1-5)
R e l e v a n t
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„ R e l e v a n t  fl R e t r i e v e d
R e c a l l  = --------------------------------
R e t r i e v e d
( 1 . 6 )
Precision and Recall are commonly presented pair wise in the form of a precision 
recall graph in order to avoid the drawbacks that exist using the precision 
measure alone, returning a value of 1.0 precision when results set consists of 
a single document which happens to be relevant to the query and again using 
the recall measure alone, returning a value of 1.0 when a system  returns the 
entire collection in response to a query. However it is difficult to  accurately make 
comparison between effectiveness and accuracy using a precision and recall pair.
A v e ra g e  P r e c is io n  A ranked based evaluation measure based on standard 
precision, that measures the effectiveness of a retrieval system  in returning rel­
evant documents high within a results set, to a particular topic. It is calculated  
by averaging the precision as each relevant document is found within a ranked 
list. Any relevant documents in the collection that are not retrieved in the  
ranked list, give a precision value of zero. The measure never decreases as more 
documents are added to the end of an existing list. So, consider there are five 
relevant documents in a collection to a specific topic. Three of them  have been 
retrieved within the ranked list at ranks 1, 5, 6. Then the precision at rank 1 
is P@1 =  l ( j )  at rank 5 P@5 =  0-4(§) at rank 6 P@6 =  0 .5 ( |) .  The average 
precision of all documents retrieved by the system  for this topic then becomes 
(1 +  0.4 +  0.5 +  0 +  0 )/5  =  0.38. To accurately assess the performance of a re­
trieval system  though, it is more effective to consider a retrieval system ’s ability 
in returning relevant documents to a set of topics rather than one in particular. 
This is calculated using mean average precision.
M e a n  A v e ra g e  P r e c is io n  (MAP) is as the name suggests the mean of the 
average precision of all topics within an evaluation run over many topics.
1 2
1.5 Introduction  to N ovelty
In 1999 Hal Varian, an economist, suggested that from an econom ist’s view­
point “the value of information is that it is only new inform ation that m a tters” 
[Var99]. The context of his statement was a challenge to the established tra­
dition in information retrieval whereby documents are ranked in response to a 
query by their similarity to that query. This approach to document ranking is 
firmly established partly because it can be implemented in a com putationally 
efficient manner which was important in the early days of information retrieval. 
Nowadays it remains prevalent because it allows search engines like Google to 
implement sub-second response tim e when searching billions of web pages for 
millions of users daily.
Yet despite its computational efficiency and scalability, ranking by query simi­
larity is merely one tool which we use as part of our broader information seeking 
tasks in which we engage in many times daily. W hen we search we formulate 
a query in our mind, input some keywords into a search box, browse the re­
sulting list of summaries, select a document or page and view it, maybe go 
back to our search ranking and view some more documents and in doing this, 
we may clarify our own information needs a bit more so we may reformulate 
our query and issue another search. This generates another document ranking 
which includes the documents we’ve seen and viewed before and don’t want to 
see again! The search function, activated when we click the S e a r c h  box, is 
helping us because it is fast, but it is not intelligent and it still leaves us to do 
all the interpretation of search outputs. Over time we have grown tolerant to 
the fact that IR searching is actually a low-level function in the broader picture 
of information seeking.
Recent trends in IR reveal a more questioning approach to the established  
tradition and include developments like document summarisation, clustering 
of the outputs of search results and emergence of attem pts to capture users’ 
contexts in search. All these try to ease the cognitive load on searchers by
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making the interpretation of search output more digestible. One other technique 
for doing this, which we are interested in, is the autom atic detection of novelty 
in search output.
Novelty in search output is defined as the incremental information added to a 
document based on what the user has already learned from looking at previous 
documents in the document list. It assumes that we do not forget information 
(this assumption is re-addressed in Chapter 3) and that as a user views a results 
list of documents their information need changes or evolves, and their state of 
knowledge increases as they learn new things from the documents they see. At 
any point in the list, the technique of r e l e v a n c e  f e e d b a c k  can be used to help 
reformulate the query to take account of shifting information needs, and this 
is commonplace in information retrieval. However, little work has been done 
on taking account of what the user has already seen from documents viewed, 
i.e. there is little work in the automatic detection of n o v e l t y  in the documents 
being presented to users. It follows that if we use relevance feedback to account 
for shifting information needs we should use each docum ent’s novelty value as 
a factor in determining where it should appear in a document ranking.
Objectives of the Research being undertaken
A typical broadcast T V  news program is usually a very rich source of informa­
tion on a variety of diverse news topics. However it is also rife w ith repetition  
as video footage, story elements and developments in stories and even story 
introductions within the same broadcast are re-used. Once a user has viewed a 
relevant shot, any subsequent shots that provide no new information are made 
redundant and become useless to the user from the point of view of increasing 
his knowledge on a particular topic. These shots however take valuable visual 
space on the user’s interface, hindering a user’s interaction with the system  as 
it must wade through these redundant shots in search of new and unseen in­
formation, which may be displayed way down the results list. W ithin the text 
domain novelty detection actively seeks data which provides new information
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on a topic to the user.
In this thesis we focus on novelty detection within the video domain. Although  
many novelty models exists for the detection of new documents in the text 
domain, currently none of the novelty models developed account for novelty 
detection in the video domain. We propose adapting the novelty detection  
concept developed for the text domain to address novelty detection within the 
video information retrieval talcing account of the many resources that exist 
within video. In novelty detection within video IR we seek to organise broadcast 
news retrieval results based on the degree of “newness” to the topic rather than  
the traditional ranking by degree of relevance, thereby increasing the user ability 
to make an informed decision on whether accessing a shot is useful.
Novelty detection within broadcast news obviously eliminates redundancy among 
shots but also enables the ability to track a story over several broadcasts from 
either the same broadcaster or across multiple broadcasters. It can be used to 
highlight the outcomes and conclusions rather than the earlier and outdated  
story elements of a complete story. Novelty detection modules are now con­
tained within many automatic summarisation systems for the summarisation 
of a video or multiple videos. The Intelligence Community are looking at nov­
elty detection modules to help decrease the assessor’s work load of identifying 
shots that provide new information, for example, Helicopters landing, army 
tanks moving in background, increased numbers of people on the street and ex­
plosions. Currently assessors wade through horns of endless uneventful footage.
Thesis Research Questions
The following research question will be answered through the course of this 
thesis.
1. How to adapt the novelty detection concepts already carried out within  
the text domain to develop novelty detection models for the much more 
complex video domain ?
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2. Can novel shots be automatically detected from within a list of shots 
within the video domain ?
3. Do models designed to  detect novel shots from a chronologically ordered 
list of shots using text resources alone out-perform other resources and 
combinations of resources also available within the video domain or does 
novelty detection need to utilise the other resources available from within 
video to accurately complete the task ?
4. How do novelty detection models developed for the identification of novel 
shots from a chronologically ordered list of relevant shots for a topic within  
the video domain, perform compared to a human assessor’s performance 
of the task ?
5. How do the performances of the many modalities available for each video 
sequence compare to each other in the task of detecting novel shots from 
a chronologically ordered list o f relevant shots for a topic ?
1 .6  T h e s is  O rg a n isa tio n
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 will provide an 
overview of multimedia information retrieval and in particular video retrieval. 
It will briefly describe the history of digital video and its structure, before 
outlining the various components of a modern video retrieval system. The 
chapter will then describe TRECVid and its contribution to the video retrieval 
research arena before, finally examining the current state of the art in video 
retrieval systems within the video domain.
Chapter 3 introduces the concept of novelty detection in information retrieval 
and in particular novelty detection within the text domain. The chapter will 
then provide an overview of the TREC novelty track, which was developed to 
focus research and development into the detection of novel documents from a
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results list and will then describe our novelty detection model developed for the 
novelty track in 2004.
Chapter 4 provides answers to question one. It shows there is a need for nov­
elty detection in video retrieval and introduces novelty detection in the context 
of content based video retrieval. It investigates the challenges and considera­
tions that must be observed during the design of a novelty detection model in 
the video domain. It will then discuss the detection of novel information from 
within a search output for any user specific topic. This chapter presents a nov­
elty detection model designed to accurately identify novel shots from a results 
list within the video domain. Chapter 5 presents the experimental methodology 
for investigating the performance of our novelty detection approaches. Chapter 
6 will present answers to the remaining research questions described above by 
reporting on the findings of the experiments carried out on each of the novelty 
detection models designed for each of the video resources available within the 
video domain. Finally Chapter 7 will conclude this thesis where we will sum­
marise our approach to novelty detection in the video retrieval domain. We 
will reflect on the answers to the research questions identified above. We will 
then conclude by making suggestions for further work in the area of novelty 
detection within video retrieval.
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Chapter 2
Introducing M ultim edia IR
I n  t h i s  c h a p t e r  w e  r e v i e w  t h e  e v e r - g r o w i n g  p o p u l a r  r e s e a r c h  a r e a  o f  M u l t i m e d i a  
I n f o r m a t i o n  R e t r i e v a l .  W e  w i l l  d e f i n e  t h e  c o n c e p t  o f  v i d e o  i n f o r m a t i o n  r e t r i e v a l ,  
d e s c r i b i n g  b r i e f l y  t h e  h i s t o r y  o f  d i g i t a l  v i d e o  a n d  i t s  s t r u c t u r e .  W e  t h e n  d i s c u s s  
t h e  v a r i o u s  c o m p o n e n t s  u s e d  w i t h i n  m o d e m  v i d e o  r e t r i e v a l  s y s t e m s ,  t o  i m p r o v e  
t h e  s y s t e m s  p e r f o r m a n c e  i n  r e t u r n i n g  a c c u r a t e  r e s u l t s  t o  a  u s e r s  q u e r y .  W e  w i l l  
d i s c u s s  T R E C V i d  a n d  i t s  c o n t r i b u t i o n  t o  t h e  v i d e o  r e t r i e v a l  r e s e a r c h  a r e n a  a n d  
f i n a l l y ,  w e  w i l l  e x a m i n e  t h r e e  s t a t e  o f  t h e  a r t  v i d e o  r e t r i e v a l  s y s t e m s  d e v e l o p e d  
b y  D u b l i n  C i t y  U n i v e r s i t y ,  C M U  a n d  I B M  r e s p e c t i v e l y
2 .1  In tr o d u c tio n  to  M u ltim e d ia  In fo r m a tio n  R e tr ie v a l
Traditionally information retrieval operated over text documents from large 
collections, with state of the art commercial information retrieval systems suc­
cessfully searching and answering a users information need. The development 
of new media technologies and integrated multiple media such as images, m p3’s, 
audio and video have created vast multimedia libraries and archives in areas 
such as medical, criminal investigation, art galleries and T V  broadcasting to 
name but a few. It is apparent that there is a need for information man­
agement, organisation, retrieval and navigation through these vast multimedia
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archives. For example, the BBC archive stores an additional one million new 
items per year including video, image, audio and text information. This thesis 
concentrates on content-based retrieval of digital video. An information re­
trieval system  that provides access to a video collection is far more complex 
than a traditional information retrieval system dealing with textual data alone. 
The main reason for this complexity lies in the inability to autom atically ana­
lyze the video content accurately. The interpretation of video is more difficult 
due to the richness of its content including visual, audio, text and semantic in­
formation [Bim99]. Before delving into the aspects of the digital video retrieval, 
we first need to have some understanding of digital video itself.
2.1.1 A n Introduction  to  D igital V ideo
During the 1970’s consumers became familiar w ith the concept of video with  
the introduction of Video Home System (VHS) by JVC. Video is a sequence of 
twenty five to thirty images per second, giving an illusion of m otion, synchro­
nised with an audio track. Analogue video requires on average 1.3 MB of space 
for each image in uncompressed form. Sequential storage of this video format 
required a large capacity storage medium which was available only in the form 
of a magnetic tape at the time.
W ith the development of new technologies and compression standards (de­
scribed in section 2.1.1), digital video became a reality and was introduced 
in the 1980’s. It offered many interesting features over traditional analogue 
video, for example:
•  Higher picture quality, easier storage and transmission across networks
•  Retrieval of scenes/chapters instantaneously as it is stored on random ac­
cess media such as CD-interactive disks or DVDs (Digital Versatile D isks).
Digital video manipulation has become so commonplace that it is easily pro­
duced and edited by not only video production companies but also home users.
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It is w id ely  used  in  m ajor business corporations and  by in d iv id u als through  
ap p lication s like v ideo  conferencing, v ideo  lectures, en terta in m en t, docum en­
taries, advertisem ents, e-m ail a ttach m en ts and so on. T h ese  app lications of 
d ig ita l v id eo  coupled  w ith  th e  decrease in  th e  costs o f  acquiring th e  softw are 
and hardware necessary to  m an ip u late  d ig ita l v ideo, has led  to  th e  generation  
of large d ig ita l v ideo  libraries b o th  in  organ izational and  p erson al environm ents 
at enorm ous rates.
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Figure 2.1: S tructure of a d ig ita l v ideo  sequence
F igure 2.1 outlines th e  hierarchical structure o f a d ig ita l v id eo  sequence. T he  
follow ing is a description  of each of th e  com p on en ts ind ividually.
Shot
T h e basic u n it of a v id eo  sequence is th e  fram e. A  num ber o f fram es, recorded  
in a  single continuous action  by a single  cam era at a specific tim e are co llective ly  
called  a shot. Shots are com m on ly  recognised  w ith in  th e  in form ation  retrieval 
com m unity  as th e  basic u n it o f retrieval from  a  v id eo  collection .
K e y f r a m e :  A  keyfram e is a single representative fram e for a group o f fram es 
com posing  a  shot. T h e  ta sk  of selectin g  w hich  fram e b est represents th e  shot
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is very subjective and the most commonly used technique involves selecting 
the middle frame from the group of frames. This however is not always very 
representative and in some cases where the shot is quite long, two or more 
keyframes are needed to  accurately represent the content of the shot. Although  
keyframe representation is adequate for most video representation it is however 
unsuitable when analysing the temporal aspects of a video sequence.
Scene
A scene is a collection of shots grouped into a logical combination depicting 
a story/event or object of focus. Scenes can be classified as being static or 
dynamic, depending on the state of m otion within the sequence of shots. Prom 
a human perspective the retrieval of scenes from video is far more attractive than  
shots as scenes provide a level of meaning and understanding of the developing 
video sequence. However it is very difficult to automatically detect scenes as 
the shots composing a scene can be visually quite different and thus scene 
boundary detection is largely unreliable across most genre (television news is 
the exception).
Video
In addition to a visual layer we also have an audio layer in video. These two 
layers are synchronized using the system  layer. Lately we have seen the inclusion 
of a semantic information layer usually expressed in an XML-like standard 
known as MPEG-7 [Com02].
Digital Video Compression
The Moving Fram e/Picture Expert Group established in 1988, provided an in­
ternational video compression standard ISO /IEC 11172, commonly known as
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MPEG-1 in 1993 [pag], which enabled the storage of digital video on CD- In­
teractive medium. MPEG-1 sets a typical image resolution of 352 x 288 pixels 
at 25 frames per second, resulting in VHS quality. In 1995, M PEG-2 was re­
leased providing a greater level of compression, which enabled digital video to  be 
stored on D V D ’s and transmitted over many networks. Since then, the M PEG-
4 standard has been released enabling object based encoding and supporting 
2D and 3D video modes. Recently the M PEG-7 standard was released, which 
describes the multimedia content of digital video by adding an extendable and 
interoperable m etadata layer to the digital video stream [Com02, YS03].
W ithin the MPEG-1 standard a frame is viewed as being of one of the following 
three types:
•  I-fra m e (In tr a  fram e): This frame is treated as still image and is en­
coded with lossy compression using JPEG compression block by block 
completely independent of frames adjacent to it.
•  P -fr a m e  (P r e d ic te d  fram e): The frame is coded with reference to a 
previous P-frame or I-frame with motion estimation.
•  B -fra m e (B i-d ir e c t io n a l fram e): This frame is coded with reference to 
the preceding or next I or P-frame w ith motion estimation. The more B- 
frames included in an MPEG sequence the higher the level of compression.
I-frames are the most important frames in M PEG as they are the frame of 
least compression. They provide a reference point from which the motion- 
compensation is determined for the P and B frames. Depending on the com­
pression required and the encoder used all three types of frames form a MPEG  
frame sequence called a GOP (Group of Pictures). MPEG standard states there 
should be at least one I-frame within a series of ten frames. An example of two 
valid M PEG frame sequences include
• I P P
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W ithin this thesis we work w ith I-frames as they are of better quality than P 
or B frames and in the following section we will discuss the accurate retrieval 
video data that answers a users information need.
2 .2  V id e o  R e tr iev a l-  th e  ch a llen g es
Information Retrieval within the text domain has made great advances within 
the last decade with the introduction of cheap capable technology and the 
web. Many solutions to the conventional m ethod of ranking relevant docu­
ments according to the degree of relevance have been proposed to suit different 
user requirements and implemented successfully over many collections such as 
question answering, summarization and novelty detection. The main challenge 
within the video information retrieval research community is to achieve a sim­
ilar standard of retrieval within the video domain to that which exists within  
the text domain. The retrieval of video data is much more complex than that of 
traditional text data for many reasons, including the fact that there are many 
more media components to be considered when manipulating the contents of 
a video document. Data is not only considered on a conceptual level, by issu­
ing queries with keywords like c a t  or c o m p u t e r  which is the standard form of 
retrieval for text documents. We are now also working on a perceptual level 
due to the visual nature of video by composing queries that also contain im­
ages, video clips or audio examples, which might contain the desired feature 
or object that the user wishes to retrieve from a video collection. For example 
a user wishing to retrieve one or more images or video clips of “Bill Clinton” 
may issue a query with one or more example images of Bill Clinton addressing 
a press conference with the US Flag in the background, which h e/sh e may have 
found on the internet.
The following are a list of the major challenges to the development of video IR.
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P r o c e ss in g  R eq u irem en ts:  Twenty five to thirty frames a second are needed, 
each frame consisting of a typical resolution of 352 x 288 pixels, to give the 
visual illusion of motion in a video sequence in MPEG-1 format. This data 
component along with the various other components such as audio description, 
semantic descriptions and feature detection evidences associated with a similar 
sequence of video, means it is of orders of magnitude many tim es larger and 
more complex than its text domain equivalent, even with today’s very high 
quality compression. This is a major problem as it hampered video IR research 
growth due to the inability to carry out experiments on large scale collections 
of data which has been possible within the text domain for years. Until recently 
the storage of a terabyte of data was considered a very expensive task, however 
with the technical advances and reduction in cost, the potential to create large 
video collections that mimic a real world scenario such as the BBC archive 
which comprises of over 1 million or 2145 terabytes of data, for the research 
and development of video IR related experiments is becoming less of a challenge.
U se r  In terface: One of the goals of designing a user interface for any system  
should be the provision of simple, straightforward and easy interaction that 
does not confuse the user. However a multimedia system  such as a video search 
system, requires sophisticated interface elements for searching and displaying 
of results [GSG+ 03]. Since video is visual information it is considered the norm  
to present the search results visually to the user and allow him /her to browse 
through the results [SmeOO]. It is a video information retrieval challenge to 
provide the user with an interface, that allows him /her to quickly and effectively 
retrieve and browse through a set of results, similar to a user’s interaction with  
a text retrieval system. The shot is the common unit of retrieval in video IR 
and is usually represented in an interface via a keyframe. This brings us to 
the question, over which frame of the shot should be displayed, observing the 
fact that a user may find a shot relevant /irrelevant depending on the selected  
keyframe. The issue of redundant shots being displayed on the users interface 
is yet another issue and it take up valuable space on a users results list. This 
issue raised in Chapter 4. Due to its complex nature there are many challenges
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yet to be tackled when designing a video retrieval system  interface to reduce 
the users effort and cognitive load during search and retrieval.
Feature Extraction: Text is considered the foundation for the retrieval of 
relevant shots from any content-based video collection. This conceptual level 
of accurate text presentation has received a lot of attention and although not 
a solved problem, has many mature solutions. The perceptual level however 
is not solved and is non trivial. Textual descriptions of perceptual events by 
human judgements is subjective and hence we cannot rely on our own descrip­
tions of colour, texture and emotional content for example. In an attem pt to 
more consistently interpret the perceptual view of a video sequence, various 
feature/concept detectors have been proposed. The area of concept detection 
has become a hot research topic in video research over the last decade however 
major challenges still remain namely accuracy and coverage. Currently the ac­
curacy of feature/concept detectors is very low and in many cases the inclusion 
of such feature evidences will inevitably degrade the accuracy of a retrieval sys­
tem. To date many concept detectors have been developed for specific domains 
such as the detection of a goal being scored in a soccer video, and a limited set 
of concepts have been developed by groups to detect a certain concept in video 
data such as the “beach” , the “sky” or the presence of a named individual such 
as “Bill Clinton”.
Automatic Semantic Extraction: Humans have an ability to easily deci­
pher the semantic meaning of a visual image. It is far more difficult however 
for a machine to automatically extract the semantic meaning from an image 
or similarly a video sequence. W ithin the text domain the semantic meanings 
are integrated into the text and text IR preforms adequately at providing doc­
uments matching a user’s request. Although we can extract some semantic 
meaning from audio tracks, automatic detectors have not reached a level that 
can adequately bridge the semantic gap between the low level features such as 
colour and texture and their higher level meanings such as “sunset” or “airplane 
taking off” within a visual image. In order to m eet this challenge and overcome
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the semantic gap while the feature detectors remain at their current level of 
accuracy, human annotation of video is currently being employed through the 
use of predefined manually created ontologys such as the “LSCOM” ontology 
which contains 1000 and 460 concepts respectively and the “MediaMill” on­
tology which contains 101 concepts. These ontologys are discussed further in 
Chapter 4. This does not solve the challenge of accurate and scalable video 
content representation however as human annotation is very expensive w ith re­
gard to both tim e and manpower. More detailed information on annotation is 
described in Chapter 4.
Yet another challenge to  the development of video IR involves advancing re­
search into alternative applications in retrieval such as summarisation, question  
answering, finding named entities, story tracking and novelty detection as suc­
cessfully researched within the text domain.
Summarisation system s provide a user w ith an accurate description of the con­
tents of the document enabling him /her to selectively choose documents that 
are most likely to answer their specific need. An example of text summarisa­
tion include a summarisation system  developed by Allan e t . a l .  [AGK01] that 
monitors new programmes for any changes. W ithin the video domain, sum­
marisation systems are limited to specific narrow domains, as technology has 
not reached the point where all features can be accurately detected for every 
possible event. [SOMM04] is an example of a video summarisation system  over 
a narrow domain. It uses feature detectors which highlight the important events 
within soccer matches such as the scoring of a goal or a penalty being taken. 
Although this works well within the narrow domain of sports it is as yet not 
possible to accurately summarise the visual contents of a broad domain of video 
such as a news story collection.
Question-Answering system s have been widely researched and implemented 
within the text retrieval domain. They take as input a text query in the form 
of a question for example “who is Bill Clinton? ” and return a ranked list of 
text fragments that are likely to answers the user’s query. Currently there are
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no Question-Answering system applications within the video domain.
Yet another application, that challenges the conventional approach of ranking 
relevant results by their degree of relevance to a topic, is that of intra-novelty 
detection researched within the text domain and this is described further in 
Chapter 3. However yet again, novelty detection has not been researched within  
the video retrieval domain.
2 .3  V id e o  In fo r m a tio n  R e tr ie v a l S y s te m  C o m p o n e n ts
The last decade has seen many variations in the methods employed to search 
and retrieve video data. In this section we look at the video components that 
can be extracted and utilized in an attem pt to improve a user’s interaction 
experience with a video retrieval system. Initially video collections were very 
small and users of the system  had a general idea what was contained within the 
collection. Manual annotation was employed on such collections whereby videos 
were named as descriptively as possible and manually grouped into categories 
according to their various relationships such as the genre they belonged to, 
which enabled the rapid retrieval of a specific video. On the selection of a 
specific video of interest the user could browse through the video shots to rapidly 
find a particular segment of interest for playback [CDV04], Figure 2.2 shows an 
example of such a system. As collections grew, more sophisticated approaches 
for the retrieval of specific information were required, as this method soon 
became impractical, because users no longer knew what was in the collection  
and inevitably ended up blindly navigating through a collection, in search of 
relevant material. In the following sections we discuss three features which can 
be used in many modern video retrieval systems.
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1 D o cu m en t!  Marvjalty 
A m o W c d
5. Query Processed
Off-Line Process On-Line Process
F igure 2.2: A n  exam ple o f an  early v id eo  retrieval sy stem  
Text Searching
T here are three different form s of tex t, all com p lem en tin g  each  other, th a t can  
be utilised  w ith in  v id eo  retrieval.
1. A u t o m a t i c  S p e e c h  R e c o g n i t i o n ( A S R )  transcrip ts are derived  au tom atica lly  
from  th e  audio track of a v ideo  sequence. T h ese  transcrip ts are tim e  
stam p ed  and aligned  to  each shot in  th e  v id eo  co llection  during an offline 
process, providing th e  m ost in  d ep th  te x tu a l resource for v id eo  retrieval. 
T here are tw o d isadvantages w hen  u sin g  A S R  transcrip ts w ith in  v ideo  
retrieval. F irstly  a lth ou gh  a  transcrip ts for a specific v id eo  is aligned to  
each shot w ith in  th e  v ideo , th e  w ords spoken  m ay n ot m atch  any o f th e  
visual features th a t occur w ith in  th a t sh o t and secon d ly  au tom atic  speech  
recognition  d etectors find it difficult to  accurately  spell nam ed id en tities  
or locations.
2. C l o s e d  c a p t i o n ( C C )  te x ts  are w ritten  and tra n sm itted  during th e  broad­
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cast of a television program as an aid to people w ith hearing disabilities. 
Once again tim e stamping allows the accurate alignment of text to each 
shot within the video collection, although in cases where the tim e stamp 
is missing, shot alignment is carried out based on the ASR transcripts 
[RM84][RHH+ 04] during an offline process. CC text is written by hu­
mans w ith the subsequent result that people, named entities or locations 
are usually spelled accurately. It is not written verbatim, according to  
the spoken audio which leads to alternative words being used to get the 
same point across. Both of these characteristics can aid the overall per­
formance of a retrieval system. In addition, as CC text is designed for the 
hearing impaired, supplementary text may be added into the transcript 
in an attem pt to aid the viewer by describing what is audibly happening 
within a scene such as the identification of a door knock.
3. O p t i c a l  c h a r a c t e r  r e c o g n i t i o n ( O C R )  another text resource available to the 
video domain is automatically extracted from an image. Consider a TV  
news interview, in the majority of cases the interviewee’s name, location  
and current subject of discussion will appear on the bottom  of the screen. 
OCR provides a valuable source of evidence as it is most likely describing 
what is occurring within a shot accurately which would greatly improve 
the performance of a retrieval system when searching for a specific topic.
Traditional text retrieval preprocessing techniques such as “stopword removal” 
and “stemming” are carried out on each of the three sources of text within  
video. Over the years text-based retrieval has consistently proved to be the 
single best performing component within TRECVID and more detailed infor­
mation on text retrieval was described in Chapter 1. Retrieval models such 
as BM25, t f * i d f ,  probabilistic and language models have all been employed for 
the accurate retrieval of video using text w ith BM25 achieving the best perfor­
mance in TRECVID2004 and text once again achieving the best performance 
in TRECVID2005 [SK004b, SK005].
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A lth ou gh  all th e  te x t  resources are aligned to  sh o ts w ith in  th e  v id eo  it  is not  
necessarily  the case th a t w ords w ith in  th e  tex t accu rately  define th e  contents of 
a particular shot. A s a  result it is inadequate to  rely  on te x t  d escrip tions alone  
for th e  effective retrieval o f a  relevant shot. C onsider for exam p le  an in terview  
on th e  war in  Iraq; a lth ou gh  S ad d am ’s nam e m ay m en tion ed  at th e  beginning  
of th e  in terview , a sh ot o f th e  leader m ay not n ecessarily  b e show n u n til th e  
end of th e  new s story. In th is  respect te x t fails to  deliver ad eq u ate retrieval 
perform ance. In order to  im prove retrieval perform ance in  v id eo  retrieval, tex t  
retrieval has been  augm ented  w ith  im age based  retrieval [G SG + 03]. T h is en­
ables a user to  search a v id eo  co llection  w ith  a  particu lar im age th a t m ay be  
sim ilar to  their in form ation  need , such as an  im age o f “B ill C lin ton ” if  th e  need  
for v ideo  d a ta  on  B ill C lin ton  is required.
Im age Searching
T yp ica lly  w ith in  an  im age retrieval system , o ften  referred to  as low -level feature  
extraction , each sh ot in a v id eo  co llection  is analyzed  b y  a  num ber o f prede­
term ined  low -level feature d etectors such  as colour, edge and textu re . T h ese  
detectors assign an  ev idence score to  th e  shot based  on  a  fea tu re’s ex isten ce  or 
n on-existence. Such a system  takes an exam ple im age or v id eo  as input w hich  
closely  m atches a u ser’s inform ation  request sim ilar of th e  T R E C V id  top ic  de­
scription  seen  in  F igure 2.3. T h e  query im age is an a lyzed  in  a sim ilar m anner
Figure 2.3: T opic 144: F in d  sh ots of B ill C lin ton  speak ing  w ith  at least part 
of a U S flag v isib le  b eh ind  him . T hree exam p le im ages th a t m atch es th e  user’s 
inform ation need
to every other sh ot w ith in  th e  video  co llection  using  th e  sam e low -level feature
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detectors. T h e  sim ilarity  b etw een  th e  query im age and each  s h o t’s keyfram e  
w ith in  th e  co llection  is  th en  an a lyzed  based  on  th e  feature d etec tio n  evidences. 
Shots w ith  a  sim ilarity  score over a  certa in  threshold  are deem ed  “probab ly  rel­
evant” and returned to  th e  user in  th e  form  o f a ranked list. Q uery im ages are 
provided as part o f th e  T R E C V id  to p ics  or as a keyfram e w h ich  is th e  product  
of relevance feedback, requesting  a  “m ore like th is” scenario  w h ich  has b een  
im plem ented  successfu lly  in  v id eo  IR  system s such as [BC G + 03, B C G + 04], A n  
exam ple o f querying by im age can  b e  seen  in  F igure 2.4 . R etr ieva l perform ance  
w ith in  im age retrieval is very  dep en d an t on  th e  quality  o f th e  query im age and  
w hether or n o t th e  v id eo  co llection  has im ages w ith  sim ilar low -level features.
Query By 
Im age Exan
F igure 2.4: A n  exam ple o f  querying a  v id eo  retrieval sy stem  u sin g  im age on ly
A s sta ted  previously, som e com m on  low -level features w hich  have b een  d etected  
successfu lly  and  aid overall v id eo  retrieval perform ance include colour, ed ge and  
texture.
Colour is th e  m ost popular and  effective low  level feature used  w ith in  v id eo  re­
trieval sy stem s. V isib le  ligh t con sists  o f  a  continuous sp ectru m  o f w avelengths  
w hich  stim u lates th e  retina  o f  our eyes. T h ese  w avelengths range from  approxi­
m a te ly  seven  hundred and e igh ty  nanom eters for red to  th ree hundred and fifty
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nanom eters for v io le t, see F igure 2.5. O b jects absorb and reflect ligh t w aves dif­
ferently  and it is th is  variation  of reflection , transm ission  and absorbtion  w hich  
allow s us to  perceive an o b je c t’s colour. T here axe three m ain  ty p e  o f colour 
p erception  th a t w e are sen sitive  to  “H ue” , “S atu ration ” and “B righ tn ess” . H ue 
refers th e  dom inant colour. S atu ration  refers to  th e  purity  o f th e  colour and 
B rightness refers to  th e  brightness or lum inance o f th e  surface [Ear85]. C om ­
puters d isp lay im ages using a  fixed num ber o f “p ix e ls” w hich  are square un its  
u sed  to  store in form ation  ab ou t each ind iv id u al colour. T h e  greater th e  num ber  
of p ixels th a t are used to  com pose an im age th e  b etter th e  q u a lity  o f  th a t im age. 
Colour spaces, including th e  R G B  or Y C r C b ,  have been  designed  in  an a ttem p t  
to  express colour by accu rately  m od elin g  a h u m an ’s p ercep tion  o f colour [Poy]. 
T h e “R G B ” colour space is designed  for com puter hardw are and is o ften  used  
to  d isplay colour on te lev ision  screens and com puter m onitors. T h e  “Y C bC r” 
colour space is used  for en cod ed  videos. T h e  m ost com m on colour features used  
w ith in  v id eo  retrieval include, dom inant colour, sca lab le  colour, colour struc­
ture and colour layout and  G O F /G O P  colour all o f w hich  are defined w ith in  
th e  M P E G 7 (XM L-like standard) standard  [Com02].
H ie Visible Light Spectrum
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Figure 2.5: C olour w avelen gth  spectrum
Large colour or textu re  difference areas create  boundaries or edges hum ans can  
perceive as ob jects w ith in  an im age [Ear85]. O ne sim ple approach to  au tom atic  
edge d etection  is to  com pare adjacent p ixels against each other. Should  a 
significant difference score exceed  a  certa in  threshold  th e  p ixel is considered  
an edge and is au tom atica lly  m arked as b lack otherw ise it  is  m arked as w hite. 
M any effective edge d etec tio n  m eth od s have b een  developed  over th e  years 
including SO B E L  [GW92] and th e  C anny edge detector [Can86]. E dge d etection  
ind irectly  characterizes th e  sh ap e  of ob jects w ith in  v id eos and as a result is v ita l
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for ongoing research in to  ob ject d e tectio n  and ex traction  w hich  w ill in ev itab ly  
im prove th e  perform ance o f  v id eo  retrieval.
T exture is th e  term  used  to  describe th e  different p atches o f  an  im age th a t  
follow  a particular p attern  characterized b y  differences in  th e  levels o f brightness  
contained  in  an im age. A n  im age can  have m any different tex tu res from  an  
outdoor p o o l to  a grass garden. T extu re can  b e d etected  sim ilar to  th e  m eth od  
used for th e  d etection  of edges, a lth ou gh  a m uch lower d ifference th resh o ld  is 
used to  d etect tex tu re  during th e  com parison  o f adjacent p ixels. F igure 2.6 
gives an exam ple o f three different tex tu red  im ages. T h e  d etec tio n  o f tex tu re  
in im ages can aid  in th e  iden tifica tion  of relevant docu m en ts during search but 
in  ad d ition  tex tu re  d etection  can b e  used  to  aid  in  th e  d evelopm ent o f  specific  
higher level feature d etectors, such  as th e  b each  d etectors or w ater detectors.
F igure 2.6: E xam p le o f 3 different textu res Soybeans, grass, a  ju m p er and an  
im age conta in ing  m any tex tu res
T h e use of low -level features to  aid  in  th e  retrieval o f particu lar v ideo  sh o ts has 
lim ited  perform ance. Shots o f “forest fires” or of “th e  W ash in gton  M on u m en t” 
are accurately  d etected  using th e  various low -level feature d etectors, however 
consider th e  scenario w here a user w ishes to  find sh ots o f an  “A irplane tak ing  
off” . A t present th ere is a large sem an tic  gap  betw een  low -level features and  
their higher level m eanings. T h e  d etection  o f concepts a tte m p ts  to  bridge th is  
sem antic gap and aid in  th e  overall perform ance o f a retrieval system .
Concept searching
Sem antic inform ation d etectio n  is very im p ortan t w ith in  th e  retrieval com ­
m unity  and particu larly  so given  th e  v isu a l nature o f v id eo  retrieval, yet th e
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extraction of the semantic meanings from a visual image or video sequence is 
a highly complex task. In many commercial video libraries humans manually 
annotate content descriptions based on what they see within a shot, in the  
form of keywords such as “crime” or “violence” , or with descriptions written  
by experts giving elaborate descriptions on the visual content or the emotions 
that are depicted within the video. Visual perception is subjective which can 
result in a lot of ambiguity. In addition to this, is the large consumption of 
valuable time and manpower needed to annotate a video. This makes man­
ual annotation unattractive from the point of view of accurate, effective and 
efficient video manipulation and retrieval. Recently TRECVid in an attem pt 
to bridge the gap between the low level features that are currently detected  
and the higher level semantic knowledge that exists in visual images, have built 
ontologies of high level features/concepts encouraging research into the devel­
opment of automatic concept detectors which can be applied off-line to video 
collections subsequently enhancing an overall retrieval performance, should a 
user request contain a particular concept that is within the ontology.
Naphade [NS04] give an overview of a number of detection approaches that have 
been undertaken over the last few years. Each shot within a video collection is 
assigned a confidence score for each concept detector and is integrated into the 
M PEG7 [Com02] description of a video. However as mentioned earlier there 
are great challenges in creating concepts for broad domains such as TV news. 
It has become necessary to establish a standardised ontology a subject which  
is described in greater detail in Chapter 4.
F u sion
A user may query a video retrieval system  using a combination of text descrip­
tions and one or more visual images or video clips containing an example of their 
need. As we have seen in the previous sections, video has many features which 
can all be utilised to retrieve a particular shot satisfying a user’s information 
need. These include automatic speech recognition, closed caption and optical
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TRECVid 2002 1. Outdoor, 2. Indoor, 3. Face, 4. People, 5. Cityscape , 6.land­
scape, 7. Text Overlay, 8. Instrumental Sound, 9. Speech, 10. 
Monologue
TRECVid 2003 1. Outdoors 2. News subject face, 3. People, 4. Building 5. Road, 
6. Vegetation, 7. Animal, 8. Female speech, 9. Car/truck/bus, 
10. Aircraft, 11. News subject monologue, 12. Non-studio setting, 
13. Sporting event, 14. Weather news, 15. Zoom in, 16. Physical 
violence, 17. Person x
TRECVid 2004 1. B oat/ship , 2. Madeleine Albright, 3. Bill Clinton, 4. Train, 
5. Beach, 6. Basket scored, 7. Airplane takeoff, 8. People walk­
ing/running, 9. Physical violence, 10. Road
TRECVid 2005 1. People walking/running, 2. Explosion or fire, 3. Map, 4. US 
flag, 5. Building exterior, 6. W aterscape/waterfront, 7. Mountain, 
8. Prisoner, 9. Sports, 10. Car
Table 2.1: Concepts assigned by TRECVid since 2002
character recognition texts within the text component. W ithin the visual com­
ponent we can utilize low-level features such as colour, edge, and texture and 
higher level concept detections such as outdoors, cityscape, audio and road. 
All these parallel retrieval component results must be combined or fused in a 
way that should improve upon the performance of the best individual retrieval 
result, providing a user with the maximum overall retrieval performance and 
these are usually grouped into early fusion and late fusion methods. “Early 
fusion” combine multiple features into a single vector representation. “Late fu­
sion” methods [MS05], fusion of individual feature scores occur once similarity 
matching has been performed for each of the individual features, are the most 
effective method of combining multiple feature retrieval streams and include 
m ethod such as CombSum, CombMNZ, CombWtScore, Borda fuse and round- 
robin which are explained in detail in McDonald [MS05]. McDonald [MS05] 
examined various fusion methods that have been successfully implemented in 
traditional text on the various retrieval streams within a video retrieval model.
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It w as reported  th a t C om bSum Score, th e  su m m ation  o f th e  n orm alised  scores 
from  th e top  N  resu lts (th e trad ition a l C om bsum  m eth o d ), works very effec­
tiv e ly  for com bining a single  v isu a l feature over m u ltip le  v isu a l exam ples. It 
has b een  found th a t th e  w eigh ted  average o f th e  norm alized  scores of th e  top  
N  docum ents, achieve th e  b est perform ance w hen com bin ing  te x t  and v isu al 
resu lts for a  user’s te x t  and exam p le im age query.
2.3.1 T he User Interface
T h e d esign  o f an interface is q u ite  com p lex  as it  m ust con ta in  sop h istica ted  
interface elem ents, to  allow  a  user effectively  search for a required v id eo  w hile  
at th e  sam e tim e d isp lay  th e  resu lts in  a  coherent m anner, w h ich  allow  th e  user 
to  brow se and nav igate  their  w ay th rou gh  th e  relevant resu lt set. T o achieve an  
efficient in teraction  w ith in  th e  system , th e  user in terface m u st b e  easy  to  learn, 
sim ple and straightforw ard [G SG + 03].
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F igure 2.7: Interface for a v id eo  retrieval sy stem  - T R E C V id  2003
Figure 2 .7  show s an exam ple of th e  m ain  interface o f a v id eo  retrieval system . 
T h e user m ay form ulate queries using either a te x t  string, an im age or a  com ­
b ination  of b o th  te x t  and im age exam ple. T h e  user in itia tes  th e  search by
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clicking the search button which presents a ranked list of retrieved “Group of 
Shots” and their associated ASR transcript portions containing the highlighted 
query terms to the user on the right side of the screen. The “Group of Shots” 
are displayed such that the shot w ith the highest relevance is presented in the 
middle surrounded either side by two shots directly preceding it and two shots 
directly succeeding it in that particular video program. This allows the user to 
see the context within which this shot appeared in the video program. Each 
shot in the result set has associated with it:
•  Keyframe: Represents the visual content of the shot. Clicking on the 
image initiates the playback of the shot from this keyframe.
•  ASR transcript: The portion of ASR aligned w ith the shot is displayed.
•  Save Checkbox: This allows the user to indicate that the current shot is 
relevant to the topic.
•  Add to Query: This button allows a user to reformulate a query using a 
particular image and its associated A SR  transcript portion. The image 
has usually been identified as relevant or very similar to their information 
need. By clicking this button the image and text are updated in the box 
directly below the text search box. To re-query the user must press the 
search button.
A searcher is also given the facility to browse an entire video programme by 
clicking on the “Browse this Programme” button (Figure 2.8). This displays 
the entire video represented by the keyframes of each shot. At the top of the 
content browser the user is supplied with a graphical timeline, which displays 
areas of the video programme, which match the user’s query over a certain 
threshold. Clicking on any part of the timeline displays keyframes representing 
that part of the video content.
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2.4 TREC: A brief history
In  th e  1992 th e  first T R E C  (the T e x t  R E tr ie v a l C onference) conference w as 
organised by th e  N ation a l In stitu te  for S tandards and T echnology or N IS T , a  
U S governm ent organ isation , as part of an  eva lu ation  for D A R P A ’s T IP S T E R  
program  [Har92]. T w enty  five research groups p artic ip ated  in  th e  first ever 
conference focusing  on ad h oc  retrieval and an alysis o f tw o g igab ytes (G B ) of 
tex t using  fifty top ics. T h is w as a  sign ificant undertak ing  in  1992 as m an y  
system s w ere th en  unable to  store 2G B  o f data . O n an  annual basis since  
T R E C ’s estab lish m en t, research groups have an  op p ortu n ity  to  evaluate their  
progress in  th e  design ing  and im p lem en tin g  o f in form ation  retrieval system s  
(of b o th  te x t  and  o f a  m ultim ed ia  con ten t) using  standard ised  gu idelines and  
com m on eva lu ation  procedures. Over th e  la st few  years as tech n ology  has 
im proved and co llection s have increased  in  size, com p lex ity  and availability, a
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number of retrieval challenges have been identified and investigated over several 
domains and specialised research areas such as text, video, spoken documents 
and cross lingual, through specific specialized tasks called tracks within the 
TREC forum. These tracks help stimulate interest in the research topic pushing 
state of the art in the IR field [Voo04].
2.4.1 TRECVid
TRECVid, the video track within the TREC conference, was introduced to 
focus attention on and evaluate research in content-based retrieval from digi­
tal video information [Hom05]. Since its establishment in 2001, TRECVid has 
evolved rapidly and is now a stand alone separate activity to TREC. There 
has been an increase from ten research groups participating in 2001 to forty 
one in 2005, an increase in the collection sizes from eleven hours of video in 
2001 to two hundred and twenty hours in 2005 and an increase in the number 
of tasks from two in 2001 to five in 2005. These tasks include shot boundary 
detection and interactive and manual video search introduced in 2001, feature 
detection introduced in 2002, news story segmentation which was run in 2003 
and 2004, fully automatic search facilitated in 2004 and 2005 and the BBC  
rushes which was introduced in 2005 [SO02, SK 003, S 003, SK 004a, SKO04b], 
The shot boundary task encourages groups to refine the detection of boundaries 
such as “cuts” , “fades” and “dissolves” with high accuracy within a video se­
quence. The feature detection task encourages groups to autom atically identify 
specific concepts from within a video collection and these can be seen in Table 
2.1. This task allows groups to research innovative ways of integrating con­
cept detectors into video retrieval systems in an attem pt to improve the overall 
retrieval performance. The news story segmentation task encouraged research 
into identifying different semantic news stories within a news broadcast. The 
interactive search task was introduced to  evaluate the performance of video 
retrieval systems, by analysing a searcher’s ability to effectively and efficiently 
search through a large video corpus in search of a particular topic. The manual
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search task specifies that once a topic has been formulated by a professional, the 
system  must perform the retrieval of relevant documents automatically. The 
fully automatic search is similar to the manual search task, however the official 
topic description are unmodified and the system  preforms the retrieval of rele­
vant documents automatically. Finally the BBC rushes task was introduced in 
2005 to investigate ways of searching through material which unlike previous 
video data used so far, is unstructured, unprocessed, and contains little or no 
metadata.
2.4.2 Collection
In order to  improve and encourage research in the area of information retrieval, 
it is necessary to build large data collections that model as close as possible a 
real world data collection, upon which research work can be carried out. The 
subsequent results and findings of experiments on the model collection could 
then in theory, perform similarly on a real world scenario. As in the main 
TREC conference, participants of TRECVid are supplied w ith a set of doc­
uments which in this case consists a collection of digitalised video and a set 
of predefined topics. In addition participants of TRECVid are also provided 
with supplementary data including Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) tran­
scripts supplied by LIMSI [JGA02] and shot boundary evidences detected by 
the CLIPS-IMAG group. This common shot boundary detection data facilitates 
a common unit of retrieval in referring to a particular video segment and thus 
allows easier cross comparisons to take place between different systems. The 
video collection used in TRECVid 2001 consisted of 11 hours of selected video 
taken from the NIST Digital Video Collection Vol-1 [Nis] and the open-video 
project collection [MarOl], which consisted of selected NIST projects and U.S. 
government documentaries respectively, dating from the 1980’s to early 1990’s. 
The video collection in TRECVid 2002 was larger compared to 2001, consisting 
of seventy two hours of digitalised video. The collection was segmented into 
two sets. Forty two hours were assigned as test data with the remaining thirty
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hours designated for training and development. The collection comprised of 
digitalised video acquired from the Prelinger Archive [Arc02], the Open Video 
Project and some stock shot videos which were provided by the BBC Archive. 
The videos provided by the Prelinger archive dated from the 1930’s to early 
1990’s and varied in content from educational to advertising to industrial and 
amateur footage. The visual quality of this collection was poor containing var­
ious encoding abnormalities which resulted in system s performing quite poorly 
during their various experiments. TRECVid 2003 attem pted to m odel a real 
world news collection. Although the collection was smaller by comparison to  an 
operational news collection such as the Fischlar news collection which contains 
over two years or 250 hours of news footage [SGL+ 04], the goal was achieved 
and the search test collection consisted of one hundred and twenty hours of tele­
vised news programmes. The collection consisted of news programmes following 
similar evening news formats broadcast during 1998 from two U.S. channels, 
ABC and CNN and thirteen hours of CSPAN news, which broadcast debates 
of the US Congress in 2001. Both the visual and audio quality of the collection 
was significantly better than previous years. The TRECVid 2004 search test 
collection was very similar to the TRECVid2003 collection consisting of sev­
enty hours of news broadcasts from ABC, CNN and CSPAN. The TRECVid  
2005 collection consisted of 169 hours of digitised video divided into 74 hours 
of ABC, CNN and 43 hours of Arabic and 52 hours of Chinese televised news 
from 2004 collected by the Linguistic Data Consortium.
2.4.3 Topics
TRECVid topics are generated by NIST to model as close as possible a real- 
world request to a video collection. They are based on real queries found in 
professional visual retrieval environments which are classified into various types 
such as person thing, event and place [AE96]. A typical TRECVid topic is 
composed of a short textual description and an optional example video clip, 
image and/or audio example of the topic. Figures 2.9 shows a topic used for
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T R E C V id  2004 and w hich w as com p osed  o f a short te x t  d escrip tion , im age  
and v id eo  exam ple. T h e relevant sh o ts for th ose  particu lar queries are d is­
p layed d irectly  under th e  exam ple im ages. It should  b e  n oted  th a t a keyfram e  
for a specific sh ot m ay n ot b e relevant to  th e  top ic  even  th o u g h  th e  sh ot th e  
keyfram e represents is relevant. P o ten tia l T R E C V id  top ics are created  m anu­
ally  by w atching v id eo  from  th e  resp ective  te s t  co llection  w ith o u t audio. T h e  
absence o f audio  ensure th e  non-b iased  generation  of th e  te x t  d escrip tion  for 
th e  top ic  [SK 003]. In  T R E C V id  2002 th is  restriction  w as n o t a  requirem ent 
and consequently  w ords from  th e  audio track in ev itab ly  appeared  in  th e  short 
te x t  description  of th e  to p ic  lead in g  to  enhanced  perform ance w h en  searching  
using A SR -b ased  retrieval [S 002]. T h e  v isu al exam ples to  accom pany th e  top ic  
descriptions were chosen  sep arate ly  to  th e  relevant sh o ts for th a t to p ic  in  the  
collection , again  to  avoid p o ten tia l b iases for resu lts in  th e  v isu a l dom ain. A s 
well as m odeling  th e  top ics on  real user requests, com posers w ere also exp ected  
to  so lely  generate top ics th a t w ere not to o  difficult, h ad  m u ltip le  relevant sh ots  
and if  at all p ossib le  from  across m u ltip le  v ideos. A  full list o f  th e  top ics used  in  
T R E C V id  2003, T R E C V id  2004 and T R E C V id  2005 are available in  A p p en d ix  
A.
F igure 2.9: E xam p le  im ages for T opic 125: “F in d  sh ots o f a  street scene w ith  
m ultip le  pedestrians in m o tio n  and m u ltip le  veh icles in  m o tio n  som ew here in  
th e  sh o t.”
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2.4.4 R elevance Judgem ents
The relevance judgements or “qrels” are another main element of the TRECVid  
structure. They are the ground truth1 of “right answers” or relevant shots to 
a particular topic. Each participating research group run the TRECVid topics 
against the video collection using their individual video retrieval system s and 
send their ranked lists of results back to NIST for evaluation. The subm itted  
results from all groups are pooled together for a given topic, duplicates are 
removed and the merged list is manually assessed down to some fixed depth, 
in rank order, for relevant shots thus creating a ground truth of all known 
relevant shots. This enables comparative assessments among all the subm itted  
results. An entire shot is viewed to determine its potential relevancy as opposed 
to viewing only the representative keyframe. Relevancy of a shot is a binary 
decision (relevant or not relevant), if an image anywhere in the shot contains 
information however small on the topic then the shot is considered relevant. 
These relevance judgements however are incomplete as pooling is used.
2.4.5 Evaluation Measures
The evaluation measures determine the effectiveness of the video retrieval sys­
tem to accurately retrieve relevant shots for a specific topic. A  system s perfor­
mance measure can be calculated over an average of all topics w ithin a submit­
ted run or per individual topic.
There are many evaluation measures each looking at the results from a different 
perspective and chosen depending on a user’s preferences for how he/she would 
like to assess the performance of the system. The traditional standard measures 
of recall and precision form the basis of the evaluation measures used within  
video retrieval. Higher precision as opposed to  recall is in the majority of cases 
the preferred outcome of a retrieval system as it tells a user how accurate the
1this is the definitive set of relevant documents
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results are to the topic. Higher recall and hence less precision is sometimes ben­
eficial if a user is researching information on a particular topic and is looking 
for as many documents as possible on the general area. Three other evalua­
tion measures to evaluate effectiveness of a retrieval system  include Average 
Precision, Mean Average Precision, Precision at cut-off points and Interpolated 
Precision. More detailed information on precision and recall, average precision 
and mean average precision can be seen in Chapter 1 section 1.4.
Most video retrieval systems display between 10 and 30 of the top ranked results 
within an initial browser window. The P r e c i s i o n  a t  c u t  o f f  points measure, 
assesses the precision of a list of results at various cut off points for example 
after 10, 20, 30, 40 documents in a list. This allows the evaluation of the quality 
of the search results that are displayed on the first page of a users interface.
The number of documents marked as relevant to a topic will vary from topic 
to topic. In order to allow comparative analysis over a set of topics, a measure 
called i n t e r p o l a t e d  p r e c i s i o n  is used. This creates a set of eleven standard 
recall points starting at 0.0 and increasing by increments of 0.1 to 1.0. Precision 
values axe then interpolated to this standard range. So at any one of the 
standard recall values for each topic and for any system  we have a precision 
value. This precision value is calculated using a rule which specifies that the 
precision values for a standard recall value n  (where n is a number) is equal to 
the maximum precision value actually achieved for each recall value greater than  
or equal to the recall value n .  W hile there is no precision value for recall value of
0.0 interpolated precision assumes the rule and assigns the maximum precision 
value actually achieved for the nearest actual recall value. Consider for example 
actual recall values of 0.35, 0.8 and 1.0 illustrated in Figure 2.10. Any standard 
recall value from 0.0 up to .35 (0.3) is assigned an interpolated precision value 
corresponding to maximum precision value achieved at that actual recall point. 
Similarly all the standard recall values ranging from 0.4 to 0.8 are assigned the  
interpolated precision values corresponding to the maximum precision value 
achieved at the actual recall value 0.8 etc.
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R ecall
Figure 2.10: Interpolated Precision Graph 
2 .5  T h e  cu rren t s ta te  o f  v id e o  s y s te m s
Video retrieval is a relatively new area in Information Retrieval research. As 
video collections axe far more complex than traditional text collections in terms 
of the vaxiety of components making up a typical video sequence, sophisticated  
multimedia systems such as a video retrieval system  require searching tech­
niques and interface elements. In this section we will describe three state of the  
art video retrieval systems namely the Fischlar Digital Video Library, the Infor- 
media Digital Video Library and the Marvel Multimedia Analysis and Retrieval 
System.
2.5.1 Case Study- Fischlar D igital V ideo Library
In order to  showcase and evaluate on-going research into digital video index­
ing, browsing and retrieval the Center for Digital Video Processing (CDVP) 
in Dublin City University developed a suite of web-based interactive video 
search/browse system  called Fischlar. Fischlar TV, the first version of the 
Fischlar family, was implemented and shared within the entire university cam­
pus [OMM+Ol]. This system  was designed to mimic the actions of a VCR set
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Figure 2.11: F ischlar T V  brow se and p layback  d isp laying  h ierarchical browser  
interface
up, w hereby a  user could  se lect a specific broad casted  program  from  an on­
line T V  schedule for recording. A t th e  specified  program  broadcast tim e  th e  
system  au tom atica lly  captured  and encoded  th e  program  in to  M P E G 1 form at. 
Shot boundary d etection  and keyfram e ex traction  m odules w ere th en  execu ted  
upon th e  d ig ita lised  video. T h e  resu lting  se t o f representative im ages w ere  
displayed through  a num ber of various browser interfaces allow ing th e  user to  
search through and playback h is /h e r  se lected  content from  any p o in t in  th e  
video [LSO+ 00, LSM +01]. T h e interface is d iv ided  in to  tw o m ain  functions. 
O n th e  left hand side o f th e  screen th e  user is presented  w ith  a list o f v ideos  
available for brow se and playback. C licking on any o f th ese  v ideos w ill d isp lay  
an overview  of th a t v id eo  on  th e  right hand side of th e  screen. F igure 2.11  
illu strates th e  hierarchical browser interface.
F ischlar N ew s [SG L+04], a  variation of F isch lar T V  w as designed  to  support
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research on th e  new s broadcast dom ain. F igure 2 .12  show s an  exam ple of  
Fischlar N ew s. T h is sy stem  recorded daily  broadcast n ew s and enabled  a user to  
search through th e  recordings for specific top ics o f in terest u sin g  keyw ords th a t  
are m atched  against th e  closed cap tion  te x t  ex tracted  from  th e  new s program s. 
O n th e  lefthand side o f  th e  F ischlar N ew s screenshot w e see a  search b o x  and a  
calender. C licking on  any d ate  d isp lays a list o f new s stories th a t  w ere presented  
w ith in  th at new s broadcast w hile th e  righthand sid e  o f  th e  interface show s th e  
video. Brow se and p layback  op tion s w ere available b y  click ing on  any story  of  
interest.
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F igure 2.12: F ischlar N ew s interface
On an annual basis as a  direct result of p artic ip a tin g  in  th e  T R E C V id  confer­
ence, the C D V P  developed  a variation  o f th e  orig inal F ischlar v ideo  retrieval 
system  purposefu lly  designed  for con d u ctin g  th e  search ta sk  of each particu lar  
year. F igure 2.13 d isp lays an interface o f F isch lar T R E C V ID 2003 . F ischlar  
T R E C V ID 2003 w as designed  to  accom m od ate ob ject d etection  and relevance  
feedback in  an a ttem p t to  im prove th e  overall search and retrieval o f  v ideo
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F igure 2.13: S ystem  d evelop ed  for T R E C V id  2003  
content con sistin g  o f new s broadcasts from  A B C , C N N  and C SPA N .
2.5.2 Case Study- Inform edia D igita l V ideo Library
T he first Inform edia D ig ita l library, Inform edia-I, w as developed  in  1994 by  
Carnegie M ellon  U n iversity  (C M U ) in tegratin g  various asp ect o f research b e­
ing  carried ou t w ith in  their  group on  m u ltim ed ia  understand ing. T h ey  used  
shot boundary d etection  and keyfram e d e tec tio n  to  segm ent th e  v id eos and  a  
softw are package Sph inx w hich  a u tom atica lly  transcribed  th e  audio track from  
th e  co llections con sistin g  o f radio and T V  new s and d ocu m en tary  broadcasts. 
T h ey  differ to  th e  F ischlar sy stem  by perform ing search and retrieve against 
th e  A SR , te x t  overlay and closed  cap tion  te x ts  as opposed  to  ju st th e  A S R  and  
closed cap tion  tex ts . T h ey  in troduced  th e  concept o f v i d e o  s k i m m i n g  w hich  
allow s a user to  v iew  a  particular v id eo  o f  in terest rap id ly  w ith ou t hav in g  th e  
added noise effect o f th e  com m on fast forw ard o f fram es an d  audio track.
Inform edia II (F igure 2.14) focuses not on ly  on  th e  retrieval o f v id eo  con ten t b u t 
also on  th e  greater understanding and  access o f v id eo  content th ou gh  sum m ari­
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sation  and v isu a lisa tion . T h ey  in tegrated  tech n iq u es th a t id en tify  im p ortan t  
persons, p laces, d ates and  tim e references from  th e  rich m eta d a ta  a ssocia ted  
w ith  th e  v id eo  content. T h ey  incorporate geographical thesauri to  cluster re­
lated  stories and docum entaries according to  their  geographical region. N av ig a ­
tio n  of th ese  stories clusters is achieved v ia  an  interface th a t incorporates a  m ap  
o f th e  world and tim eline bar. M ore in form ation  on  th e  Inform edia p roject can  
b e accessed  at th e  Inform edia hom e page h ttp ://w w w .in fo rm ed ia .c s .cm u .ed u /
17 fl
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F igure 2.14: T h e Inform edia II m u ltim ed ia  search en g in e“
“Picture taken from the informedia Home Page http://www.informedia.cs.cmu.edu
2.5.3 Case Study- M arvel M ultim edia A nalysis and R etrieval 
System
IBM  research d evelop ed  a v id eo  retrieval system , M A R V EL F igure 2.15, w hich  
show cases th e  group’s research in to  sem an tic  and  feature based  searching as 
w ell as th e  con ventional and  trad ition a l te x t  based searching through  a v ideo  
collection . T h e  sy stem  is com posed  o f tw o com ponents.
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The first component, the MARVEL multimedia analysis engine, automatically  
labels or annotates video content thereby reducing costly manual annotation. 
Automatic annotation is achieved though machine learning techniques that con­
sider visual, audio and text components. This goes some way toward bridging 
the gap between low level feature detections and their higher level semantic 
meanings.
The second component, the MARVEL multimedia search engine, enables the 
user to search the collection of video using a number of options such as semantic- 
based queries (text queries or specific keywords that are part of an ontology). 
These are matched against the rich semantic data of M PEG7 annotations gen­
erated by the multimedia analysis tool, feature based queries enabling a user to  
issue example image queries or video clips which are matched against images 
within the collection though the use of M PEG-7 feature descriptions and finally 
conventional text based queries which are matched against the ASR transcripts, 
closed caption, text overlay and the M PEG7 annotations.
In this section we described three typical video retrieval system s within  
the video information community. They would typically incorporate novelty 
detection modules as part of a their search architecture in the future.
2 .6  V id e o  A n n o ta t io n
As we have seen within the last few sections of this chapter there is a large 
difference between the text and visual medium. Highly semantic information 
is integrated naturally within text documents and is easily extracted by com­
puters for the accurate retrieval of relevant data using various text matching 
techniques. However within a video document the semantic information is im­
plicit for the visual components and occasionally explicit in the spoken audio 
text. At present the automatic extraction of semantic information from visual 
media is a very difficult task, yet it is a resource which can aid in the retrieval 
performance of a video retrieval system. Once viewed, humans have the ability
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F igure 2.15: Screengrab of th e  M A R V E L  m u ltim ed ia  search en g in e“
“Screengrab taken from the IBM Research home page 
http://www.research.ibm.com/marvel/
to  accurately  perceive and understand  th e  sem an tic  inform ation  o f v isu al m e­
dia. A s a  result th e  m anual an n otation  o f v id eo  content is a log ica l so lu tion  
to  th e  description  o f sem antic  in form ation  displayed w ith in  th e  con ten t of an  
im age. H owever th e  an n otation  of v isu al content is very su b jective  and th is  
can cause a  lo t of am biguity  as hum ans perceive v isu al con ten t differently de­
pend ing on  w hen  or w here it  w as com p leted  and also on  th e  different factors 
th a t m ake up an an n o ta to r’s personal background. For exam ple w here a person  
w as born, fam ily, religious cu stom s, friends and education  all have an  influence  
on how  a person w ill perceive an event or th ing . T h is leads to  th e  sam e video  
sequence b ein g  an n ota ted  w ith  different descrip tions and su b seq u en tly  indexed  
differently. M anual an n otation  is also very costly  in both  tim e and m anpow er.
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A n n otation
outdoors, river, b oat, 
build ings, peop le
F igure 2.16: A n n o ta tio n  o f an im age
If we consider th e  im age in F igure 2.16, it is obvious th a t very  different con­
cep ts can  be used  to  describe its  con ten ts. T h e  exam ple an n o ta tio n  for th e  
im age does not s ta te  th a t th e  im age is set in  V enice or th a t th e  im age con­
ta in s tw o m oored gondolas. Som e m eth od s th a t can  b e em ployed  to  reduce  
th e  am ount o f am biguity w hen  a n n ota tin g  v id eo  con ten t include; th e  defin ition  
of standard  guidelines, th e  tra in in g  o f an n otators and th e  defin ition  a  stan ­
dard list o f con cep ts from  w hich  th e  annotators m ust describe an  im age. V ideo  
an n otation  is an im portant part o f th is  th esis  and we shall return  to  it later.
2.7 Summary
In th is  chapter w e have in trod u ced  m u ltim ed ia  in form ation  retrieval. W e have  
seen  th a t th e  retrieval o f  v ideo  d a ta  is m uch m ore com p lex  th a n  th a t o f  trad i­
tion a l te x t data . W ith in  d ig ita l v id eo  w e have d eta iled  th e  m an y  m ed ia  com p o­
nents th a t need to  be considered during th e  m anip u lation  o f v id eo  content. W e  
have ou tlin ed  th a t m ajor challenges th a t ex ists  w ith in  th e  v id eo  in form ation  
retrieval com m unity  including th e  enorm ous size of v id eo  d ata , th e  v isu a l rep­
resentation  o f retrieved search resu lts to  th e  users, th e  lack o f accurate feature  
d etectors and th e  in ab ility  to  au to m a tica lly  understand  th e  sem an tic  m ean ing  
w ith in  th e  v isu al m ed ia  com p on en t o f v ideo. W e in vestigated  th e  in d iv idual 
com p on en ts th a t are necessary w ith in  a v id eo  in form ation  system .
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Chapter 3
Introduction to  N ovelty
I n  t h i s  C h a p t e r  w e  w i l l  i n t r o d u c e  t h e  c o n c e p t  o f  n o v e l t y  d e t e c t i o n  i n  i n f o r m a t i o n  
r e t r i e v a l .  W e  w i l l  l o o k  a t  t h e  d i f f e r e n t  t y p e s  o f  n o v e l t y  d e t e c t i o n  a n d  t h e n  o u t l i n e  
t h e  a s s u m p t i o n s  t h a t  a r e  n e c e s s a r y  i n  i d e n t i f y i n g  a  “ n o v e l ”  d o c u m e n t .  W e  w i l l  
t h e n  i n t r o d u c e  t h e  T R E C  n o v e l t y  t r a c k  a n d  l a s t l y  d e s c r i b e  o u r  n o v e l t y  d e t e c t i o n  
m o d e l  d e v e l o p e d  f o r  t h e  n o v e l t y  t r a c k  i n  2 0 0 4 ­
3.1  N o v e lty  D e te c t io n
To clearly illustrate the idea and directly motivate novelty detection in infor­
mation retrieval we consider the following analogy. A child is given an essay as 
a homework assignment and requires as much information as he can possibly 
get on the topic but is restricted by the amount of time he can spend search­
ing through the data collection. He enters a keyword into the retrieval system  
best describing his information need and hits the “search” button. The list 
of documents returned are ranked in descending order of their “degree of rele­
vance” to the request. The child reads the first document and gains knowledge 
on the topic. He returns to the ranked list and clicks on the next document 
that was returned as relevant to his topic. He reads the document looking for
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new information to add to the knowledge he has already gained from the pre­
vious document, however he does not acquire any new information from this 
document. This is an example of a redundant document. Reading the same 
information has no incremental value when trying to increase ones knowledge 
about a specific topic.
During the last two decades we have seen significant improvements in technol­
ogy with capabilities to create, capture and store vast amounts of information 
effectively and efficiently. It has become imperative that m ethods are devel­
oped that allow users to quickly and effectively sift though this vast sea of 
information and focus on the particular information they require. W ithin in­
formation retrieval a user submits a query and receives a list of docum ents that 
are potentially relevant to the request. If the list of documents retrieved is 
quite small then ordering by degree of relevance seems logical, as the user can 
quickly determine what documents will suit his/her information need. However 
in the majority of cases when a user issues a query, the user is presented with  
a large list of documents each with a high potential of containing information 
that will be useful to the user. It is highly possible, particularly w ithin the 
news domain, that a user will see information contained within a document 
that they have already seen in a previously read document, which may have 
been phrased differently or presented in a different manner. In the event that 
such a scenario occurs a user has gained no new knowledge and has wasted time 
and effort. Novelty detection aims to reduce the amount of redundancy within  
a results set, by identifying new information to present to the user. It challenges 
the traditional methods of ranking documents by maximal degree of relevance 
to a query [Sal89] by identifying whether or not these documents contain new 
information to a particular users query. Novelty detection is defined as the 
detection of documents that provide “new” or previously unseen information. 
“New information” in search result list is defined as the incremental informa­
tion found in a document based on what the user has already learned from 
reviewing previous documents in the document ranking. It is assumed that as
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a user views a list of documents, their information need changes or evolves, 
and their state of knowledge increases as they gain new information from the 
documents they see. The automatic detection of “novelty”, or newness, as part 
of an information retrieval system  could greatly improve a searcher’s experience 
by presenting “documents” in order of how much extra information they add 
to what is already known, instead of how similar they are to a user’s query. 
This could be particularly useful in applications such as the search of broadcast 
news and automatic summary generation. Broadcast news is abundant with 
information repetition as stories reappear over time. The use of novelty detec­
tion could identify new unseen information about a story and display a list of 
novel documents to the user. The occurrence of redundancy within a summary 
defeats the purpose of a summary, consequently interest in novelty detection  
has increased in the research area of automatic summary generation w ith many 
systems now containing novelty detection modules in an attem pt to generate 
non redundant summaries of a document or of multiple documents. This in­
terest has mainly concentrated on finding better ways to detect novel or new 
sentences, as they are usually more informative and hence of most importance 
for inclusion in a summary [CG98].
3.1.1 Definitions
N o v e l  i n f o r m a t i o n  is new information not previously seen in any other doc­
ument so far.
R e d u n d a n t  i n f o r m a t i o n  is information within a document that has been  
seen within relevant documents that have already been presented to a user. 
The term “redundant information” constantly appears during the course of 
novelty investigation. Prom this point forward we refer to non-novel documents 
as redundant documents. Likewise we refer to non-redundant documents as 
novel documents.
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3.1.2 A ssum ptions
In order to avoid ambiguity, the identification of novel information is carried 
out under the following assumptions.
• Assumption 1: High precision is not always guaranteed when returning 
relevant documents to a users query for a particular topic. As a result and 
for simplicity we make the assumption that novelty detection is performed 
on a list of documents that are all known relevant to the users request.
• Assumption 2: The detection of relevant documents for a user’s query 
within a data collection is a separate task to the detection of novel docu­
ments for a user’s query within a retrieved set.
• Assumption 3: The novelty of a document is dependent on the docu­
ments that have been previously displayed to a user.
• Assumption 4: We assume a user is only tolerant of receiving informa­
tion that he may already know due to some background knowledge he 
may have on the topic.
• Assumption 5: We assume that a user knows nothing about the topic 
at the time the initial document is displayed and that all knowledge about 
the topic is gained as a user progresses through a list. This means that 
the first document of any list of relevant documents will be considered 
novel. This is not quite reflective of the real world but it is an assumption  
that allows us to address novelty issues directly.
3 .2  T h e  H is to r y  o f  N o v e lty  in  In fo r m a tio n  R e tr ie v a l
There are three main forms of novelty detection, each closely related while at 
the same tim e attem pting to accomplish different goals. This similarity has
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resulted in the migration of techniques and approaches across the three differ­
ent novelty detection areas. The first form of novelty detection identifies new 
“ e v e n t s ”  across an entire collection of data. Events are defined as “something 
that happens in some specific time and place” [SC01], for example an explosion. 
New event detection is designed to automatically detect specific characteristics 
that could signal the presence of a new event. This kind of novelty detection  
aids a user monitoring a continuous news stream by indicating when some­
thing new is first reported such as a helicopter appearing in the horizon. This 
was called first story detection (FSD) and was initially investigated in a report 
written by James Allen et al [AJR+ 99].
The second kind of novelty detection focuses on returning new stories about 
known topics over an entire collection and is currently being researched and 
investigated within both the TREC filtering track and the T D T  topic tracking 
and story linking detection tasks. Topic Detection and Tracking (TD T) [DT] is 
an annual benchmarking event that focuses research on event based organisation 
of broadcast news.
In this thesis we concentrate on the third type of novelty detection, intra novelty 
detection, which identifies novel information within a list of potentially relevant 
documents retrieved for any user-specific topic and the subsequent re-ranking 
of documents based on their degree of “newness” . Intra novelty detection is 
carried out on a subset of the collection, the set of highly ranked documents, 
as opposed to the entire collection in event and topic tracking detection. It 
concentrates on the semantics found within the vocabulary and determines the 
amount of new information that is present within a document. The detection of 
new information is a relatively new research area. Prior to a paper by Zhang et 
al. [ZCM02] little research had taken place on the construction of mathematical 
models to  represent intra topic novelty detection. This was partly due to a lack 
of evaluation data and partly due to the ambiguity of the terms “novelty” and 
“redundancy” . In their paper Zhang et.al focused on topic novelty detection in 
adaptive filtering, examining models previously applied to other areas such as
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natural language processing and traditional information retrieval and adapting 
them  to detect novel information. The approaches taken involved set difference, 
geometric distance and Cosine distance metric and a metric based on a mixture 
of language models, all of which utilised word frequency patterns to determine 
the novelty of the documents.
3.2.1 Sum m arisation
Multi-document summarisation is strongly related to the ideas in this thesis. 
The main purpose of a summarisation system  is to highlight new and important 
information and decrease the amount of redundant information that is passed to 
the user. As a result many multimedia summarisation system s contain novelty 
detection modules. The best known work associated with novelty detection and 
the re-ranking of retrieved results is “Maximal Marginal Relevance” (MMR), 
presented by J. Carbonell et al. [CG98] in which the Cosine similarity of vectors 
is used to detect redundant information contained within a document. They  
introduced the concept of “marginal relevance” . A document has high marginal 
relevance if it is both relevant to a user request and contains very little similar 
information when compared to the previously seen documents.
Allan et al.[AGK01] have investigated novelty detection on a T D T  corpus 
through the use of different language models. Their work involves develop­
ing a language model to  estimate the probability that a sentence is novel when 
compared to its predecessors using both individual and cluster sentence models.
The most recent activity within the novelty detection research, that is closely 
related to the work carried out in this thesis, has taken place within the TREC  
novelty detection track discussed in Section 3.4.
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3.3 A pproaches to  N ovelty  D etection
Allan et al. [AWB03] have given a concise summary of various m odels used for 
novelty detection and experimented with them on the data used in the TREC  
Novelty 2002 (described in Section 3.4.2). These range in com plexity from 
simple word counts, set differences and Cosine distance measures to  language 
models using KL divergence w ith different smoothing techniques. The follow­
ing is a description of some of the possible approaches that can be taken to 
determine the novel value of a document.
D o c u m e n t-D o c u m e n t  D is ta n c e : This model illustrates how users or asses­
sors prefer to investigate the novelty of a sentence, by comparing its similarity 
to other documents one document at a time rather than against the entire set of 
previously seen documents. The model measures redundancy, R ( d t \ d i ) ,  based 
on the distance of the current document to a previously seen document. R  will 
be high if d t  =  d i ,  that is if they are duplicates.
N e w  w o rd  co u n t: This simple approach assigns a value to a sentence based 
on the number of unique words it has, when compared to all other documents 
that have been seen in the collection and is defined by equation 3.1.
S ( d i \ d 1 . . d i - 1 )  =  \ \ A d i n A d j \\ (3.1)
S { d i \ d \ . . d i - i )  represents the novelty score while represents the set of words 
occurring in the document d i .  This approach was one of the best performing 
approaches in TREC Novelty 2002 [AWB03].
T h e  S e t d ifferen ce: This is another set oriented approach, measuring the 
redundancy of a document by taking into account the frequencies w ith which a 
word can occur in a document. It tries to model the fact that a document with  
words occurring more frequently in it will m ost likely contain more information 
on that topic. However it also considers that a word may occur too frequently in 
a particular topic lending no useful information or being in a sense, a stopword.
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The redundancy distance or similarity is measured on a document-by-document 
basis. The model described mathematically is given in equation 3.2
5 ( Si|Sj) =  |AS in X ; i  (3.2)
w k  6  A d i i f f ( w k i d i ) >  k  (3.3)
c o u n t ( w k , d i )  =  ( a i  x  t f w k d i )  +  (a 2 x d f w k) +  (a 3 x  r d f w k )  (3.4)
where
S  is the measure of redundancy or similarity score, Sj, S j  are the documents 
A S i  , A S j  are the set words in s, and S j  respectively.
and
t f w k d i  is the number of times the word w k  appears in the sentence d i .  
d f w k  is the number of documents not relevant containing the word w k . 
r d f w k  is the number of sentences previously seen containing the word w k . 
a i ,  « 2 ; a 3 and k  are all parameters chosen according to the information being 
trained.
T h e  C o sin e  D is ta n ce : This approach models a document as a vector in 
an m-dimensional space, with each unique word representing one dimension. 
The weights assigned to each word are determined using the t f  *  i d f , weighting 
algorithm. The redundancy measure is calculated on the negative of the Cosine 
angle between two document vectors. It is defined in equation 3.5.
S { d i \ d j )  =  C o s { d u d j ) (3.5)
Or
AT Q -  ( Q =  1 W k d i  >< W k d j  .
N S C O r e  {  1 1 * 1 1  } (3 '6)
This approach works well when defining novel scores for full documents how­
ever the performance decreases on documents of a shorter length [AWB03]. The 
reader is directed to Allan et al. [AWB03] for a more detailed discussion on
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each approach including experimentation and results.
There have been several complex approaches that attem pt to measure the nov­
elty of a document by measuring the difference in word distributions. Although 
more complex, these approaches have not produced any significant improve­
ments over other approaches previously described within the TREC Novelty 
Track evaluations. These approaches include language modeling approaches 
which are currently very popular in experimental IR. The interested reader is 
directed to the PhD dissertation by Djoerd Hiemstra [HieOl] for more informa­
tion on language models [SH03].
3 .4  T h e  T R E C -N o v e lty  T rack 2 0 0 2 -2 0 0 4
For three years in a row (2002-2004), the annual Text REtrieval Conference 
(TREC) ran a novelty track [Har02, SH03, SH04], The overall goal of the 
novelty track was to  challenge the traditional m ethod of ranking by degree of 
relevance to a user’s query by exploring, encouraging and evaluating methods 
that identify new information within documents and subsequently reduce the 
amount of redundant and duplicate information, which is displayed to a user 
for a specific topic.
W ithin the novelty track participants are given an opportunity to create systems 
that automatically retrieve relevant documents for a specific topic in addition to  
creating systems to automatically retrieve novel documents from a predefined 
list of relevant documents. The identification of relevant documents is a separate 
task to the detection of novel documents. In this thesis we are interested in the 
novelty detection task. Participants of the novelty task in the novelty track were 
given a list of search topics and an ordered list of relevant documents associated  
with each specific topic. Participants were required to find the documents that 
provided “novel” information to the user. The track is based on the detection  
of novel information, at “sentence level” as opposed to full document text level.
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3.4.1 Evaluation Measure within TREC-Novelty
W ithin the Novelty track the evaluations of the detection of relevant and novel 
sentences were assessed separately. The track worked with an unranked list 
of documents and as such traditional evaluation measures such as precision at 
cut off points for example precision at 10 or mean average precision cannot be 
used. It has been observed over the various filtering tasks within the TREC  
community over the last few years that set recall and precision do not aver­
age well and as a result can lead to a misleading representation of a systems 
performance [SH03]. As a result the “Fmeasure” (equation 3.7) defined as the 
harmonic mean between recall and precision is the primary measure of effec­
tiveness within the novelty track. This measure evaluates the quality of the 
documents returned within the set. It is based on van Rijsbergen’s, E-measure, 
a function of set recall and precision [vR79]. It contains a parameter /3, which 
determines the relative importance of both precision and recall. A  ( 3  value of 1 
indicates an equal emphasis on recall and precision is used within the novelty 
track [Har02, SH03, SH04].
2 x P r e c i s i o n  x R e c a l l  . .
r  =  ----------------------------------  (o.T)
P r e c i s i o n  +  R e c a l l
Or
This measure however is not accurate in cross system  comparisons as an Fscore 
can be achieved using many variations of recall and precision values [SH03, 
SH04]. As a result a system  achieving an Fscore of 0.6 may not perform the 
same as another system  also achieving an Fscore of 0.6 as an Fscore of 0.6, 
clearly seen from Figure 3.1, can reflect a range of precision and recall values 
for each system. Variations in the Fscore can be due to a variation in either 
precision or recall or both.
6 2
F, Beta = 1
Figure 3.1: The F-measure Graph plotted in precision- recall space. The lines 
show the contours at intervals of 0.1.
3.4.2 TREC Novelty 2002
The first novelty track was initiated in 2002. The following section describes 
the collection and task used and then we describe the successful approaches to 
novelty detection in 2002.
C o lle c t io n
The collection of data used for the Novelty Track in 2002 consisted of govern­
ment documents selected from previous TREC collections namely TR EC ’s 6, 7 
and 8 [Har02]. The track selected fifty topics from the set of a hundred and fifty 
topics used in the previous tracks altering the original TREC topic statem ent to  
include a description tag which indicated the accessor’s information need during 
the manual construction of the ground truth data for the respective relevant 
and novel sets. All documents were assessed for their potential relevance w ith  
twenty five documents manually selected and ranked according to their degree 
of relevance to each of the fifty topics. Each document was autom atically seg­
mented into its individual sentences at which point each sentence was assigned
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a unique identifier. Each sentence was then manually assessed for relevance to 
the topic and ranked accordingly. The assessors were then required to assess the 
relevant documents in their ranked order and select a subset of the sentences 
that they deem novel with respect to previously seen sentences.
Tasks
Participants were given the set of topics and their corresponding relevant sentence- 
segmented documents in rank order and asked to firstly autom atically determine 
the relevant sentences for each of the fifty topics. Secondly using their ranked 
list of relevant sentences, participants were required to  automatically determine 
a subset of sentences from within their relevant set of sentences that provided 
new or novel information with respect to previously seen sentences in the list 
for the particular topic. The ranked order of relevant sentences was observed 
at all times. Results were submitted to NIST for manual evaluation.
Successful approaches to novelty detection 2002
Table 4.3.2 shows the Fscores of the two best performing approaches to novelty 
detection in 2002 undertaken by Tsinghua University and Queens University 
against the baseline of randomly choosen novel sentences. Tsinghua University 
employed sentence expansion and used an overlapping measure to determine 
the novelty score of a sentence depicted by equation 3.9.
,  x n F  , a n .
n o v e l t y t s  =  — ÿ —  (3-9)
In this equation, X  is the sentences previously seen and Y  is the current sentence 
being investigated.
Queens University approached the task using traditional information retrieval 
methods treating documents as sentences. They used a novelty coefficient based 
on Jaccard’s coefficient which takes two sets X  and Y  containing the terms 
occurring in the two sentences and determine the novelty of a sentence based
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Group Fscore
Random sentences 
Tsinghua 
Queens
0.036
0.217
0.193
Table 3.1: Best performing group Fscores against random chosen novel sen­
tences
on a predefined threshold value (3.10).
Summary of the novelty track in 2002
It was observed that there was very little redundancy among m any of the rel­
evant sentences due to the nature of the data collection which included gov­
ernment documents from a sequential time period. This was rectified in the 
Novelty Tracks of 2003 and 2004 by using a data collection consisting of several 
news sources captured during an overlapping time period. This increased the 
redundancy of information within the collection. It was also observed that the 
detection of novelty is somewhat harder than the detection of relevancy.
3.4.3 TREC Novelty 2003-2004
The following section describes the collection and the topics given to  all partic­
ipants. We will then describe the successful approaches to  novelty detection in 
the subsequent years 2003 and 2004. The Novelty Track concluded in 2004.
Collection
Participants of the Novelty track from both 2003 and 2004 were provided with  
a collection of documents from the AQUAINT collection. This collection con­
(3.10)
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tains news documents from three different newswires sources, The New York 
Times Service, Associated Press and the Xinhua News service, all taken from an 
overlapping time period (1996-2000) [SH03][SH04]. The reason for using three 
sources of material was to increase the likelihood of near-duplicate or redun­
dant news articles occurring across the different newswires thereby increasing 
the realism of the experiment. Fifty topics were constructed w ith  a total of 
twenty-five relevant documents per topic collected prior to the release of the 
corpus. These topics were divided equally into two types: “event” topics which 
focused on a particular event that occurred within the tim e period such as the 
launch of a space craft, and “opinions” where topics focused on the different 
points of view on particular issues such as the war in Iraq. Of the fifty topics, 
twenty eight topics had relevant documents from the three sources NY T, AP 
and Xinhua and twenty one had relevant documents from two sources.
Documents were ordered chronologically rather than according to their degree 
of relevance to the topic which had occurred in that novelty task of 2002. As 
mentioned earlier, TREC evaluated novelty on a sentence level and as such, 
the relevant documents were broken into sentences. Each sentence of approx­
imately twelve words was given a unique identifier, assessed for relevancy to 
the topic and consequently placed in the appropriate relevant or non-relevant 
sets. The assessors were then required to examine the relevant sentences in or­
der and select a subset of these sentences containing novel or new information 
on the topic. In 2004 there was a slight change to the corpus provided to the 
participants. For the fifty topics constructed in 2004, each topic had twenty 
five relevant documents similar to 2003 but also had an additional zero or more 
non relevant documents assigned to them.
The chronological ranking was introduced in an effort to overcome the problem  
of which document should be displayed first. The theory was that in news 
documents, background information is usually given more completely in earlier 
reports and is repeated more briefly later on as new news is added to the report.
6 6
Tasks
Four tasks were defined for groups participating in both the novelty tracks of 
2003 and 2004 which included:
1. Researchers were given the set of relevant documents for each topic and 
were asked to automatically identify all the relevant sentences for that 
topic. They were then required to automatically select a subset of these 
relevant sentences that provided novel information.
2. Researchers were provided with the relevant sentences in all the docu­
ments and asked to automatically identify the novel sentences.
3. Researchers were provided with the relevant and novel sentences in the 
first five documents only and asked to automatically provide the relevant 
and novel sentences from the remaining relevant documents. This task was 
slightly different in 2004 where some topics may not contain any relevant 
or novel documents due to the addition of non-relevant documents into 
the collection.
4. Researchers were provided with all the relevant sentences from the topics 
and novel sentences from five of the documents. Their task was to find 
the novel sentences in the remaining set of relevant sentences.
Successful approaches to novelty detection 2003
In this section we present the two best performing approaches to novelty detec­
tion in 2003, undertaken by the Chinese Academy of Science and the National 
Taiwan University. The Chinese Academy of Science achieved an Fscore of 
0.819, approached the novelty task by defining a new algorithm called the “new  
information degree” which measures the novelty of a sentence compared to pre­
viously seen sentences. Analysis of the novelty of a sentence is carried out on 
a sentence by sentence basis rather than assessing the novelty of a sentence
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against a set of previously seen sentences. There were two variations of the new
of sentences seen to the current point in time and the current sentence under 
investigation. It was defined as
where i d f b s  are the i d f  values of words appearing in both sentences and i d f c s  
are the i d f  values of words appearing in the current sentence.
The second analysed the bi-gram word sequences (i.e taking two words at a time 
from a sequence of words) between the current sentence s n  and the previously 
seen sentence sn_ i defined as
where b i m a t c h e d  is the number of bi-gram words matched between the sentences 
s n  and sn_ i and b i a u  is the total number of bi-grams word sequences occurring 
in the current sentence under investigation. They used a static threshold which 
determines whether a sentence is novel [JZX03].
The best run subm itted by the National Taiwan University achieved an Fscore 
of 0.812. Their algorithm attem pted to differentiate the meaning of a sentence 
by utilizing the reference corpus to expand the sentences. Sentences whose 
similarity with the set of previously seen sentences exceeds a predefined static 
threshold are considered redundant, otherwise the sentence is novel and put 
into the set of seen sentences [THC03].
Successful approaches to novelty detection 2004
In 2004 the best performing systems included our own C D V P/D C U  submission, 
Meiji University and University of Massachusetts. Meiji University considered 
the rarity of words in a sentence to determine the sentence’s novelty value,
information degree. The first analysed the i d f  values from both the collection
(3.11)
n i d 2  =  1 - I b i m a t c h e d  I
\biall\
(3.12)
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achieving an Fscore of 0.619. They used a combination of three methods, “the 
Redundancy score” , “the Sentence Weight Score” and “the Scarcity score” . The 
“Redundancy score” estim ates the redundancy of a sentence by finding its sim­
ilarity to all the sentences which have already been identified as novel using the 
cosine similarity measure. The “Sentence Weight Score” measures the novelty 
of a sentence by assessing the rarity of a word within a s m a l l  r a n g e  of sentences 
previously seen, defined using N w i n d o w . i d f  which is the document frequency 
in the past N documents (see equation 3.13). The Sentence Weight Score is 
defined as
S e n t e n c e S  c o r  e ( s )  =  $ > / ( « * )  x N w i n d o w . i d f ( t i )  (3.13)
i
where t f i t i )  is the frequency of the word t {  in the sentence s, N w i n d o w  is the 
number of sentences previously seen. N  w i n d o w . i d f ( t i )  is the inverse document 
frequency of the word t in the previously seen documents. The third measure 
the “Scarcity score” , identifies unique or infrequently occurring words within a 
collection of sentences [KKK+ 04].
The University of Massachusetts investigated the novelty of a sentence to the 
previous sentences using the Cosine similarity measure between a sentence and 
its previous sentence. A sentence with a similarity measure above a certain 
predefined static threshold was considered redundant. They also considered the 
occurrences of new named entities including persons, location and organisation 
etc. A sentence w ith previously unseen named entities was considered novel. 
They achieved an Fscore of 0.618 [AJAC+04].
The C D V P/D C U  submission described in section 3.5 achieved an Fscore of 
0.622.
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Sum m ary o f th e  novelty  tracks in 2003 and 2004
A number of interesting observations were noted after the completion of the 
novelty track of both 2003 and 2004. It was observed during the comparison of 
the respective Fscores for novelty and relevance detection over the topics that 
the detection of novelty is harder than the detection of relevant information for 
a topic. It was found that the detection of novel information within opinion 
topics was similar to the detection of novel information within event topics. 
It was also found that the inclusion of training data did not help the overall 
performance of the novelty detection systems in any year. It was observed that 
many approaches were applied from other research areas such as the filtering 
track in TREC and in topic tracking task in T D T  to solve the problem of finding 
new documents within a list of relevant documents by creating systems that 
performed better than the baseline system however it was noted that novelty 
detection is not a solved area and remains a hard problem [SH04].
3 .5  Im p o r ta n c e V a lu e  M ea su re
In this section we introduce a new algorithm which we developed for TREC  
Novelty 2004 based on a traditional information retrieval similarity approach 
t f * i d f  described in Section 3.14 and word count measures described in Section 
3.3. The main aim within novelty detection is to reduce the amount of re­
dundant data that is displayed to the user, thereby inevitably increasing the 
reader’s knowledge in his/her topic of interest. We assume that a user ac­
tively gains knowledge on a subject as he/she reads. As a result our approach 
to the detection of novel information within a sentence compares the current 
sentence(.sc) to the set of previously seen sentences already calculated as novel 
and presented to the user. Our algorithm attem pts to model our belief that 
new information contained within a sentence is also important information that 
a user finds useful to increasing his/her knowledge on a specific topic. We can 
determine the importance of a word by calculating the frequency with which
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it has occurred both within the current sentence (i.e term frequency ( t f )) and 
also by calculating the frequency with which it has occurred over the collec­
tion of sentences that the user has already seen to date the “visible document 
frequency” . Words w ith high term frequencies ( t f )  and high inverse docu­
ment frequencies ( i d f )  are most likely valuable or important in providing new  
and valuable information about a topic. Prior to the implementation of the 
algorithm the following initial preprocessing steps were carried out. For each 
sentence within the collection, frequently occurring words or stopwords, such as 
a n d , o r ,  t h e , that offer no valuable information to the reader are identified via a 
stopword list and removed. Words occurring within all sentences are then put 
into a word weight matrix which increments a value of one upon the existence 
of a word within a sentence.
A novelty value is then determined for each sentence within the list of relevant 
sentences by implementing the Importance Value measure, defined as:
Where the following notation is defined.
•  s c  represents the current sentence under investigation
• n e w w  represents a new word (i.e. this word has not appeared in a n y  
sentence seen to this point)
•  t f n e W w  represents the term frequency ( t f )  of the new word in the current 
sentence
•  i d f n e W w  represents the inverse document frequency of the new word (The 
reader is referred to Chapter 1 for more information on inverse document 
frequency)
•  N  represents the total number of words within the current sentence s c
(3-14)
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•  I V S c  represents the ImportanceValue Score of the current sentence s c  (i.e 
Novelty Score)
The ImportanceValue algorithm is an incremental process and is displayed in 
Figure 3.2. We will describe a typical walk through the algorithm. Intuitively 
the initial sentence in a list is always novel see Section 3.1.2. All words within 
this sentence are considered new and placed within the history set. Thereafter 
for each sentence s c  in an ordered list of known relevant sentences, we first 
calculate the number of new words n e w w  that occur in that sentence by com­
paring it against the accumulated history set of all the words, which have been 
encountered in all the novel sentences up to this point. Secondly the I m p o r ­
t a n c e V a l u e  states that for all new words n e w w  within the current sentence we 
determine the product of both the sum of their term frequencies 1 t f n e w W i  
and the sum of their inverse document frequencies w ith respect to  the collection 
of novel sentences already identified i d f n e W w . . The product is normalised 
with respect to the length or number of words within the current sentence. The 
score or novelty value is assigned to the current sentence s c .
Finally it is necessary to compare the sentence’s novelty score against a pre­
defined static threshold 6  to determine whether the current sentence contains 
new or redundant information. If the score for the current sentence s c  is above 
the predefined threshold, the sentence s c  is added to  the list of novel sentences 
to be displayed to the user. The resulting set of new words n e w w  from the 
current sentence are added to the accumulating history set which contains all 
the words from all the previously seen sentences. This process continues until 
the entire original collection of relevant documents have been assessed for their 
novelty value.
3.5.1 Determining Threshold values
W ithin novelty detection the threshold value, from henceforth known as 6 , is 
necessary to distinguish novel sentences from redundant sentences. W ithin a
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real world application of a novelty detection system  the different tolerance levels 
for the detection of novel information may vary. Users wishing to receive as 
much information about a topic with as little redundant information as possible 
in an effort to save time and increase their knowledge simultaneously will require 
a threshold that highly discriminates redundant data. This is achieved by 
increasing the threshold value 9  thereby reducing the number of sentences that 
will be returned to the user as novel. Contrary to this however is the case 
where a user wishes to obtain the details of a particular fact or that doesn’t 
mind viewing redundant or overlapping information. This case would require a 
decrease in the threshold value 9  see Figure 3.2.
We implemented the Importance Value measure on the AQUAINT collection of 
text news data from both the 2003 and 2004 TREC novelty tracks [SH03, SH04]. 
The threshold value 9  that determined the level of novelty detection to be ap­
plied to the relevant list for the 2004 data collection was estim ated using the 
2003 novelty track data collection. A sentence that is assigned a novel score, 
higher than a predefined threshold 9  (set to different values for different collec­
tions), is considered a novel sentence. Novelty is determined on a single pass of 
the results list using a static threshold which was set on the training data. A 
sentence assigned a novel score, higher than a predefined threshold, is consid­
ered a novel sentence.
3 .6  E x p e r im e n ts
TREC Novelty provides a common set of guidelines and evaluation measures to 
allow research groups to test and evaluate the performance of their individual 
novelty detection systems. This common set of evaluation measures (see Sec­
tion 3.4.1) allows comparison across different systems. W ithin the novelty track 
successful novelty detection approaches are expected to beat the baseline nov­
elty Fscore which returns all relevant documents as novel. We participated in
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TREC Novelty in 2004. This participation enabled us to conduct a comparative 
analysis between our approach and other approaches taken to novelty detection  
while at the same tim e enabling us to examine the performance of our novelty 
detection models against the baseline when implemented on the AQUAINT  
collection1 using the common guidelines. The Fscores of all approaches taken 
by us to the detection of novelty in 2004 is displayed in Figure 3.32,3.
We evaluated the performance of the Importance Value measure using two dif­
ferent threshold values (Section 3.5). We also investigated a system  called 
“UniqueHistory” which determined the novel scores of a sentence by calculat­
ing the number of new words that occurred in the sentence word set against 
an accumulating list of all new words that were encountered to this point (for 
a particular top ic). If the number of new words exceeds a particular threshold 
then the sentence was considered novel which in our runs was defined as three. 
This is a crude way to determine novelty but as the results show it is a m ethod  
which gives comparable results. We submitted a total of four runs (see Table 
3.2). The Baseline run (cdvp4NSnoH4) used the UniqueHistory measure how­
ever we did not keep an accumulated history set of all the previous sentences.
Table 3.3 shows the Fscores of the top performing novelty detection system s for 
Task 2. The Importance Value measure algorithm was the highest performing 
novelty detection system  run of 2004 achieving an Fscore of 0.622 [SH04], w ith a 
threshold value of 1.5. From this table it can be seen that the Importance Value 
measure not only out-performed the other system s observed through the Fscore 
values but that the accuracy in finding new sentences is also quite high, which 
is evident from the precision value.
A key aspect of utilizing our “ImportanceValue” measure is the threshold 9
lrThe A quaint collection is a corpus of approximately 1,033,000 documents or 3GB of 
English news text.
2This figure was taken from the overview slide of TREC novelty 2004 presented by Ian 
Soboroff
3The CDVP novelty approaches are highlighted by arrows in Figure 3.3
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Task2 Novelty Measure Run Precision Recall Fscore
Average (mean) 0.576
ImportanceValue >  1.5 cdvp4NTerFrl 0.49 0.90 0.622
Importance Value >  3.5 cdvp4NTerF¥3 0.51 0.83 0.616
UniqueHistory >  3 cdvp4UnHis3 0.50 0.84 0.615
CDVPBasetine cdvp4NSnoH4 0.38 0.49 0.383
Table 3.2: Description of all our runs subm itted to Task 2 of Novelty Track 
2004
Group Precision Recall Fscore
Return A ll Documents(Baseline) 0.577
Average Fscore 0.576
Meiji Uni. 0.48 0.93 0.619
Uni. of Mass 0.47 0.95 0.618
ImportanceValue 0.49 0.90 0.622
Table 3.3: The Fscore of runs in  2004
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Group Precision Recall Fscore
Return All Documents(Baseline) 
Average Fscore 
ImportanceValue Measure 0.73 0.94
0.774
0.689
0.808
Table 3.4: The Fscores achieved in 2003
above which we assume a sentence to be novel. The initial threshold values 
were determined on a subset of documents manually extracted from the 2003 
novelty data collection. Subsequent to the novelty track, experiments were 
extended and the threshold values were optimised. We examined a range of 
threshold values using the 2004 data, as shown in Figure 3.4. Optimizing the 
threshold did not provide a significant improvement (Fscore 0.623) over our 
previous official TREC novelty run.
Although we had not participated in TREC2003, we carried out the same proce­
dure on that data w ith an optimised threshold for 2003 (see Figure 3.5) yielding 
an Fscore of 0.808. In 2003 there were forty five runs subm itted to  the Novelty 
task. This Fscore would have placed us sixth highest among novelty runs show­
ing that the Importance Value algorithm is a robust technique to detect novelty 
on different data collections see Table 3.4.
The Fscore from our runs on the 2003 data at 0.808 is larger than that obtained  
on the 2004 data with an Fscore of 0.622. Although the data for 2003 and 2004 
came from essentially the same resource this variation in thresholds is certainly 
not unexpected. It has been shown in other TREC tracks, such as TRECVid  
that even though data may come from the same source two years in succession, 
optimization for different years produces different best parameter values and 
different best performances.
There are a number of possible reasons for this including the fact that topics for 
each of the years are different, with the topics for 2004 proving more difficult 
overall. The average Fscore on all topics for 2003 was 0.731 and for 2004 it was
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0.597. The average precision for each topic for 2003 was 0.652 whereas for 2004 
it was 0.46.
3 .7  S u m m a ry
In this Chapter we introduced the concept of novelty detection in information 
retrieval. We have seen how there are three types of novelty detection namely 
the detection of novel events over an entire collection, the detection of new sto­
ries about a known topic and the detection of novel information from within a 
retrieved results set for any user specific topic. The latter is the research focus 
of this thesis. We outlined six assumptions that are made in order to  avoid 
ambiguity during the identification of a “novel” document. We looked at the 
novelty track in the annual TREC conference, the collections, the topics, the  
evaluation procedures and finally two of the best performing approaches from 
each year. Finally we introduced our novelty detection algorithm, the “Impor- 
tanceValue” measure, which was developed for the novelty track in 2004. We 
looked at its performance over both the 2003 and 2004 novelty data collections 
using the common evaluation measures.
In the following chapter we introduce novelty detection on visual broadcast 
news. As we have see in Chapter 2 video is composed of a multiple components 
including audio, visual and semantic layers. It was shown that the “Impor­
tance Value” measure was a robust technique in the detection of novel data 
from textual new data and as a result we apply the algorithm to detect novel 
data from the textual component of digital video.
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considered novel
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Figure 3.5: “ImportanceValue” Fscores vs. threshold on 2003 data
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Chapter 4
N ovelty D etection  in the  
C ontext of V ideo
In this Chapter• we look at Novelty detection in the context o f content based 
video retrieval. We will discuss the detection of novel inform ation from  within 
a search output fo r any user specific topic within the video domain. This will 
m otivate the need fo r  novelty detection in  content based video collections and in 
a particular T V  news broadcast collections. We will then look at the challenges 
and complex issues that arise when designing models fo r video, such as overall 
video structure or the multiple modalities associated with a video sequence that 
can be extracted and offering valuable information. We ■will then discuss the 
considerations that m ust be taken into account when designing an overall novelty  
detection model fo r  video. Finally we will introduce a novelty detection model 
designed to accurately identify novel shots from  a results list, which we use in 
experiments reported later.
8 1
4 .1  N o v e lty  D e te c t io n  in  C o n ten t B a se d  V id e o  R e ­
tr iev a l
One of the major challenges in the information retrieval community is the ac­
curate retrieval of information across different media. W ithin the text retrieval 
domain [AAB+02] much research has been conducted into retrieval models that 
aid retrieval and reduce a user’s cognitive load. These include the language 
modeling approach, as well as models for web search, filtering, topic detec­
tion and tracking, classification, novelty detection, summarisation and question 
answering. These attem pt to improve the users’ overall searching experience 
when looking for his or her desired information and have resulted in many so­
phisticated, mature and well documented approaches being implemented and 
evaluated within the text domain.
To date most research within the video information retrieval community has 
concentrated on improving search and browsing facilities although recently there 
has been activity in research that explores content based techniques for the 
automatic summarisation of video collections. As of yet these techniques have 
only been realized on specific knowledge domains such as news or sports. At 
the time of writing, little if any, research has been carried out into question 
answering or the detection of novel information from within a retrieved results 
set of documents for any user specific topic within the content based video 
domain. There is no particular reason for this apart from the immaturity of 
the video information retrieval field.
4.1.1 The M otivation for Novelty D etection in Video Retrieval
A typical broadcast TV news program is usually a very rich source of informa­
tion on a variety of diverse news topics. These programmes record the evolution 
of a news story in time and contain valuable information for creating documen­
taries. However it is also rife with repetition as news broadcasters frequently
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use previously seen video footage on a continuous basis, either in an attem pt 
to remind the viewer of a past story, or as a headline to introduce what is 
about to be presented within the broadcast, or indeed as a summary of the 
news programme. Often when a story breaks, broadcasters may not have a 
reporter in the area and will reuse old video sequences taken from an archive 
which were broadcast previously about a similar event. If a collection contains 
different news programmes from different broadcasters, many stories describing 
the exact same information with perhaps a slight variation of commentary or 
imagery may be repeated across broadcasters. A typical video retrieval system  
will return the repetitive video sequences including those containing exactly the 
same video footage or graphics which are contained within a collection, as part 
of the result list in response to a particular topic. This redundancy degrades 
a users’ overall search experience w ith a system  as he/she is required to sift 
through the superfluous information in search of previously unseen data. Due 
to the growth in the television news sector it is becoming necessary to develop 
“intelligent” methods that determine the novelty value of the information pre­
sented. As a result novelty detection systems could have very real applications 
in the area of multimedia information retrieval and particularly in the genre of 
broadcast TV news.
Here we seek to organise broadcast news search outputs based on the degree 
of “newness” to the search topic rather than ranking by degree of relevance. 
Novelty detection techniques have already been applied successfully to  the text 
domain to combat such problems [Har02, SH03, SH04] as shown in a previous 
Chapter of this thesis. In the following sections of this Chapter we will discuss 
a model designed to detect novelty within a video collection.
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4.2 C onsiderations in D esigning A  N ovelty  D etec­
tion  M odel
In Chapter 3 we defined the notion of novelty detection within the text domain 
as the identification of novel documents from within a results list that was 
returned for a user specific topic. This definition for novelty detection holds 
true within the video domain, however instead of dealing w ith documents or 
sentences as in the text domain, novelty detection within the video domain 
deals with video shots. As a result a novelty detection model within video is 
concerned with identifying novel shots from within a list of results returned 
to the user for a specific topic, thus bringing some interesting and challenging 
issues to the fore.
The analysis of video is quite a complex challenge. M ultimedia is far more 
difficult to manipulate than text, mainly due to the fact that, unlike text (where 
we can attem pt to deduce the semantic meaning through words), we have no 
standard way of extracting the semantic meaning from an image, to say nothing 
of doing the same from a video clip ! Text spoken during a shot is not a sufficient 
method of assessing a shot’s novelty value as visual content is not aligned with 
spoken content, this is clearly evident during the commentary of a sports event. 
This has resulted in little research being carried out into alternative methods 
of search and retrieval within the video domain.
4.2.1 Representation of video
As discussed in Chapter 2 , a video sequence can be broken up into a hierarchi­
cal structure with the frame considered the most basic component. However to 
analyse a video based on frames alone can become computationally expensive 
and, in many cases, redundant as frames from specific shots are very similar and 
if evaluated separately will contain much visual redundancy. Scenes contain a 
number of shots grouped into a logical combination depicting a story/event.
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However scene detection is not accurate over most genres (with television news 
being the exception) and scenes are generally too broad to accurately represent 
information content. The shot is widely accepted within the video informa­
tion retrieval community as the basic unit of retrieval for video-based retrieval 
systems. Shots can be detected automatically with reasonable and acceptable 
accuracy and Eire small enough to represent the information contained within 
the video document. In order to increase efficiency, com putation is carried out 
on one representative frame, known as the “keyframe” , for each individual shot.
A novelty detection model designed for the video domain will use shots as the 
base unit of manipulation, w ith the multiple modalities of video aligned at the 
shot level where the demarcation is clear. One keyframe within each shot is 
extracted as a representative image.
4.2.2 Novelty detection as duplicate detection
Shot detection and segmentation techniques do not currently achieve one hun­
dred percent accuracy and thus a video sequence may have several shots, with  
the keyframes for each shot differing only slightly due to a different camera angle 
or action such as zooming in or out. It must also be noted that the keyframes 
may be visually very similar but not necessarily identical and this is clearly 
evident from Figure 5.2.2 which shows four very similar looking shots that have 
been returned within the results list for TRECVid Topic 125. In a standard 
comparison measure, such as the M anhattan Distance Measure, two shots are 
identical if their dis-similarity values are zero. However when “shot36_186”, the 
query shot in this example, is visually compared for colour using the M anhattan  
distance against each of the other shots sequentially, it is evident that the shots 
are not necessarily duplicates according to the M anhattan Distance Similarity 
measure values. This example highlights the fact that simple detection of dupli­
cate shots is not sufficient to remove redundant and uninformative information 
from a results set.
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shot36_186
shot36_186
shot36_186
shot36_186
shot17_99  
shotl4_91  
sh otl6_76  
shot36_186
6.4031  
6.6332  
0 .0 (d u p licate  shot)
F igure 4.1: E xam p le o f  four very sim ilar sh o ts  n am ely  sh ot 17 .99 , sh o tl4 _ 9 1 , 
sh otl6_76  and shot36_186 respectively
4.2 .3  E vo lu tion  o f Stories
In C hapter 3 w e looked  at th e  chronological ordering o f docu m en ts w ith in  th e  
novelty  d etection  track o f th e  te x t  dom ain . D ocu m en ts corresponding to  T V  
new s stories w ere ordered chronologically  due th e  fact th a t, in theory, as a story  
evolves, earlier stories on  a particular top ic  w ill con ta in  a lo t of unknow n or 
unseen  inform ation  w h ile  stories com ing later w ill not con ta in  as m uch new  
inform ation on  th e  particu lar top ic. T h is th eory  rem ains true w ith in  th e  v id eo  
dom ain. A s a resu lt shot tim estam p s are a very im p ortan t a sp e c t/a ttr ib u te  
to  consider w h en  assessing  th e  n ovelty  o f  a sh ot and  should  be incorporated  
in to  th e  overall d esign  o f a  n ovelty  d e tec tio n  m odel. In th is  th esis, our m od el 
for novelty  orders sh o ts  chronologically  w ith  th e  o ld est sh ot appearing first or 
highest in th e  resu lts list.
4 .2 .4  H um an  p ercep tio n  o f im ages and in terp reta tion  o f  n ovelty
T here have b een  m any stu d ies on w hy and h ow  im ages are m uch m ore difficult 
to  index  th a n  tex t. T h e su b jectiv ity  inherent in  p inning dow n w hat is d ep icted  
in a p icture has b een  stu d ied  in  d ep th  in  an  a ttem p t to  develop  som e generic
m ethod  of indexing  audio-visual libraries [Sha8 6 , L ay94, E ns95]. W h at one  
person m ight consider im portant in an im age m ay differ from  w h at another  
person w ould  consider im p ortan t w ith in  th e  sam e im age. C onsider for exam p le  
Figure 4.2 conta in ing  three keyfram es of a hockey gam e. Is th e  second keyfram e
F igure 4.2: E xam p le im ages o f a  hockey gam e
novel or is it provid ing no new  inform ation  w hen  com pared to  th e  first keyfram e?  
T h e location  of a hockey  player m ay b e n o ticed  by som e assessors for exam ple, 
but not by others [Sha8 6 ]. U nlike th e  factu a l in form ation  dep icted  in  te x t  
form at ( “C olum bus d iscovered A m erica in  1492”) it is difficult to  determ ine  
w hether or not you  have seen th is  particu lar im age o f a hockey gam e before  
w ith ou t going back and checking it. It is therefore necessary, w hen  assessing  
a sh o t’s novelty  value against one or m any sh o ts in a set, to  perform  th e  task  
on a shot to  shot basis, w here th e  sh ot under in vestiga tion  is com pared to  each  
of th e  shot sep arately  for each sh ot w ith in  th e  set of novel sh ots found to  th is  
point, rather th an  against an  entire set, w here th e  shot is  com pared to  th e  
collective characteristics o f all sh o ts w ith in  th e  novel set on  a first pass. It is 
also necessary to  record a decision  ab ou t its n ovelty  value against a particular  
shot im m ediately , before continuing to  th e  n ex t sh ot in th e  set. T h e  overall 
determ ination  o f a particu lar sh o t’s n ovelty  w ill th en  b e based  th e  accum ulation  
of th e  sh o t’s n ovelty  values against all sh o ts in  th e  set. If th e  resu lting  novelty  
value is of a sufficient level, th en  the sh ot w ould  be considered novel otherw ise it 
w ould be considered  redundant. A s a resu lt, n ovelty  d e tectio n  w ith in  th e  v ideo  
dom ain is far m ore difficult to  determ ine th an  w ith in  th e  tex t dom ain. T h is  
su b jectiven ess in p ercep tion  has also led to  a su b jectiven ess w ith in  th e  ground  
tru th  d a ta  w ith  different assessors having  different op in ions on a sh o t’s novelty  
value, based on w h at th ey  perceive im p ortan t in  th e  shot. T h is is described  in
more detail in Chapter 5.
As the novelty detection from within a results list in the video domain is a 
completely new area of research it is important to observe human interpretation 
of and interaction with the task, and develop the novelty model as accurately 
as possible based on this gathered information.
4.2.5 Categorisation of queries
Currently within the video retrieval community the classification of user queries 
or topics into specific predefined classes that contain queries of a similar type is 
a research topic that has been gathering a lot of attention recently and has been 
successfully implemented by CMU [yYH04]. These possible query classifications 
include:
•  People: All queries relating to people including the actual person in ques­
tion or a physical action performed by that person. An example of such 
a query would be Topic 133 “Find shots of Saddam Hussein” . Topics 
belonging to this category from TRECVid2004 include Topics 128, 134, 
135 137,and 144.
•  Specific Object: All queries relating to a uniquely named object or entity, 
distinguishing the object in question from all other objects of the same 
type. An example of such a query would be Topic 129 “Find shots zooming 
in on the U.S Capitol dome”. As it happens this is the only topic in 
TRECVid2004 that belongs to the Specific Object category.
•  General Object: All queries relating to certain types of objects rather 
than one specific object. An example of such a query would be Topic 140 
“Find shots of one or more bicycles rolling along ”. Other topics from 
TRECVid2004 belonging to this category include Topics 132, 139, 141, 
and 143, 145.
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•  Sports: All queries relating to a sports event. An example topic from 
the TRECVid 2004 collection is Topic 130 “Find shots of a hockey rink 
with at least one of the nets fully visible from some point of view” . Other 
topics in the category include Topic 136 and Topic 142
•  Other (Scenes): All queries depicting multiple types of objects and their 
surrounding environments or spaces. An example topic from the TRECVid  
2004 collection includes Topic 126 “Find shots of one or more buildings 
with flood waters around them ”. Other topics in the category include 
Topics 125, 127,131, 138 , 147 and 148.
The topics and their associated categories are described in more detail in Ap­
pendix 7.3.
4.2.6 Using M ulti-modal resources
As described in Chapter 2 , video is composed of many m odalities, including 
text, low-level feature evidences and higher level semantic evidences, all of 
which are valuable resources that can be utilised to determine a shot’s nov­
elty value when compared to a previously seen shot. We believe a novelty 
detection model within the video domain should be broken up into several nov­
elty components capable of incorporating and extracting information from these 
invaluable resources individually to assess the overall novelty of a shot. The 
main components of a novelty detection model for video are listed below and 
described in more detail in section 4.3:
•  Low-level features novelty component: The model will need to be able to  
assess the novelty value of a shot when compared to another shot based 
on individual low-level features. The model will further need to be able 
to combine the novelty values for each of the various low level features 
including colour, edge and texture to achieve an overall novelty value 
based on all features for the shot. Features vary in the properties and
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ranges of values and dimensions and so combining them is not a trivial 
process.
•  Text novelty component: There are text portions in the form of automatic 
speech recognition (ASR) transcripts available for all shots within the 
broadcast T V  news video collection we are using, corresponding to  the 
dialogue that was spoken.
•  Autom atic high level features novelty component: Each shot has associ­
ated with it a set of high level features, such as anchor person, commercial, 
face and person to name a few.
•  Manually annotated concepts novelty component: The novelty model will 
need to incorporate the manually annotated information for each shot.
Novelty detection models have been successfully developed within the text do­
main (see Chapter 3) and intuitively, it should possible to adapt these models 
to assess the novelty value of a shot using its associated text portion only. How­
ever not all shots in a video collection will have an associated text portion and 
in such cases the identification of a shot’s novelty value will rely on the visual 
evidences associated with that shot. This issue will be further discussed in 
Section 4.3.1.
The model should be also be capable of combining or unifying the text and low- 
level feature components, text and automatic high-level concept components 
and, finally, the text and manually annotated concept components in an attem pt 
to further assess a shot’s novelty value.
In the next section we will describe the novelty detection model that was de­
signed for the detection of novel shots from within a results list of shots relevant 
to a specific user defined topic.
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4.3 A  M odel for V ideo N ovelty  D etection
The novelty detection model was designed to closely mimic a human being’s 
interaction with and interpretation of the novelty detection task, given a topic 
and a chronologically ordered list of relevant results to that topic. It was ob­
served that the assessment of a shot’s novelty value was performed on a shot 
to shot basis for all shots in a set rather than on a shot to set of shots ba­
sis. So given a shot st and a list of previously seen and novel shots so far 
L =  snoveli,  sn ovek ,  snovela, ,.snoveln, s* is against snovel\  to determine its 
novelty value, then it is compared against sn ovek ,  then snovel3  and then each 
in turn until s 1 has been compared against snoveln for a novelty value. The 
shot si was considered redundant if the contents of the shot were previously 
seen by a shot in the list of previously seen shots L. This technique was not 
unexpected as a similar trend occurs in novelty detection in text documents 
[ZCM02] though it is more obvious in the video domain due to the perceptual 
level w ith which video is assessed or viewed as discussed earlier in section 4.2.4.
A  G eneric A lgorith m  for N ove lty  D e tec tio n
In this section we describe the generic algorithm for the detection of a novel 
shot using any of the video resources as a means of detecting a shot’s novelty 
value.
•  Consider a list of shots returned to  the searcher for a specific topic.
•  The first shot in this list is always novel as per assumption 6  in Chapter 
3 section 2 which assumes that a user knows nothing about the topic at 
the initial shot.
•  The searcher views each of the subsequent shots in sequential order.
•  The shot must contain a certain level of novel information when compared 
to the set of previously seen shots in the novel set in order to be classified 
as a novel shot.
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•  If the shot is classified as a novel shot, it will be added to the novel set 
(the set of previously seen shots).
•  The process continues for each subsequent shot until all shots have been  
classified as either novel or redundant.
The main objective of the novelty detection model is to maximise the inclusion  
of novel samples while at the same time minimising the inclusion of known or 
previously seen (redundant) samples. It is independent of the content retrieval 
methodology. The novelty detection designed and described in this thesis for 
the video domain consists of the four main components including text, low- 
level feature, automatic concept and manual concept components as outlined  
in section 4.2.6 each of which are described in the next section.
4.3.1 Novelty Model:- Text Component
During human assessment, the audio associated with the video shots was re­
moved because of the additional significant complexity it introduced to the 
novelty detection task. As a result, assessors made their judgement on a shot’s 
novelty based solely on the visual evidence presented to them  in each shot. 
However it has been consistently proven that text is a very valuable resource 
in traditional video retrieval systems [BCG+ 03, BCG+04, Hom05] and so we 
developed two novelty models designed to accurately identify novel shots within  
a results set given only the textual data associated with each shot. The first 
model was designed to assess the novelty of a shot by comparing the shot to  the 
entire set of previously seen documents, while the second model was designed to  
assess a shot novelty value similar to the interaction of a human’s assessment of 
novelty, namely on a shot to  shot basis for all shots within the set of previously 
seen documents.
In order to do this, text in the form of automatic speech recognition (ASR) 
transcripts, supplied by LIMSI [JGA02] and provided by TRECVID, was seg­
mented and aligned with each individual shot in the collection.
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In Chapter 3 (section 3.5), we looked at a successful model, the Importance- 
Value Measure, equation 4.1, designed for novelty detection within the text 
domain. This model was implemented and evaluated on the TREC Novelty 
AQUAINT collection (text news data) [SH04] and produced good results. For 
the purpose of the novelty track experiments, sentences were considered as doc­
uments. There are parallels between sentences in documents for text novelty 
detection, and shots in video news stories1 and we inherit this characteristic 
from the TREC track to allow comparability. Consequently the Importance- 
Value measure was adapted and employed on the shot textual portions to detect 
novelty among shots within the video domain.
The model performs novelty detection in the video domain in a manner very 
similar to that of detecting novel sentences in the text domain. The algorithm’s 
structure is summarised as follows:
•  Given a list of relevant shots, the first shot is novel and the algorithm  
iteratively takes as input the next shot on the relevant list.
•  Each shot is analysed for novel words against the set of previously seen 
and declared novel shots.
•  For each unique word found within the shot the term frequencies and 
inverse document frequencies are calculated and provided as input to the 
Importance Value measure resulting in a novelty score.
•  If a shot achieves a novelty score above a certain predefined novelty thresh­
old value 6 it is considered a novel shot and is consequently added to the 
accumulative novel set.
•  Otherwise the shot is considered redundant
•  The process starts again with the next shot on the list.
1The average shot length for TRECVID 2004 shots was 12 terms not including stopwords. 
This is very similar to the average sentence length consisting of approximately 15-20 terms 
not including stopwords
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However, as mentioned earlier, some shots do not have an associated text por­
tion and in such cases the original ImportanceValue measure would fail as it 
is principally looking for unique or novel words. It is not possible to  make a 
decision on a shot’s novelty score based solely on text if no textual data exists. 
To this end the ImportanceValue measure has been adapted to allow for such 
incidences by making a non textual shot novel by default. This allows other 
modalities to influences the novelty value of a shot using the combination of 
multiple modalities.
otherwise sc =  novel by default.
If Nov(Sc) >  threshold  then sc =  novel 
otherwise sc — redundant
where the following notation is defined.
•  sc represents the current sentence under investigation
•  neww represents a new word i.e this word has not appeared in any sentence 
seen to this point
•  t f neww represents the term frequency ( t f)  of the new word in the current 
sentence
•  idfneWw represents the inverse document frequency of the new word (the 
reader is referred to Chapter 1 for more information on inverse document 
frequency)
•  N  represents the total number of words within the current sentence sc
The second model represents the behaviours noted during a human assessment 
of the novelty task. It is involves a further adaption of the ImportanceValue
If TV >  0 then
(4.1)
model (see equation 4,2). In this equation a shots novelty score is initially 
determined by comparing the shot against each shot within a set of predeter­
mined novel shots. The minimum novelty score over all shots in the novel set is 
extracted (see equation 4.3). A shot is considered novel if the minimum novelty 
score is above a certain predefined novelty threshold value and is added to the  
accumulative novel set. Otherwise the shot is considered redundant and the  
processes continues until all shots in the results list have been classified. Once 
again non textual shots are assumed novel by default.
If N  >  0 then
Score(sc,Sj)  =
m
JVovSc =  m in(Score(sc, s,-)) (4.3)
j = i
otherwise sc =  novel by default.
If Nov(Sc) >  threshold  then sc =  novel 
otherwise sc =  redundant
In the next section we will look at the novelty model designed to assess a shot’s 
novelty values when compared to another shot based solely on the low-level 
features that are contained within both shots.
4.3.2 Novelty Model:- Low Level Features Component
The visual novelty detection model developed for the visual aspects of the video 
is very similar to the text novelty model which was described in equation 4.2 
section 4.3.1, however the method of shot comparison is different.
Initially a shot’s similarity score is determined against each of the individual 
shots within a set of predetermined novel shots (see equation 4.4). This is 
achieved by first, calculating the similarity scores, using the M anhattan Dis­
tance Measure, for each of the available features F\..Fk  of the shots being com­
pared independently. The similarity scores obtained for each of the features
i = 1 i = l
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are then linearly combined to obtain one novelty score for the shot in question. 
This process is continued until the shot in question has been compared against 
all shots in the novel set.
The minimum novelty score achieved, for the particular shot against all shots 
Si..Sm  in the novel set, is then extracted (see equation 4.5).
A shot is considered novel if the minimum novelty score is above a certain 
predefined novelty threshold value 6 and is added to the accumulative novel 
set. Otherwise the shot is considered redundant and the process continues by 
taking the next shot on the list until all shots have been classified. 
k
Score(sc, Sj) =  ^  S im ((F i(S c)), (F i(S j))) (4.4)
»=l
where Fi =  ith feature of the shot
m
N o v Sc =  m in(Score(sc, s,-)) (4.5)
j= i
If N o v Sc >  threshold  then s c =  novel 
otherwise sc =  redundant
The shot comparison m ethod used, the M anhattan distance S im ( S c, S j ) de­
scribed in section 4.3.2, is a dissimilarity measure, so the smaller the value the 
more similar the shots actually are.
Visual features are often represented as histograms which clearly depict the 
features’ distribution across a feature “space” or set of possible values. These 
histograms can be represented as a vector describing the visual content. This 
allows accurate similarity comparisons defined in terms of the distance between 
the vector representations, to be performed between the shots. Feature vectors 
can also be normalised prior to calculating similarity distances allowing the 
accurate combination of many varying features with varying dimensions. This 
is discussed in more detail in section 4.3.2.
The visual features that are used to model the low level visual component of 
the novelty model are described below and include two M PEG-7 descriptors,
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the MPEG-7 colour structure which has been successfully incorporated into 
video retrieval systems designed for TRECVid [PHO+02] and the MPEG-7 
edge histogram, as well as three denoted features including colour, edge and 
texture which were supplied by CMU to the participants of TRECVID2004. 
Each of these are discussed in more detail in the next section.
L ow -level V isual F eatures E vidences
In this section we describe each of the low level features that were used to help 
identify novel information from a video keyframe.
M P E G -7 C olour Structure: evidences are defined within the MPEG-7 
(XML-like standard) standard [Com02]. This is a histogram-like feature that 
describes the colour contained within an image while also providing informa­
tion about the structure of this colour content in the image. Colour is rep­
resented using the HMMD colourspace which defines five dimensions - Hue, 
M a x (max of R,G,B triplet), M i n (min of R,G,B triplet), Diff(M a x  — M in )  and 
Surn(Max+Mmy  x h e  colour structure is calculated using an 8 x 8  pixel square 
window that slides over the the entire image. It increments the counts for each 
colour encountered in the window as it slides over the image.
M P E G -7  E dge D etection : evidences are defined within the M PEG-7 (XML­
like standard) standard [Com0 2 ] describing the edges within an image using an 
edge orientation histogram. It defines an image by using a 4x4 grid (16 rect­
angular regions) and identifies four directional edges (horizontal, vertical, 45 
degree diagonal, 135 degree diagonal) and one non-directional. The histogram  
bins are normalised with respect to the number of pixels found in the image 
under investigation.
H SV  Colour: The image is divided into a 5x5 grid. The colour evidences 
represented in histogram form as denoted by CMU are extracted using the HSV
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colourspace. HSV is a perceptual-based model separating the colour dimensions 
into Hue, Saturation and Value (brightness) commonly used within video and 
image retrieval systems [WK96].
C a n n y  E d ge: The edge feature evidences, represented in histogram form,
were extracted using the Canny edge detector [Can8 6 ] on each keyframe which 
was split into a 5x5 grid.
G ab or  T extu re: The texture evidences, represented in the form of a his­
togram, were extracted using Gabor filters. A Gabor filter is a modulated  
product of Gaussian envelops and sinusoidal signals and is defined in equation
/  \  1  ( _ 1 / 2 ( “ 2 + ^ 2 ) )  i W x 2 n  ( a c \
g ( x , y )  = -----------exp a y  a y  exp' (4.6)
‘Z'KO'xGy
where <j x and <jy represents the standard deviations of the Gaussian envelop 
and W represents modulation frequency. By applying various scales (standard 
deviations of the Gaussian envelopes) and orientations, texture evidences can 
be extracted from an image. Each image is converted to greyscale and divided 
into a 5x5 grid. Six orientated gabor filters are then applied to these greyscale 
images.
We take a black box approach to these features for integration into the novelty 
detection model in that we do not experiment w ith them  and try to optimise 
parameter settings. We assume that each feature has a list of shots with an asso­
ciated confidence value. This value represents the feature detector’s confidence 
in the evidence for that feature being present within the shot.
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V isu a l S im ila r ity  M ea su re  m etr ic s
Although the modeling methods for visual features such as colour, edge, texture 
within an image are semanitcally different, the detection of features is usually 
represented using either a vector or histogram. Many methods have been sug­
gested for comparing the vector or histogram representations of images. These 
include the Histogram representation described in [SB91], the statistic proposed 
by [PHB97], Relative Entropy as described in [OPH96] and the Jensen-Shannon  
method described in [Rao82]. The standard measures for the comparison of two 
vector or histogram representations of an image within the IR community how­
ever, are the Minkowski form distance measures, the M anhattan distance and 
the Euclidean distance.
T h e  M in k ow sk i fo rm  d is ta n c e s  The comparison of two normalised feature 
vectors F (S \)  and ¿'’(S^) containing k elements and representing shot 5'i and 
shot S2 respectively is usually carried out using some form of the Minkowski 
distances measures defined as:
where Fi =  i th feature component in the normalised vector
W h e n p = l w e  have the M anhattan distance (L\ norm or city block distance). 
Given any two shots S\ and S'2 the dissimilarity between them can be obtained 
as the sum of absolute difference between each pair of components Fi(Si) FiS^)- 
Consider the example in Table 4.3.2 where we have 3 bins which represent 
different and non-overlapping colour ranges while the histogram’s values contain 
the number of pixels in that particular range
k
(4.7)
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bins/Com ponents H istogram (Shotl) Histogram(Shot2) Absolute Score
1 125 1 0 0 25
2 1 0 0 90 1 0
3 40 80 40
M anhattan 75 dissimilar
Table 4.1: Manhattan Distance Example
•  p  =  2 defines the Euclidean distance ( ¿ 2  norm or as-the-crow-flies dis­
tance) which derives the similarity between two shots by computing the 
square root of the sum of the squares of the differences between the cor­
responding components
•  p  =  oo defines the maximum distance between vector elements Loo-
Our novelty model will use the Manhattan distance as the shot to shot compar­
ison approach for all visual feature evidences. This measure was chosen as the  
Euclidean distance generally preforms worse for low level images such as colour 
and edge for the TRECVid search task. [BCG+ 03, BCG+04, Hom05]
N orm alising  th e  V isual Feature ev id en ces
Having described the various features that are extracted from the keyframes of 
each shot within the collection, the overall novelty score for each shot can be 
calculated using various combinations of these features. Each of these features, 
however, contain their own unique set of characteristic values. Consider for 
example Table 4.3.2.
In this example, colour is represented by very high similarity values while tex­
ture on the other hand, is represented by small values. A  combination of all 
features using a linear summation approach would be dominated by the colour 
feature while the texture and edge have little effect on the overall score. In
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Feature Similarity Score
Edge 150
Texture 46
Colour 1 1 0 0
Linear Summation 1296
Averaging of features 432
Table 4.2: Feature Combination
order to ensure equal emphasis of each feature (and hence equal emphasis on 
each novelty value) normalisation is performed. There are a number of nor­
malisation methods by which this may be achieved including a basic averaging 
of all features where the sum of all features is calculated and then divided by 
the total number of features represented as can be seen in Table 4.3.2. While 
this method ignores large differences between features, it fails to alleviate the 
problem of dominance as high or low values for an individual feature can distort 
the overall average for the shot.
Another approach that can be employed in an attem pt rectify the over dom­
inance of one feature compared to all other features in a shot, is known as 
histogram normalisation. In this approach normalisation is performed prior 
to a shot by shot comparison on each histogram representing each individual 
feature within a shot. The approach works by dividing the count in a bin of 
the histogram by the total number of counts observed in all bins. The rela­
tive counts, overall bins in the normalised histogram, sum to one (or 1 0 0  if a 
percentage scale is used) see Table 4.3.2.
As each feature contains an overall bin summation value of one, it is ensured that 
no one feature dominates the combined novelty score for each shot. The nov­
elty model in this thesis uses the normalised histogram approach to normalise 
the features. Once the feature histograms are normalised, visual shot-to-shot 
comparisons are performed on each feature separately using the M anhattan  
distance measure. These resulting similarity scores are all within a predefined
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bins /  Components Histogram N orm alised  H isto g ra m (b in /co u n t)
1 125 0.471
2 1 0 0 0.377
3 40 0.151
Total count 265 0.999
Table 4.3: Histogram Normalisation
range of [0, 2]. These feature similarity values are then combined using linear 
summation to give an overall similarity value, or novelty score, for the shot.
4.3.3 Novelty Model:- High level/Sem antic Concept Compo­
nent
As discussed in Chapter 2 , the detection of semantic information from within  
a video sequence is very important. The automatic extraction of the semantic 
meanings from a visual image or video sequence is, however, a highly complex 
task. In this section we will describe two novelty detection components designed 
for automatically detected high level features and for manually annotated high 
level/sem antic features. In addition, we will discuss an ontology designed to 
annotate a video for use in applications such as novelty detection.
A u to m a tica lly  d etected  high level con cep ts
The details of methods used for detection of high level/sem antic features de­
tections is beyond the scope of this thesis, however Naphade and Smith [NS04] 
give an overview of the detection approaches that have been undertaken over 
the last few years. As a result (and in a similar manner to low-level features), 
we take a black box approach to these features and incorporate them  into the 
novelty detection model directly without any experimentation to try to opti­
mise their settings. We assume that each feature has a list of shots with an
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associated confidence value. This value represents the feature detector’s con­
fidence in the evidence of that feature existing within the shot. This score is 
integrated into the MPEG-7 description of a video. The automatically detected  
semantic features incorporated into the novelty detection model were donated 
to participants of TRECVid2004 by CMU and include; Face, Anchor, Com­
mercial, Studio setting, Graphics, Weather, Sports, Outdoor, Person, Crowd, 
Road, Car, Building and Motion.
Research into the most effective feature combinations and corresponding op­
timal weights for retrieval performance has been carried out by Rong Yan et 
al. at CMU [yYH04] for each query category mentioned earlier. In his paper 
he discusses a retrieval model that firstly uses each of the various feature de­
tectors (such as face, anchor and commercial) separately to determine the shot 
similarity value to a query based on that feature, then combines these multi­
ple evidences of similarity using each feature’s associated optimal weights for 
the specific category of which the query is a member. This paper outlines an 
effective feature combination and optimal weight for each of the specified cat­
egories. These optimal combination weights are used within the development 
of the novelty detection model for high level features to assess a sh ot’s novelty 
score.
We adapted the visual novelty detection model described in section 4.3.2 equa­
tion 4.4, to incorporate a weighted, linear combination of similarity values for 
each feature within the shot. The weight chosen for each feature is dependent 
on the topic under investigation (see equation 4.8).
k
Score(sc, Sj) =  £  A ^ S i m « ^ ) ) ^ ^ ) ) )  (4.8)
¿=i
•  where Fi — ith feature of the shot
•  and Xi(cq) is the optimal weight for feature Fi when the query is member 
of category cq where q =  1..5 representing the 5 categories
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The overall novelty score for a shot is then calculated by assessing the overall 
minimal similarity value over all shots S i. .S m in the novelty set. 
m
N o v Sr. =  min(S'core(sCl s,-)) (4.9)
j = 1
If N o v Sc >  threshold  then sc — novel 
otherwise sc =  redundant
The shot comparison method S i m ( S c , Sj) ,  uses the M anhattan distance which 
was described in section 4.3.2. This is a dissimilarity measure, so the smaller 
the similarity value, indicates the more similar the shots actually are.
M anually  an n otated  sem antic  concepts
The most common way to index video for content-based retrieval in real-world 
applications is to use manual annotations of some kind. Autom atic feature 
detectors for video have been developed to accurately identify the presence of 
a number of specific concepts within a video. Although they work well within  
narrow domains, for example in soccer, in broader domains such as broadcast 
TV news where video footage is unpredictable and varied, annotation cannot be 
accurately achieved. This is because technology has not as yet reached the stage 
where detectors are available for every possible concept. Even for those that 
are available, the accuracy can not always be guarenteed to be of a sufficiently 
high standard [SK004a]. It is probable that we will be able to automatically 
annotate video accurately with broad content descriptions in the future due to 
huge improvements in feature detection performances over the last few years, 
as outlined by Naphade [NS04] although at present this has still to be realised.
Ontologies already play a vital roles in indexing in the text domain in areas such 
as medicine (MeSh Medical Subject Headings), biology (gene), and linguistics 
(WordNet). They enable the processing and sharing of web-based knowledge 
between applications. An ontology is a set of concepts and their relationships, 
usually described in the form of a hierarchical tree structure. As a result they
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provide a shared and common understanding of a specific domain which can be 
communicated across various systems or people.
To achieve complete automatic semantic annotation of broadcast T V  news, it 
is necessary to define and standardise an ontology containing a broad set of 
concepts appropriate for the new broadcast domain as outlined in [Hau04]. An  
ontology can be constructed either manually, semi-automatically or fully au­
tomatically. Semi-automatic construction of ontologies are often restricted in 
some way to the particular collection they were developed for and as a result 
tend not to  be reusable across different collections. Fully autom atic ontology 
construction requires a large set of concepts, something which is not yet feasible 
in the broadcast news domain. In the following sections we discuss an ontol­
ogy that was manually constructed for the broadcast T V  news domain. This 
ontology was used for the annotation of over six thousand keyframes and the 
resulting manually annotated descriptions provide the input for our concept- 
based novelty detection model.
R T E  is I r e la n d ’s n a tio n a l te le v is io n  b ro a d ca ster  and broadcasts three 
TV channels nationwide. It also has an extensive archive of T V  including 
its own broadcast T V  news which goes back several decades. RTE manually 
annotates its own broadcast T V  news programmes and other home-produced 
materials and provides an interesting set of guidelines to annotators for de­
scribing the content of a shot [RTE02]. W hen an annotator is presented with  
a shot, he must start by annotating the subject of the shot which is followed 
by a description of the subject’s movement (sitting, standing, walking etc). 
Finally the annotator is required to annotate any secondary subject(s) in the 
shot. RTE annotation guidelines highlight the fact that even though one or 
more secondary subjects may not be important enough to be retrieved in their 
own right, the effect of these secondary subjects’ presence on the value of the 
main subject may prove a limiting or enhancing factor during retrieval. RTE 
annotation guidelines suggest that it is important to describe all that is hap­
pening in an image so that a person reading the description can visualise the
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image and judge whether it is likely to suit their needs.
Current onto logies
TRECVid 2003 instigated a major video annotation collaboration effort result­
ing in a total of sixty-two hours of video being annotated from the TRECVid  
2003 development collection. The ontology used (initially developed for a pre­
vious track) consisted of eighty-five semantic labels. Through various additions 
and deletions over the next two years a final ontology of one hundred and thirty 
three concepts organised in a hierarchical structure was developed. This ontol­
ogy consists of thirty-eight scene, thirty-five event, forty-nine object and eleven 
sound features [LTS03],
During TRECVid 2005, a major collaborative annotation effort was once again 
accomplished. The Large Scale Concept Ontology for Multimedia (LSCOM) 
group set out to eventually standardise an ontology of approximately one thou­
sand concepts that will accurately and broadly describe the content in broadcast 
T V  news [Hau04]. LSCOM developed a skeleton ontology from the full 1000- 
concept LSCOM ontology during development called LSCOMLite, consisting of 
thirty-nine concepts. It was proposed to divide the semantic space into seven or­
thogonal dimensions based on Gan’s work of “Deciding W hat’s News” [Gan80]. 
W ithin each dimension a small number of concepts were assigned with concepts 
chosen in order to be as broad as possible, while at the same time being possi­
ble to detect automatically in video content. They approached the population  
of ontology construction by adopting a breadth first approach rather than the 
usual depth first approach.
The ontology developed for the TRECVid video collaboration effort of 2005, 
LSCOMLite, allows the rapid manual annotation of video and aids search and 
retrieval. However it is inadequate for other information retrieval tasks includ­
ing novelty detection as it is very sparsely populated and consequently contains 
very few discriminating concepts due to a high proportion of the images hav­
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ing the same concept sets. Novelty detection requires a set of broad semantic 
concepts which in effect would allow the user to visualise the image from the 
annotation alone. LSCOMLite outlines a basis from which an ontology should 
be developed.
During the construction of an ontology we believe it is necessary to consider 
the following points namely:
G e n e r a lity  Video is by its nature very diverse in its content, and this can 
even be seen in broadcast T V  news. W hen designing and creating an ontology 
to describe this content it is important to recognise this broad domain and so 
it becomes necessary to choose concepts in such a way that they can be reused 
over many different queries.
A u to m a tica lly  d etecta b le  con cep ts The purpose of the development of 
a manual ontology is to standardise the description of video content in order 
to assist the research and development of specific automatic concept detectors 
for the defined concepts. It is therefore imperative when designing an ontology 
and choosing concepts that they are or could possibly be in the future, feasibly 
detected in video content from the perspective of automatic and semi automatic 
detection and w ith a good degree of accuracy.
A n  even  spread across con cepts in  an on tology An ontology should 
be designed so that it can be useful for a wide range of applications. As a 
result, concepts should be chosen in order to avoid the occurrence of Zipf’s law 
distribution over the concepts and increase the amount of good discriminat­
ing concepts. W ithin most text documents discriminating terms occur seldom, 
while terms containing very little useful or indiscriminate data frequently oc­
cur. However within text documents there is little extra cost in having these 
frequently occurring words since term  weighting techniques can easily elimi­
nate their effects. However such a distribution within an ontology would be
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very costly as frequently occurring words would offer little discrimination be­
tween shots and the annotation of every term within a video collection costs 
time and effort.
4.3.4 Definition of a N ew  202-Concept Ontology
It is necessary to provide the correct balance of generality, reusability and 
broadness/eveness during the creation of any ontology. The ontologies from the 
LSCOM project meet the requirements of generality, in so far as the ontology 
concepts are spread across seven dimensions and strive to achieve autom atically  
detectable concepts. However, we believe the ontology is inadequate to  support 
applications such as novelty detection due to the fact that it is too sparsely 
populated and as a result many shots are annotated with the same high level 
concepts, even though the visual contents of the images are clearly different. 
We propose an ontology that builds upon the work of LSCOM. We agree with  
the division of the semantic space into seven dimensions which is given in table
4.3.4 but feel that the concepts within each dimension should each be expanded  
using a hierarchical tree structure. This will allow for more detailed content 
description of a shot.
W hile the restriction of concept terms to those that are currently obviously 
feasible to detect is of course a nice idea and a good driver for LSCOM, it is 
impractical if one needs to create a standard ontology for the future which is 
movable across other domains. In a few years we can expect feature detectors to 
have made significant progress in detecting many concepts. As we are interested 
in working with the resulting data from annotated video, it is not necessarily our 
priority to satisfy this requirement, although almost all of the concepts within  
our ontology we assume could be feasibly detected in the future. Our ontology 
has been developed with both the LSCOM and RTE guidelines in mind.
There are two ways to construct an ontology; the concept-driven approach and 
the data-driven approach as defined in [JS03]. In the data-driven approach
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the ontology is largely constructed from data within the domain, however it 
is necessary to have some domain knowledge when manually constructing it. 
The concept-driven approach does not require any data, it is constructed solely 
on the domain specific or general knowledge of the developers. This approach 
is more likely to satisfy the requirement that the ontology should be “reusable 
across different queries” as data from a particular source or data set is not used.
To acquire the set of concepts for our ontology we asked three individuals (all 
from a non-computing background) to each describe using words, four hours 
of randomly chosen video from the TRECVid2003 collection represented in 
shot form. Following the RTE annotation guidelines mentioned earlier and the 
observations that the most effective concepts are settings and named entities 
(outlined in [KN04]), annotators were encouraged to firstly describe the subject 
in the shots and its settings followed by the subjects movements and then any 
secondary subjects in the shots. This set of words were manually grouped into 
the seven dimensions defined by LSCOM. Once done, all words were further 
refined by checking each word against the WordNet lexical database (described 
in [BMT93]). These words were formed into further clusters using WordNet 
allowing us to create an hierarchical structure or concept links within the on­
tology. Consider for example the concepts, car, bus, plane, trucks. All these 
concepts are a form of “vehicle” and are described as hyponyms of the concept 
vehicle within WordNet. The resulting ontology, while keeping the seven di­
mensional space, contains two hundred and two concepts. This can be broken 
down as shown in Table 4.3.4 into the seven dimensions. All of the concepts 
which compose the ontology can be seen in their heiracherical structure in the 
appendices.
4.3.5 Inter-Concept Similarity
Once the ontology has been constructed, it is interesting to evaluate the similar­
ity between concepts within the ontology. Research was carried out within our 
research group Koskela et al [KSG06], into a model that estimates the “goodness
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Dimensions ^concepts LSCOMLite ^ concepts
Program category 7 8
Settings /  Scene /S ite 16 49
People 7 31
Objects 8 52
People Activities 2 41
Events 3 17
Graphs 2 4
Table 4.4: Distribution of Concepts in LSCOMLite and DCU ontology respec­
tively
of a semantic concept model over a clustering in the low level feature space” . 
We evaluated concepts within the LSCOMLite ontology by analysing the way 
those concepts had been assigned to shots in the collaborative annotation, in 
an attem pt to extract each concept’s five m ost similar concepts in the ontology 
based on usage. Given each concept in the ontology and its set of five most 
similar concepts, all randomly ordered, users were asked to manually pick the 
odd concept from the set. This analysis allows us to identify concepts that are 
naturally linked to other concepts, while at the same time highlights outliers, 
concepts that have no obvious similarity or link to any other concepts in the 
ontology. This analysis helps to give a picture of the overall efficacy or shape of 
the ontology. This same model was applied to our 202-concept ontology devel­
oped for the novelty detection task. The following table, Table 4.3.5, gives an 
example of some of the concepts, along with their five most similar concepts, 
chosen randomly from the set of 202 concepts. The full table is available in 
Appendix B.
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S em i-A u tom atic  A n n ota tion
Once an ontology has been developed the next step involves associating vari­
ous concepts within the ontology to related features in an image or keyframe. 
Annotating an entire video collection is a very tim e consuming process and 
hence it is necessary to have tools which can yield the highest level of quality 
semantic descriptions within a reasonable period of time. Since its inception 
in the TRECVid benchmark in 2003 the annotation task has become hugely 
popular, creating a number of automatic and semi-automatic annotation tools 
to aid human annotators in annotating a semantic description of video content.
D C U  A n n o ta tio n  Tool In order to create a manual annotation and use it 
for experiments on novelty detection, we developed our own video annotation  
tool. The DCU annotation tool developed within the Center for D igital Video 
Processing is an MPEG-7 annotation tool. It takes as input an M PEG-7 video 
description and corresponding video. It also takes an ontology represented in 
MPEG-7 format. W hilst quite similar to VideoAnnEx [LTS02], this tool has 
highlighted the fact that better interface design can lead to quicker annotation  
of a keyframe and hence reduce annotator boredom and frustration. Some 
notable features of the tool include both an hierarchical tree structure display 
of the ontology and a “hot” keyword display, allowing a user to quickly navigate 
though a list of concepts once the first letter is known. The keyframe being 
annotated is enlarged in the center of the interface allowing the annotator to 
accurately define what exists in the image. A screengrab from the annotation  
tool in use can be seen in Figure 4.3. The annotation tool also provides the 
facility of automatically assigning parent nodes of a specific child concept to 
an image once selected by the annotator. For example , if an annotator select 
the concept “car” to identify an object in the image, the DCU annotation tool 
automatically adds the concepts parent node, “vehicle” to the M PEG7 image 
description. There is no facility to adapt or customize the ontology within the 
interface hence avoiding addition of unsupervised concepts to the ontology.
I l l
F igure 4.3: T h e  D C U -to o l screen dum p
T h is to o l w as used  to  a n n o ta te  th e  T R E C V id 2004  co llection  using  our ow n  
202-concept ontology.
4.3 .6  M anually  a n n o ta ted  n ovelty  d e tec tio n  com p on en t
T he m anual an n ota tion s w ere represented in  th e  form  o f M P E G -7  descriptions. 
T hese descriptions are preprocessed  to  ex tract th e  m an u ally  an n ota ted  concepts  
and align  each  o f th e  con cep ts to  their associa ted  shots. T h e  resu ltin g  d a ta  is 
very sim ilar to  A S R  te x t  p ortion s, in  th a t there are on ly  a  few  words used  to  
describe a shot. A s a resu lt th e  te x t n ovelty  com p on en t described  in  section
4.3.1 w as applied  to  th e  con cep ts to  assess a  sh o t’s novelty  va lue w h en  com pared  
to  a previously  seen  shot.
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4.3 .7  C hoosing Threshold Values
As discussed previously the novelty of a document is subjective w ith differ­
ent people having different tolerance levels for the existence of redundant data 
within a results set. Hence novelty threshold values vary from assessor to as­
sessor. In order to control the amount of novel shots to be displayed within a 
results list we use threshold values which dictate the level of novel data a shot 
must contain in order to be considered a novel shot. The higher the threshold 
value, 9, the less tolerant the model is to redundant data. This is particularly 
suited when we have an information need where we have very little tolerance 
for sifting through shots containing no new information. Decreasing 9 decreases 
the level of novel data which a shot must contain in order to  be considered novel 
and allows the model to return a greater number of shots as novel. This is more 
suited to people who don’t mind viewing some redundant information in their 
quest for information. Optimal threshold values 9 for novelty detection within  
video are determined through experimentation. This is further discussed in 
Chapter 6 .
4.3.8 Combining novelty components
It has been seen elsewhere [Hom05] that there are many instances in information 
retrieval where one modality alone will fail to produce optimal results, however 
these results can be improved when the correct combination of modalities are 
used. The final stage of our novelty detection model involves the unification of 
the various novelty components in order to produce an overall novelty value for 
each shot. Shots that are above a specified novelty threshold will be highlighted 
as novel in the list of retrieved shots and highlighted for the user.
The combination of visual feature components is carried out prior to the cal­
culation of an overall novelty score for a shot within a component. This is 
achieved due the fact that visual features can be normalised within the same 
ranges. The combinations of visual features include:
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•  The combination of low-level features. In this case histogram normal­
isation is first applied to the feature’s histogram representations. The 
similarity measures are then applied for each feature. The similarity val­
ues are linearly combined to produce an overall novelty score described in 
section 4.3.2
•  The combination of the automatically detected high-level semantic fea­
tures, which are combined according to a weighted linear combination, 
defined by CMTJ for the various query categories described in section
4.3.3
The process of combining text components w ith visual components is carried 
out after the novelty values have been determined for each component indepen­
dently due to the different domains upon which each is assessed. The unification 
of text and visual components is accomplished using Boolean logic. A shot is 
considered novel if, and only if, both the text and visual components agree 
that the shot is novel, while a shot is considered redundant if either one of the 
components believes the shot is redundant. These combinations include text 
combined with low level and text combined w ith automatic high level concepts.
Finally the combination of the text and the manually annotated semantic con­
cept components is once again carried out prior to the calculation of an overall 
novelty score for a shot within a component. Combination is achieved by com­
bining the associated ASR transcript portion and associated manually anno­
tated concepts of a shot into an extended text portion. A shot’s novelty values 
is then determined by applying the text novelty detection model.
4 .4  S u m m a ry
In this Chapter we introduced the idea of novelty detection from within a 
retrieved results set for any user specific topic in the video domain and more 
specifically within the broadcast T V  news domain. We outlined the need for
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novelty detection models when dealing w ith broadcast news collections. A lot of 
overlap can occur when the collection contains similar stories, from more than  
one broadcaster or repetitive video footage due to headlines and summaries 
repeated within the TV broadcast and across broadcasts. This can lead to a lot 
of redundant video being presented to the user when he/she requires information 
on a specific topic.
We discussed various issues which needed to be considered prior to the devel­
opment of a model for the detection of novel shots from a results list. These 
considerations included the evolution of news stories, human perception, the 
overall structure of video and the multiple modalities that can be extracted  
from a video sequence offering valuable information.
We described the various modalities that are used in the novelty detection  
model including text; low-level features namely M PEG-7 colour structure and 
MPEG-7 Edge histograms, HSV colour evidences, Canny edge evidences and 
Gabor texture evidences; and higher level semantic features when are captured 
both manually and automatically for each shot in the collection.
We continued by discussing the normalisation of features and the shot to shot 
similarity distance measures which were chosen for the comparison of shots.
Finally we introduced the novelty detection models designed to accurately iden­
tify novel shots from a results list. This m odel is broken up into four separate 
novelty components namely, text, low-level features, automatic concepts and 
manual concept components. Each of these components are capable of deter­
mining a shot’s novelty value based solely on the evidences contained within  
the shot and the previously seen shot.
In the next Chapter we discuss the experimental setup for the evaluation of the 
novelty model developed for the video domain using varying combinations of 
features.
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Concept Five most similar concept
addressing roles face sitting indoor politics
adult person male face people_activities movement
airplane boat_ship transportation.event sky road water.body
beach mountain sky cloud commercial water.body
bicycle road vehicle carrying objects car
bird animal bicycle interviewing text.overlay greeting
blackboard hospital-setting doctor emergency_services vehicle school-setting
boat-ship airplane water.body transport ation.event vehicle cloud
bomber_plane airplane.takeoff transportation_event airplane boat_ship mountain
bottle.drink female gesturing senior_citizen house_setting telephone
bowing hospital.setting weapon science_technology doctor gun
bridge building events road car military .personnel
british.flag house_setting chair table bottle.drink female
building news setting.scene-site outdoors standing movement
bus car.crash emergency.services town_square city.street vehicle
camera city-street table protesting crowd standing
candle meeting_board_room talking.speaking bottle.drink newspaper
driver newspaper store_setting city .street dog greeting
driving vehicle car road objects carrying
drum movement city.street standing factory-setting table
eating house.setting food restaurant-setting bottle_drink senior_citizen
embracing looking_around objects people.activities factory-setting vehicle
emergency_services walking-running vehicle car road group
entering statue-monumoment standing government leader building presidient
entertainment male people.activities adult people person
events sport.event sports playing text.overlay sign
pilot sky driving road airplane vehicle
playing sports sport.event tool events sign
Table 4.5: Distribution of Concepts in LSCOMLite and DCU ontology respec­
tively
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Chapter 5
Experim ental M ethodology
In this Chapter we will look at the creation of two video collections and two 
corresponding novelty ground truth data collections fo r  the task of novelty de­
tection in the video domain. We unll discuss the reasons for the development of  
a video test collection for  the novelty detection task given that there are already 
several video collections widely available within the video retrieval community. 
In section 5.2 we will describe the generation of the ground truth data used in 
novelty detection. We will then look at various characteristics of this ground 
truth data and in section 5.5 we will present our experimental setup for  evalu­
ating the performance of our novelty detection approaches introduced earlier in 
the thesis.
5.1  A  V id e o  T est C o lle c t io n  for N o v e lty  D e te c t io n
The detection of novel video shots from within a retrieved results set for any 
user specified topic, is a new research area within the video retrieval community 
as was stated earlier. The main aim of the task is to accurately and effectively 
assess the novelty of a shot to the user topic in the context of previously seen 
shots in the list of shots returned from a retrieval system.
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Each year since 2001, the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) in the US make video collections available to participants of the TRECVid  
benchmarking activity. This enables the common evaluation and cross sys­
tem comparative analysis of different video retrieval systems [SK 003, SK 004b, 
Hom05]. This allows participants to evaluate the effectiveness of their systems 
for efficiently retrieving shots relevant to a particular set of user topics.
The evaluation of the task of novelty detection however cannot be performed on 
the TRECVid data collections as made available by NIST, as the correspond­
ing relevance judgments provided by NIST treat all relevant shots as equal, 
no matter what order they are presented to a user and this means that there 
are significant differences between the tasks of shot retrieval (which TRECVid  
evaluates) and novelty detection (which it does not). Novelty detection identi­
fies a novel shot given either a previously seen shot (its topic in a sense) or list 
of shots, while relevance identifies a shot potentially relevant to a user’s query. 
Unlike the detection of relevant shots, where retrieval is performed on an entire 
video collection, the detection of novel shots is performed on a list of relevant 
shots returned for a specific topic.
In order to  perform effective evaluation of the performances of the proposed 
novelty detection models for the detection of novel shots from within a list of 
shots, two tasks are necessary. Firstly we need to create a video test collection 
that contains a list of relevant shots for each topic, and in our case we com­
pose this collection as a subset of the video used in TRECVid in 2004. The 
second thing we need to create is the corresponding ground truth data collec­
tion, containing shots manually assessed for novelty for each topic in this video 
collection.
There are several different task within TRECVid carried out annually as dis­
cussed in Chapter 2 including the shot boundary detection task, the feature 
extraction task, and the different kinds of search tasks. The search task is 
broken up into three different kinds of search approaches. These include the 
interactive search task, which evaluates the effectiveness of a system to return
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relevant shots involving a human interaction within the task; the fully auto­
matic search task, which automatically retrieves shots relevant to a topic given 
the official topic description; and the manual search task which autom atically  
retrieves relevant shots given a topic, however this task permits the modification  
of the topic into a suitable representation for the retrieval system. The manual 
search task simulates a traditional non-interactive retrieval system  (e.g. a sin­
gle iteration with a system like the Google search engine), where the searcher 
enters his/her information need and is presented with a list of shots relevant to  
the topic without further interaction w ith the system.
To accurately simulate a real world situation (while at the same tim e creating 
a video collection that allows the accurate evaluation of novelty detection from 
a retrieved list of relevant shots), our video collection is composed from the 
results of a search run submission for the manual search task. As described in 
Chapter 2, TRECVid’s manual search task requires each participating group 
to submit a list of up to 1 0 0 0  shots they believe relevant for each topic in the 
collection. These submissions are then manually assessed for relevant shots. We 
used the results submitted by the best performing group for the manual task  
in TRECVID2004, specifically one of the IBM Research manual runs, namely 
the IBM.ManuaLARC run which achieved the highest M AP score of 0.109, 
to create the video collections for our video shot novelty detection task. The 
IBM.ManuaLARC run returned shots to a specific topic by using a multi-modal 
video retrieval system  which relied principally on ASR or text retrieval and re­
ranked these shots based on a variety of visual features including HSV colour 
histogram, HSV correlogram, colour moments, colour wavelets, texture, shape 
and edge.
In the following sub-sections we will describe the topics we have used, and then  
the creation and attributes of two video sub-collections, henceforth known as 
video collection Collection_l and video collection Collection.2. These will enable 
us to  investigate whether our novelty detection models perform consistently  
across collections. We will also devote a sub-section to describing how our
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assessments of novelty were made by our own assessors.
5.1.1 Topics
The TRECVid query topics are used not only by groups participating in the
search tasks to formulate queries to their systems but are also used as a reference 
for the assessors at NIST who determine each shot’s relevance to the particular 
topic in question. W ithin the novelty detection task, the TRECVid query 
topics are used as a reference for the assessors to determine whether a shot is 
novel with regard to a previously seen shot during the creation of the truth 
data for each topic. The 24 topics, which were provided by NIST as part of the 
TRECVid2004 collection, simulate a “real world” user information need and are 
listed in the appendices. Topics can differ in terms of recall where very broad 
topics can return very many relevant results while narrow topics may have very 
few video shots that are relevant to the specific information need. Topic 140, 
for example, “Find shots of one or more bicycles rolling along” contains five 
relevant shots while Topic 130, “Find shots of a hockey ring w ith  at least one 
of the nets fully visible from some point” contains 134 relevant shots.
It is more likely that topics which contain very few relevant shots will contain a 
greater proportion of novel shots. Topics with large numbers of relevant shots 
are more likely to contain a larger proportion of redundant shots. This will be 
seen later.
5.1.2 Video Data
The video data used in TRECVid 2004 consisted of broadcast T V  news pro­
grammes from two different US broadcasters, ABC World News Tonight and 
CNN Headline News. These news programmes were broadcast over an over­
lapping a time period, from January to June 1998. This makes it suitable for 
work on novelty detection since test collections containing any kind of data  
from an overlapping time period are often more likely to contain redundant or
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overlapping d ata  on  specific top ics. A n exam ple o f th is  can  b e  seen  in  F igure
5.1.2 w hich disp lays som e o f th e  resu lts (v ideo sh ots) returned  for T opic 133 
“F in d  sh ots o f Saddam  H u ssein ” . It w as agreed during th e  m anual ju dgem ents  
of novel sh o ts th at S h o tl2 3 _ 3 7  from  th e C N N  broadcaster w as redundant w hen  
S h otl20_133  from  th e  A B C  broadcaster had  b een  v iew ed  previously.
F igure 5.1: E xam p le o f  v id eo  sh ot overlap betw een  broadcasters
In ad d ition  to  raw v id eo  foo tage and keyfram es (show n in  F igure 5 .1 .2 ), th e  
video  d a ta  co llection  also conta ins th e  A u to m a tic  Speech  R ecogn ition  (A SR ) 
transcripts supplied  to  all T R E C V id  partic ip an ts by LIM SI [JG A02], shot 
boundary defin itions and their  representative keyfram es, th e  24 search top ics, a 
collection  o f low -level v isu a l features and high level sem an tic  features provided  
by som e of th e  p articipants in  T R E C V id  to  all other groups. A ll o f th ese  fea­
tures were originally  provided by N IS T  to  p articipants o f th e  T R E C V id 2004  
conference as part o f th e  v id eo  co llection . T h e  te x t transcrip ts w ere p artitioned  
w ith  respect to  th e  shot boundaries and each sh ot w as assigned  a set o f as­
soc ia ted  (spoken) words. Sim ilarly, low -level feature ev idences and h igh  level 
sem antic features w ere aligned  w ith  each sh ot in  th e  co llection .
Video Collection Collection_l: V id eo co llection  C ollection _ l con sists of
579 sh ots broken up in to  375 sh ots from  th e  A B C  new s program m es and 204  
sh ots from  th e  C N N  new s program m es. T able 5.1, d isp lays th e  collection , par­
titio n ed  into  th e  tw enty  four top ics. It can  be clearly seen  th a t each top ic  
contains a varying num ber o f relevant sh o ts and th e  reason for th is  character­
istic  is described in section  5 .1 .1 .
To ensure as m any relevant sh o ts as p ossib le  were considered for each top ic,
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on ly  relevant sh o ts (m anually  judged  as relevant to  each specific  top ic  by th e  
N IST  assessors) th a t w ere su b m itted  by th e  IB M  run for th e  m anual ta sk  and  
subsequently, were considered. T h ese  sh o ts  were ordered chronologically  and  
added to  th e  co llection . F igu re 5.2 show s th e  creation  o f th e  C o llec tio n ^  video  
te st collection .
1000 Sliol S u b m w lo n (o rT o p ic  125, ISM RUN
. . . . . . . O  ’ 0 0 0
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F igure 5.2: C reation  o f th e  C o lle c t io n .l V id eo  T est C ollection
V id e o  C o l le c t io n  C o lle c t io n _ 2 :  V ideo co llection , C o llectio n .2  now con sists
o f 837 sh o ts broken up in to  613 sh o ts  from  th e  A B C  new s program m es and 224  
sh o ts  from  the C N N  new s program m es. T ab le  5.2, show s how  th e  co llection  
w as partition ed  in to  th e  ind ividual top ics and d isp lays th e  num ber o f sh o ts  
w ith in  each topic. F igure 5 .3  show s th e  creation  o f th e  C ollection_2 video te s t  
collection .
In addition  to  th e  d a ta  already provided for th e  T R E C V id 2004  co llection , N IS T  
also  provided story  boundaries for th e  A B C  and C N N  new s program m es. Each  
sh ot w ith in  th e  original T R E C V id 2004  w as aligned to  th ese  story  boundaries.
O nce a  relevant sh o t has b een  found w ith in  a  collection  o f n ew s program m es 
for a  specific top ic  it is h igh ly  likely th a t other relevant sh o ts  m ay be found  
w ith in  the sam e new s story. For each  sh ot w ith in  each  top ic  in C o llection .1 , we 
exam ined  th e  story  it w as aligned  to . E ach  story  co n sists  o f  on e o f  m ore sh ots
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Figure 5.3: C reation o f  the Collection_2 V ideo T est C ollection
and for each shot in turn w e assessed th a t sh o t’s relevancy to  th e  specific top ic  
using th e relevance ju d gm en ts provided by N IS T  as part o f th e  T R E C V id2004  
collection. E ach relevant sh ot found w ithin  th ese stories w as added into  the  
Collection_2 collection  to  th e  specific top ic b ein g  investigated .
C o llec tio n ^  contains all the sh ots w ithin  th e  C oU ection .l collection , however 
due to the process described above it contains an additional 258 relevant shots. 
T herefore C o llec tio n .1 is a su b set o f Collection_2.
A s a  result each o f  th e tw o v ideo  co llection s created  for th e  novelty  d etec­
tion task  are a subset o f th e  v ideo  co llection  provided to  th e  participants o f  
T R E C V id2004 [SK 004b] by N IST . T h e m ajor difference betw een th e novelty  
d etection  v ideo  collections, C o llec tio n ^  and C ollection-2, and a  trad itional 
T R E C V id  video collection , is the p artition in g o f each co llection  into tw enty  
four su b sets which correspond to  th e tw enty four top ics contain ing relevant 
sh ots to  each  topic, as op p osed  to  a  trad ition a l v ideo  collection , w hich is par­
titioned  in to  a co llection  o f  individual new s program m es con tain in g  sh ots th at
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compose the stories for that news programme.
5 .2  N o v e lty  J u d g m e n ts
To obtain accurate experimental results and to allow us to  evaluate the perfor­
mance of the novelty detection approaches presented earlier, it was necessary 
to create a ground truth data collection or benchmark of unbiased novelty de­
cisions for each video collection that we use here. The creation of the ground 
truth data for the novelty detection task required that the set of all shots within 
a results list for each of the 24 topics in each video collection, covering topics 125 
to 148, are manually judged to determine whether they are novel or redundant 
with respect to previously seen shots in the list.
The assessors who performed the novelty detection judgments as part of this 
work were four postgraduate research students unaffiliated w ith the current 
research project. Two assessors performed the novelty detection task on the 
video collection Collection_l, while two other assessors performed the task on 
Collection-2. This was done to avoid over-familiarity w ith the topics and their 
corresponding sets of relevant shots when determining the novelty of a shot. 
Each assessor performed the task independently and on a per topic basis.
5.2.1 Assessors Guidelines
The assessor’s task was defined as follows; Given a chronologically ordered list of 
known relevant shots to a particular topic, reduce this list to  contain only shots 
that provide novel information on the topic while at the same time maintaining 
the original list ordering.
Initially each assessor was given a chronologically ordered list of known relevant 
shots for each topic as per assumption 1 discussed earlier in Chapter 3. They 
were instructed to:
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•  Judge each topic separately.
•  Assessors were told that the first shot in the list of shots for a specific topic 
was always novel. This is in keeping with assumption 6  also discussed in 
Chapter 3 which states that a user knows nothing about the topic at the 
time the initial document or shot is displayed and that all information 
about the topic is gathered as a user progresses through the shot list. 
Assessors were instructed to always place the first shot into the novel list 
for the specific topic.
•  Assessors were asked to continuously refer back to the original topic defi­
nition. This was in an attem pt to refresh the actual original information 
need and help the assessor identify redundant shots already selected which 
cover that information need.
•  Assessors were then instructed to make a decision about a shot’s novelty 
value when compared to shots previously seen from the list up to that 
point.
•  Each novel shot found in the list was added to the novel list for that topic. 
Each redundant shot found in the list was placed in the redundant list.
•  Assessors were instructed to continue the process for each subsequent shot 
in the relevant list for all topics in the video collection.
Once the novelty judgements had been made for each topic in turn the assessors 
were not allowed to go back and undo a judgement made earlier. The exact 
guidelines given to the assessors are available in the Appendix C.
5.2.2 The Assessors
The assessors determined the novelty of a shot based solely on their opinion of 
what a novel shot should contain for the topic being processed. This models the 
“real world” situation where each person has their own internal definitions of
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novelty and what a shot needs to contain in order for it to be considered novel 
compared to a previously seen shot. In Chapter 4 section 2.4 we discussed 
subjectiveness in the perception of visual images [Sha8 6 ] and the fact that 
this can lead to variations between assessors’ ground truth data. Different 
assessors have different opinions on a shot’s novelty value, based on what they  
perceive to be important in the shot. This characteristic was noted during the 
observation of each pair of assessors during their manual assessment of both  
video collections. The use of threshold values to determine the level of novelty 
that should exist in a shot before it is actually considered a novel shot, is a direct 
attem pt at trying to model this human variation in redundancy tolerance (or 
lack thereof) within models for novelty detection. Yet another observation noted 
during the manual assessment of novel shots from within a list for a specific 
topic was the way in which the assessors interacted with the task. The assessors 
approached the problem by representing the shot under investigation as a query 
shot in a sense. This query shot was compared against all shots seen previously, 
on a shot by shot basis, to determine the similarity between them. This is again 
consistent with human perception of visual images [Sha8 6 , Lay94, Ens95]. It is 
difficult to make a decision about whether a very similar image has been seen 
before (and hence to determine a shot’s novelty) when comparing a shot against 
an entire set of shots. Intuitively humans perform the task on a shot to shot 
basis where a decision can be made directly. If the query shot is similar to a 
previously seen shot, the assessor makes a decision on its novelty value based 
on the contents of the shot.
Once the task was completed by each assessor separately, we attem pted to 
eliminate as far as possible disagreements between the assessors. This is a 
major issue in the creation of ground truth data for novelty detection systems 
having also been experienced by TREC in the generation of truth data for the 
novelty track [Har02, SH03, SH04]. Zhang et al. [ZCM02] also experienced this 
problem during the generation of their truth data. Considerable time was put 
into resolving these assessor judgment differences, however each assessor had 
their own opinions regarding the novelty of a shot and these differences remained
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unresolved. F igure 5 .2 .2  show s an  exam ple o f a  sh ot for w h ich  b o th  assessors  
failed to  reach agreem ent on  its  novelty  value g iven  th e  prev iou sly  seen  se t of 
shots. O ne assessor believed  th e  sh ot should  b e  novel as it  con ta in ed  an  ex tra  
hockey player w hile th e  second  assessor argued th a t th e  sh ot w as redundant as 
th e  net had  already b een  show n from  th a t angle in  a previous shot.
F igure 5.4: Sim ilar keyfram es w here assessors d isagree over their  respective  
novelty  value
In order to  overcom e th is  issue and create a tru th  d a ta  as accu rately  as possib le, 
on ly  th e  novel sh o ts th a t have b een  com m only  agreed u p on  by th e  t w o  assessors 
for each top ic , th e  in tersection  of th e  n ovelty  ju d gm en ts, are used  as th e  ground  
tru th  d a ta  in  our experim ents.
U pon com p letion  o f th e  m anual ju d gem en t o f novel sh o ts w ith in  each top ic  
on our tw o te s t  co llection s o f relevant sh o ts, th e  sh ot d eta ils  w ere logged  to  
th e  appropriate to p ic  ground tru th  d a ta  files. T w o sets of sh ots, th e  novel 
and redundant se ts  respectively , now  ex ist for each to p ic  w ith in  b o th  v id eo  
collections.
5.3 Analysis of the Ground Truth
In th is  section  we w ill look  at th e  characteristics o f th e  tru th  d ata , developed  for 
C ollection_l and C ollection_2 separately. T h e  assessors w ho m anually  created  
th e  ground tru th  d a ta  for C ollection _l are henceforth  ca lled  assessor A  and as­
sessor B w hile th e  assessors th a t created  th e  ground tru th  d a ta  for Collection_2  
are henceforth  referred to  as assessor C and assessor D .
T able 5.1 show s th e  num ber o f relevant sh o ts  per top ic  and th e  corresponding
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number of shots judged as novel by each assessor per topic. Bolded entries in 
the columns named “Assessor” highlight the assessor (A or B, C or D) who 
picked the minimum number of novel shots for each topic. As the topics used 
by us had not been defined or formed by either of the assessors who performed 
the manual novelty assessment, each assessor should have an independent opin­
ion as to which shots are novel. To achieve this the assessor finding the least 
number of novel shots per topic was considered the primary assessor for that 
topic, henceforth called the minimum assessor. The judgements made by the 
maximum assessor were taken as the human agreement measures for the com­
pletion of the novelty detection task. The column named “Total” represents 
the total number of relevant shots per topic. This value is static over both  
assessors. The column named “Novel” represents the total number of shots 
judged novel by the associated assessor for that topic from the total relevant 
shots. “%Novel” represents the percentage of shots judged novel from the list 
of relevant shots for that topic. “Intersect” represents the intersection of the 
novel shots as judged by both assessors. “Overlap” , as defined by the TREC  
novelty track, measures the percentage of matching shots between the set of 
shots judged as novel by the two assessors, over each topic. “Coverage” , also 
defined by the TREC novelty track, measures the percentage of the minimum  
assessor’s shots that were also chosen by the maximum assessor for a particular 
topic.
On average there are approximately 25 relevant shots per TRECVid topic of 
which on average 19 are judged as novel w ithin the ground truth created for 
the Collection_l collection. This can be seen in Table 5.1. Similarly there are 
on average 36 relevant shots per TRECVid topic of which approximately 25 are 
judged as novel within the ground truth created for the Collection_2 collection, 
as seen in Table 5.2.
It is obvious from Table 5.1 that there are a large number of topics for which 
a very high percentage of the relevant shots have been judged as novel by each 
assessor. The percentage of relevant shots within all topics identified as novel
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by the minimum assessor range from 38% to 100% w ith a median percentage of 
81% of relevant shots identified as novel for each topic by the minimum assessor. 
However there is a lot of variation across the different topics.
This trend is repeated through the truth data for the Collection_2 collection, 
with the percentage of relevant shots judged novel by the minimum assessor 
ranging from 2 2 % to 1 0 0 % and a median percentage over all topics of 80%. 
Again there is much variation across topics as can be seen in Table 5.2.
If we consider the five different categories to  which each topic belongs as dis­
cussed earlier in Chapter 4 section 2.0, we can observe in greater detail the 
characteristics of the truth data by assessing the minimum assessors judge­
ments for each topic. Table 5.3 displays the average number of relevant and 
novel shots for each topic in each category within the Collection_l truth data  
while Table 5.4 displays the average number of relevant and novel shots for each 
topic within each category within the Collection-2 truth data. This analysis in­
dicates that there is a greater amount of redundancy added to the Collection-2 
collection for each of the “People” , “Sports” , “Other” and “General Object” 
categories. The “Specific Object” category which consisted of only one topic, 
namely Topic 129, does not differ between collections as seen in Table 5.1 and 
Table 5.2
It can be observed from Table 5.1 that assessor A emerges as the minimum  
assessor over 16 topics while assessor B is the minimum assessor over 8  topics. 
This suggests that assessor A has less tolerance for the redundant data and 
hence is stricter on the definition of a shot as novel than assessor B. The different 
tolerance levels for redundant information within a shot can once again be seen 
between assessors of the second truth data as depicted in Table 5.2, where 
assessor D is the minimum assessor for 15 of the 23 topics while assessor C is 
the minimum assessor for 8  of the 23 topics.
Topic 130 “Find shots of a hockey rink with at least one of the nets fully visible 
from some point” , is a typical example of the differences between assessors’
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opinions of novelty. As the Collection_l collection is a subset of the Collection - 2  
video collection, we would have expected that shots judged as novel within  
the truth data of C ollection.l would also be judged as novel within the truth  
data for Collection_2, along with many other shots as a result of Collection_2’s 
creation process. However this is clearly not the case, as seen when we compare 
Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 for Topic 130. In fact there are less shots judged  
novel for Topic 130 in the Collection_2 truth collection than there axe in  the 
C ollection.l truth collection. This is a direct result of assessor C ’s strictness in 
judging a shot as novel within this topic.
Prom Table 5.1 we observe that in one topic, namely Topic 141 “Find shots of 
one or more umbrellas” , all relevant shots have been judged as novel by both  
the minimum and maximum assessors. This holds true in the truth data for 
Collection - 2  as depicted in Table 5.2. In addition, the truth data for Collec­
tion - 2  also contains two more topics which have all their relevant shots judged 
as novel by both assessors, namely Topic 142 “Find shots of a tennis player 
contacting the ball w ith her or her tennis racket” and Topic 148, “Find shots 
of one or more signs or banners carried by people at a march or protest” . This 
is an accurate reflection of a real world scenario where it is possible to return 
information which is all novel in the context of a particular information need 
to a user.
Analysing the difference of one assessor’s opinion of novelty and output for each 
topic against another assessor’s opinion of novelty and its output for each topic, 
highlights some interesting information. The range in overlap between the two 
assessors’ novel shots varies over all the topics ranging, from 0.61 to 1. This 
variation is however more obviously seen within the truth data for Collection-2 
where the shot overlap ranges from 0.21 to 1. This highlights the difference of 
opinions between assessors over the novelty value of a shot in a list of relevant 
shots. The average coverage for both sets of truth data is 0.95. This means that 
the second assessor has judged 90% of the first assessor’s shots correctly. As 
the novelty detection models were designed to  automatically detect the novelty
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of a shot in a manner similar to that of a human, this coverage figure is a good  
indicator of the performance our novelty detection models should achieve to  
effectively detect novel shots from within a list of relevant shots.
The collection of shots considered novel for each topic by both assessors was 
defined as the official truth data for each collection.
5 .4  E v a lu a tio n  M e tr ic s
We present the results of various implementations of our novelty detection mod­
els by primarily looking at the F-measure which is the official measure used in 
the TREG novelty track. It focuses on set retrieval, evaluating the quality of 
the novel set returned. The reader is referred to Chapter 3 where we discussed 
the F-measure in more detail. As was mentioned in that section, the F-measure 
does not allow accurate cross system  comparisons as the same F-measure score 
can be achieved using different variations of precision and recall.
As a result we will also present the results of our novelty detection models by 
looking at the average precision and average recall values over each individual 
category to which the query topics belong. These measures are analogous to  
those used in traditional information retrieval evaluation as described in Chap­
ter 1 , although novel recall now refers to the proportion of novel shots that are 
retrieved and precision refers to the proportion of retrieved shots that are novel.
The presentation of the models’ optimal precision will be of interest to people 
wishing to receive as much information about a topic w ith as little redun­
dant information as possible. However the presentation of the m odels’ optimal 
F-measure value is more likely to be of interest to people wishing to view  a 
maximum number of novel shots (recall) while at the same tim e returning the 
maximum level of precision. It has been observed however that, even though  
the F-measure is defined as the “harmonic mean between recall and precision” , 
it is correlates closely with recall [SH03]. It has been suggested that the reason
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for this characteristic is to do with fact that recall is more consistent across all 
topics than precision. As a result, to achieve a broad coverage of the m odel’s 
performance, we will present both precision and F-measure values.
5 .5  S y s te m s  E v a lu a tio n
Our novelty detection models are applied to the list of relevant shots for each 
topic within the video collection to automatically identify a chronologically 
ordered list of novel shots that should be returned to the user for each particular 
topic.
We use a fully automatic experimental setup. We believe that fully automatic 
experimental runs reduce the noise that can be introduced into an experiment 
when humans interact with a task. This will provide a more unbiased view of 
each novelty system ’s performance. It enables each novelty detection m odel to 
be compared more easily against other variations of the novelty detection model 
and further enables these experiments to be repeated independently within the 
research community.
The primary objective of the experiments is to identify which combination of 
resources, or runs, perform the best for the detection of novel shots from within  
a chronologically ordered relevant list o f shots for a topic, across both collec­
tions. We investigate the performance of our proposed novelty detection models 
when they use each of the low-level video features, as a separate run and we also 
investigate the performance of models when they use a combination of different 
low-level video features on each of the two video collections, Collection-1 and 
Collection-2, developed for this novelty detection task. We will, for example, 
look at how a novelty detection model using a combination of text and a small 
number of specific automatic high level features, performs against a model us­
ing a combination of text and a wide range of manually annotated concepts. 
These experiments are carried out in an attem pt to achieve a wider and hope­
fully balanced view of the increase or decrease in performance, when using the
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different resources and their various combinations in models that accurately 
detect novel shots from a chronologically ordered relevant list. We will also in­
vestigate which threshold values provide the best performance for the detection  
of novelty when using each of the video resources, when compared against the 
ground truth data. We will present both the optimised and unbiased threshold 
values performances for each novelty detection model in each video collection. 
The unbiased threshold values performances are achieved by firstly finding the 
optimal thresholds values for the Collection-1 collection and testing them on 
the Collection-2 collection and vice versa.
As discussed in Chapter 4, each TRECVid topic belongs to one of five individ­
ual categories, namely “People” , “Specific O bject”, “General O bject” , “Sports” 
and “Other” . We will investigate the performances of the different novelty de­
tection models that work best on each of these topic categories. We investigate, 
for example, whether the novelty detection model using HSV colour or the 
model using a linear weighted combination of high level features which have 
been tuned for the “Sports” category will out-perform other models in identi­
fying novel shots within “Sports” topic category.
5 .6  S u m m a ry
In this Chapter we described the video test collection used in order to perform a 
novelty detection experiment within the video domain. We outlined the reasons 
for the development of this video collection. We then proceeded to  describe 
the generation of the test collection. In section 5.3 we performed a detailed  
analysis of each video collection Collection.! and Collection-2 including of the 
development of a the ground truth data set for each collection. We outlined  
the characteristics of the truth data and highlighted the differences between  
different assessors’ opinions of novelty. We then proceeded to  discussed the 
experimental setup.
In the next Chapter we will describe each of the experimental runs separately
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and investigate their performances in detecting novel shots from a list of relevant 
shots for all topics in the video collection, when compared against the ground 
truth data.
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Assessor A Assessor B
Topic Total Rei Novel %Novel Novel %Novel Intersect Overlap Coverage
125 23 19 82.61 16 69.57 16 0.84 1
126 59 42 71.19 54 91.53 41 0.75 0.98
127 15 15 1 0 0 12 80 1 2 0 . 8 1
128 31 20 64.52 2 0 64.52 2 0 1 1
129 5 4 80 5 1 0 0 4 0 . 8 1
130 117 57 48.72 56 47.86 43 0.61 0.77
131 16 16 1 0 0 15 93.75 15 0.94 1
132 1 0 9 90 9 90 9 1 1
133 38 32 84.21 36 94.74 32 0.89 1
134 14 12 85.71 1 2 85.71 1 2 1 1
135 34 13 38.24 13 38.24 1 1 0.73 0.85
136 15 14 93.33 15 1 0 0 14 0.93 1
137 39 37 94.87 37 94.87 35 0.9 0.95
138 16 15 93.75 16 1 0 0 15 0.94 1
139 13 12 92.31 1 2 92.31 1 2 1 1
140 5 4 80 4 80 4 1 1
141 4 4 100 4 1 0 0 4 1 1
142 9 9 1 0 0 6 66.67 6 0.67 1
143 4 4 1 0 0 3 75 3 0.75 1
144 37 31 83.78 30 81.08 29 0.91 0.97
145 1 1 9 81.82 1 1 1 0 0 9 0.82 1
147 2 0 19 95 19 95 19 1 1
148 44 40 90.91 41 93.18 39 0.93 0.98
Total
A verage
579
25
437
19 0.76
446
19 0.76 0.85 0.97
Table 5.1: Analysis of Collection,! truth data
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Assessor C Assessor D
Topic Total Rei Novel %Novel Novel %Novel Intersect Overlap Coverage
125 28 24 85.71 20 71.43 2 0 0.83 1
126 95 92 96.84 47 49.47 47 0.51 1
127 28 16 57.14 18 64.29 16 0.89 1
128 60 41 68.33 30 50 28 0.65 0.93
129 5 5 1 0 0 4 80 4 0 . 8 1
130 134 40 29.85 58 43.28 17 0 . 2 1 0.43
131 30 28 93.33 20 66.67 2 0 0.71 1
132 13 1 2 92.31 11 84.62 1 1 0.92 1
133 44 37 84.09 29 65.91 28 0.74 0.97
134 2 0 17 85 16 80 15 0.83 0.94
135 45 10 22.22 13 28.89 1 0 0.77 1
136 15 15 1 0 0 13 86.67 13 0.87 1
137 62 56 90.32 52 83.87 52 0.93 1
138 2 2 21 95.45 2 1 95.45 2 1 1 1
139 16 13 81.25 10 62.5 1 0 0.77 1
140 1 0 8 80 8 80 8 1 1
141 4 4 100 4 1 0 0 4 1 1
142 1 2 12 100 1 2 1 0 0 1 2 1 1
143 1 1 1 0 90.91 9 81.82 8 0.73 0.89
144 48 38 79.17 35 72.92 32 0.78 0.91
145 25 2 1 84 20 80 18 0.78 0.9
147 23 23 1 0 0 20 86.96 2 0 0.87 1
148 87 87 100 87 1 0 0 87 1 1
Total
A verage
837
36
630
27 .75
557
24 . 6 6 0 . 8 0.95
Table 5.2: Analysis of Collection_2 truth data
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Topic Category Avg. Total Relevant Shots Avg. Novel Relevant Shots %Novel
People 31 21 70
Specific Obj. 5 4 80
General Obj. 7 6 86
Sports 47 25 53
Scene (other) 28 23 82
Table 5.3: Analysis of Topic Categories within the Collection-1 truth data
Topic Category Avg. Total Relevant Shots Avg. Novel Relevant Shots %Novel
People 43 24 58
Specific Obj. 5 4 80
General Obj. 11 8 72
Sports 54 22 41
Scene (other) 45 33 73
Table 5,4: Analysis of Topic Categories within the Collection.2 truth data
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Chapter 6
Experim ental Results
In this chapter we report the results of the experiments carried out using each 
of the individual approaches for the detection of novel shots in a results list 
on each of the two video collections, Collection-1 and Collection-2, developed 
for the novelty detection task in the video domain. The experimental results 
are compared against the baseline novelty performance, a system returning all 
7'elevant shots as being novel to each topic.
6.1 Experimental Results
In this thesis we have introduced the concept of novelty detection from a 
chronologically ordered list of shots known to be relevant for a particular topic. 
Through experimentation and analysis of the results in this chapter, we aim to 
answer the research questions posed at the beginning of the thesis namely;
1. Can novel shots be automatically detected from witliin a list of shots 
within the video domain ?
2. Do models designed to detect novel shots from a chronologically ordered 
list of shots using text resources alone out-perform other resources and
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combinations of resources also available within the video domain or does 
novelty detection need to utilise the other resources available from within  
video to accurately complete the task ?
3. How do novelty detection models developed for the identification of novel 
shots from a chronologically ordered list of relevant shots for a topic within  
the video domain, perform compared to a human assessor’s performance 
of the task ?
4. How do the performances of the many modalities available for each video 
sequence compare to each other in the task of detecting novel shots from 
a chronologically ordered list of relevant shots for a topic ?
A series of controlled experiments were carried out on each of the four resources 
attributed to a video, namely, text taken from automatic speech recognition  
(ASR), low-level features (such as colour and texture), high level semantic fea­
tures and manually annotated concepts on both test collections, Collection-1 
and Collection-2 which were described in Chapter 5 section 1, under the same 
experimental conditions. This allows us to accurately explore the effect of using 
different types of video resources in detecting novel shots from a results list and 
also to explore the effect of using combinations of these resources to find novel 
shots.
These experiments enable us to accurately compare the performances of each 
of our novelty model approaches against a human assessor’s performance and 
also against a baseline that returns every shot in a results list as novel for the 
novelty task. We analysed the models performance on 23 topics (Topic 146 had 
no relevant shots) using the ground truth which was developed for each test 
collection, as described earlier in Chapter 5 section 2.
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6.2 P resentation  of R esults
In this chapter we investigate the performances of each resource, which corre­
sponds to each of the four novelty detection models described in Chapter 4, in 
accurately identifying novel shots from a results list. These models include
1. Video Novelty Model using text in the form of ASR.
2. Video Novelty Model using low level features.
3. Video Novelty Model using automatic high level concepts.
4. Video Novelty Model using manual annotated concepts.
Each of the four main video resources can be further broken into individual ev­
idences, for example colour and edges in the low level feature category. Each of 
these evidences offer different information that can affect the performance of the 
novelty detection models on each of the topics. Consequently each of the four 
sections are subdivided into five topic category subsections and we investigate 
the performances of each of the individual feature evidences on these topics. 
Henceforth we will refer to the performance of a model as the performance of 
a run.
W ithin each category subsection, we present the three best performing or op­
timal F-measure values (Fscores) and their corresponding precision, recall and 
threshold values of each run for each category within each collection. In ad­
dition we present the unbiased results. The unbiased results for Collection^  
are acquired by extracting the Fscores and their corresponding precision and 
recall figures for the three threshold values that produced the optimal Fscores 
on Collection_2 and vice-versa. We compare the performance of each run within  
each collection to the baseline performances for that collection. Table 6.1 and 
Table 6.2 display the baseline and assessor performances for each topic category 
over Collection^ and Collection_2 respectively. W hen we refer to the baseline 
figures within the chapter we axe referring to each of these Tables respectively.
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A  similar analysis was carried out for the optimal precision values. However in 
this case, the optimal precision values have the lowest recall and Fscore and as 
a results we do not discuss them in this chapter
An analysis subsection will follow each of the four resource subsections identi­
fying the best performing run of that resource for each topic category.
Finally the chapter will contain an overall analysis section which will outline the 
best performing resource(s), which work well over each of the topic categories. 
It will contain a subsection which will display the median difference graphs of 
the best performing runs over each of the topic categories for each of the video 
resources. Median difference graphs show the per-topic difference between the 
optimal Fscore achieved by the run under investigation and the median Fscore 
for that topic. These graphs are used to visually present the performance of 
the individual runs and allow us to see what types of topics the run can handle 
well. They will allow us to identify which models are superior for the different 
topics. The difference between the optimal Fscore for a run and the median 
Fscore is calculated as
D i f f  — F  SCOTe0ptimaL FsC O T6m edian  (6*1)
A positive D i f f  value indicates that the run’s optimal Fscore is performing 
better than the median and conversely if D i f f  is negative the model is per­
forming below the median. This will enable us to further analyse how each of 
the runs perform over each of the individual topics.
6.2.1 Topic C ategories
Topics vary in terms of both information need and the number of novel shots 
associated with each topic in the results lists. Averaging the evaluation mea­
sures over all topics disguises how each novelty detection model performs on 
each of the different types of topics and sm oothes over any abnormalities in 
topic performances. This hampers accurate comparison of the performance of 
models over different topics.
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P re c R eca ll F sco re
A ll T op ics
Baseline 0.79 1 0.872
Assessor A 0.93 1 0.962
Assessor B 0.94 1 0.967
G e n e ra l O b je c t
Baseline 0.865 1.000 0.926
Assessor A 0.958 1.000 0.976
Assessor B 0.970 1.000 0.983
O th e r
Baseline 0.844 1.000 0.911
Assessor A 0.933 1.000 0.9G4
Assessor B 0.950 1.000 0.972
P eo p le
Baseline 0.725 1.000 0.823
Assessor A 0.957 1.000 0.976
Assessor B 0.943 1.000 0.969
S pecific  O b je c t
Baseline 0.800 1.000 0.889
Assessor A 1.000 1.000 1.000
Assessor B 0.800 1.000 0.889
S p o r ts
Baseline 0.657 1.000 0.768
Assessor A 0.807 1.000 0.887
Assessor B 0.900 1.000 0.945
Table 6.1: Baseline performances over all categories over Collection-1
1 4 2
P re c R eca ll F sc o re
A ll T op ics
Baseline 0.71 1 0.808
Assessor C 0.85 1 0.908
Assessor D 0.93 1 0.957
G e n e ra l O b je c t
Baseline 0.787 1.000 0.876
Assessor C 0.892 1.000 0.940
Assessor D 0.065 1.000 0.981
O th e r
Baseline 0.751 1.000 0.847
Assessor C 0.846 1.000 0.907
Assessor D 0.984 1.000 0.992
P eo p le
Baseline 0.598 1.000 0.725
Assessor C 0.848 1.000 0.915
Assessor D 0.920 1.000 0.957
Specific  O b je c t
Baseline 0.800 1.000 0.S89
Assessor C 0.800 1.000 0.889
Assessor D 1.000 1.000 1.000
S p o rts
Baseline 0.667 1.000 0.718
Assessor C 0.763 0.980 0.837
Assessor D 0.760 0.980 0.811
Table 6.2: Baseline performances over all categories over Collection.^
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Topics can be categorised into five different classes such as General Object, 
Specific Object, People, Other and Sports. Each of the topics which are used 
in our experiments belong to only one of the predefined categories described in 
Chapter 4 section 2.5.
As a result, in the presentation and analysis of the results of our novelty detec­
tion we look at the results o f each run over all topics but in addition we will 
also look at the topics in each of their respective categories and analyse the per­
formance of each run on each of the categories separately. Dividing topics into 
categories enables our investigation into which of the different novelty detection  
models work best on each of these topic categories.
In Chapter 5 during the analysis of the ground truth we observed that some 
topics contained very little novel shots or in other words contained a lot of 
redundant shots, while others contained a very high percentage of novel shots. 
In test Collection^ the truth data identifies one topic, namely Topic 141 of the 
23 topics where all shots within the results set were considered novel. In test 
Collection_2 the truth data identifies three topics, namely Topic 141, Topic 142 
and Topic 148 of the 23 topics where all shots were considered novel. This is 
the nature of novelty detection in synthetic test collections and has been ob­
served in the TREC novelty track [Har02] and by Allan et. al [AWB03]. These 
topics offer little, in evaluating a m odel’s performance for removing redundant 
information from a results list because all shots are novel.
Topics where 50% or less of the shots are considered novel in the results set, are 
of particular interest to novelty detection models, as we can analyse the per­
formance of the novelty model in handling novelty detection over these topics. 
Table 6.3 and Table 6.4 displays the topics in terms of the percentages of shots 
that were identified as novel, in the results list for ground truth of Collection. 1 
and Collection_2, respectively.
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< 50% 50-70% 70-90% 90-100%
Topic 130 Topic 125 Topic 127 Topic 131
Topic 135 Topic 126 Topic 129 Topic 132
Topic 128 Topic 133 Topic 136
Topic 142 Topic 134 Topic 138
Topic 137 Topic 139
Topic 140 Topic 141
Topic 143 Topic 147
Topic 144
Topic 145
Topic 148
Table 6.3: Percentages of shots found novel in each topic in Collection.!
< 50% 50-70% 70-90% 90-100%
Topic 126 Topic 127 Topic 125 Topic 138
Topic 128 Topic 131 Topic 129 Topic 141
Topic 130 Topic 133 Topic 132 Topic 142
Topic 135 Topic 139 
Topic 144
Topic 134 
Topic 136 
Topic 137 
Topic 140 
Topic 143 
Topic 145 
Topic 147
Topic 148
Table 6.4: Percentages of shots found novel in each topic in Collection_2
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6.3 V ideo N ovelty  M odel using Text
During the TRECVid search task the unit of retrieval for the topic is the shot. 
Over the years retrieval based on text has proven to be the primary initial 
method of retrieval for those approaches that work best. Systems failing to 
utilise this important resource usually produce poor performance results in 
comparison to those systems that do [S002, SK 003, SK 004b, SK 005]. As a 
result and also due to the fact that novelty detection was first introduced within  
the text domain, we investigate a novelty detection model designed to utilise 
ASR from within video proposed in Chapter 4. The run ASR-Shot-byShot was 
used to investigate “the shot by shot” approach to novelty detection when using 
ASR transcripts for a shot. Run ASR was used to explore the performance of 
the novelty model utilising ASR transcripts for a shot and keeping an accumu­
lative history of all shots seen so far. The question now follows, how well does 
utilisation of text resources from within video perform in the identification of 
novel shots from within a chronological list of relevant shots ?
Tables 6.5 and 6.6 display the three optimal and unbiased Fscores achieved 
by each of the ASR runs over all topics in both Collection_l and Collection-2 
respectively.
O p tim ise d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e s u lts
R u n s T. P re c R eca ll F sc o re T. P re c R e c a ll F sc o re
ASR 0 0.81 0.98 0.872 0 0.81 0.98 0.872
0.5 0.81 0.98 0.87 0.5 0.81 0.98 0.87
0.7 0.81 0.98 0.869 0.1 0.81 0.98 0.872
ASR-Shot-by-Shot 0 0.83 0.84 0.819 0 0.83 0.84 0.819
0.1 0.81 0.73 0.756 0.1 0.81 0.73 0.756
0.2 0.84 0.59 0.674 0.2 0.84 0.59 0.674
Table 6.5: Results of the Novelty detection model using ASR over all topics in 
Collection-1
Firstly if we consider how ASR performs over all topics in Collection_l, Table 
6.5, we observe that “ASR” is performing similar to the baseline which means
O p tim ise d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e s u lts
R u n s T. P re c R eca ll F sc o re T. P re c R e c a ll F sc o re
ASR 0 0.71 0.98 0.8 0 0.71 0.98 0.8
0.1 0.72 0.96 0.796 0.7 0.72 0.95 0.792
0.5 0.72 0.95 0.793 0.5 0.72 0.95 0.793
ASR-Shot.by-Shot 0 0.73 0.81 0.75 0 0.73 0.81 0.75
0.1 0.71 0.75 0.716 0.1 0.71 0.75 0.716
0.2 0.72 0.65 0.66 0.2 0.72 0.65 0.66
Table 6.6: Results of the Novelty detection model using ASR over all topics in 
Collection.2
that the run is returning all the shots as novel for each topic, or in other words 
is having no effect on the detection of novel shots. From Table 6.6 we observe 
that the same run is performing below the baseline novelty performance figures 
over all topics in Collection_2 suggesting that ASR is actually having a negative 
effect on the detection of novel shots from within a collection of visual shots.
6.3.1 “G eneral O bject” Topic C ategory
Tables 6.7 and 6.8 display both the optimal and unbiased F-measure values of 
the novelty run using ASR over all topics in the “General object” category from 
Collection-1 and Collection_2 respectively.
O p tim ise d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e s u lts
R u n s T. P re c R eca ll F sc o re T. P re c R eca ll F sc o re
ASR 0
1.3
1.9
0.898
0.897
0.897
0.945
0.930
0.888
0.913
0.905
0.874
0.0
1.4
0.1
0.898
0.897
0.898
0.945
0.930
0.945
0.913
0.905
0.913
ASR-Shot_by-Shot 0
0.1
0.2
0.912
0.888
0.920
0.903
0.810
0.658
0.894
0.833
0.759
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.912
0.888
0.920
0.903
0.810
0.658
0.894
0.833
0.759
Table 6.7: Results of the Novelty detection model using ASR over the “General
Object” topic category within C ollection.!
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O p tim ise d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e su lts
R u n s T. P re c R eca ll F sco re T . P re c R eca ll F sco re
ASR 0
1.4
0.1
0.785
0.822
0.815
0.990
0.932
0 .9 3 2
0.871
0.863
0.858
0.000
1.300
1.900
0.785
0.815
0.822
0.990
0.932
0.890
0 .8 7 1
0 .8 5 8
0.831
A SR-Shot.bv.Shot 0
0.1
0.2
0.820
0.800
0 .7 9 3
0.890
0.823
0 .7 5 7
0.844
0.800
0.754
0.000
0.100
0.200
0.820
0.800
0.793
0.890
0.823
0 .7 5 7
0.844
0.800
0.754
Table 6.8: Results of the Novelty detection model using ASR over “General 
O bject” topic category within Collection-2
From Table 6.7 we can see both runs, “ASR” and “A SR -Shot.by.Shot” perform 
below the baseline performance over C ollection.l and this is consistent over 
Collection.2. Table 6.8 suggesting that ASR does not aid in the detection of 
novel shots in the “General object” topic categories.
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6.3.2 O th e r ” T o p ic  C a te g o r y
Tables 6.9 and 6.10 display both the optimal and unbiased F-measure values 
of the novelty run using ASR over all topics in the “Other” category of topics 
from Collection-1 and Collection-2 respectively.
General Object
O p tim ise d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e s u lts
R u n s T P re c R eca ll F sc o re T . P re c R e c a ll F sc o re
ASR 0.9
0
1.1
0.854
0.853
0.860
0.989
0.993
0.969
0.915
0.915
0.909
0.1
0.8
0.0
0.853
0.853
0.853
0.993
0.993
0.993
0.915
0.915
0.915
ASR-Shot-by-Shot 0
0.1
0.2
0.859
0.863
0.853
0.803
0.706
0.573
0.830
0.771
0.672
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.859
0.863
0.853
0.803
0.706
0.573
0.830
0.771
0.672
Table 6.9: Results of the Novelty detection model using ASR over “Other” 
topic category within Collection-1
O p tim ise d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e s u lts
R u n s T P re c R e c a ll F sc o re T. P re c R e c a ll F sc o re
ASR 0.1
0.8
0
0.753
0.753
0.744
0.966
0.963
0.973
0.836
0.835
0.834
0.0
0.9
1.1
0.744
0.753
0.756
0.973
0.963
0.946
0.834
0.835
0.831
ASR-Shot-by-Shot 0
0.1
0.2
0.777
0.757
0.754
0.830
0.757
0.674
0.798
0.750
0.691
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.777
0.757
0.754
0.830
0.757
0.674
0.798
0.750
0.691
Table 6.10: Results of the Novelty detection model using ASR over “Other” 
topic category within Collection.2
Utilizing ASR within novelty models for the detection of novel shots in the 
“Other” category over Collection^ achieves an Fscore of 0.915, an improvement 
of 0.4% on the baseline, while the corresponding precision value achieves an 
improvement of 1.2% on the baseline precision value, Table 6.9. The run that 
accesses novelty based on the shot by shot comparisons performs below the
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baseline. If we look at Table 6.10 we see that both runs perform below the 
baseline in collection-2. This inconsistency is a direct result of the additional 
shots in Collection_2.
6.3.3 “P eop le” Topic C ategory
Tables 6.11 and 6.12 display both the optimal and unbiased F-measure values 
of the novelty run using ASR over all topics in the “People” category from 
Collection-1 and Collection_2 respectively.
O p tim ise d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e s u lts
R u n s T. P re c R eca ll F sc o re T . P re c R e c a ll F sc o re
ASR 0
0.5
0.6
0.738
0.738
0.737
0.995
0.985
0.980
0.828
0.824
0.821
0.0
0.1
0.5
0.738
0.738
0.738
0.995
0.995
0.985
0.828
0.828
0.824
ASR-Shot-by_Shot 0
0.1
0.2
0.773
0.738
0.787
0.783
0.627
0.520
0.760
0.672
0.606
0.0
0.2
0.1
0.773
0.787
0.738
0.783
0.520
0.627
0.760
0.606
0.672
Table 6.11: Results of the Novelty detection model using ASR over “People” 
topic category within Collection-1
O p tim ise d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e s u lts
R u n s T P re c R eca ll F sc o re T. P re c R e c a ll F sc o re
ASR 0
0.1
0.5
0.598
0.602
0.597
0.997
0.960
0.938
0.723
0.717
0.706
0.0
0.5
0.6
0.598
0.597
0.597
0.997
0.938
0.935
0.723
0.706
0.705
ASR-Shot-by-Shot 0
0.2
0.1
0.597
0.658
0.597
0.705
0.598
0.668
0.630
0.619
0.618
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.597
0.597
0.658
0.705
0.668
0.598
0.630
0.618
0.619
Table 6.12: Results of the Novelty detection model using ASR over “People” 
topic category within Collection-2
If we look at Table 6.11 we see ASR achieved an Fscore of 0.828, an increase of 
0.6% on the baseline while the corresponding precision value of 0.738 gives an
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increase of 1.8% on the baseline. Table 6.12 however shows that A SR  performs 
badly on the people category over Collection-2 achieving an Fscore of 0.723, a 
decrease of 0.3% on the baseline performance.
6.3 .4  “Specific O bject” Topic Category
Tables 6.13 and 6.14 display both the optimal and unbiased F-measure values 
of the novelty run using ASR over all topics in the “Specific O bject” topic 
category from Collection.! and Collection_2 respectively.
O p tim ise d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e s u lts
R u n s T. P re c R e c a ll F sc o re T. P re c R e c a ll F sc o re
ASR 0
11
4.9
0.800
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.750
0.750
0.889
0.857
0.750
0.0
11.0
4.9
0.800
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.750
0.750
0.889
0.857
0.750
AS R-Shot .by.Shot 0
0.1
0.3
0.800
0.750
1.000
1.000
0.750
0.500
0.889
0.750
0.667
0.0
0.1
0.3
0.800
0.750
1.000
1.000
0.750
0.500
0.889
0.750
0.667
Table 6.13: Results of the Novelty detection model using ASR over “Specific 
Object” topic category within Collection.!
O p tim ise d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e su lts
R u n s T . P re c R e c a ll F sc o re T. P re c R e c a ll F sc o re
ASR 0
11
4.9
0.800
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.750
0.750
0.889
0.857
0.750
0.0
11.0
4.9
0.800
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.750
0.750
0.889
0.857
0.750
ASR-Shot-by-Shot 0
0.1
0.3
0.800
0.750
1.000
1.000
0.750
0.500
0.889
0.750
0.667
0.0
0.1
0.3
0.800
0.750
1.000
1.000
0.750
0.500
0.889
0.750
0.667
Table 6.14: Results of the Novelty detection model using ASR over “Specific 
O bject” category within Collection.2
From Table 6.13, we see that both runs are achieving a novelty performance sim­
ilar to the baseline over C ollection.!. This means that essentially all documents
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are being considered novel by ASR. This is also the case over the specific cate­
gory within Collection_2 where ASR is again performing similar to the baseline, 
Table 6.14.
6.3.5 “Sports” Topic Category
Tables 6.15 and 6.16 display both the optimal and unbiased F-measure values 
of the novelty run using ASR over all topics in the “Sports” topic category from 
CollectionJ and Collection-2 respectively.
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Optim ised Results U nbiased R esults
Runs T. Prec Recall Fscore T. Prec R ecall Fscore
ASR 1.7
1.6
2.3
0.663
0.663
0.663
0.983
0.983
0.970
0.773
0.772
0.772
0.7
0.1
1.0
0.660
0.657
0.660
0.993
0.993
0.983
0.769
0.768
0.768
ASR-Shot-by.Shot 0
0.2
0.3
0.697
0.810
0.807
0.830
0.630
0.487
0.741
0.682
0.563
0.1
0.0
0.2
0.697
0.697
0.810
0.830
0.830
0.630
0.741
0.741
0.682
Table 6.15: Results of the Novelty detection model using ASR  over “Sports” 
topic category within Collection-1
O ptimised Results Unbiased R esults
Runs T. Prec Recall Fscore T Prec R ecall Fscore
ASR 0.7
0.1
1
0.667
0.667
0.667
0.973
0.973
0.953
0.708
0.707
0.705
1.7
1.6
2.3
0.663
0.663
0.663
0.913
0.913
0.913
0.697
0.696
0.700
ASR-Shot_by_Shot 0.1
0
0.2
0.653
0.647
0.670
0.740
0.720
0.523
0.654
0.646
0.513
0.0
0.2
0.3
0.647
0.670
0.643
0.720
0.523
0.420
0.646
0.513
0.414
Table 6.16: Results of the Novelty detection model using ASR  over “Sports” 
topic category within Collection_2
Prom Table 6.15 we can see that ASR achieves an Fscore of 0.773, an increase 
of 0.7 % on the baseline Fscore while its corresponding precision value of 0.663 
gives an improvement of 0.9 % over the baseline over the sports category. How­
ever this is not consistent over the sports category within Collection_2 with ASR  
performing below the baseline performances as clearly seen in Table 6.16.
6.3.6 Sum m ary analysis for tex t features
As ASR is the primary resource used in shot retrieval it would be expected  
to perform well during the detection of novel shots from within a list of shots, 
however as the findings presented above illustrate, this is not actually the case.
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We observe inconsistencies between the two collections and these are a direct 
result of the additional ASR portions associated with the additional shots which 
are contained within Collection.2. As described in Chapter 5, Collection.2 was 
firstly composed of all relevant shots for each topic as in Collection_l however, 
in addition to these shots, Collection-2 contained relevant shots from each of 
the stories associated with each of the original relevant shots. This resulted in 
many shots from Collection.2 containing ASR portions which are connected to 
the same story. As a result ASR portions may be very similar. Also, we must 
note that if a shot did not contain an ASR. portion, it was considered novel by 
default.
The accuracy of determining the novelty of a shot using ASR is inconsistent over 
all topics and in many cases returns all shots as novel or performs worse than 
the baseline. As a result ASR should not be considered solely in determining 
the novelty value of a shot within a topic.
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6.4 V ideo N ovelty  M odel using Low Level Features:
In this section we will present the approaches to novelty detection, that utilise 
low-level features taken from video shot keyframes. Ten different low level 
features and seven combination variations of these features were investigated to 
determine the benefit of each feature in assessing the novelty value of a shot. 
Each variation is represented by a self explanatory run name, which will be used 
for the identification of the particular approach for the duration of the thesis. 
We look at two colour features including HSV and M PEG7 colour structure, 
two edge features including Canny edge and the M PEG7 edge histogram and 
finally we look at Gabor texture.
We investigate the performance of our proposed novelty detection models when 
they use each of the low-level video features as a separate run, and we also 
investigate the performance of models when they use a combination of different 
low-level video features on each of the two video collections, C ollection.l and 
Collection_2.
We investigate what effect combining the low-level feature with text (ASR) 
has on novelty detection performances over all topics and over each of the 
topic categories separately. The low-level features we use in the experiments 
have been applied to keyframes extracted from each of the video shots in the 
collections.
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Prom Tables 6.17 and 6.18 we can clearly see that the two highest performing 
novelty runs over all topics in Collection_l include, colour structure “ColourStruc” 
achieving an Fscore of 0.893 with a corresponding precision value of 0.86, an 
improvement of 2.4% and 8.7% on the baseline figures respectively and the 
combination of colour structure and edge histograms “ColourStruc_EdgeHist” 
which achieves a similar Fscore of 0.893, however the precision is slightly less 
at 0.84, an improvement of 6.3% on the baseline precision figure. We observe 
that both low level edge features, edge histograms and Canny edge also perform 
slightly above the baseline respectively. We also observe that ASR reduces the 
performance of the highest performing runs within this collection while hav­
ing no effect on each of the other low level runs over all topics. From Tables 
6.19 and 6.20 we can clearly see that this trend is consistent over all topics 
in Collection-2, with colour structure “ColourStruc” and the combination of 
colour structure and edge histograms “ColourStruc_EdgeHist” both achieving 
the highest novelty Fscore of 0.822 an improvement of 1.7% on the baseline 
figures and precision of 0.74. We note once again that ASR reduces the novelty 
performance on all runs over all topics in Collection_2.
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O ptim ised R esu lts U nbiased  R esu lts
R uns T. P rec R ecall Fscore T. Prec R ecall Fscore
EdgeHist 0.3 0.81 0.99 0.878 0.3 0.81 0.99 0.878
0.2 0.79 1 0.874 0.1 0.79 1 0.872
0 0.79 1 0.872 0.4 0.86 0.89 0.865
HSVColour 0 0.78 0.93 0.813 0 0.78 0.93 0.813
0.1 0.94 0.22 0.339 0.1 0.94 0.22 0.339
0.2 1 0.17 0.284 0.2 1 0.17 0.284
HSVColour-CannyEd 0.2 0.79 0.92 0.819 0.2 0.79 0.92 0.819
0.1 0.79 0.93 0.817 0.1 0.79 0.93 0.817
0 0.78 0.93 0.813 0 0.78 0.93 0.813
HSVColour-CannyEd-
Texture
0 0.79 0.95 0.837 0 0.79 0.95 0.837
0.1 0.79 0.95 0.835 0.1 0.79 0.95 0.835
0.3 0.8 0.89 0.813 0.3 0.8 0.89 0.813
HSVColour.Texture 0 0.79 0.94 0.824 0 0.79 0.94 0.824
0.1 0.9 0.47 0.577 0.1 0.9 0.47 0.577
0.2 0.94 0.35 0.48 0.2 0.94 0.35 0.48
CannyEd 0.2 0.81 0.99 0.884 0.2 0.81 0.99 0.884
0.1 0.8 1 0.877 0.1 0.8 1 0.877
0 0.79 1 0.872 0 0.79 1 0.872
CannyEd-Texture 0.2 0.8 1 0.876 0.2 0.8 1 0.876
0.1 0.79 1 0.873 0.1 0.79 1 0.873
0 0.79 1 0.872 0.3 0.8 0.95 0.861
Texture 0 0.79 1 0.872 0 0.79 1 0.872
0.1 0.89 0.44 0.558 0.1 0.89 0.44 0.558
0.2 0.92 0.31 0.439 0.2 0.92 0.31 0.439
ColourStruc 0.3 0.86 0.94 0.893 0.3 0.86 0.94 0.893
0.2 0.81 0.99 0.883 0.2 0.81 0.99 0.883
0.1 0.8 1 0.877 0 0.79 1 0.872
Coloui Struc_EdgeHist 0.7 0.84 0.97 0.893 0.5 0.8 1 0.88
0.8 0.87 0.93 0.891 0.4 0.8 1 0.878
0.6 0.82 0.99 0.884 0.6 0.82 0.99 0.884
Table 6.17: Results of the Novelty detection model using low level features for
all to p ic s  over Collection-1
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Optimised Results Unbiased Results
Runs T. Prec Recall Fscore T. P rec Recall Fscore
ASR-HSVColour- Can- 0.0 k  0.2 0.79 0.92 0.819 0.0 k  0.2 0.79 0.92 0.819
nyEd
0.2 k  0.2 0.81 0.9 0.817 0.0 k  0.0 0.78 0.93 0.813
0.6 k  0.2 0.81 0.9 0.815 0.2 k  0.0 0.8 0.91 0.813
ASR.HSVColour 0.2 k  0.0 0.8 0.91 0.813 0.0 k  0.0 0.78 0.93 0.813
0.6 k  0.0 0.8 0.91 0.811 0.6 k  0.0 0.8 0.91 0.811
0.8 k  0.0 0.8 0.9 0.809 0.4 k  0.0 0.8 0.91 0.813
ASR-HSVColour- Tex­ 0.2 k  0.0 0.81 0.92 0.824 0.0 k  0.0 0.79 0.94 0.824
ture
0.6 k  0.0 0.81 0.91 0.822 0.4 k  0.0 0.81 0.92 0.824
0.8 k  0.0 0.8 0.91 0.82 0.6 k  0.0 0.81 0.91 0.822
ASR-ColourStruc. Tex- 0.2 k  0.0 0.81 0.93 0.837 0.0 k  0.0 0.79 0.95 0.837
ture-CannyEd
0.0 k  0.2 0.8 0.94 0.835 0.2 k  0.0 0.81 0.93 0.837
0.2 k  0.2 0.81 0.92 0.833 0.0 k  0.2 0.8 0.94 0.835
ASR-CannyEd 0.0 k  0.2 0.81 0.99 0.884 0.0 k  0.2 0.81 0.99 0.884
0.2 k  0.2 0.83 0.98 0.881 0.0 k  0.0 0.79 1 0.872
0.6 k  0.2 0.83 0.97 0.879 0.6 k  0.2 0.83 0.97 0.879
ASB-Texture 0.2 k  0.0 0.81 0.98 0.872 0.2 k  0.0 0.81 0.98 0.872
0.6 k  0.0 0.81 0.98 0.87 0.6 k  0.0 0.81 0.98 0.87
0.8 & 0.0 0.81 0.97 0.868 0.0 k  0.0 0.79 1 0.872
ASR-Texture. Can­ 0.0 k  0.2 0.8 1 0.876 0.0 k  0.2 0.8 1 0.876
ny Ed
0.2 k  0.2 0.82 0.98 0.875 0.2 k  0.2 0.82 0.98 0.875
0.6 k  0.2 0.82 0.97 0.873 0.0 k  0.0 0.79 1 0.872
ASR-ColourStruc 0.0 k  0.2 0.81 0.99 0.883 0.0 k  0.2 0.81 0.99 0.883
0.2 k  0.2 0.82 0.97 0.88 0.2 k  0.2 0.82 0.97 0.88
0.6 k  0.2 0.82 0.97 0.878 0.0 k  0.0 0.79 1 0.872
ASR-ColourStruc- 0.0 k  0.8 0.87 0.93 0.891 0.0 k  0.6 0.82 0.99 0.884
EdgeHist
0.0 k  0.6 0.82 0.99 0.884 0.0 k  0.4 0.8 1 0.878
0.2 k  0.8 0.87 0.91 0.881 0.0 k  0.2 0.79 1 0.872
ASR_EdgeHist 0.0 k  0.2 0.79 1 0.874 0.0 k  0.2 0.79 1 0.874
0.0 k  0.0 0.79 1 0.872 0.0 k  0.0 0.79 1 0.872
0.6 k  0.0 0.81 0.98 0.87 0.2 k  0.0 0.81 0.98 0.872
Table 6.18: Results of the Novelty detection model using ASR and low level
features for all to p ic s  over Collection-1
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Optimised R esults Unbiased Results
Runs T Prec Recall Fscore T. Prec Recall Fscore
EdgeHist 0.3 0.73 0.98 0.809 0.3 0.73 0.98 0.809
0.1 0.71 1 0.808 0.2 0.71 1 0.809
0.4 0.76 0.86 0.78 0 0.71 1 0.808
HSVColour 0 0.7 0.93 0.764 0 0.7 0.93 0.764
0.1 0.91 0.18 0.284 0.1 0.91 0.18 0.284
0.2 0.94 0.13 0.218 0.2 0.94 0.13 0.218
HSVColour.CannyEd 0.2 0.72 0.93 0.771 0.2 0.72 0.93 0.771
0.1 0.71 0.93 0.767 0.1 0.71 0.93 0.767
0 0.7 0.93 0.764 0 0.7 0.93 0.764
HSVColour.CannyEd-
Texture
0 0.7 0.95 0.773 0 0.7 0.95 0.773
0.1 0.7 0.94 0.77 0.1 0.7 0.94 0.77
0.3 0.71 0.88 0.753 0.3 0.71 0.88 0.753
HSVColour_Texture 0 0.7 0.94 0.764 0 0.7 0.94 0.764
0.1 0.8 0.34 0.444 0.1 0.8 0.34 0.444
0.2 0.84 0.26 0.369 0.2 0.84 0.26 0.369
CannyEd 0.2 0.73 0.99 0.816 0.2 0.73 0.99 0.816
0.1 0.72 1 0.811 0.1 0.72 1 0.811
0 0.71 1 0.808 0 0.71 1 0.808
CannyEd-Texture 0.2 0.72 1 0.811 0.2 0.72 1 0.811
0.1 0.71 1 0.808 0.1 0.71 1 0.808
0.3 0.72 0.93 0.792 0 0.71 1 0.808
Texture 0 0.71 1 0.808 0 0.71 1 0.808
0.1 0.82 0.33 0.443 0.1 0.82 0.33 0.443
0.2 0.86 0.23 0.339 0.2 0.86 0.23 0.339
ColourStruc 0.2 0.74 0.99 0.822 0.2 0.74 0.99 0.822
0.3 0.76 0.91 0.815 0.3 0.76 0.91 0.815
0 0.71 1 0.808 0.1 0.72 1 0.815
ColourStruc-EdgeHist 0.6 0.74 0.99 0.822 0.6 0.74 0.99 0.822
0.5 0.73 1 0.816 0.7 0.75 0.95 0.822
0.4 0.72 1 0.814 0.8 0.77 0.89 0.809
Table 6.19: Results of the Novelty detection model using low level features for
all to p ic s  over Collection-2
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O ptim ised R esu lts Unbiasec 1 R esu lts
R uns T. P rec R ecall Fscore T. P rec R ecall Fscore
ASRJISVColour- Can- 0.0 k  0.2 0.71 0.91 0.763 0.0 k  0.2 0.71 0.91 0.763
nyEd
0.0 k  0.0 0.7 0.92 0.756 0.2 k  0.2 0.72 0.89 0.756
0.2 k  0.0 0.71 0.89 0.752 0.6 k  0.2 0.72 0.88 0.752
ASR.HS V Colour 0.0 k  0.0 0.7 0.92 0.756 0.2 k  0.0 0.71 0.89 0.752
0.4 k  0.0 0.71 0.89 0.752 0.8 k  0.0 0.71 0.88 0.747
0.6 k  0.0 0.71 0.89 0.749 0.6 k  0.0 0.71 0.89 0.749
ASR-HSV Colour.Textun : 0.0 k  0.0 0.7 0.92 0.757 0.8 k  0.0 0.71 0.88 0.747
0.4 & 0.0 0.71 0.89 0.753 0.2 k  0.0 0.71 0.89 0.753
0.6 k  0.0 0.71 0.89 0.75 0.6 k  0.0 0.71 0.89 0.75
ASR_ColourStruc- Tex- 0.0 k  0.0 0.7 0.93 0.765 0.2 k  0.2 0.71 0.9 0.758
ture.CannyEd
0.0 k  0.2 0.7 0.93 0.763 0.0 k  0.2 0.7 0.93 0.763
0.2 k  0.0 0.71 0.9 0.761 0.2 k  0.0 0.71 0.9 0.761
ASR_CannyEd 0.0 k  0.2 0.73 0.97 0.808 0.0 k  0.2 0.73 0.97 0.808
0.0 k  0.0 0.71 0.98 0.8 0.2 k  0.2 0.73 0.95 0.8
0.6 k  0.2 0.73 0.94 0.797 0.6 k  0.2 0.73 0.94 0.797
ASR-Texture 0.0 k  0.0 0.71 0.98 0.8 0.8 k  0.0 0.72 0.95 0.791
0.2 k  0.0 0.72 0.96 0.796 0.2 k  0.0 0.72 0.96 0.796
0.6 k  0.0 0.72 0.95 0.793 0.6 k  0.0 0.72 0.95 0.793
ASR_Texture_CannyEd 0.0 k  0.2 0.72 0.98 0.804 0.0 k  0.2 0.72 0.98 0.804
0.0 k  0.0 0.71 0.98 0.8 0.6 k  0.2 0.72 0.95 0.796
0.2 k  0.2 0.72 0.95 0.799 0.2 k  0.2 0.72 0.95 0.799
ASR-ColourStruc 0.0 k  0.2 0.78 0.6 0.592 0.0 k  0.2 0.78 0.6 0.592
0.0 k  0.0 0.77 0.61 0.586 0.0 k  0.0 0.77 0.61 0.586
0.2 k  0.2 0.79 0.58 0.584 0.6 k  0.2 0.79 0.58 0.583
ASR-ColourStruc- 0.0 k  0.6 0.78 0.61 0.592 0.0 k  0.8 0.81 0.55 0.58
EdgeHist
0.0 k  0.4 0.77 0.61 0.591 0.0 k  0.6 0.78 0.61 0.592
0.0 k  0.2 0.77 0.61 0.586 0.2 k  0.8 0.81 0.54 0.57
ASR^EdgeHist 0.0 k  0.2 0.77 0.61 0.588 0.0 k  0.2 0.77 0.61 0.588
0.0 k  0.0 0.77 0.61 0.586 0.0 k  0.0 0.77 0.61 0.586
0.2 k  0.0 0.78 0.59 0.58 0.6 k  0.0 0.78 0.59 0.579
Table 6.20: Results of the Novelty detection model using ASR and low level
features for all to p ic s  over Collection_2
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Tables 6.21, 6.22, 6.23 and 6.24 display both the optimal and unbiased F- 
measure values of the novelty run using low level features over all topics in 
the “General Object” topic category from Collection_l and Collection.2 respec­
tively.
From Tables 6.21 and 6.22 we observe the low level feature runs over the “Gen­
eral O bject” category over Collection_l. We observe that the runs using edge 
histograms, “EdgeHist” and Canny edge, “CannyEd” perform well in both  
precision and F-measure on the baseline performance figures. Both of the runs 
“ColourStruc”, colour structure, and “ColourStruc.EdgeHist”, the combination 
of colour structure and edge histograms, achieve the highest Fscore of 0.975 an 
improvement of 5.3% on the baseline performance. W hen ASR is combined with  
low level features the highest performing run is “ASR_ColourStruc_EdgeHist” 
which is the combination of ASR w ith colour structure and edge histogram  
features. However this combination offers no improvement on the novelty per­
formance of the original “ColourStruc_EdgeHist” run. We observe that the 
combination of ASR with low level feature runs in general over C ollection.l 
either has no effect or degrades the novelty performance of each run.
Once again run “ColourStruc_EdgeHist” , the combination of colour structure 
and edge histogram achieves the highest novelty performance of all the runs for 
the “General Object” category over Collection_2 achieving an Fscore of 0.898 
and a corresponding precision value of 0.835, an improvement of 2.5% and 6% 
respectively on the baseline figures (see Table 6.23). We observe that colour 
structure, edge histograms and Canny edge provide an improvement on the 
baseline performance figures. From Table 6.24, we can see that combining ASR  
with each of the low level features reduces the performance of the novelty detec­
tion models over the “General object” category. The highest performing Fscore 
during the combination of ASR and low level features is the “ASR.CannyEd” 
which achieves an Fscore of 0.886.
6 .4 .1  “G e n e r a l O b je c t” T o p ic  C a te g o r y
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We conclude that the best consistently performing low level feature novelty 
detection over both collections for the “General Object” category is the combi­
nation of colour structure and edge Histogram, “ColourStruc_EdgeHist” .
6.4.2 “O ther” Topic C ategory
Tables 6.25, 6.26, 6.27 and 6.28 display both the optimal and unbiased F- 
measure values of the novelty run using low level features over all topics in the  
“Other” topic category from C ollection^ and Collection-2 respectively.
From Tables 6.25 and 6.26 we observe the performance of the low level features 
over the “Other” category within Collection .1. The two highest performing 
runs “ColourStruc_EdgeHist” and “CannyEd” achieve an Fscore of 0.925 w ith  
a corresponding precision value of 0.864 an increase of 1.5% and 2.4% on each of 
the baseline performance figures respectively. Colour Structure, “ColourStruc” 
also performs well over the “Other” category achieving an Fscore of 0.922, a 
1.2% improvement on the baseline Fscore. From Table 6.25 we see that the com­
bination of ASR with low level feature runs, increases the performance of most 
of the runs, however it degrades the performance of the original Canny edge 
run, colour structure run and the run which utilises the combination of colour 
structure and edge histogram. From Table 6.27 we observe that the highest 
performing run over Collection_2 is colour structure, “ColourStruc” achieving 
an Fscore of 0.866 an increase of 2.2% on the baseline while the correspond­
ing precision value of 0.790 is 5.2% above the baseline precision figure. The 
“ColourStruc-EdgeHist” run achieved an Fscore of 0.858 an improvement of 
1.3% while “CannyEd” achieved an Fscore of 0.857 an improvement of 1.2% 
on the baseline figure. If we look at the combination of ASR w ith  each of the 
low level features over Collection_2, Table 6.28, we observe a decrease in the 
novelty performance over all runs.
We conclude that a number of low level features perform well at detecting novel 
shots within the “Other” category over both collections including colour struc-
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O p tim ised  R esu lts U n b iased  R esu lts
R uns T. P rec R ecall Fscore T. P rec R ecall Fscore
EdgeHist 0.3
0.4
0
0.895
0.928
0.865
1.000
0.963
1.000
0.941
0.939
0.926
0.3
0.0
0.4
0.895
0.865
0.928
1.000
1.000
0.963
0.941
0.926
0.939
HSVColour 0
0.1
0.2
0.865
0.945
1.000
1.000
0.332
0.258
0.926
0.486
0.408
0.0
0.1
0.3
0.865
0.945
1.000
1.000
0.332
0.258
0.926
0.486
0.408
HSVColour_CannyEd 0
0.3
0.4
0.865
0.878
0.950
1.000
0.982
0.903
0.926
0.925
0.923
0.2
0.3
0.0
0.865
0.878
0.865
1.000
0.982
1.000
0.926
0.925
0.926
HSVColour.CannyEd-Texture 0
0.4
0.5
0.865
0.862
0.895
1.000
0.982
0.903
0.926
0.916
0.893
0.0
0.4
0.5
0.865
0.862
0.895
1.000
0.982
0.903
0.926
0.916
0.893
HS V Colour_Texture 0
0.1
0.2
0.865
0.892
0.958
1.000
0.675
0.565
0.926
0.760
0.696
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.865
0.892
0.958
1.000
0.675
0.565
0.926
0.760
0.696
Canny Ed 0.3
0.2
0
0.925
0.882
0.865
0.963
1.000
1.000
0.940
0.934
0.926
0.2
0.3
0.0
0.882
0.925
0.865
1.000
0.963
1.000
0.934
0.940
0.926
CannyEd_Texture 0
0.4
0.5
0.865
0.862
0.895
1.000
0.982
0.903
0.926
0.916
0.893
0.0
0.3
0.4
0.865
0.865
0.862
1.000
1.000
0.982
0.926
0.926
0.916
Texture 0
0.1
0.2
0.865
0.880
0.958
1.000
0.638
0.510
0.926
0.730
0.663
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.865
0.880
0.958
1.000
0.638
0.510
0.926
0.730
0.663
ColourStruc 0.3
0.4
0.2
0.953
0.953
0.878
1.000
0.987
1.000
0.975
0.967
0.932
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.953
0.878
0.865
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.975
0.932
0.926
ColourStruc_EdgeHist 0.8
0.7
1
0.953
0.912
0.970
1.000
1.000
0.940
0.975
0.951
0.950
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.912
0.878
0.878
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.951
0.932
0.932
Table 6.21: Results of the Novelty detection model using low level features for
the “General Object” topic category over Collection-1
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O ptim ised  R esu lts U nb iased  R esu lts
R uns T. P rec R ecall Fscore T. P rec R ecall Fscore
ASR_HSVColour. Can- 0.0 k  0.0 0.865 1.000 0.926 0.0 k  0.2 0.865 1.000 0.926
nyEd
0.0 k  0.4 0.950 0.903 0.923 0.0 k  0.0 0.865 1.000 0.926
0.2 k  0.0 0.898 0.945 0.913 1.4 k  0.0 0.897 0.930 0.905
ASR_HSVColour 0.0 k  0.0 0.865 1.000 0.926 0.0 k  0.0 0.865 1.000 0.926
0.2 k  0.0 0.898 0.945 0.913 1.4 k  0.0 0.897 0.930 0.905
1.4 k  0.0 0.897 0.930 0.905 0.2 k  0.0 0.898 0.945 0.913
ASR_HSVColour_Textur' 0.0 k  0.0 0.865 1.000 0.926 0.0 k  0.0 0.865 1.000 0.926
0.2 k  0.0 0.898 0.945 0.913 1.4 k  0.0 0.897 0.930 0.905
1.4 k  0.0 0.897 0.930 0.905 0.2 k  0.0 0.898 0.945 0.913
ASRColourStruc- Tex- 0.0 k  0.0 0.865 1.000 0.926 0.0 k  0.0 0.865 1.000 0.926
ture-CaimyEd
0.0 k  0.4 0.862 0.982 0.916 1.4 k  0.0 0.897 0.930 0.905
0.2 k  0.0 0.898 0.945 0.913 0.2 k  0.0 0.898 0.945 0.913
ASR_CannyEd 0.0 k  0.2 0.882 1.000 0.934 0.0 k  0.2 0.882 1.000 0.934
0.0 k  0.0 0.865 1.000 0.926 0.0 k  0.0 0.865 1.000 0.926
0.2 k  0.2 0.915 0.945 0.922 1.4 k  0.2 0.913 0.930 0.914
ASFLTexture 0.0 k  0.0 0.865 1.000 0.926 0.0 k  0.0 0.865 1.000 0.926
0.2 k  0.0 0.898 0.945 0.913 1.4 k  0.0 0.897 0.930 0.905
1.4 k  0.0 0.897 0.930 0.905 0.2 k  0.0 0.898 0.945 0.913
ASR_Texture_CannyEd 0.0 k  0.0 0.865 1.000 0.926 0.0 k  0.0 0.865 1.000 0.926
0.0 k  0.4 0.862 0.982 0.916 1.4 k  0.0 0.897 0.930 0.905
0.2 k  0.0 0.898 0.945 0.913 0.2 k  0.0 0.898 0.945 0.913
ASR-ColourStruc 0.0 k  0.4 0.953 0.987 0.967 0.0 k  0.2 0.878 1.000 0.932
0.2 k  0.4 0.953 0.930 0.935 0.0 k  0.0 0.865 1.000 0.926
0.0 k  0.2 0.878 1.000 0.932 0.0 k  0.4 0.953 0.987 0.967
ASR_Colom S true. 0.0 k  0.8 0.953 1.000 0.975 0.0 k  0.6 0.878 1.000 0.932
EdgeHist
0.0 k  1.0 0.970 0.940 0.950 0.0 k  0.0 0.865 1.000 0.926
0.2 k  0.8 0.953 0.945 0.944 0.0 k  0.8 0.953 1.000 0.975
ASR-EdgeHist 0.0 k  0.4 0.928 0.963 0.939 0.0 k  0.4 0.928 0.963 0.939
0.0 k  0.0 0.865 1.000 0.926 0.0 k  0.0 0.865 1.000 0.926
0.2 k  0.0 0.898 0.945 0.913 1.4 k  0.4 0.928 0.893 0.900
Table 6.22: Results of the Novelty detection model using ASR and low level
features for the “General O bject” topic category over Collection-1
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O p tim is e d  R e s u l t s U n b ia s e d  R e s u l t s
R u n s T . P r e c R e c a ll F s c o re T . P r e c R e c a l l F s c o re
EdgeHist 0.3
0
0.4
0.820
0.787
0.828
0.985
1.000
0.897
0.888
0.876
0.846
0.3
0.4
0.0
0.820
0.828
0.787
0.985
0.897
1.000
0.888
0.846
0.876
HSVColour 0
0.1
0.3
0.787
0.912
1.000
1.000
0.252
0.178
0.876
0.377
0.301
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.787
0.912
0.945
1.000
0.252
0.163
0.876
0.377
0.277
HSVColour_CannyEd 0.2
0.3
0
0.802
0.810
0.787
1.000
0.975
1.000
0.884
0.879
0.876
0.0
0.3
0.4
0.787
0.810
0.793
1.000
0.975
0.787
0.876
0.879
0.781
HS V Colour_CannyEd-Texture 0
0.4
0.5
0.787
0.798
0.763
1.000
0.925
0.737
0.876
0.852
0.733
0.0
0.4
0.5
0.787
0.798
0.763
1.000
0.925
0.737
0.876
0.852
0.733
HSVColour_Texture 0
0.1
0.2
0.787
0.820
0.875
1.000
0.468
0.370
0.876
0.576
0.507
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.787
0.820
0.875
1.000
0.468
0.370
0.876
0.576
0.507
CannyEd 0.2
0.3
0
0.813
0.830
0.787
1.000
0.943
1.000
0.891
0.876
0.876
0.3
0.2
0.0
0.830
0.813
0.787
0.943
1.000
1.000
0.876
0.891
0.876
CannyEd-Texture 0
0.3
0.4
0.787
0.783
0.793
1.000
0.985
0.900
0.876
0.868
0.838
0.0
0.4
0.5
0.787
0.793
0.763
1.000
0.900
0.737
0.876
0.838
0.733
Texture 0
0.1
0.2
0.787
0.807
0.917
1.000
0.445
0.340
0.876
0.552
0.482
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.787
0.807
0.917
1.000
0.445
0.340
0.876
0.552
0.482
ColourStruc 0.3
0.2
0.1
0.833
0.810
0.802
0.980
1.000
1.000
0.896
0.889
0.884
0.3
0.4
0.2
0.833
0.797
0.810
0.980
0.838
1.000
0.896
0.812
0.889
ColourStruc-EdgeHist 0.7
0.6
0.5
0.835
0.815
0.810
0.985
1.000
1.000
0.898
0.893
0.889
0.8
0.7
1.0
0.825
0.835
0.827
0.943
0.985
0.778
0.876
0.898
0.787
Table 6.23: Results of the Novelty detection model using low level features for
the “General Object” topic category over C ollection^
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O ptim ise d R esu lts Unb iased  R esults
R uns T. P rec R ecall Fscore T. P re c R ecall Fscore
ASR-HS VColour- Can- 0.0 & 0.2 0.800 0.990 0.880 0.0 k  0.0 0.785 0.990 0.871
nyEd
0.0 & 0.0 0.785 0.990 0.871 0.0 k  0.4 0.793 0.787 0.781
1.4 & 0.0 0.822 0.932 0.863 0.2 k  0.0 0.815 0.932 0.858
ASR-HS V Colour 0.0 & 0.0 0.785 0.990 0.871 0.0 k  0.0 0.785 0.990 0.871
1.4 & 0.0 0.822 0.932 0.863 0.2 k  0.0 0.815 0.932 0.858
0.2 h  0.0 0.815 0.932 0.858 1.4 k  0.0 0.822 0.932 0.863
ASR-HSVColour.Texturi : 0.0 & 0.0 0.785 0.990 0.871 0.0 & 0.0 0.785 0.990 0.871
1.4 & 0.0 0.822 0.932 0.863 0.2 h  0.0 0.815 0.932 0.858
0.2 & 0.0 0.815 0.932 0.858 1.4 & 0.0 0.822 0.932 0.863
ASR-ColourStruc- Tex- 0.0 h  0.0 0.785 0.990 0.871 0.0 h  0.0 0.785 0.990 0.871
ture-CannyEd
1.4 & 0.0 0.822 0.932 0.863 0.0 & 0.4 0.785 0.990 0.871
0.2 & 0.0 0.815 0.932 0.858 0.2 & 0.0 0.815 0.932 0.858
ASILCannyEd 0.0 & 0.2 0.812 0.990 0.886 0.0 & 0.2 0.812 0.990 0.886
0.0 & 0.0 0.785 0.990 0.871 0.0 & 0.0 0.785 0.990 0.871
1.4 & 0.2 0.833 0.932 0.869 0.2 & 0.2 0.827 0.932 0.864
ASR-Texture 0.0 & 0.0 0.785 0.990 0.871 0.0 & 0.0 0.785 0.990 0.871
1.4 & 0.0 0.822 0.932 0.863 0.2 & 0.0 0.815 0.932 0.858
0.2 & 0.0 0.815 0.932 0.858 1.4 k, 0.0 0.822 0.932 0.863
ASR_Texture_CannyEd 0.0 & 0.0 0.785 0.990 0.871 0.0 & 0.0 0.785 0.990 0.871
1.4 & 0.0 0.822 0.932 0.863 0.0 & 0.4 0.793 0.900 0.838
0.2 k  0.0 0.815 0.932 0.858 0.2 & 0.0 0.815 0.932 0.858
ASR_ColourStruc 0.0 k  0.2 0.870 0.472 0.519 0.0 & 0.4 0.900 0.450 0.511
0.0 k  0.0 0.862 0.472 0.514 0.2 & 0.4 0.895 0.392 0.477
0.0 k  0.4 0.900 0.450 0.511 0.0 & 0.2 0.870 0.472 0.519
ASR_ColourStruc- 0.0 k  0.6 0.870 0.472 0.519 0.0 Sc 0.8 0.890 0.450 0.505
EdgeHist
0.0 k  0.0 0.862 0.472 0.514 0.0 & 1.0 0.890 0.408 0.481
0.0 k  0.8 0.890 0.450 0.505 0.2 & 0.8 0.885 0.392 0.471
ASR_EdgeHist 0.0 k  0.4 0.903 0.472 0.528 0.0 & 0.4 0.903 0.472 0.528
0.0 k  0.0 0.862 0.472 0.514 0.0 & 0.0 0.862 0.472 0.514
1.4 k  0.4 0.908 0.413 0.499 0.2 & 0.0 0.888 0.413 0.489
Table 6.24: Results of the Novelty detection model using ASR and low level
features for the “General O bject” topic category over Collection_2
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O ptim ised  R esu lts U nb iased  R esu lts
R uns T. P rec R ecall Fscore T. P rec R ecall Fscore
EdgeHist 0.2
0
0.3
0.853
0.844
0.867
1.000
1.000
0.963
0.918
0.911
0.909
0.2
0.0
0.3
0.853
0.844
0.867
1.000
1.000
0.963
0.918
0.911
0.909
HSVColour 0
0.1
0.2
0.806
0.940
1.000
0.876
0.149
0.111
0.805
0.251
0.197
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.806
0.940
1.000
0.876
0.149
0.111
0.805
0.251
0.197
HSVColour_CannyEd 0.1
0.2
0
0.826
0.833
0.806
0.876
0.861
0.876
0.818
0.815
0.805
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.833
0.826
0.806
0.861
0.876
0.876
0.815
0.818
0.805
HSVColour-CannyEd-Texture 0.1
0
0.2
0.840
0.836
0.846
0.924
0.924
0.903
0.863
0.860
0.855
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.846
0.840
0.836
0.903
0.924
0.924
0.855
0.863
0.860
HSVColour-Texture 0
0.1
0.2
0.829
0.941
0.937
0.904
0.364
0.254
0.841
0.511
0.389
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.829
0.941
0.937
0.904
0.364
0.254
0.841
0.511
0.389
CannyEd 0.1
0.2
0
0.864
0.877
0.844
1.000
0.981
1.000
0.925
0.923
0.911
0.1
0.2
0.0
0.864
0.877
0.844
1.000
0.981
1.000
0.925
0.923
0.911
CannyEd-Texture 0.2
0.1
0
0.866
0.849
0.844
0.986
1.000
1.000
0.918
0.914
0.911
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.866
0.849
0.844
0.986
1.000
1.000
0.918
0.914
0.911
Texture 0
0.1
0.2
0.844
0.919
0.916
1.000
0.361
0.223
0.911
0.510
0.355
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.844
0.919
0.916
1.000
0.361
0.223
0.911
0.510
0.355
ColourStruc 0.2
0.1
0
0.869
0.859
0.844
0.989
1.000
1.000
0.922
0.921
0.911
0.2
0.1
0.3
0.869
0.859
0.896
0.989
1.000
0.927
0.922
0.921
0.909
ColourStruC-EdgeHist 0.4
0.5
0.6
0.864
0.866
0.879
1.000
0.996
0.974
0.925
0.924
0.921
0.5
0.4
0.6
0.866
0.864
0.879
0.996
1.000
0.974
0.924
0.925
0.921
Table 6.25: Results of the Novelty detection model using low level features for
the “Other” topic category over Collection-1
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O ptim ise d R esults Unbiasec [ R esu lts
R uns T. P rec Recall F score T. P rec R ecall Fscore
ASR-HSVColour. Can- 0.0 k  0.2 0.833 0.861 0.815 0.0 k  0.2 0.833 0.861 0.815
nyEd
0.2 k  0.2 0.833 0.854 0.813 0.2 k  0.2 0.833 0.854 0.813
0.2 k  0.0 0.814 0.869 0.809 0.8 k  0.2 0.833 0.854 0.813
ASR-HSVColour 0.2 k  0.0 0.814 0.869 0.809 0.2 k  0.0 0.814 0.869 0.809
0.0 k  0.0 0.806 0.876 0.805 0.8 k  0.0 0.814 0.869 0.809
1.2 k  0.0 0.821 0.844 0.802 0.0 k  0.0 0.806 0.876 0.805
ASR_HSVColour_Textur< 0.2 k  0.0 0.837 0.897 0.845 0.2 k  0.0 0.837 0.897 0.845
0.0 k  0.0 0.829 0.904 0.841 0.8 k  0.0 0.837 0.897 0.845
1.2 k  0.0 0.844 0.873 0.839 0.0 k  0.0 0.829 0.904 0.841
ASR_ColourStruc_ Tex- 0.2 k  0.0 0.844 0.917 0.864 0.0 k  0.2 0.846 0.903 0.855
ture-CannyEd
0.0 k  0.0 0.836 0.924 0.860 0.2 k  0.2 0.853 0.897 0.856
1.2 k  0.0 0.851 0.893 0.858 0.8 k  0.2 0.853 0.897 0.856
ASR_CannyEd 0.0 k  0.2 0.877 0.981 0.923 0.0 k  0.2 0.877 0.981 0.923
0.2 k  0.2 0.879 0.976 0.920 0.2 k  0.0 0.853 0.993 0.915
0.2 k  0.0 0.853 0.993 0.915 0.2 k  0.2 0.879 0.976 0.920
ASR_Texture 0.2 k  0.0 0.853 0.993 0.915 0.2 k  0.0 0.853 0.993 0.915
0.0 k  0.0 0.844 1.000 0.911 0.8 k  0.0 0.853 0.993 0.915
1.2 k  0.0 0.860 0.969 0.909 0.0 k  0.0 0.844 1.000 0.911
ASR-Texture-CannyEd 0.2 k  0.2 0.871 0.979 0.919 0.0 k  0.2 0.866 0.986 0.918
0.0 k  0.2 0.866 0.986 0.918 0.2 k  0.2 0.871 0.979 0.919
0.2 k  0.0 0.853 0.993 0.915 1.0 k  0.2 0.871 0.957 0.910
ASILColourStruc 0.0 k  0.2 0.855 0.987 0.914 0.0 k  0.2 0.855 0.987 0.914
0.2 k  0.2 0.857 0.980 0.911 0.2 k  0.0 0.837 0.992 0.906
0.2 k  0.0 0.837 0.992 0.906 0.2 k  0.2 0.857 0.980 0.911
ASPLColourStruc. 0.0 k  0.4 0.850 1.000 0.917 0.0 k  0.4 0.850 1.000 0.917
EdgeHist
0.2 k  0.4 0.850 0.992 0.914 0.2 k  0.4 0.850 0.992 0.914
0.0 k  0.6 0.867 0.970 0.912 1.0 k  0.4 0.850 0.975 0.907
ASR-EdgeHist 0.0 k  0.2 0.837 1.000 0.908 0.0 k  0.2 0.837 1.000 0.908
0.2 k  0.0 0.837 0.992 0.906 0.2 k  0.0 0.837 0.992 0.906
1.2 k  0.0 0.845 0.972 0.903 0.0 k  0.0 0.827 1.000 0.901
Table 6.26: Results of the Novelty detection model using ASR and low level
features for the “Other” topic category over Collection.!
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O p tim is e d  R e s u l t s U n b ia s e d  R e s u l t s
R u n s T . P r e c R e c a ll F s c o re T . P r e c R e c a ll F s c o re
EdgeHist 0.2
0
0.3
0.760
0.751
0.773
1.000
1.000
0.957
0.852
0.847
0.840
0.2
0.0
0.3
0.760
0.751
0.773
1.000
1.000
0.957
0.852
0.847
0.840
HSVColour 0
0.1
0.2
0.756
0.946
0.971
0.907
0.119
0.083
0.799
0.207
0.150
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.756
0.946
0.971
0.907
0.119
0.083
0.799
0.207
0.150
HSVColour_CannyEd 0.2
0.1
0
0.780
0.773
0.756
0.897
0.906
0.907
0.810
0.809
0.799
0.1
0.2
0.0
0.773
0.780
0.756
0.906
0.897
0.907
0.809
0.810
0.799
HSVColour-CannyEcLTexture 0.2
0.1
0
0.751
0.740
0.731
0.917
0.921
0.921
0.812
0.807
0.802
0.1
0.0
0.2
0.740
0.731
0.751
0.921
0.921
0.917
0.807
0.802
0.812
HS V Colour_Texture 0
0.1
0.2
0.744
0.800
0.844
0.914
0.254
0.180
0.802
0.375
0.290
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.744
0.800
0.844
0.914
0.254
0.180
0.802
0.375
0.290
CannyEd 0.1
0.2
0
0.769
0.774
0.751
0.999
0.979
1.000
0.857
0.852
0.847
0.1
0.2
0.0
0.769
0.774
0.751
0.999
0.979
1.000
0.857
0.852
0.847
CannyEd-Texture 0.2
0.1
0
0.771
0.756
0.751
0.993
1.000
1.000
0.857
0.850
0.847
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.771
0.756
0.751
0.993
1.000
1.000
0.857
0.850
0.847
Texture 0
0.1
0.2
0.751
0.833
0.831
1.000
0.259
0.150
0.847
0.384
0.249
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.751
0.833
0.831
1.000
0.259
0.150
0.847
0.384
0.249
ColourStruc 0.2
0.1
0.3
0.790
0.767
0.817
0.987
1.000
0.913
0.866
0.857
0.848
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.790
0.767
0.751
0.987
1.000
1.000
0.866
0.857
0.847
ColourStruc-EdgeHist 0.5
0.4
0.6
0.771
0.769
0.780
0.996
0.999
0.970
0.858
0.857
0.853
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.769
0.771
0.780
0.999
0.996
0.970
0.857
0.858
0.853
Table 6.27: Results of the Novelty detection model using low level features for
the “Other” topic category over Collection-2
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OjDtimised Results U nbiased Results
Runs T. Prec Recall Fscore T. Prec Recall Fscore
ASR-HSVColour. Can- 0.0 k  0.2 0.773 0.870 0.797 0.0 k  0.2 0.773 0.870 0.797
nyEd
0.2 k  0.2 0.773 0.864 0.794 0.2 k  0.2 0.773 0.864 0.794
0.8 k  0.2 0.773 0.861 0.794 0.2 k  0.0 0.757 0.873 0.788
ASR_HSVColour 0.2 k  0.0 0.757 0.873 0.788 0.2 k  0.0 0.757 0.873 0.788
0.8 k  0.0 0.757 0.870 0.788 0.0 k  0.0 0.749 0.880 0.786
0.0 k  0.0 0.749 0.880 0.786 1.2 k  0.0 0.766 0.850 0.786
ASR-HSV Colour_Texturi : 0.2 k  0.0 0.746 0.880 0.791 0.2 k  0.0 0.746 0.880 0.791
0.8 k  0.0 0.746 0.877 0.790 0.0 k  0.0 0.737 0.887 0.789
0.0 k  0.0 0.737 0.887 0.789 1.2 k  0.0 0.754 0.857 0.788
ASR_ColouiStruc_ Tex- 0.0 k  0.2 0.733 0.894 0.793 0.2 k  0.0 0.733 0.887 0.791
ture-CannyEd
0.2 k  0.2 0.737 0.887 0.793 0.0 k  0.0 0.724 0.894 0.789
0.8 k  0.2 0.737 0.884 0.792 1.2 k  0.0 0.741 0.864 0.788
ASIUCannyEd 0.0 k  0.2 0.767 0.951 0.838 0.0 k  0.2 0.767 0.951 0.838
0.2 k  0.0 0.753 0.966 0.836 0.2 k  0.2 0.767 0.946 0.836
0.2 k  0.2 0.767 0.946 0.836 0.2 k  0.0 0.753 0.966 0.836
ASR-Texture 0.2 k  0.0 0.753 0.966 0.836 0.2 k  0.0 0.753 0.966 0.836
0.8 k  0.0 0.753 0.963 0.835 0.0 k  0.0 0.744 0.973 0.834
0.0 k  0.0 0.744 0.973 0.834 1.2 k 0.0 0.761 0.943 0.833
ASR-Texture-CannyEd 0.0 k  0.2 0.764 0.966 0.843 0.2 k  0.2 0.769 0.959 0.843
0.2 k  0.2 0.769 0.959 0.843 0.0 k  0.2 0.764 0.966 0.843
1.0 k  0.2 0.769 0.956 0.842 0.2 k  0.0 0.753 0.966 0.836
ASR-ColourStruc 0.0 k  0.2 0.822 0.543 0.590 0.0 k  0.2 0.822 0.543 0.590
0.2 k  0.0 0.808 0.547 0.588 0.2 k  0.2 0.822 0.538 0.587
0.2 k  0.2 0.822 0.538 0.587 0.2 k  0.0 0.808 0.547 0.588
ASR-ColourStruc. 0.0 k  0.4 0.822 0.553 0.599 0.0 k  0.4 0.822 0.553 0.599
EdgeHist
0.2 k  0.4 0.822 0.547 0.596 0.2 k  0.4 0.822 0.547 0.596
1.0 k  0.4 0.818 0.538 0.591 0.0 k  0.6 0.825 0.532 0.583
ASR_EdgeHist 0.0 k  0.2 0.808 0.553 0.592 0.0 k  0.2 0.808 0.553 0.592
0.2 k  0.0 0.808 0.547 0.588 0.2 k  0.0 0.808 0.547 0.588
0.0 k  0.0 0.797 0.553 0.585 1.2 k  0.0 0.810 0.528 0.580
Table 6.28: Results of the Novelty detection model using ASR and low level
features for the “Other” topic category over Collection-2
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ture and Canny edge. We note that the combination of colour structure and 
edge histogram low level features, consistently perform well over both collec­
tions.
6.4.3 “P eople” Topic Category
Tables 6.29, 6.30, 6.31 and 6.32 display both the optimal and unbiased F- 
measure values of the novelty run using low level features over all topics in the 
“People” topic category from Collection_l and Collection_2 respectively.
From Tables 6.29 and 6.30 we observe the performances of the low level fea­
tures over the “People” category within Collection_l. We observe that both of 
the edge feature runs, namely the edge histogram run, “EdgeHist” and Canny 
edge “CannyEd” perform well during the detection of novel shots, providing 
an improvement of 3.9% and 1.9% on the baseline novelty performance figures 
respectively, colour achieved a slightly lower novelty performance than edge 
features w ith colour structure, “ColourStruc” achieved an Fscore of 0.840 an 
improvement of 1.7%, while HSV colour, “HSVColour” performed similar to 
the baseline, returning all documents as novel. A combination of HSV colour 
and Canny edge, “HSVColour.CannyEd” , increased the performance of each 
of the individual novelty detection runs. Texture does not aid in the detection  
of novel shots in the “People” category over Collection_l. The combination 
of colour structure and edge histogram, “ColourStruc-EdgeHist” achieved the 
highest performing Fscore of 0.873 an improvement of 6% on the baseline figure 
of 0.823, while precision, 0.800, achieved an improvement of 10.3% on the base­
line precision figure of 0.725. Combining Canny edge and texture achieves an 
Fscore above the baseline, however it is performing lower than Canny edge on 
its own. If we look at the combination of ASR with each of the low level features 
in Table 6.30 we note that many runs achieve an increase in novelty performance 
however, the combination of ASR with the highest performing low-level feature 
run “ColourStruc_EdgeHist” decreases the overall novelty performance of the 
original run.
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O p tim is e d  R e s u l t s U n b ia s e d  R e s u l t s
R u n s T P r e c R e c a l l F s c o re T. P r e c R e c a l l F s c o re
EdgeHist 0.4
0.3
0
0.812
0.740
0.725
0.945
0.992
1.000
0.862
0.832
0.823
0.4
0.3
0.0
0.812
0.740
0.725
0.945
0.992
1.000
0.862
0.832
0.823
HSVColour 0
0.1
0.2
0.725
0.883
1.000
1.000
0.205
0.150
0.823
0.333
0.263
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.725
0.883
1.000
1.000
0.205
0.150
0.823
0.333
0.263
HSVColour-CannyEd 0.3
0.2
0.4
0.755
0.733
0.773
1.000
1.000
0.930
0.845
0.830
0.829
0.4
0.2
0.1
0.773
0.733
0.725
0.930
1.000
1.000
0.829
0.830
0.823
HSVColour_CannyEd_Texture 0.3
0.2
0
0.738
0.732
0.725
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.832
0.828
0.823
0.3
0.2
0.0
0.738
0.732
0.725
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.832
0.828
0.823
HSVColour-Texture 0
0.1
0.2
0.725
0.812
0.868
1.000
0.455
0.293
0.823
0.575
0.435
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.725
0.812
0.868
1.000
0.455
0.293
0.823
0.575
0.435
CannyEd 0.3
0.2
0.1
0.763
0.748
0.727
0.980
1.000
1.000
0.842
0.840
0.824
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.748
0.727
0.725
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.840
0.824
0.823
CannyEd_Texture 0.3
0.2
0
0.738
0.732
0.725
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.832
0.828
0.823
0.3
0.2
0.0
0.738
0.732
0.725
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.832
0.828
0.823
Texture 0
0.1
0.2
0.725
0.798
0.830
1.000
0.370
0.215
0.823
0.498
0.332
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.725
0.798
0.830
1.000
0.370
0.215
0.823
0.498
0.332
ColourStruc 0.3
0.2
0.1
0.800
0.753
0.733
0.913
0.987
1.000
0.840
0.840
0.830
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.753
0.800
0.733
0.987
0.913
1.000
0.840
0.840
0.830
ColourStruc_EdgeHist 0.7
0.9
0.8
0.800
0.877
0.830
0.987
0.877
0.928
0.873
0.872
0.866
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.830
0.800
0.760
0.928
0.987
0.992
0.866
0.873
0.847
Table 6.29: Results of the Novelty detection model using low level features for
the “People” topic category over Collection-1
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O ptim ise d R esults U nbiaset I R esu lts
R uns T. P rec Recall Fscore T. P rec R ecall Fscore
ASR_HSVColour_ Can- 
nyEd
0.2 k  0.2
0.2 k  0.4 
0.0 k  0.2
0.747
0.790
0.733
0.995
0.925
1.000
0.836
0.834
0.830
0.0 k  0.4
0.0 k  0.2 
0.2 k  0.4
0.773
0.733
0.790
0.930
1.000
0.925
0.829
0.830
0.834
ASR-HSVColour 0.2 k  0.0 
0.0 k  0.0 
0.6 k  0.0
0.738
0.725
0.737
0.995
1.000
0.980
0.828
0.823
0.821
0.0 k  0.0
0.2 k  0.0 
0.6 k  0.0
0.725
0.738
0.737
1.000
0.995
0.980
0.823
0.828
0.821
ASR.HSVColour_Textun 0.2 k  0.0 
0.0 k  0.0 
0.6 k  0.0
0.738
0.725
0.737
0.995
1.000
0.980
0.828
0.823
0.821
0.0 k  0.0 
0.2 k  0.0 
0.6 k  0.0
0.725
0.738
0.737
1.000
0.995
0.980
0.823
0.828
0.821
ASR-ColourStruc- Tex- 
ture-CannyEd
0.2 k  0.2
0.2 k  0.0 
0.0 k  0.2
0.745
0.738
0.732
0.995
0.995
1.000
0.834
0.828
0.828
0.0 k  0.4
0.0 k  0.0 
0.2 k  0.4
0.733
0.725
0.748
0.968
1.000
0.963
0.818
0.823
0.824
ASR-CannyEd 0.2 k  0.2 
0.0 k  0.2 
0.6 k  0.2
0.762
0.748
0.760
0.995
1.000
0.980
0.846
0.840
0.839
0.0 k  0.2 
0.2 k  0.2 
0.0 k  0.0
0.748
0.762
0.725
1.000
0.995
1.000
0.840
0.846
0.823
ASR.Texture 0.2 k  0.0 
0.0 k  0.0 
0.6 k  0.0
0.738
0.725
0.737
0.995
1.000
0.980
0.828
0.823
0.821
0.0 k  0.0 
0.2 k  0.0 
0.6 k  0.0
0.725
0.738
0.737
1.000
0.995
0.980
0.823
0.828
0.821
ASR-Texture.CannyEd 0.2 k  0.2 
0.2 k  0.0 
0.0 k  0.2
0.745
0.738
0.732
0.995
0.995
1.000
0.834
0.828
0.828
0.0 k  0.2 
0.0 k  0.0 
0.2 k  0.2
0.732
0.725
0.745
1.000
1.000
0.995
0.828
0.823
0.834
ASR-ColourStruc 0.2 k  0.2 
0.0 k  0.2 
0.6 k  0.2
0.770
0.753
0.767
0.982
0.987
0.967
0.846
0.840
0.838
0.0 k  0.2 
0.2 k  0.2 
0.6 k  0.2
0.753
0.770
0.767
0.987
0.982
0.967
0.840
0.846
0.838
ASR-ColourStruc-
EdgeHist
0.0 k  0.8
0.2 k  0.8 
0.6 k  0.8
0.830
0.835
0.833
0.928
0.923
0.912
0.866
0.866
0.860
0.0 k  0.8
0.2 k  0.8 
0.6 k  0.8
0.830
0.835
0.833
0.928
0.923
0.912
0.866
0.866
0.860
ASR.EdgeHist 0.4 k  0.4 
0.0 k  0.4
0.6 k  0.4
0.815
0.812
0.813
0.945
0.945
0.935
0.864
0.862
0.858
0.2 k  0.4 
0.0 k  0.4 
0.6 k  0.4
0.812
0.812
0.813
0.945
0.945
0.935
0.862
0.862
0.858
Table 6.30: Results of the Novelty detection model using ASR and low level
features for the “People” topic category over Collection_l
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O p tim is e d  R e s u l t s U n b ia s e d  R e s u l t s
R u n s T . P r e c R e c a l l F s c o re T . P r e c R e c a l l F s c o r e
EdgeHist 0.4
0.3
0
0.653
0.603
0.598
0.903
0.983
1.000
0.743
0.728
0.725
0.4
0.3
0.0
0.653
0.603
0.598
0.903
0.983
1.000
0.743
0.728
0.725
HSVColour 0
0.1
0.2
0.598
0.823
0.850
1.000
0.178
0.117
0.725
0.289
0.204
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.598
0.823
0.850
1.000
0.178
0.117
0.725
0.289
0.204
HSVColour_CannyEd 0.4
0.2
0.1
0.667
0.605
0.600
0.872
1.000
1.000
0.733
0.732
0.727
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.608
0.605
0.667
0.958
1.000
0.872
0.723
0.732
0.733
HSVColour_CannyEd_Texture 0.3
0.2
0
0.605
0.602
0.598
0.987
1.000
1.000
0.729
0.728
0.725
0.3
0.2
0.0
0.605
0.602
0.598
0.987
1.000
1.000
0.729
0.728
0.725
HS V Colour.Texture 0
0.1
0.2
0.598
0.660
0.710
1.000
0.332
0.223
0.725
0.433
0.335
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.598
0.660
0.710
1.000
0.332
0.223
0.725
0.433
0.335
CannyEd 0.2
0.1
0
0.608
0.602
0.598
0.995
1.000
1.000
0.735
0.728
0.725
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.625
0.608
0.602
0.927
0.995
1.000
0.722
0.735
0.728
CannyEd-Texture 0.3
0.2
0
0.605
0.602
0.598
0.987
1.000
1.000
0.729
0.728
0.725
0.3
0.2
0.0
0.605
0.602
0.598
0.987
1.000
1.000
0.729
0.728
0.725
Texture 0
0.1
0.2
0.598
0.718
0.728
1.000
0.287
0.178
0.725
0.404
0.276
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.598
0.718
0.728
1.000
0.287
0.178
0.725
0.404
0.276
ColourStruc 0.2
0.3
0.1
0.627
0.665
0.605
0.985
0.883
1.000
0.747
0.741
0.732
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.665
0.627
0.605
0.883
0.985
1.000
0.741
0.747
0.732
ColourStruc-EdgeHist 0.8
0.7
0.6
0.695
0.655
0.633
0.913
0.958
0.985
0.776
0.765
0.753
0.7
0.9
0.8
0.655
0.725
0.695
0.958
0.807
0.913
0.765
0.752
0.776
Table 6.31: Results of the Novelty detection model using low level features for
the “People” topic category over Collection_2
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O ptim ised R esults U nbiased  Result--
R uns T Prec Recall Fscore T. P rec R ecall Fscore
ASR-HSVColour- Can­ 0.0 k  0.4 0.667 0.868 0.731 0.2 k  0.2 0.607 0.960 0.723
ny Ed
0.0 k  0.2 0.605 0.997 0.730 0.2 k  0.4 0.673 0.848 0.729
0.2 k  0.4 0.673 0.848 0.729 0.0 k  0.2 0.605 0.997 0.730
ASR-HSVColour 0.0 k  0.0 0.598 0.997 0.723 0.2 k  0.0 0,602 0.960 0.717
0.2 k  0.0 0.602 0.960 0.717 0.0 k  0.0 0.598 0.997 0.723
0.6 k  0.0 0.597 0.935 0.705 0.6 k  0.0 0,597 0.935 0.705
ASR-HSVColoui'-Textun ■ 0.0 k  0.0 0.598 0.997 0.723 0.2 k  0.0 0.602 0.960 0.717
0.2 k  0.0 0.602 0.960 0.717 0.0 k  0.0 0.598 0.997 0.723
0.6 & 0.0 0.597 0.935 0.705 0.6 & 0.0 0.597 0.935 0.705
ASR-ColourStruc. Tex- 0.0 k  0.4 0.605 0.983 0.727 0.2 k  0.2 0.602 0.960 0.717
ture-CannyEd
0.0 k  0.0 0.598 0.997 0.723 0.2 k  0.0 0.602 0.960 0.717
0.2 k  0.4 0.607 0.947 0.720 0.0 k  0.2 0.598 0.997 0.723
ASR.CannyEd 0.0 k  0.2 0.608 0.992 0.733 0.2 k  0.2 0.610 0.955 0.726
0.2 k  0.2 0.610 0.955 0.726 0.0 k  0.2 0.608 0.992 0.733
0.0 k  0.0 0.598 0.997 0.723 0.6 k  0.2 0.605 0.930 0.714
ASR.Textuie 0.0 k  0.0 0.598 0.997 0.723 0.2 k  0.0 0.602 0.960 0.717
0.2 k  0.0 0.602 0.960 0.717 0.0 k  0.0 0.598 0.997 0.723
0.6 k  0.0 0.597 0.935 0.705 0.6 k  0.0 0.597 0.935 0.705
ASR_Textnre_CannyEd 0.0 k  0.2 0.602 0.997 0.727 0.2 k  0.2 0.603 0.960 0.720
0.0 k  0.0 0.598 0.997 0.723 0.2 k  0.0 0.602 0.960 0.717
0.2 k  0.2 0.603 0.960 0.720 0.0 k  0.2 0.602 0.997 0.727
ASR-ColourStruc 0.0 k  0.2 0.687 0.555 0.526 0.2 k  0.2 0.697 0.535 0.522
0.2 k  0.2 0.697 0.535 0.522 0.0 k  0.2 0.687 0.555 0.526
0.6 k  0.2 0.697 0.530 0.518 0.6 k  0.2 0.697 0.530 0.518
ASR-ColourStruc- 0.0 k  0.8 0.740 0.520 0.537 0.0 k  0.8 0.740 0.520 0.537
EdgeHist
0.2 k  0.8 0.745 0.517 0.536 0.2 k  0.8 0.745 0.517 0.536
0.6 k  0.8 0.743 0.513 0.534 0.6 & 0.8 0.743 0.513 0.534
ASR_EdgeHist 0.2 k  0.4 0.710 0.520 0.522 0.4 k  0.4 0.710 0.520 0.522
0.0 k  0.4 0.707 0.520 0.521 0.0 k  0.4 0.707 0.520 0.521
0.6 k  0.4 0.710 0.513 0.517 0.6 k  0.4 0.710 0.513 0.517
Table 6.32: Results of the Novelty detection model using ASR and low level
features for the “People” topic category over Collection_2
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Prom Tables 6.31 and 6.32 we observe the performance of each of the low level 
feature runs on the “People” category over Collection-2. We observe that both  
edge feature runs once again perform above the baseline novelty performance 
figures, colour structure “ColourStruc” , however, performs higher than edge 
features over this collection providing an improvement of 3.0% on the baseline 
respectively, while HSV colour “HSVColour” obtained an Fscore similar to the 
baseline performance. This characteristic was observed over Collection_l also 
and as a result we conclude that HSV colour does not aid in identifying novel 
shots in the “People” category. Once again we observe that texture does not 
perform above the baseline in Collection_2 and as a result we conclude that it 
does not aid in identifying novel shots for the “People” category in general. The 
combination of HSV colour and Canny edge, “HSVColour_CannyEd” performs 
lower than the novelty performance of the Canny edge run on its own. This is 
caused by the low performance of the HSV colour run over this category. The 
combination of colour structure and edge histogram, “ColourStruc_EdgeHist” 
however improves on the performance of both of the colour structure and edge 
histogram runs separately, becoming the highest performing run over Collec­
tion-2, achieving an Fscore of 0.776 and a corresponding precision value of 
0.695, an improvement of 7% and 16.22% on the baseline novelty performance 
figures. If we look at the combination of ASR with each of the low level features 
and over the “People” category within Collection-2, Table 6.32 we observe that 
ASR degrades the performance of each of the original runs for the detection of 
novel shots.
In conclusion, each of the individual, colour structure, edge histograms and 
Canny edge low level features perform well on the “People” category over both  
collections, however the combination of colour structure and edge histograms 
outperform all other runs in the detection of novel shots within the “People” 
category.
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6.4.4 “Specific O bject” Topic C ategory
Tables 6.33, 6.34, 6.35 and 6.36 display both the optimal and unbiased F- 
measure values of the novelty run using low level features over all topics in the  
“Specific Object” category from Collection-1 and Collection-2 respectively.
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O p tim is e d  R e s u l t s U n b ia s e d  R e s u l t s
R u n s T . P r e c R e c a ll F s c o r e T P r e c R e c a l l F s c o r e
EdgeHist 0.5
0
0.6
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.500
1.000
0.889
0.667
0.5
0.0
0.6
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.500
1.000
0.889
0.667
HSVColour 0
0.1
0.7
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.500
0.250
0.889
0.667
0.400
0.0
0.1
0.7
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.500
0.250
0.889
0.667
0.400
HS V Colour_CannyEd 0.6
0
0.7
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.500
1.000
0.889
0.667
0.6
0.0
0.7
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.500
1.000
0.889
0.667
HSVColour_CannyEd_Texture 0.6
0
0.8
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.889
0.857
0.6
0.0
0.8
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.889
0.857
HSVColour-Texture 0.1
0
0.2
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.889
0.857
0.1
0.0
0.2
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.889
0.857
CannyEd 0
0.5
0.6
0.800
0.750
1.000
1.000
0.750
0.500
0.889
0.750
0.667
0.0
0.5
0.6
0.800
0.750
1.000
1.000
0.750
0.500
0.889
0.750
0.667
CannyEd-Texture 0.6
0
0.8
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.889
0.857
0.6
0.0
0.8
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.889
0.857
Texture 0.1
0
0.2
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.889
0.857
0.1
0.0
0.2
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.889
0.857
ColourStruc 0
0.5
0.6
0.800
0.750
0.670
1.000
0.750
0.500
0.889
0.750
0.571
0.0
0.5
0.6
0.800
0.750
0.670
1.000
0.750
0.500
0.889
0.750
0.571
ColourS truc_EdgeHist 0
1.2
1.5
0.800
0.670
1.000
1.000
0.500
0.250
0.889
0.571
0.400
0.0
1.2
1.5
0.800
0.670
1.000
1.000
0.500
0.250
0.889
0.571
0.400
Table 6.33: Results of the Novelty detection model using low level features for
the “Specific O bject” topic category over Collection-1
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Op timisec1 R esu lts U nbiasec R esu lts
R uns T. P rec Recall Fscore T. P rec R ecall Fscore
ASR-HSVColour. Can- 
nyEd
0.0 &0.6
0.0 k  0.0 
10.0 &0.6
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.889
0.857
0.0 &0.6
0.0 k  0.0 
10.0 &0.6
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.889
0.857
ASR-HSVColour 0.0 k  0.0 
10.6 k  0.0 
10.0 k  0.0
0.800
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.750
0.750
0.889
0.857
0.750
0.0 k  0.0 
10.6 k  0.0 
10.0 k  0.0
0.800
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.750
0.750
0.889
0.857
0.750
ASR_HSVColour_Textun i 0.0 k  0.0 
0.0 k  0.2 
10.0 k  0.0
0.800
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.750
0.750
0.889
0.857
0.750
0.0 k  0.0 
0.0 k  0.2 
10.0 k  0.0
0.800
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.750
0.750
0.889
0.857
0.750
ASR-ColourStruc. Tex- 
ture-CannyEd
0.0 &0.6
0.0 k  0.0 
0.0 k  0.8
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.889
0.857
1.0 k  0.0
0.0 k  0.0 
0.0 k  0.0
0.800
0.800
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.889
0.889
0.889
ASR_CannyEd 0.0 k  0.0 
10.6 k  0.0 
10.0 k  0.0
0.800
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.750
0.750
0.889
0.857
0.750
0.0 & 0.0 
10.0 k  0.0 
0.0 k0.6
0.800
0.750
1.000
1.000
0.750
0.500
0.889
0.750
0.667
ASR-Texture 0.0 k  0.0 
0.0 & 0.2 
10.0 k  0.0
0.800
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.750
0.750
0.889
0.857
0.750
0.0 k  0.0 
0.0 k  0.2 
10.0 k  0.0
0.800
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.750
0.750
0.889
0.857
0.750
ASR-Texture.CannyEd 0.0 &0.6 
0.0 k  0.0 
0.0 k  0.8
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.889
0.857
0.0 &0.6 
0.0 & 0.0 
0.0 k  0.8
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.889
0.857
ASR-ColourStruc 0.0 k  0.0 
0.0 k  0.6 
0.0 k  1.0
0.800
0.670
1.000
1.000
0.500
0.250
0.889
0.571
0.400
0.0 k  0.0 
0.0 k  0.6 
0.0 k  1.0
0.800
0.670
1.000
1.000
0.500
0.250
0.889
0.571
0.400
ASR_ColourStruc_
EdgeHist
0.0 k  0.0
0.0 & 1.2 
0.0 k  1.6
0.800
0.670
1.000
1.000
0.500
0.250
0.889
0.571
0.400
0.0 k  0.0
0.0 k  1.2 
0.0 k  1.6
0.800
0.670
1.000
1.000
0.500
0.250
0.889
0.571
0.400
ASR_EdgeHist 0.0 k  0.0 
0.0 k  0.6 
0.0 k  0.8
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.500
0.250
0.889
0.667
0.400
0.0 k  0.0 
0.0 k  0.6 
0.0 & 0.8
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.500
0.250
0.889
0.667
0.400
Table 6.34: Results of the Novelty detection model using ASR and low level
features for the “Specific O bject” topic category over Collection-1
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From Table 6.33 we observe that HSV colour, colour structure and Canny edge 
features and a combination of colour structure and edge histograms do not 
achieve any improvement upon the baseline figures. This is surprising as the 
combination of colour structure and edge histograms have performed well on all 
category topics so far. We observe that the edge histogram and texture runs, 
“EdgeHist” and “Texture” respectively achieve an Fscore of 1 and a corre­
sponding precision value of 1, an improvement of 12.5% on the baseline Fscore. 
The run which combines HSV colour and Canny edge, “HSVColour.CannyEd” 
achieves an Fscore of 1 and corresponding precision value of 1. This is an 
improvement on the runs which use only these low level feature individually. 
Similarly the runs which utilise a combination of HSV colour, Canny edge 
and texture, “HSVColour_CannyEd_Texture” , HSV colour and Texture, “HSV- 
Colour-Texture” and Canny edge and texture “CannyEd_Texture” all achieve 
Fscores of 1 and precision values of 1. Runs achieving Fscores of 1 and a corre­
sponding precision value of 1, are performing similar to the highest performing 
manual assessor. If we look at the combination of ASR w ith each of the low 
level feature runs in Table 6.34, we observe that ASR has either no effect or 
reduces the performance of each of the novelty runs over the “Specific object” 
category within Collection_l. If we look at the low level runs over the “Specific 
Object” category within Collection_2, Table 6.35 and 6.36 we notice a similar 
trend for each of the low level feature runs.
This leads us to conclude that novelty models using texture and edge histograms 
are good low level feature resources in identifying novel shots within the “Spe­
cific Object” category. We also conclude that a combination of various features 
such as texture, Canny edge and HSV colour, perform well in identifying novel 
shots within the “Specific Object” category.
6.4.5 “Sports” Topic C ategory
Tables 6.37, 6.38, 6.39 and 6.40 display both the optimal and unbiased F- 
measure values of the novelty run using low level features over all topics in the
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“Sports” topic category from Collection-1 and Collection_2 respectively.
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O ptim ised  R esu lts U n b iased  R esu lts
R uns T P rec R ecall F score T. P rec R eca ll Fscore
EdgeHist 0.5
0
0.6
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.500
1.000
0.889
0.667
0.5
0.0
0.6
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.500
1.000
0.889
0.667
HSVColour 0
0.1
0.7
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.500
0.250
0.889
0.667
0.400
0.0
0.1
0.7
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.500
0.250
0.889
0.667
0.400
HSVColour_CannyEd 0.6
0
0.7
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.500
1.000
0.889
0.667
0.6
0.0
0.7
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.500
1.000
0.889
0.667
HSVColour _CannyEd_Texture 0.6
0
0.8
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.889
0.857
0.6
0.0
0.8
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.889
0.857
HS V Colour.Texture 0.1
0
0.2
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.889
0.857
0.1
0.0
0.2
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.889
0.857
CannyEd 0
0.5
0.6
0.800
0.750
1.000
1.000
0.750
0.500
0.889
0.750
0.667
0.0
0.5
0.6
0.800
0.750
1.000
1.000
0.750
0.500
0.889
0.750
0.667
CannyEd-Texture 0.6
0
0.8
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.889
0.857
0.6
0.0
0.8
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.889
0.857
Texture 0.1
0
0.2
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.889
0.857
0.1
0.0
0.2
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.889
0.857
ColourStruc 0
0.5
0.6
0.800
0.750
0.670
1.000
0.750
0.500
0.889
0.750
0.571
0.0
0.5
0.6
0.800
0.750
0.670
1.000
0.750
0.500
0.889
0.750
0.571
ColourStruc-EdgeHist 0
1.2
1.5
0.800
0.670
1.000
1.000
0.500
0.250
0.889
0.571
0.400
0.0
1.2
1.5
0.800
0.670
1.000
1.000
0.500
0.250
0.889
0.571
0.400
Table 6.35: Results of the Novelty detection model using low level features for
the “Specific O bject” topic category over Collection_2
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O ptim ised R esu lts U nbiased  R esu lts
R uns T. P rec R ecall Fscore T. P rec R ecall Fscore
ASR_HSVColour_ Can- 0.0 Sc 0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.0 &0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000
nyEd
0.0 Sc 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889 0.0 Sc 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889
10.0 Sc 0.6 1.000 0.750 0.857 10.0 &0.6 1.000 0.750 0.857
ASR_HSVColour 0.0 & 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889 0.0 Sc 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889
10.6 Sc 0.0 1.000 0.750 0.857 10.6 Sc 0.0 1.000 0.750 0.857
10.0 Sc 0.0 0.750 0.750 0.750 10.0 & 0.0 0.750 0.750 0.750
ASR-HSVColour-Textur 0.0 Si 0 0 0.800 1.000 0.889 0.0 Sc 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889
0.0 Sc 0.2 1.000 0.750 0.857 0.0 Sc 0.2 1.000 0.750 0.857
10.0 Sc 0.0 0.750 0.750 0.750 10.0 Sc 0.0 0.750 0.750 0.750
ASR-ColourStruc. Tex- 0.0 & 0.7 1.000 1.000 1.000 2.0 Sc 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889
ture_CannyEd
0.0 Sc 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889 0.0 Sc 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889
0.0 Sc 0.9 1.000 0.750 0.857 0.0 Sc 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889
ASR-CannyEd 0.0 Sc 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889 0.0 Sc 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889
10.0 Sc 0.0 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.0 Sc 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889
0.0 Sc 0.6 1.000 0.500 0.667 10.0 Sc 0.0 0.750 0.750 0.750
ASR-Texture 0.0 Sc 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889 0.0 Sc 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889
0.0 Sc 0.2 1.000 0.750 0.857 0.0 Sc 0.2 1.000 0.750 0.857
10.0 Sc 0.0 0.750 0.750 0.750 10.0 Sc 0.0 0.750 0.750 0.750
ASR_Texture.CannyEd 0.0 Sc 0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.0 Sc0.6 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.0 Sc 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889 0.0 Sc 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889
0.0 Sc 0.8 1.000 0.750 0.857 0.0 Sc 0.8 1.000 0.750 0.857
ASR-ColourStruc 0.0 & 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889 0.0 Sc 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889
0.0 Sc 0.6 0.670 0.500 0.571 0.0 & 0.6 0.670 0.500 0.571
0.0 Sc 1.0 1.000 0.250 0.400 0.0 Sc 1.0 1.000 0.250 0.400
ASR_ColourStruc. 0.0 Sc 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889 0.0 Sc 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889
EdgeHist
0.0 & 1.2 0.670 0.500 0.571 0.0 Sc 1.2 0.670 0.500 0.571
0.0 Sc 1.6 1.000 0.250 0.400 0.0 Sc 1.6 1.000 0.250 0.400
ASR-EdgeHist 0.0 Sc 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889 0.0 Sc 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889
0.0 Sc 0.6 1.000 0.500 0.667 0.0 Sc 0.6 1.000 0.500 0.667
0.0 Sc 0.8 1.000 0.250 0.400 0.0 Sc 0.8 1.000 0.250 0.400
Table 6.36: Results of the Novelty detection model using ASR and low level
features for the “Specific Object” topic category over Collection-2
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O p tim ised  R esu lts U n b iased  R esu lts
R uns T. P rec R ecall Fscore T P rec R eca ll F score
EdgeHist 0.3
0
0.4
0.660
0.657
0.697
1.000
1.000
0.797
0.771
0.768
0.739
0.0
0.3
0.4
0.657
0.660
0.697
1.000
1.000
0.797
0.768
0.771
0.739
HSVColour 0
0.1
0.680
1.000
0.737
0.087
0.563
0.155
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.680
1.000
1.000
0.737
0.087
0.087
0.563
0.155
0.155
HSVColour_CannyEd 0.2
0
0.4
0.687
0.680
0.777
0.737
0.737
0.447
0.570
0.563
0.521
0.0
0.3
0.6
0.680
0.670
0.917
0.737
0.503
0.253
0.563
0.496
0.353
HSVColour_CannyEd_Texture 0
0.2
0.1
0.680
0.683
0.680
0.787
0.763
0.763
0.621
0.600
0.594
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.680
0.680
0.683
0.787
0.763
0.763
0.621
0.594
0.600
HS V Colour.Texture 0
0.1
0.3
0.680
1.000
1.000
0.737
0.140
0.087
0.563
0.226
0.155
0.0
0.1
0.3
0.680
1.000
1.000
0.737
0.140
0.087
0.563
0.226
0.155
CannyEd 0.2
0
0.4
0.663
0.657
0.777
1.000
1.000
0.687
0.775
0.768
0.724
0.0
0.3
0.5
0.657
0.650
0.850
1.000
0.767
0.587
0.768
0.702
0.660
CannyEd-Texture 0.2
0
0.4
0.660
0.657
0.783
1.000
1.000
0.710
0.774
0.768
0.743
0.0
0.2
0.3
0.657
0.660
0.640
1.000
1.000
0.780
0.768
0.774
0.700
Texture 0
0.1
0.2
0.657
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.187
0.163
0.768
0.299
0.265
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.657
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.187
0.163
0.768
0.299
0.265
ColourStruc 0.3
0.2
0.4
0.730
0.667
0.803
0.900
0.983
0.800
0.801
0.776
0.772
0.0
0.2
0.3
0.657
0.667
0.730
1.000
0.983
0.900
0.768
0.776
0.801
ColourStruc-EdgeHist 0.9
0.8
0.6
0.790
0.723
0.663
0.843
0.877
0.993
0.802
0.786
0.773
0.6
0.5
0.0
0.663
0.657
0.657
0.993
1.000
1.000
0.773
0.770
0.768
Table 6.37: Results of the Novelty detection model using low level features for
the “Sport” topic category over Collcction_l
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O ptim ised R esu lt s U nbiased  R esults
R uns T. P rec R ecall Fscore T. P rec R ecall F score
ASR-HSVColour. Can- 1.8 k  0.2 0.693 0.720 0.575 0.8 k  0.2 0.687 0.720 0.569
nyEd
1.6 k  0.2 0.693 0.720 0.574 0.8 k  0.0 0.680 0.720 0.562
2.0 k  0.2 0.693 0.713 0.573 0.2 k  0.2 0.687 0.730 0.571
ASR-HSV Colour 1.8 k  0.0 0.687 0.720 0.569 0.8 k  0.0 0.680 0.720 0.562
1.6 k  0.0 0.687 0.720 0.568 0.2 k  0.0 0.680 0.730 0.564
2.0 k  0.0 0.687 0.713 0.567 1.0 k  0.0 0.683 0.720 0.564
ASR-HS V Colour-Textur : 1.8 k  0.0 0.687 0.720 0.569 0.8 k  0.0 0.680 0.720 0.562
1.6 k  0.0 0.687 0.720 0.568 0.2 b  0.0 0.680 0.730 0.564
2.0 & 0.0 0.687 0.713 0.567 1.0 k  0.0 0.683 0.720 0.564
ASR_ColourStruc_ Tex- 1.8 k  0.0 0.687 0.770 0.627 0.8 k  0.0 0.680 0.770 0.619
tuie_CaiuiyEd
1.6 k  0.0 0.687 0.770 0.625 0.2 k  0.0 0.680 0.780 0.621
2.0 k  0.0 0.687 0.763 0.625 1.0 k  0.0 0.683 0.770 0.622
ASR_CannyEd 1.8 k  0.2 0.670 0.983 0.780 0.8 k  0.2 0.663 0.983 0.773
1.6 k  0.2 0.670 0.983 0.778 0.8 k  0.0 0.657 0.983 0.766
2.0 k  0.2 0.670 0.977 0.778 0.2 k  0.2 0.663 0.993 0.775
ASR-Texture 1.8 k  0.0 0.663 0.983 0.773 0.8 k  0.0 0.657 0.983 0.766
1.6 k  0.0 0.663 0.983 0.772 0.2 k  0.0 0.657 0.993 0.768
2.0 k  0.0 0.663 0.977 0.771 1.0 k  0.0 0.660 0.983 0.768
ASR-Texture.CarmyEd 1.8 k  0.2 0.670 0.983 0.778 0.8 k  0.0 0.657 0.983 0.766
1.6 k  0.2 0.667 0.983 0.777 1.0 k  0.2 0.663 0.983 0.775
2.0 k  0.2 0.667 0.977 0.776 0.2 k  0.0 0.657 0.993 0.768
ASR_ColourStruc 0.2 k  0.2 0.738 0.983 0.826 1.4 k  0.2 0.740 0.965 0.820
0.0 k  0.2 0.738 0.988 0.826 1.2 k  0.2 0.740 0.965 0.819
0.8 k  0.2 0.738 0.978 0.823 0.8 k  0.0 0.730 0.988 0.818
ASR-ColourStruc. 0.0 k  0.8 0.793 0.908 0.839 1.2 k  0.6 0.738 0.970 0.817
EdgeHist
0.2 k  0.8 0.793 0.900 0.837 0.8 k  0.6 0.735 0.983 0.822
1.0 k  0.8 0.793 0.888 0.830 0.2 k  0.6 0.735 0.988 0.824
ASR_EdgeHist 0.6 k  0.0 0.733 0.995 0.821 1.2 k  0.0 0.733 0.975 0.814
0.2 k  0.0 0.730 0.995 0.819 1.4 k  0.0 0.733 0.975 0.815
0.0 k  0.0 0.730 1.000 0.819 0.8 k  0.0 0.730 0.988 0.818
Table 6.38: Results of the Novelty detection model using ASR and low level
features for the “Sport” topic category over Collection-1
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O p tim ised  R esu lts U nb iased  R esu lts
R uns T. P rec R ecall F score T. P rec R ecall F score
EdgeHist 0
0.3
0.4
0.667
0.663
0.670
1.000
0.980
0.773
0.718
0.715
0.665
0.3
0.0
0.4
0.663
0.667
0.670
0.980
1.000
0.773
0.715
0.718
0.665
HSVColour 0
0.1
0.600
1.000
0.717
0.073
0.492
0.136
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.600
1.000
1.000
0.717
0.073
0.073
0.492
0.136
0.136
HSVColour_CannyEd 0
0.3
0.6
0.600
0.597
0.933
0.717
0.457
0.270
0.492
0.433
0.406
0.2
0.0
0.4
0.600
0.600
0.603
0.697
0.717
0.323
0.492
0.492
0.388
HSVColour-CannyEd-Texture 0
0.1
0.2
0.643
0.627
0.627
0.770
0.743
0.723
0.556
0.526
0.525
0.0
0.2
0.1
0.643
0.627
0.627
0.770
0.723
0.743
0.556
0.525
0.526
HSVColour.Texture 0
0.1
0.3
0.600
1.000
1.000
0.717
0.103
0.073
0.492
0.180
0.136
0.0
0.1
0.3
0.600
1.000
1.000
0.717
0.103
0.073
0.492
0.180
0.136
CannyEd 0
0.3
0.5
0.667
0.663
0.720
1.000
0.740
0.530
0.718
0.660
0.593
0.2
0.0
0.4
0.667
0.667
0.663
0.980
1.000
0.557
0.718
0.718
0.587
CannyEd-Texture 0
0.2
0.3
0.667
0.667
0.663
1.000
0.980
0.787
0.718
0.717
0.676
0.2
0.0
0.4
0.667
0.667
0.657
0.980
1.000
0.557
0.717
0.718
0.581
Texture 0
0.1
0.2
0.667
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.153
0.127
0.718
0.257
0.221
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.667
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.153
0.127
0.718
0.257
0.221
ColourStruc 0
0.2
0.3
0.667
0.667
0.673
1.000
0.960
0.797
0.718
0.717
0.703
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.673
0.667
0.693
0.797
0.960
0.700
0.703
0.717
0.690
ColourStruc_EdgeHist 0.6
0.5
0
0.670
0.667
0.667
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.724
0.719
0.718
0.9
0.8
0.6
0.683
0.660
0.670
0.720
0.720
1.000
0.687
0.662
0.724
Table 6.39: Results of the Novelty detection model using low level features for
the “Sport” topic category over Collection_2
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O ptim ised  R esu lts Unbiasec 1 R esu lts
R uns T. P rec R ecall Fscore T. P rec R ecall Fscore
ASR-HSVColour. Can- 0.8 k  0.2 0.603 0.670 0.482 1.8 k  0.2 0.597 0.630 0.475
nyEd
0.8 k  0.0 0.600 0.690 0.482 1.6 k  0.2 0.597 0.630 0.474
0.2 k  0.2 0.600 0.670 0.481 2.0 k  0.2 0.600 0.630 0.476
ASR_HSVColour 0.8 k  0.0 0.600 0.690 0.482 1.8 k  0.0 0.597 0.630 0.471
0.2 k  0.0 0.600 0.690 0.480 1.6 k  0.0 0.597 0.630 0.470
1.0 k  0.0 0.600 0.670 0.479 2.0 k  0.0 0.597 0.630 0.472
ASR.HSV Colour.Texturi i 0.8 k  0.0 0.600 0.690 0.482 1.8 k  0.0 0.597 0.630 0.471
0.2 k  0.0 0.600 0.690 0.480 1.6 k  0.0 0.597 0.630 0.470
1.0 k  0.0 0.600 0.670 0.479 2.0 k  0.0 0.597 0.630 0.472
ASR^ColourStruc. Tex- 0.8 k  0.0 0.643 0.743 0.546 1.8 k  0.0 0.640 0.683 0.536
ture_CannyEd
0.2 k  0.0 0.643 0.743 0.545 1.6 k  0.0 0.640 0.683 0.535
1.0 k  0.0 0.643 0.723 0.543 2.0 k  0.0 0.640 0.683 0.537
ASR-CannyEd 0.8 k  0.2 0.670 0.953 0.708 1.8 k  0.2 0.663 0.913 0.701
0.8 k  0.0 0.667 0.973 0.708 1.6 k  0.2 0.663 0.913 0.700
0.2 k  0.2 0.667 0.953 0.707 2.0 k  0.2 0.667 0.913 0.702
ASR_Texture 0.8 k  0.0 0.667 0.973 0.708 1.8 k  0.0 0.663 0.913 0.697
0.2 k  0.0 0.667 0.973 0.707 1.6 k  0.0 0.663 0.913 0.696
1.0 k  0.0 0.667 0.953 0.705 2.0 k  0.0 0.663 0.913 0.698
ASR^Texture.CannyEd 0.8 k  0.0 0.667 0.973 0.708 1.8 k  0.2 0.663 0.913 0.699
1.0 k  0.2 0.667 0.953 0.707 1.6 k  0.2 0.667 0.933 0.704
0.2 k  0.0 0.667 0.973 0.707 2.0 k  0.2 0.663 0.913 0.700
ASR-ColourStruc 1.4 k  0.2 0.740 0.852 0.735 0.2 k  0.2 0.727 0.867 0.732
1.2 k  0.2 0.740 0.852 0.735 0.0 k  0.2 0.727 0.867 0.730
0.8 k  0.0 0.727 0.898 0.734 0.8 k  0.2 0.727 0.867 0.732
ASIUColourStruc_ 1.2 k  0.6 0.743 0.883 0.740 0.0 k  0.8 0.740 0.760 0.724
EdgeHist
0.8 k  0.6 0.730 0.898 0.738 0.2 k  0.8 0.740 0.760 0.725
0.2 k  0.6 0.730 0.898 0.737 1.0 k  0.8 0.740 0.760 0.725
ASR-EdgeHist 1.2 k  0.0 0.740 0.883 0.737 0.6 k  0.0 0.727 0.898 0.733
1.4 k  0.0 0.738 0.867 0.734 0.2 k  0.0 0.727 0.898 0.733
0.8 k  0.0 0.727 0.898 0.734 0.0 k  0.0 0.727 0.898 0.731
Table 6.40: Results of the Novelty detection model using ASR and low level
features for the “Sport” topic category over Collection-2
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Tables 6.37 and 6.38 allow us to analyse the performance of the low level fea­
tures and their combination with and without ASR on the “Sport” category 
within C ollection,1. We observe that many runs perform below the baseline 
Fscore of 0.768, including HSV colour and various combinations of runs which 
include this feature, including the combination of HSV colour w ith  Canny edge 
and texture and this is consistent over Collection.2 (Tables 6.39). The texture 
run, “Texture” does not improve upon the baseline performance figures. We ob­
serve that the edge feature runs, edge histogram, “EdgeHist” and Canny edge, 
“CannyEd”, perform novelty detection above the baseline run. We see that 
colour structure, “ColourStruc” , aid in the detection of novel shots achieving 
an Fscore of 0.801 an improvement of 4.3% while obtaining a precision value of 
0.730 an increase of 11.1% on the baseline. The combination of colour structure 
and edge histograms run, “ColourStruc_EdgeHist” , achieves the highest non- 
ASR run Fscore of 0.802 with a corresponding precision value of 0.790. This 
corresponds to an improvement of 4.4% and 20.2% respectively on the base­
line. This is a clear improvement on detecting novel shots w ithin the “Sports” 
category when compared to runs using colour structure and edge histogram fea­
tures separately. The combination of ASR and low level features displayed in 
Table 6.38 show that ASR improves the performance of all runs. We can clearly 
see that the combination of ASR with the highest performing combination of 
low level features, “ColourStruc.EdgeHist” , achieves the highest overall novelty 
performance value of 0.839, an improvement of 10.2%, with a corresponding 
precision value of 0.793, an improvement of 17.1% on the baseline precision 
figure.
Once again if we observe the performances of the runs over the “Sports” cat­
egory within Collection-2 (Tables 6.39 and 6.40), we see that the runs which 
utilise Canny edge “CannyEd” and texture “Texture” separately do not improve 
upon the baseline novelty performance figures. Combining these features, “Can- 
nyEd_Texture” , has no effect on the novelty performance. Runs including edge 
histogram, “EdgeHist” , and colour structure, “ColourStruc” , do not improve 
on the baseline, however the run which uses a combination of these two features
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once again achieves the highest non-ASR run Fscore of 0.724, an improvement of 
0.8% on the baseline, while the corresponding precision value 0.670 is an increase 
of 0.4%. From Table 6.40 we observe that the combination of ASR  with each 
of the rims, excluding colour structure, edge histogram and the combination of 
these feature runs, degrades the novelty detection performance. However the 
run which combines ASR w ith colour structure “ASR-ColourStruc” , achieves 
an Fscore of 0.735, an increase of 2.4% on the baseline, while the run combin­
ing ASR with edge histogram features, achieves an Fscore of 0.737, an increase 
of 2.6% on the baseline figure. The highest performing run over the “Sports” 
category within Collection_2, the run which combines ASR w ith colour struc­
ture and edge histogram “ASR_ColourStruc_EdgeHist” achieved an Fscore of 
0.740 an improvement of 3.1%, and a precision value of 0.743 an improvement 
of 11.4% on the baseline precision figure.
We conclude that combination of ASR w ith colour structure and edge histogram  
evidences is a good method of identifying novel shot within the “Sports” cate­
gory as it consistently achieves the highest performance over both  Collection_l 
and Collection_2. This is surprising as this is the only category where ASR  
seems to aid the detection of novel shots.
6.4.6 Sum m ary analysis for low level features
Low level features are the primary content extraction methods from visual con­
tent. As novelty detection within the video domain is a visual task we would 
expect these feature evidences to aid in the detection of novel shots from a list 
of shots for a topic. We have performed an exhaustive comparison of all of the 
low level features available for the detection of novel shots from within a list of 
chronologically ordered shots relevant to a topic, firstly by looking at the per­
formance of the features over all topics in each collection and then by looking 
at how they perform over each of the individual topic categories as seen from 
Tables 6.17 through to Table 6.40 inclusive. From the findings presented above, 
we can conclude that colour structure, edge histograms and the combination of
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both these low level features, perforin well during the detection of novel shots 
within the video domain.
6.5 Video Novelty Model using Manually Annotated 
Features
In this section we investigate the performance of the novelty detection models 
when utilising the manually annotated concepts assigned to each shot over each 
topic category. We also investigate the effect on the detection of novel shots 
when we use a combination of text (ASR) and manually annotated concepts.
Two runs namely “Concepts_Shot_By_Shot” and “ASR_Concepts_Shot_By_Shot” 
were explored to investigate “the shot by shot” approach to novelty detection  
as described in Chapter 4, while utilising manually annotated concepts and 
a combination of ASR and manually annotated concepts respectively. Runs 
“Concepts” and “ASR-Concepts” were used to  explore the performance of nov­
elty models utilising manually annotated concepts and a combination of both  
ASR and concepts when the model uses an accumulative history of all shots 
seen so far to determine the novelty of a shot. Tables 6.41 and 6.42 display 
the optimal novelty performance for each of the manual concept runs over all 
topics in both Collection-1 and Collection_2 respectively.
Prom Table 6.41, it is clear that the combination of ASR and concepts, “ASR-Concepts”, 
performs better than all other runs over Collection-1 achieving an Fscore of 
0.872, an improvement of 1% on the baseline performance figures. We observe 
from Table 6.42, that although this run only achieves the baseline performance 
figures for all topics in Collection_2, it is the highest performing run. We will 
now look at how the manual concepts perform over each of the individual topic 
categories.
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O p tim ise d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e su lts
R u n s T . P re c R eca ll F sco re T. P re c R e c a ll F sc o re
Concepts 0 0.8 0.99 0.869 0 0.8 0.99 0.869
0.1 0.88 0.66 0.736 0.1 0.88 0.66 0.736
0.2 0.89 0.61 0.702 0.2 0.89 0.61 0.702
Concept-Shot-By-Shot 0 0.92 0.29 0.42 0 0.92 0.29 0.42
0.1 0.93 0.25 0.375 0.1 0.93 0.25 0.375
0.2 0.94 0.19 0.298 0.2 0.94 0.19 0.298
ASR_Concepts 0.1 0.81 1 0.881 0.1 0.81 1 0.881
0 0.81 1 0.88 0 0.81 1 0.88
0.2 0.81 0.99 0.877 0.2 0.81 0.99 0.877
ASR_Concepts-
Shot.by-Shot
0 0.91 0.3 0.427 0 0.91 0.3 0.427
0.1 0.92 0.18 0.278 0.1 0.92 0.18 0.278
0.2 0.95 0.1 0.178 0.2 0.95 0.1 0.178
Table 6.41: Results of the Novelty detection model using manually annotated  
concepts for all topics over Collcction_l
6.5.1 “G eneral O bject” Topic C ategory
Tables 6.43 and 6.44 display both the optimal and unbiased F-measure values of 
the novelty run using manually annotated concepts over all topics in the “Gen­
eral Object” topic category from C ollection.l and Collection.2 respectively.
As we can see from Table 6.43, the manual concept run for novelty detection  
within the “General O bject” category over C ollection.l performs below the 
baseline values of Collection-1 with an Fscore of 0.918. However, we can see 
that a combination of ASR and concepts, “ASR-Concepts” , achieves an optimal 
Fscore of 0.946 and a corresponding precision value of 0.915, an improvement 
of 2.2 % and 5.8% respectively on the baseline values. In Table 6.44 we see 
that the manual concepts run is once again performing below the baseline for 
Collection_2. The combination of ASR and concepts however achieved an Fscore 
of 0.904, an increase of 3.2% on the baseline while the corresponding precision 
value of 0.867 shows an increase of 10.2% over the baseline performance. This
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O p tim ise d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e s u lts
R u n s T. P re c R eca ll F sco re T . P re c R e c a ll F sc o re
Concepts 0 0.71 0.99 0.802 0 0.71 0.99 0.802
0.1 0.83 0.62 0.692 0.1 0.83 0.62 0.692
0.2 0.81 0.55 0.639 0.2 0.81 0.55 0.639
Concept.Shot-By.Shol 0 0.87 0.27 0.4 0 0.87 0.27 0.4
0.1 0.9 0.25 0.366 0.1 0.9 0.25 0.366
0.2 0.88 0.17 0.263 0.2 0.88 0.17 0.263
ASPLConcepts 0.1 0.72 0.98 0.808 0.1 0.72 0.98 0.808
0 0.72 0.98 0.807 0 0.72 0.98 0.807
0.2 0.72 0.97 0.803 0.2 0.72 0.97 0.803
ASILConccpts-
Shot_by_Shot
0 0.86 0.28 0.408 0 0.86 0.28 0.408
0.1 0.87 0.16 0.253 0.1 0.87 0.16 0.253
0.2 0.95 0.08 0.15 0.2 0.95 0.08 0.15
Table 6.42: Results of the Novelty detection model using m anually annotated  
concepts for all topics over Collection_2
would suggest that the combination of ASR and concepts performs consistently 
well over the “General O bject” topic categories.
6.5.2 “O ther” Topic C ategory
Tables 6.45 and 6.46 display both the optimal and unbiased F-measure values 
of the novelty run using manually annotated concepts over all topics in the 
“Other” topic category from Collection_l and Collection-2 respectively.
Table 6.45 shows that the run which solely utilises the manual concepts, “Con­
cepts”, achieves an Fscore similar to the baseline performance results, however 
the corresponding precision value of 0.849 is an improvement of 0.6% on the 
precision baseline result. The run which utilises a combination of ASR and 
concepts, “ASR-Concepts”, achieves an Fscore of 0.918 and a corresponding 
precision value of 0.857, an improvement of 0.8% and 1.5% on the baseline 
performance values respectively. We can see from Table 6.46 that the perfor-
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O p tim ise d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e su lts
R u n s T. P re c R eca ll F sco re T . P re c R eca ll F sc o re
ASR-Concepts 1 0.915 0.987 0.946 1.9 0.915 0.987 0.946
0 0.898 1.000 0.944 1.1 0.915 0.987 0.946
0.5 0.898 0.987 0.937 1.7 0.915 0.987 0.946
ASR_Concepts-
Shot-by.Shot
0 0.945 0.490 0.618 0.0 0.945 0.490 0.618
0.1 1.000 0.318 0.466 0.1 1.000 0.318 0.466
0.2 1.000 0.188 0.309 0.2 1.000 0.188 0.309
Concept_Shot-By-Shot 0 0.945 0.490 0.618 0.1 1.000 0.433 0.590
0.1 1.000 0.433 0.590 0.0 0.945 0.490 0.618
0.2 1.000 0.318 0.466 0.2 1.000 0.318 0.466
Concepts 0 0.865 0.987 0.918 0.0 0.865 0.987 0.918
0.1 0.938 0.843 0.871 0.1 0.938 0.843 0.871
0.2 0.935 0.825 0.858 0.2 0.935 0.825 0.858
Table 6.43: Results of the Novelty detection model using manually annotated 
concepts for the “General O bject” topic category over Collection-1
O p tim ise d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e su lts
R u n s T. P re c R eca ll F sco re T . P re c R e c a ll F sco re
ASR-Concepts 1.9 0.867 0.952 0.904 1.0 0.835 0.982 0.897
1.1 0.847 0.982 0.903 0.0 0.818 0.990 0.890
1.7 0.855 0.962 0.900 0.5 0.827 0.990 0.895
ASR-Concepts.
Shot-by-Shot
0 0.925 0.437 0.578 0.0 0.925 0.437 0.578
0.1 0.958 0.290 0.409 0.1 0.958 0.290 0.409
0.2 1.000 0.123 0.216 0.2 1.000 0.123 0.216
Concept.Shot_By_Sho1 0.1 1.000 0.420 0.572 0.0 0.925 0.420 0.562
0 0.925 0.420 0.562 0.1 1.000 0.420 0.572
0.2 0.945 0.283 0.403 0.2 0.945 0.283 0.403
Concepts 0 0.790 0.983 0.872 0.0 0.790 0.983 0.872
0.1 0.942 0.812 0.864 0.1 0.942 0.812 0.864
0.2 0.915 0.735 0.804 0.2 0.915 0.735 0.804
Table 6.44: Results of the Novelty detection model using manually annotated
concepts for the “General O bject” topic category over Collection_2
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O p tim ise d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e su lts
R u n s T. P re c R eca ll F sco re T. P re c R e c a ll F sc o re
ASR-Concepts 0.1 0.857 0.993 0.918 0.1 0.857 0.993 0.918
0 0.851 0.993 0.914 0.0 0.851 0.993 0.914
0.2 0.857 0.970 0.909 0.2 0.857 0.970 0.909
ASR-Concepts.
Shot-by_Shot
0 0.843 0.184 0.294 0.0 0.843 0.184 0.294
0.1 0.823 0.104 0.178 0.1 0.823 0.104 0.178
0.3 1.000 0.054 0.103 0.2 0.929 0.054 0.102
Conccpt_Shot_By_Shol 0 0.843 0.184 0.294 0.0 0.843 0.184 0.294
0.1 0.864 0.161 0.261 0.1 0.864 0.161 0.261
0.2 0.964 0.131 0.221 0.2 0.964 0.131 0.221
Concepts 0 0.849 0.993 0.911 0.0 0.849 0.993 0.911
0.1 0.867 0.581 0.678 0.1 0.867 0.581 0.678
0.2 0.880 0.520 0.637 0.2 0.880 0.520 0.637
Table 6.45: Results of the Novelty detection model using manually annotated  
concepts for the “Other” topic category over Collection-1
O p tim ise d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e su lts
R u n s T P re c R eca ll F sc o re T. P re c R e c a ll F sc o re
ASR_Concepts 0.1 0.757 0.964 0.838 0.1 0.757 0.964 0.838
0 0.753 0.964 0.835 0.0 0.753 0.964 0.835
0.2 0.751 0.943 0.828 0.2 0.751 0.943 0.828
ASR-Concepts_
Shot-by.Shot
0 0.837 0.177 0.282 0.0 0.837 0.177 0.282
0.1 0.810 0.087 0.156 0.1 0.810 0.087 0.156
0.2 0.929 0.051 0.097 0.3 1.000 0.043 0.083
Concept-Shot_By_Sho1 0 0.837 0.177 0.282 0.0 0.837 0.177 0.282
0.1 0.839 0.143 0.238 0.1 0.839 0.143 0.238
0.2 0.871 0.107 0.186 0.2 0.871 0.107 0.186
Concepts 0 0.754 0.990 0.844 0.0 0.754 0.990 0.844
0.1 0.833 0.511 0.613 0.1 0.833 0.511 0.613
0.2 0.847 0.467 0.585 0.2 0.847 0.467 0.585
Table 6.46: Results of the Novelty detection model using manually annotated
concepts for the “Other” topic category over Collection_2
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mance of this run, “ASR-Concepts”, is not consistent over Collection_2, and 
all of the runs perform below the baseline performance values. The highest of 
the two runs utilises manual concepts only, “Concepts” , and achieves an Fscore 
of 0.844. These performance results are not surprising as we have observed 
that the performance of runs which utilise a resource that performs below the 
baseline actually decrease, when combined with ASR over the collection.
6.5.3 “P eop le” Topic Category
Tables 6.47 and 6.48 display both the optimal and unbiased F-measure values 
of the novelty run using manually annotated concepts over all topics in the 
“People” topic category from Collection-1 and Collection_2 respectively.
Optimised Results Unbiased R esults
Runs T. Prec Recall Fscore T. Prec Recall Fscore
ASR-Concepts 0 0.738 1.000 0.831 0.0 0.738 1.000 0.831
0.7 0.742 0.980 0.823 0.2 0.738 0.985 0.823
0.2 0.738 0.985 0.823 0.5 0.738 0.980 0.821
ASR-Concepts_
Shot_by-Shot
0 0.958 0.220 0.354 0.0 0.958 0.220 0.354
0.1 1.000 0.105 0.186 0.1 1.000 0.105 0.186
0.2 1.000 0.057 0.109 0.2 1.000 0.057 0.109
Concept.Shot-By_Sho1 0 0.958 0.220 0.354 0.0 0.958 0.220 0.354
0.1 0.958 0.190 0.310 0.1 0.958 0.190 0.310
0.2 0.917 0.118 0.208 0.2 0.917 0.118 0.208
Concepts 0 0.727 1.000 0.824 0.0 0.727 1.000 0.824
0.1 0.875 0.563 0.681 0.1 0.875 0.563 0.681
0.2 0.878 0.507 0.638 0.2 0.878 0.507 0.638
Table 6.47: Results of the Novelty detection model using manually annotated  
concepts for the “People” topic category Collection-1
Tables 6.47 shows that manual concepts, “Concepts” , perform just above the 
baseline in the “People” category in Collection-1 achieving an Fscore of 0.824
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Optimised Results Unbiased R esults
Runs T. Prec Recall Fscore T. Prec Recall Fscore
ASR-Concepts 0 0.607 1.000 0.730 0.0 0.607 1.000 0.730
0.2 0.603 0.975 0.721 0.7 0.612 0.937 0.712
0.5 0.607 0.960 0.717 0.2 0.603 0.975 0.721
ASR-Concepts.
Shot-by.Shot
0 0.852 0.233 0.356 0.0 0.852 0.233 0.356
0.1 0.888 0.125 0.207 0.1 0.888 0.125 0.207
0.2 1.000 0.062 0.111 0.2 1.000 0.062 0.111
Concept-Shot_By_Sho1 0 0.852 0.233 0.356 0.0 0.852 0.233 0.356
0.1 0.892 0.213 0.330 0.1 0.892 0.213 0.330
0.2 0.860 0.113 0.195 0.2 0.860 0.113 0.195
Concepts 0 0.600 1.000 0.725 0.0 0.600 1.000 0.725
0.1 0.742 0.563 0.627 0.1 0.742 0.563 0.627
0.2 0.692 0.493 0.559 0.2 0.692 0.493 0.559
Table 6.48: Results of the Novelty detection model using manually annotated  
concepts for the “People” topic category over Collection^
an insignificant improvement of 0.1% over the baseline performance figures. 
However the combination of ASR and concepts, “ASR-Concepts” , achieved a 
slightly higher Fscore of 0.831, an improvement of 1% over the the baseline. If 
we look at the same runs over Collection^ in Table 6.48, we see that the individ­
ual manual concept run achieves an Fscore of 0.725. Once again this run shows 
an insignificant improvement over the baseline performance figures in terms of 
precision and no improvement in terms of Fscore for this category. The com­
bination of ASR and concepts achieved an Fscore of 0.730 an improvement of 
0.7% with a corresponding precision value of 0.607. This would suggest that the 
run using a combination of ASR and manually annotated concepts consistently 
performs well over the “People” topic category over both collections.
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6.5.4 “Specific O bject” Topic C ategory
Tables 6.49 and 6.50 display both the optimal and unbiased F-measure values of 
the novelty run using manually annotated concepts for all topics in the “Specific 
Object” topic category from C ollection.! and Collection .2 respectively.
Optimised Results Unbiased R esults
Runs T. Prec Recall Fscore T. Prec Recall Fscore
ASR-Concepts 0 0.800 1.000 0.889 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889
5.8 1.000 0.750 0.857 5.8 1.000 0.750 0.857
2.8 0.750 0.750 0.750 2.8 0.750 0.750 0.750
ASR-Concepts-
Shot_by_Shot
0 1.000 0.500 0.667 0.0 1.000 0.500 0.667
0.1 1.000 0.250 0.400 0.1
1.0
1.000
1.000
0.250
0.250
0.400
0.400
Concept-Shot-By-Shot 0 1.000 0.500 0.667 0.0 1.000 0.500 0.667
0.1 1.000 0.250 0.400 0.1
0.2
1.000
1.000
0.250
0.250
0.400
0.400
Concepts 0.1 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.1 1.000 1.000 1.000
0 0.800 1.000 0.889 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889
0.6 1.000 0.750 0.857 0.6 1.000 0.750 0.857
Table 6.49: Results of the Novelty detection model using manually annotated 
concepts for the “Specific Object” topic category Collection-1
From Table 6.49 we can observe that the run utilising only manual concepts, 
“Concepts” , for detecting novel shots over Collection.] achieves an Fscore of 1 
and a corresponding precision figure of 1, an improvement for 12.5% and 25% 
over the baseline figures respectively. The combination of ASR and manual 
concepts, “ASR-Concepts” , achieves a performance figure similar to  the baseline 
performance figures over Collection_l. The same characteristics can be observed 
for each run over Collection_2, see Table 6.50. This would suggest that the 
novelty detection models using only manually annotated concepts, “Concepts” , 
performs well over the “Specific Object” category.
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O p tim ise d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e su lts
R u n s T P re c R eca ll F sc o re T P re c R eca ll F sc o re
ASR-Concepts 0 0.800 1.000 0.889 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889
5.8 1.000 0.750 0.857 5.8 1.000 0.750 0.857
2.8 0.750 0.750 0.750 2.8 0.750 0.750 0.750
ASR_Concepts- 0 1.000 0.500 0.667 0.0 1.000 0.500 0.667
Shot-by-Shot
0.1 1.000 0.250 0.400 0.1 1.000 0.250 0.400
1.0 1.000 0.250 0.400
Concept-Shot-By_Sho) 0 1.000 0.500 0.667 0.0 1.000 0.500 0.667
0.1 1.000 0.250 0.400 0.1 1.000 0.250 0.400
0.2 1.000 0.250 0.400
Concepts 0.1
0
0.6
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.889
0.857
0.1
0.0
0.6
1.000
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.750
1.000
0.889
0.857
Table 6.50: Results of the Novelty detection model using manually annotated  
concepts for the “Specific Object” topic category over Collection.2
6.5.5 “Sports” Topic C ategory
Tables 6.51 and 6.52 display both the optimal and unbiased F-measure values 
of the novelty run using manually annotated concepts over all topics in the 
“Sports” topic category from Collection_l and Collection.2 respectively.
From Table 6.51 and we observe that the manual concept run, “Concepts” , 
achieves an Fscore of 0.760 which is below the baseline Fscore performance 
figures, however when ASR is combined with manual concepts we note that the 
run, “ASR-Concepts” , achieves an Fscore of 0.785, an improvement of 2.2% 
on the baseline performance figures. The corresponding precision values of 
0.717 is an improvement of 9.1% on the baseline precision value. However this 
performance is not consistent over Collection-2 as seen in Table 6.52, where we 
notice that all runs perform below the baseline performance figures. The higher 
of the two runs, the combination of ASR and manual concepts “ASR_Concepts” , 
over Collection.2 achieved an Fscore of 0.706.
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Optimised Results Unbiased R esults
Runs T. Prec Recall Fscore T. Prec Recall Fscore
ASR_Concepts 6.5 0.717 0.867 0.785 0.0 0.660 1.000 0.771
5 0.697 0.907 0.784 0.4 0.657 0.977 0.766
4.8 0.693 0.907 0.782 0.3 0.660 0.983 0.770
ASR-Concepts_ 0 0.890 0.293 0.425 0.0 0.890 0.293 0.425
Shot.by.Shot
0.1 0.833 0.173 0.278 0.1 0.833 0.173 0.278
1 1.000 0.087 0.155 1.0 1.000 0.087 0.155
Concept- 0 0.933 0.237 0.370 0.0 0.933 0.237 0.370
Shot.By.Shot
0.1 0.850 0.210 0.333 0.1 0.850 0.210 0.333
0.2 0.807 0.180 0.288 0.2 0.807 0.180 0.288
Concepts 0 0.670 0.943 0.760 0.0 0.670 0.943 0.760
0.1 0.797 0.537 0.622 0.1 0.797 0.537 0.622
0.7 0.917 0.467 0.581 0.5 0.853 0.460 0.567
Table 6.51: Results of the Novelty detection model using manually annotated  
concepts for the “Sports” topic category over Collection-1
6.5.6 Sum m ary analysis for m anually annotated  concepts
We have performed a detailed analysis of the performance of the novelty detec­
tion models using manual concepts and highlighted the best performing runs, 
firstly over all topics and then over each of the topic categories, over both col­
lections by looking at Table 6.41 to Table 6.52 inclusive. The manual content 
description of video using standardised concepts in the form of an ontology, 
is the most accurate form of content description to date of broadcast news 
data as seen in Chapter 4 and as a result, one would expect that models us­
ing this resource would perform well in identifying novel shots from a list of 
shots. However ontologies are composed of a certain number of predefined key­
words and this can cause many shots to become indistinguishable from each 
other, in other words making them appear redundant as the findings presented 
above illustrated. There are a number of reasons for inconsistencies between
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O p tim ised  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e su lts
R u n s T . P re c R eca ll F sc o re T P re c R e c a ll F sc o re
A SR -C oncepts 0 0.667 0.973 0.706 6.5 0.663 0.720 0.658
0.4 0.663 0.933 0.701 5.0 0.670 0.807 0.690
0.3 0.663 0.933 0.700 4.8 0.670 0.807 0.688
A SR -C oncepts- 0 0.777 0.253 0.382 0.0 0.777 0.253 0.382
S ho t.b y .S h o t
0.1 0.750 0.127 0.216 0.1 0.750 0.127 0.216
1 1.000 0.073 0.136 1.0 1.000 0.073 0.136
C oncept- 0 0.800 0.227 0.351 0.0 0.800 0.227 0.351
Shot_By_Shot
0.1 0.800 0.200 0.313 0.1 0.800 0.200 0.313
0.2 0.750 0.153 0.252 0.2 0.750 0.153 0.252
C oncepts 0 0.667 0.943 0.689 0.0 0.667 0.943 0.689
0.1 0.727 0.460 0.558 0.1 0.727 0.460 0.558
0.5 0.777 0.380 0.510 0.7 0.740 0.333 0.458
Table 6.52: Results of the Novelty detection model using manually annotated  
concepts for the “Sports” topic category over Collection_2
Collection_l and Collection_2 for each of the topic categories including the fact 
that, due to the subjectiveness of human annotation and visual perception an­
notated data can be inconsistent. If we consider the “Sports” category for 
example, which contains Topic 130 “Find shots of a hockey rink with at least 
one of the nets fully visible from some point of view”. This topic has much 
redundant data, as seen from Table 6.3 and 6.4, with less than 50% of the shots 
considered novel. During the annotation of such data, the annotator must work 
with the predefined concepts in the standardised ontology to describe the shots 
which may contain only a certain number of suitable concepts. This can lead 
to almost all of the shots within the hockey topic receiving the same concept 
content description. During novelty detection which depends solely on these 
description, the majority of these shots are identified as redundant shots. The 
combination of ASR and manually annotated concepts, increases the number 
of words or concepts that are considered during the identification of a shot’s
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novelty value. This reduces the number of redundant shots that can occur due 
to the lack of concepts in the ontology and hence the over usage of specific 
concepts during annotation to describe a shot’s content. We conclude that in 
this case manual concepts that fail to account for everything taking place in the 
image, will not perform well in novelty detection. We also observe when shots 
have sufficient content descriptions that manual concepts in novelty detection  
works well and this can be seen within the “Specific object” category.
6.6 Video Novelty Model using Automatic High Level 
Features
In this section we consider novelty detection models which utilise high level fea­
ture resources associated with a video sequence including: Face, Anchor, Com­
mercial, Studio setting, Graphics, Weather, Sports, Outdoor, Person, Crowd, 
Road, Car, Building and Motion as proposed in Chapter 4. We investigate 
five different feature combinations optimally weighted for each of the specified 
topic categories and observe their performances over all topics and then over 
each of the topic categories separately. We also investigate the performance of 
five novelty detection models which use a combination of text (ASR) and each 
of the five high level feature combinations over all topics and each of the topic 
categories. Each run is compared to the performance of the baseline run. Table 
6.53 and 6.54 displays the performances of the novelty detection models over 
all topics in both Collection-1 and Collection-2 respectively.
All high level feature runs (apart from the “People” and “ASR_People” runs), 
appear to perform similar to the baseline performance figures for all topics over 
both collections as seen in Tables 6.53 and 6.54, which means they do not aid 
in the detection of novel shots from within a list of shots. We observe that the 
“People” and “ASR_People” runs are performing below the baseline novelty 
performance figures over each collection, suggesting that this combination of 
high level features are not suitable for the detection of novel shots.
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Tables 6.55 and 6.56 display both the optimal and unbiased F-raeasure values of 
the novelty run using high level features over all topics in the “General O bject” 
Topic category from C ollection.! and Collection_2 respectively.
It can be seen from Table 6.55 that all runs (apart from the run utilising high 
level features specifically combined for the Sports category, “Sports” and its 
combination with ASR, “ASR-Sports”), achieve performance figures similar to 
the baseline performance figures over the “General Object” category within  
C ollection.!. The “Sports” run achieves an Fscore of 0.934 w ith a correspond­
ing precision value of 0.882, an improvement of 0.9% and 2.0% on the baseline 
performance figures respectively. The combination of ASR w ith this high level 
feature combination has no effect on the novelty performance on the “General 
Object” category within Collection-1. We observe that the run which utilises 
high level features combined specifically for the “General O bject” category, 
“General” , achieves a novelty performance similar to the baseline figures. If we 
now look at these runs over the “General Object” category within Collection- 2 
(Table 6.56), we can see that once again the “General” run is performing similar 
to the baseline performance and decreases in performance during its combina­
tion with ASR. The run which utilises high level features that are combined 
to accurately detect sports, “Sports” once again achieves the highest novelty 
performance with an Fscore of 0.882, an improvement of 0.7% over the baseline 
Fscore figure, while the corresponding precision value outperforms the baseline 
by 1.4%. The combination of the run with ASR once again shows a degrading 
affect in the performance of the novelty detection model that uses only high 
level features, although this run performs above the baseline performance. We 
conclude that the combination of high level features specifically combined for 
the “Sports” category aids in the detection of novel shots from within the “Gen­
eral O bject” category and we can clearly see that the combination of ASR with  
all other high level runs decrease the novelty performances.
6.6.1 “G eneral O bject” Topic C ategory
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6.6.2 O ther” Topic C ategory
Tables 6.57 and 6.58 display both the optimal and unbiased F-measure values of 
the novelty run using high level features over all topics in the “Other” category 
from Collection-1 and Collection_2 respectively.
Looking at Table 6.57 we observe that the highest performing runs for the 
“Other” topic category in Collection_l are “ASR_General” and “ASR_Specific” , 
runs which combine ASR with high level features specifically combined for the 
“General Object ” category and the “Specific” category respectively. Both  
runs achieved an Fscore of 0.915, an increase of 0.4% on the baseline. We can 
clearly see that all other runs (apart from “People” and “ASR-People”), includ­
ing “Other” and “ASR-Other” which combine high level features specifically for 
this category, achieved novelty detection performances similar to the baseline 
figures. The “People” and “ASR-People” runs perform below the baseline. 
Collection_2, Table 6.58, displays a similar trend for all runs over the “Other” 
category. The “People” run once again performs lower than the baseline per­
formance suggesting that this run is not suitable for detecting novel shots for 
topics contained within the “Other” category in general. Once again all of the 
other runs which utilise high level features solely including “Other” perform 
similar to the baseline performance suggesting that these high level feature 
combinations do not perform well at detecting novel shots within the “Other” 
topic category. We also observe, the decrease in novelty performance during 
the combination of ASR with all high level feature combinations.
6.6.3 “P eop le” Topic C ategory
Tables 6.59 and 6.60 display both the optimal and unbiased F-measure values of 
the novelty run using high level features over all topics in the “People” category 
from Collection-1 and Collection_2 respectively.
We observe that the “People” run which utilises high level features combined 
specifically for this category, is the worst performing run over both collections.
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The highest performing run the “Sports” run, achieves an Fscore of 0.828 and 
a corresponding precision value of 0.733 over Collection.].. This is an increase 
of 0.6% and 1.1% over the baseline performances figures respectively. We ob­
serve that the combination of ASR w ith the “Sports” run, “ASR-Sports” , has 
no effect on the novelty performance. Combining ASR with the “General” and 
“Specific” runs, improves each runs novelty performance to achieve an Fscore 
similar to that obtained by the “Sports” run, however both precision and recall 
values are increased. From Table 6.60 we observe that once again the “Sports” 
run achieves the highest Fscore of 0.727 which is an improvement of 0.3% in 
the performance over the baseline while also achieving an improvement of 0.3% 
on the precision baseline figure. All other non-ASR combined runs (apart from 
the “People” run) achieve the baseline performance figures. We observe that 
combining ASR with each of the individual runs degrades the novelty perfor­
mances of each run on the “People” category over Collection_2. A s a result 
we conclude that the novelty model that utilises high level features combined 
specifically for the “Sports” category achieves the highest and most consistent 
novelty performances over the “People” category. We also conclude that those 
high level features combined specifically for the “People” category, do not aid 
in the detection of novel shots for this topic category.
6 .6 .4  “Specific O bject” Topic category
Tables 6.61 and 6.62 display both the optimal and unbiased F-measure values 
of the novelty run using features for all topics in the “Specific O bject” topic 
category from Collection_l and Collection-2 respectively.
From Table 6.61 we observe that once again the “Sports” run achieved the 
highest novelty performance achieving an Fscore of 1 and corresponding pre­
cision value of 1. This is an improvement of 12.5% and 25% on the baseline 
performance figures respectively. We can see that the combination of ASR with  
this high level feature run has no effect in the overall novelty performance. We 
notice that all other runs achieve a novelty performance similar to  the baseline
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performance. Table 6.62 displays a similar trend for each of the runs over Col­
lection-2. Once again the “Sports” run achieves the highest Fscore of 1. As this 
run is consistent over both collections we conclude that it is useful in detecting 
novel shots in the “Specific O bject” category.
6.6.5 “Sports” Topic C ategory
Tables 6.63 and 6.64 display both the optimal and unbiased F-measure values 
of the novelty run using high level features for all topics in the “Sports” topic 
category from C ollection^ and Collection_2 respectively.
From Table 6.63 we observe that each of the non-ASR combination runs, apart 
from the “People” run which performs below the baseline, achieves Fscores 
similar to the baseline novelty performance within Collection_l including the 
“Sports” run which utilised high level features combined specifically for the 
“Sports” category. Combining ASR with each of the runs, improves the per­
formance of each novelty model. The combination of ASR and features com­
bined for each of the ” General Object” category, “ASR_General” and “Specific” 
category, “ASR-Specific” achieve Fscores of 0.773 an increase of 0.7% on the 
baseline figure, while the corresponding precision figure achieves an increase of
0.9% on the baseline results. Combining ASR with the “Other” and “Sports” 
runs also provides an increase in the performance of novelty detection over the 
“Sports” category. From Table 6.64 we see that the highest performing run, 
which utilises high level features combined specifically for the “Other” cate­
gory, “Other” , achieves an Fscore of 0.720 an increase of 0.3% on the baseline 
performance. The runs utilising high level features combined for the “General 
Object” and ’’Sports” categories also achieve Fscores higher than the baseline 
figure of 0.718. Once again we see the combination of these runs with ASR  
degrading the performance of each novelty run. We conclude that three runs 
perform consistently over both collections of the “Sports” category, including 
those runs which utilise the high level features specifically for the “General Ob­
ject” , “Other” and “Sports” topic categories namely, “General”, “Other” and
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“Sports” respectively.
We have carried out an extensive analysis of the performance of novelty de­
tection models when using high level feature evidences from within video, in 
the identification of novel shots from within a chronologically ordered list of 
relevant shots firstly, over all topics and then over each of the individual topic 
categories separately over both collections from Tables 6.53 to 6.64 inclusively. 
The findings highlighted a few interesting observations including the fact that 
runs which utilise high level features specifically combined for the detection  
of shots for each of the specific topic categories do not necessarily aid in the 
detection of novel shots from within a list of shots relevant to  a topic within 
that category. We observe that the detection of novel shots using high level 
features appears to fail when we look at each run over all topics, w ith high level 
features combined specifically for the “People” category performing worse than 
the baseline results detection for all topics. However as seen from the findings 
above the high level features combined for the “Sports” category, “Sports” run 
appears to  consistently aid in the detection of novel shots from three of the five 
topic categories including “General Object” , “People” and “Specific O bject” , 
while having little or no effect on the detection of novel shots for topics of the 
“Other” and “Sports” categories. We note that the “People” run performs 
badly in detecting novel shots over all topic categories.
6.6.6 Sum m ary analysis for high level features
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6.7 Overall Analysis
Experiments were carried out on novelty detection models using thirty six dif­
ferent resource variations for each of the possible threshold values, though only 
a subset of the most important were included here. In this section we will pro­
vide answers for each of the questions posed at the beginning of the Chapter 
by presenting the trends and patterns from these results.
1. Can novel shots be automatically detected from within a list of shots within  
the video domain  ?
As illustrated from our analysis of the novelty detection runs for each 
of the features, it is clear there are a number of runs outperforming the 
baseline run which returns all shots within a list, as novel shots. This 
suggests that the automatic detection of novel shots from within a list 
of shots, within the video domain, is indeed possible. We note however, 
but not surprisingly, that manually disambiguated runs outperform the 
automatic runs.
2. Do models designed to detect novel shots from  a chronologically ordered 
list of shots using text resources alone outperform other resources and 
combinations of resources also available within the video domain or, does 
novelty detection need to utilise the other resources available from  within  
video to accurately complete the task ?
From the analysis of the novelty models using ASR in section 6.3.6, and 
also from the analysis of each of the feature runs when combined with  
ASR, we observe that ASR is not a good feature for detecting novel shots 
from within a list of shots. In section 6.3.6, we observe that ASR is 
inconsistent over all topics and in many cases returns all shots as novel 
or performs worse than the baseline. W hen we combined ASR with other 
resources we observed that in many cases it reduced the performance of 
the original resource run. As a result we suggest that ASR should not 
be solely considered in determining the novelty value of a shot within a
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topic. We conclude that the detection of novel shots requires the use of 
other resources available from within the video.
3. How do novelty detection models developed fo r the identification of novel 
shots from  a chronologically ordered list of relevant shots fo r  a topic within  
the video domain, perform compared to a human assessor’s performance 
of the task  ?
It is desirable to designed a fully automatic novelty detection model which 
is able to closely match the performance of a human performing the task. 
As the findings illustrate, the highest novelty performance of each of the 
models, lie between the baseline and the human run novelty performance 
(apart from the novelty performance of models over the “Specific Object” 
topic category where the models perform similar to human performance). 
If we consider the novelty performances of the low level features over 
Collection_l on the “General Object” topics we see that it achieves an 
Fscore of 0.975 with a corresponding precision value of 0.953. The min­
imum assessor for that topic category achieves an Fscore of 0.976 and 
a corresponding precision measure of 0.958. If we observe this run over 
Collection_2 we note however that the model is not performing as close 
to human performance achieving an Fscore of 0.898 when compared to  
the human performance of 0.940. We observe that the greatest differ­
ence between human performance and automatic novelty performances 
occur within the “Sports” and “People” categories suggesting that these 
categories are particularly difficult during the detection of novel shots.
4. How do the performances of the many modalities available fo r  each video 
sequence compare to each other in the task of detecting novel shots from  
a chronologically ordered list of relevant shots fo r  a topic ? This question  
will be answered in the following sections. First we will outline the best 
performing novelty runs over all topics and then we will look at the best 
performing runs for each of the five different topics categories.
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6.7.1 A ll Topics
High level features appear to offer little or no help in the detection of novel 
shots when considered over all topics together. We note that each of the high 
level feature combinations performs similar to the baseline novelty performance 
suggesting that they return all shots as novel. This is consistent over both  
collections. We also noted that high level features combined for the “People” 
category appear to harm the performance of the novelty models over all topics.
It was observed that the highest performing run of the ASR resources, perform 
inconsistently over both collections. It achieved an Fscore similar to  the baseline 
over Collection_l while it performed lower than the baseline in Collection_2.
The highest performing novelty run using manual concepts over all topics and 
over both collections was the combination of ASR with concepts “ASR_Concepts” , 
which achieved an Fscore of 0.872 over Collection-1 and performed similar to 
the baseline performance figures over Collection-2.
Low level features appear to perform well during the detection of novel shots 
from a list of shots. It was observed that of all the low level feature runs, two 
of the highest performing novelty runs included colour structure, “ColourStruc” , 
and the combination of colour structure and edge histograms “ColourStruc.EdgeHist”. 
“ColourStruc” achieved an Fscore of 0.893 with a corresponding precision value 
of 0.86, an improvement of 2.4% and 8.7% on the baseline figures respec­
tively over Collection_l while it achieved an Fscore of 0.822 and improve­
ment of 1.7% on the baseline figures and precision of 0.74 over Collection_2. 
“ColourStruc_EdgeHist” also achieved an Fscore of 0.893 over Collection_l, 
however the precision is slightly less at 0.84 (an improvement of 6.3%) while 
it achieved an Fscore of 0.822, an improvement of 1.7% on the baseline figures 
and precision of 0.74 over Collection-2 (same result as ColourStruc).
Of all the features available for the detection of novel shots within a list of shots 
within video, it would appear from the analysis over all topics that low level
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features, namely colour structure and a combination of colour structure and 
edge histograms, outperform all other feature runs.
6.7.2 “G eneral O bject” Category
The “Sports” run is the best consistently performing novelty run over both col­
lections when using high level features, achieving an Fscore of 0.934 an improve­
ment of 0.9% w ith a corresponding precision figure of 0.882, an improvement 
of 2.0% over C ollection.l. It achieves an Fscore of 0.882, an improvement of 
0.7% and a corresponding precision value of 0.798, an improvement of 1.4% on 
the baseline figures over Collection.2.
The consistently highest performing run using the low level features over the  
“General Object” category was the combination of colour structure and edge 
histograms “ColourStruc-EdgeHist” achieving an Fscore of 0.975, an increase of 
5.2% on the baseline Fscore, while a corresponding precision value of 0.953 pro­
vides an improvement of 10.1% over the baseline precision figures over Collec- 
tion_l. W ithin Collection_2, we see the “ColourStruc. EdgeHist” run achieving 
an Fscore of 0.898, an increase of 2.5% over the baseline Fscore, while a cor­
responding precision value of 0.835, provides an increase of 6% on the baseline 
precision figures.
We made the observation that ASR resources perform below the baseline for 
both Collection-1 and Collection_2 suggesting it is not a good resources for aid­
ing in the identification of novels shots w ithin the “General O bject” category. 
The highest performing ASR run achieved an Fscore of 0.913 with a corre­
sponding precision value of 0.898 over Collection_l, while within Collection_2 
this run achieved an Fscore of 0.871 with a corresponding precision of 0.785.
The highest performing run for manual concepts resource over the “General 
Object” category was “ASR.Concepts”, performing consistently well over both  
collections. W ithin C ollection^, this run achieved an Fscore of 0.946 an im­
provement of 2.2%, with a corresponding precision of 0.915, an improvement
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of 5.8%. This run achieved an Fscore of 0.904, an improvement of 3.2% and a 
precision value of 0.867, an improvement of 10.2 % on the baseline performance 
figures over Collection.2.
We conclude that two feature resources perform well over the “General O bject” 
category in general, including low level features in the form of colour structure 
and edge histograms and a combination of manually annotated concepts and 
ASR transcripts.
6.7.3 “O ther” C ategory
We made the observation that a combination of ASR with each of the high 
level features combined specifically for the “General Object” and the “Specific 
Object” categories performed well with both runs achieving an Fscore of 0.915 
(an improvement of 0.4% ) and precision of 0.853 (an improvement of 1%) 
performed well for high level feature resources during novelty detection over the 
“Other” category within Collection_l. W ithin Collection_2 we have seen that 
all high level feature combination runs apart from the “People” run, performed 
similar to returning all shots as novel for the “Other” category.
The highest run of the ASR resources over C ollection^ achieved an Fscore 
of 0.915, an improvement of 0.4% with a corresponding precision of 0.854, an 
improvement of 2% on the baseline performance figures, while the same run 
over Collection_2 achieved an Fscore of 0.836 with a corresponding precision of 
0.753. This run is performing below the baseline.
We have seen that within C ollection^ the highest performing manual concept 
run over the “Other” category was the combination of manual concepts and 
ASR resources. This run achieved an Fscore of 0.918 and a precision of 0.857, a 
0.8% and 1.5% improvement on the baseline respectively, while manual concepts 
on their own achieve an Fscore similar to the baseline, although the precision 
value is increased from the baseline of 0.844 to 0.849. We have also seen within  
Collection_2 that manual concepts on their own, achieve the highest novelty
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measure however these performance figures are below the baseline performance 
figures for Collection-2.
Over the low level features we observe that the combination of colour structure 
and edge histograms features perform consistently well over both collections. 
W ithin Collection-1, the combination of colour structure and edge histograms 
improved upon the baseline Fscore by 1.5% while precision improved upon the 
baseline by 2.4%. W ithin Collection.2 the run achieves an improvement of 1.3% 
and 2.7% upon the Fscore and precision values respectively.
We conclude that over all feature resources available, the low level colour struc­
ture and edge histograms combination should be used in the detection of novel 
shots from topics in the “Other” category. We suggest using a combination 
of colour and edge low level feature evidences, as collections can differ greatly 
and it is more accurate than assuming either edge or colour would be most 
appropriate over a certain collection.
6.7.4 “P eop le” Category
W ithin the high level feature resources, we observe that the high level feature 
combination designed specifically for the “Sports" category consistently per­
form well over both collections, achieving an Fscore of 0.828 and precision of 
0.732 an increase of 0.6% and 1.1% on the baseline for Collection_l, while over 
Collection-2 the run achieves an Fscore of 0.727 and a precision of 0.600, an 
improvement of 0.3% on both baseline figures respectively.
ASR resources once again performs inconsistently over both collections. We 
observe that the highest performing run achieves an Fscore of 0.828 an increase 
of 0.6% on the baseline over Collection-1, while the run performs below the 
baseline by 0.3% in Collection-2.
If we look at how the manual concepts aid in  the detection of novelty within  
the “People” category, we observe that the highest performing run over both
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collections is the run which uses a combination of ASR and concepts. The run 
achieves an Fscore of 0.831 and a precision value of 0.738, an improvement of 1% 
and 1.8% on the baseline performance over Collection_l, while over Collection.2 
the run achieved an Fscore of 0.730 and a precision value of 0.607, an increase 
of 0.7% and 1.5% on the baseline figures.
We observe that low level features once again perform well over both collections 
within the “People” category. The run which combines colour structure and 
edge histograms consistently outperforms all other low level runs over both  
C ollection.l and Collection.2 achieving an Fscore of 0.873 and a precision value 
of 0.800 an increase of 6% and 10.3% on the baseline performance figures over 
C ollection.l while it achieved an Fscore of 0.776 and 0.695 an improvement of 
7.0% and 16.22% over the baseline performance over Collection_2.
We conclude that the best use of resources for the detection of novel shots within  
the “People ” category is the combination of two low level feature evidences, 
colour structure and edge histograms.
6.7.5 “Specific O bject” C ategory
This topic category contains only one topic and as a result, it is not a good  
indicator of all topics that may occur in the “Specific Object” category, however 
we will note the results we found over this topic.
We observe that the combination of high level feature resources specifically for 
the “Sport” category outperforms all other high level feature runs over both  
collections for the “Specific Object” category achieving an Fscore of 1 and a 
precision value of 1 on both collection, an increase of 12.5% and 25% respectively 
on the baseline performances over both collections.
The highest performing ASR resources runs, perform similar to the baseline 
performance which returns all shots as novel for both collections by achieving 
an Fscore of 0.889 and precision value of 0.8.
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We observe that manually annotated concepts perform consistently well over 
both collections within the “Specific O bject” category achieving an Fscore of 1 
and a precision value of 1.
We observe that both edge histogram and texture low level features perform  
consistently well over both collections achieving an Fscore of 1 and precision 
value of I. These high performance figures were also achieved by runs using 
a combination of low level features including HSV colour, Canny edge and a 
combination of HSV colour and texture.
As illustrated from the findings presented above, there are a number of features 
that appear to perform well during the detection of novel shots from within the 
“Specific Object” category, however as there is only one topic, we cannot make 
a general assumption that one resources will outperform all other resources in 
general.
6.7.6 “Sports” C ategory
It was noted that high level features combined specifically for the three differ­
ent topic categories, including “General object” , “Other” and “Sports” perform  
consistently over both collections, achieving a similar or slightly higher perfor­
mance than the baseline figures. Over Collection_l all three runs achieve a 
novelty performance equivalent to the baseline performance of 0.768, however 
over Collection.2 the high level features combined specifically for the “Other” 
category achieves the highest Fscore of 0.720 of all runs, an improvement of
0.3%. The combination of high level features for “Sports” and “General” cate­
gories achieve an Fscore of 0.719 over the “Sports” category within Collection.2.
If we look at the performance of ASR over the “Sports” category we observe 
that although ASR improves upon the baseline performance within Collection_l, 
achieving an Fscore of 0.773 (an improvement of 0.7%), the performance of ASR  
resources over Collection.2 is below the baseline performance. This is consistent 
with all other topic categories.
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Manual concepts do not perform consistently over Collection.1 and Collection.2. 
In C ollection.l the highest performing run, the combination of ASR and con­
cepts achieves an Fscore of 0.785, an improvement of 2.2%. W hile this run, 
the highest performing run within Collection.2, performs below the baseline 
performance achieving an Fscore of 0.706.
If we look at the performance of low level features over the “Sports” category, 
we observe that the run which uses a combination of ASR, colour structure 
and edge histograms outperforms all other runs over both C ollection .l and 
Collection.2 achieving an Fscore of 0.839 over C ollection.l and improvement 
of 10.2% on the baseline performance, while it achieves an Fscore of 0.740 on 
Collection.2, an improvement of 3.1% on the baseline figures.
We conclude that low level features are the best resources to use during the  
detection of novel shots within the “Sports” category and in particular the  
combination of colour structure and edge histograms feature evidences.
Table 6.65 gives a summary overview of performances of each of the video re­
sources over each of the topic categories for the detection of novel shots. Each of 
the runs which performs significantly better than all other runs are highlighted  
in bold. We can clearly see that low-level features, using the combination of 
colour structure and edge histograms performs well across all topic categories. 
The combination of ASR with each of the low-level and high-level feature re­
sources, are not presented in this table as it has been clearly seen through the  
results presented above that they do not produce any measurable benefits to  
novelty detection within the video domain.
6.7 .7  M edian Difference A nalysis
In this section we look at the performance of the best performing runs over 
each of the feature resources, and how they perform on each of the individual 
topics within the specific topic category against the median performance for
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If we consider Figure 6.1 we observe the median difference graphs for each of 
the best performing runs for each of the video resource features, including high 
level features low level features, ASR and manual concepts over the “General 
O bject” category described earlier. Each run performs higher than the median 
for all topics. We observe that both manual concepts and low level features 
perform well over each of the topics in this category.
'The interested reader is directed to the Appendix for median difference graphs for each 
of novelty detection feature runs.
O p tim ise d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e su lts
R u n s T. P re c R eca ll F sco re T. P r e c R eca ll F sc o re
A SR -G eneral 0.2 & -14.5 0.81 0.98 0.872 0.0 b  -10.0 0.79 1 0.872
0.2 b  -10.0 0.81 0.98 0.872 0.2 & -10.0 0.81 0.98 0.872
0.6 & -10.0 0.81 0.98 0.87 0.6 & -10.0 0.81 0.98 0.87
A S R -O ther 0.0 & -0.5 0.79 1 0.872 0.0 b  -0.5 0.79 1 0.872
1.0 & -0.5 0.81 0.96 0.863 1.0 b  -0.5 0.81 0.96 0.863
2.0 & -0.5 0.81 0.93 0.849 2.0 b  -0.5 0.81 0.93 0.849
A SR -People 0.0 b  -10.5 0.78 0.92 0.821 0.0 & -19.5 0.93 0.16 0.26
1.0 b  -10.5 0.8 0.88 0.813 1.0 b  -18.0 0.93 0.16 0.26
2.0 & -10.5 0.8 0.85 0.797 1.0 & -18.5 0.93 0.16 0.26
ASR_Specific 0.2 b  -6.0 0.81 0.98 0.872 0.0 b  -4.0 0.79 1 0.872
0.2 b  -4.5 0.81 0.98 0.872 0.2 b  -4.0 0.81 0.98 0.872
0.6 & -5.5 0.81 0.98 0.87 0.6 b  -4.0 0.81 0.98 0.87
A SR -Sports 0.0 & -17.5 0.79 1 0.872 0.0 b  -17.5 0.79 1 0.872
0.0 b  -16.5 0.79 0.98 0.869 0.0 b  -16.5 0.79 0.98 0.869
0.0 b  -16.0 0.79 0.98 0.867 0.0 & -17.0 0.79 0.99 0.872
G eneral -14.5 0.79 1 0.872 -14.5 0.79 1 0.872
-7.5 0.78 0.93 0.829 -7.5 0.78 0.93 0.829
-5.5 0.76 0.9 0.8 -5.5 0.76 0.9 0.8
O ther -31 0.79 1 0.872 -31 0.79 1 0.872
-26.5 0.79 0.94 0.839 -26.5 0.79 0.94 0.839
-20.5 0.77 0.9 0.803 -21.5 0.78 0.93 0.829
People -20.5 0.8 0.95 0.852 -20.5 0.8 0.95 0.852
-18 0.8 0.94 0.846 -18 0.8 0.94 0.846
-16.5 0.78 0.92 0.821 -18.5 0.8 0.94 0.845
Specific -6.5 0.79 1 0.872 -6.5 0.79 1 0.872
-4.5 0.78 0.93 0.813 -4.5 0.78 0.93 0.813
-3.5 0.79 0.87 0.787 -3.5 0.79 0.87 0.787
Sports -30.5 0.79 1 0.872 -30.5 0.79 1 0.872
-17.5 0.79 0.98 0.869 -17.5 0.79 0.98 0.869
-16 0.79 0.98 0.867 -18 0.79 1 0.872
Table 6.53: Results of the Novelty detection model using high level for all topics
over Collection_l
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O p tim is e d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e su lts
R u n s T. P re c R eca ll F sco re T. P re c R e c a ll F sco re
ASR-General 0.0 & -10.0 0.71 0.98 0.8 0.2 k  -14.5 0.72 0.96 0.796
0.2 k  -10.0 0.72 0.96 0.796 0.2 k  -10.0 0.72 0.96 0.796
0.6 k  -10.0 0.72 0.95 0.793 0.6 k  -10.0 0.72 0.95 0.793
ASR_Other 0.0 k  -0.5 0.71 0.98 0.8 0.0 & -0.5 0.71 0.98 0.8
1.0 & -0.5 0.72 0.94 0.789 1.0 k  -0.5 0.72 0.94 0.789
2.0 fc -0.5 0.72 0.91 0.779 2.0 k  -0.5 0.72 0.91 0.779
ASR-People 0.0 & -19.5 0.72 0.9 0.771 0.0 k  -10.5 0.7 0.88 0.739
1.0 k  -18.5 0.72 0.89 0.767 1.0 k  -10.5 0.71 0.86 0.735
1.0 k  -18.0 0.72 0.88 0.76 2.0 & -10.5 0.72 0.83 0.723
ASR_Specific 0.0 & -4.0 0.71 0.98 0.8 0.2 & -6.0 0.72 0.96 0.796
0.2 k  -4.0 0.72 0.96 0.796 0.2 k  -4.5 0.72 0.96 0.796
0.6 & -4.0 0.72 0.95 0.793 0.6 k  -5.5 0.72 0.95 0.793
ASR_Sports 0.0 k  -17.5 0.71 0.98 0.8 0.0 k  -30.0 0.71 0.98 0.8
0.0 k  -16.5 0.71 0.97 0.798 0.0 k  -16.5 0.71 0.97 0.798
0.0 & -17.0 0.71 0.97 0.797 0.0 k  -16.0 0.71 0.96 0.796
General -14.5 0.71 1 0.808 -14.5 0.71 1 0.808
-7.5 0.71 0.93 0.761 -7.5 0.71 0.93 0.761
-5.5 0.7 0.9 0.739 -5.5 0.7 0.9 0.739
Other -31 0.71 1 0.808 -31 0.71 1 0.808
-26.5 0.71 0.94 0.771 -26.5 0.71 0.94 0.771
-21.5 0.71 0.93 0.761 -20.5 0.7 0.9 0.741
People -20.5 0.71 0.95 0.785 -20.5 0.71 0.95 0.785
-18 0.71 0.93 0.777 -18 0.71 0.93 0.777
-18.5 0.71 0.93 0.776 -16.5 0.71 0.91 0.752
Specific -6.5 0.71 1 0.808 -6.5 0.71 1 0.808
-4.5 0.7 0.93 0.764 -4.5 0.7 0.93 0.764
-3.5 0.7 0.88 0.743 -3.5 0.7 0.88 0.743
Sports -30.5 0.71 1 0.808 -30.5 0.71 1 0.808
-18 0.71 1 0.807 -16 0.71 0.98 0.803
-17.5 0.71 0.98 0.806 -17.5 0.71 0.98 0.806
Table 6.54: Results of the Novelty detection model using high level features for
all topics  over Collection-2
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O p tim is e d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e su lts
R u n s T . P re c R eca ll F sco re T. P re c R eca ll F sc o re
A SR -G eneral 0.0 & -1.0 0.865 1.000 0.926 0.0 & -1.0 0.865 1.000 0.926
0.2 & -1.0 0.898 0.945 0.913 1.4 & -1.0 0.897 0.930 0.905
1.4 & -1.0 0.897 0.930 0.905 0.2 & -1.0 0.898 0.945 0.913
A SR _O ther 0.0 & -0.5 0.865 1.000 0.926 0.0 & -0.5 0.865 1.000 0.926
1.0 & -0.5 0.898 0.945 0.913 1.0 & -0.5 0.898 0.945 0.913
2.0 & -0.5 0.897 0.888 0.874 2.0 & -0.5 0.897 0.888 0.874
A SR-People 0.0 & -10.5 0.865 1.000 0.926 1.0 & -19.5 1.000 0.282 0.430
1.0 & -10.5 0.898 0.945 0.913 0.0 & -19.5 1.000 0.282 0.430
0.0 & -10.0 0.875 0.953 0.907 1.0 & -10.0 0.908 0.912 0.902
ASR-Specific 0.0 & 0.0 0.865 1.000 0.926 0.0 fc 0.0 0.865 1.000 0.926
0.2 & 0.0 0.898 0.945 0.913 1.4 & 0.0 0.897 0.930 0.905
1.4 & 0.0 0.897 0.930 0.905 0.2 & 0.0 0.898 0.945 0.913
A SR -Sports 0.0 & 6.5 0.882 1.000 0.934 0.0 & 6.5 0.882 1.000 0.934
0.0 & 0.0 0.865 1.000 0.926 0.0 & 0.0 0.865 1.000 0.926
1.0 & 6.5 0.915 0.945 0.922 1.0 & 6.5 0.915 0.945 0.922
G eneral -14.5 0.865 1.000 0.926 -14.5
-7.5
-5.5
0.865
0.865
0.865
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.926
0.926
0.926
O ther -31 0.865 1.000 0.926 -31.0 0.865 1.000 0.926
-4.5 0.875 0.940 0.899 -4.5 0.875 0.940 0.899
2.5 1.000 0.240 0.386 2.5 1.000 0.240 0.386
People -20.5 0.865 1.000 0.926 -20.5 0.865 1.000 0.926
-10 0.875 0.953 0.907 -10.0 0.875 0.953 0.907
-10.5 0.875 0.940 0.899 -10.5 0.875 0.940 0.899
Specific -6.5 0.865 1.000 0.926 -6.5 0.865 1.000 0.926
1.5 0.958 0.515 0.664 1.5 0.958 0.515 0.664
2 0.945 0.313 0.467 2.0 0.945 0.313 0.467
Sports 6.5 0.882 1.000 0.934 6.5 0.882 1.000 0.934
-30.5 0.865 1.000 0.926 -30.5 0.865 1.000 0.926
7.5 0.920 0.898 0.893 7.0 0.882 1.000 0.934
Table 6.55: Results of the Novelty detection model using high level features for
the “General O bject” topic category over Collection-1
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O p tim is e d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e su lts
R u n s T. P re c R eca ll F sco re T P re c R eca ll F sc o re
A SR -G eneral 0 0 & -1.0 0.785 0.990 0.871 0.0 k  -1.0 0.785 0.990 0.871
1.4 k  -1.0 0.822 0.932 0.863 0.2 k  -1.0 0.815 0.932 0.858
0.2 & -1.0 0.815 0.932 0.858 1.4 k  -1.0 0.822 0.932 0.863
A SR -O ther 0.0 k  -0.5 0.785 0.990 0.871 0.0 k  -0.5 0.785 0.990 0.871
1.0 k  -0.5 0.815 0.932 0.858 1.0 k  -0.5 0.815 0.932 0.858
2.0 k  -0.5 0.822 0.890 0.831 2.0 k  -0.5 0.822 0.890 0.831
ASH_Pcople 1.0 k  -19.5 0.822 0.932 0.863 9.0 k  -2.0 0.833 0.177 0.290
0.0 k  -19.5 0.815 0.932 0.858 1.0 k  -10.5 0.815 0.932 0.858
1.0 k  -10.0 0.818 0.903 0.848 1.0 k  -10.5 0.815 0.932 0.858
ASR-Specific 0.0 k  0.0 0.785 0.990 0.871 0.0 k  0.0 0.785 0.990 0.871
1.4 k  0.0 0.822 0.932 0.863 0.2 k  0.0 0.815 0.932 0.858
0.2 k  0.0 0.815 0.932 0.858 1.4 k  0.0 0.822 0.932 0.863
ASR_Sports 0.0 k  6.5 0.797 0.990 0.878 0.0 k  6.5 0.797 0.990 0.878
0.0 k  0.0 0.785 0.990 0.871 0.0 k  0.0 0.785 0.990 0.871
1.0 k  6.5 0.827 0.932 0.864 1.0 k  6.5 0.827 0.932 0.864
G eneral -14.5 0.787 1.000 0.876 -14.5
-7.5
-5.5
0.787
0.787
0.787
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.876
0.876
0.876
O ther -31 0.787 1.000 0.876 -31.0 0.787 1.000 0.876
-4.5 0.805 0.937 0.862 -4.5 0.805 0.937 0.862
2.5 0.833 0.148 0.252 2.5 0.833 0.148 0.252
People -20.5 0.787 1.000 0.876 -20.5 0.787 1.000 0.876
-10 0.803 0.953 0.869 -10.0 0.803 0.953 0.869
-10.5 0.808 0.900 0.848 -10.5 0.808 0.900 0.848
Specific -6.5 0.787 1.000 0.876 -6.5 0.787 1.000 0.876
1.5 0.935 0.370 0.512 1.5 0.935 0.370 0.512
2 0.890 0.222 0.342 2.0 0.890 0.222 0.342
Sports 6.5 0.798 1.000 0.882 6.5 0.798 1.000 0.882
-30.5 0.787 1.000 0.876 -30.5 0.787 1.000 0.876
7 0.788 0.947 0.854 7.5 0.750 0.732 0.719
Table 6.56: Results of the Novelty detection model using high level features for
the “General O bject” topic category over Collection-2
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O p tim ise d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e su lts
R u n s T. P re c R eca ll F sc o re T . P re c R eca ll F sc o re
A SR -G eneral 0.2 k  -10.0 0.853 0.993 0.915 0.2 k  -10.0 0.853 0.993 0.915
0.0 k  -10.0 0.844 1.000 0.911 0.8 k  -10.0 0.853 0.993 0.915
1.2 k  -10.0 0.860 0.969 0.909 0.0 k  -10.0 0.844 1.000 0.911
A SR -O ther 0.0 k  -0.5 0.844 1.000 0.911 0.0 k  -0.5 0.844 1.000 0.911
1.0 k  -0.5 0.853 0.971 0.906 1.0 k  -0.5 0.853 0.971 0.906
2.0 k  -0.5 0.859 0.950 0.901 2.0 k  -0.5 0.859 0.950 0.901
A SR-People 0.0 k  -10.5 0.813 0.864 0.791 0.0 k  -19.5 0.857 0.080 0.142
1.0 k  -10.5 0.823 0.840 0.787 1.0 k  -19.5 0.857 0.080 0.142
2.0 k  -10.5 0.829 0.819 0.782 1.0 k  -18.5 0.857 0.080 0.142
ASFLSpecific 0.2 k  -4.5 0.853 0.993 0.915 0.0 k  6.5 1.000 0.067 0.124
0.0 k  -4.0 0.844 1.000 0.911 0.0 k  6.5 1.000 0.067 0.124
1.2 k  -6.0 0.860 0.969 0.909 0.0 k  -4.0 0.844 1.000 0.911
A SR -Sports 0.0 k  -18.0 0.844 1.000 0.911 0.0 k  -18.5 0.844 1.000 0.911
0.0 k  -17.5 0.843 0.996 0.910 0.0 k  -18.0 0.844 1.000 0.911
0.0 k  -16.5 0.843 0.993 0.908 0.0 k  -17.5 0.843 0.996 0.910
G eneral -14.5 0.844 1.000 0.911 -14.5 0.844 1.000 0.911
-7.5 0.831 0.871 0.803 -7.5 0.831 0.871 0.803
-5.5 0.789 0.861 0.784 -5.5 0.789 0.861 0.784
O ther -31 0.844 1.000 0.911 -31.0 0.844 1.000 0.911
-26.5 0.836 0.894 0.833 -26.5 0.836 0.894 0.833
-21.5 0.831 0.871 0.803 -21.5 0.831 0.871 0.803
People -20.5 0.853 0.923 0.866 -20.5 0.853 0.923 0.866
-18 0.851 0.920 0.862 -18.0 0.851 0.920 0.862
-18.5 0.851 0.916 0.859 -18.5 0.851 0.916 0.859
Specific -6.5 0.844 1.000 0.911 -6.5 0.844 1.000 0.911
-4.5 0.806 0.876 0.805 -4.5 0.806 0.876 0.805
-3.5 0.810 0.773 0.732 -3.5 0.810 0.773 0.732
Sports -30.5 0.844 1.000 0.911 -30.5 0.844 1.000 0.911
-18.5 0.843 0.996 0.910 -18.0 0.844 1.000 0.911
-17.5 0.843 0.993 0.908 -18.5 0.843 0.996 0.910
Table 6.57: Results of the Novelty detection model using high level features for
the “Other” topic category over Collection-1
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O p tim ise d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e su lts
R u n s T. P re c R eca ll F sco re T. P re c R eca ll F sc o re
A SR -G eneral 0.2 k  -10.0 0.753 0.966 0.836 0.2 k  -10.0 0.753 0.966 0.836
0.8 k  -10.0 0.753 0.963 0.835 0.0 k  -10.0 0.744 0.973 0.834
0.0 k  -10.0 0.744 0.973 0.834 1.2 k  -10.0 0.761 0.943 0.833
A S R -O ther 0.0 & -0.5 0.744 0.973 0.834 0.0 k  -0.5 0.744 0.973 0.834
1.0 k  -0.5 0.750 0.953 0.831 1.0 & -0.5 0.750 0.953 0.831
2.0 k  -0.5 0.759 0.923 0.824 2.0 k  -0.5 0.759 0.923 0.824
ASR_People 0.0 k  -19.5 0.753 0.883 0.779 6.0 k  -10.0 0.753 0.589 0.587
1.0 k  -19.5 0.761 0.860 0.776 1.0 k  -10.5 0.750 0.813 0.698
1.0 k  -18.5 0.750 0.870 0.773 2.0 k  -10.5 0.759 0.784 0.692
ASPLSpecific 0.2 k  -4.0 0.753 0.966 0.836 0.2 k  -4.5 0.753 0.966 0.836
0.8 k  -4.0 0.753 0.963 0.835 0.0 k  -4.0 0.744 0.973 0.834
0.0 k  -4.0 0.744 0.973 0.834 1.2 k  -6.0 0.761 0.943 0.833
ASR_Sports 0.0 k  -18.5 0.744 0.973 0.834 0.0 k  -18.0 0.744 0.971 0.833
0.0 k  -18.0 0.744 0.971 0.833 0.0 k  -17.5 0.744 0.970 0.832
0.0 k  -17.5 0.744 0.970 0.832 0.0 k  -16.5 0.746 0.966 0.831
General -14.5 0.751 1.000 0.847 -14.5 0.751 1.000 0.847
-7.5 0.751 0.864 0.722 -7.5 0.751 0.864 0.722
-5.5 0.751 0.859 0.713 -5.5 0.751 0.859 0.713
O ther -31 0.751 1.000 0.847 -31.0 0.751 1.000 0.847
-26.5 0.751 0.886 0.755 -26.5 0.751 0.886 0.755
-21.5 0.751 0.864 0.722 -21.5 0.751 0.864 0.722
People -20.5 0.751 0.916 0.789 -20.5 0.751 0.916 0.789
-18 0.751 0.913 0.787 -18.0 0.751 0.913 0.787
-18.5 0.751 0.910 0.784 -18.5 0.751 0.910 0.784
Specific -6.5 0.751 1.000 0.847 -6.5 0.751 1.000 0.847
-4.5 0.756 0.907 0.799 -4.5 0.756 0.907 0.799
-3.5 0.756 0.837 0.754 -3.5 0.756 0.837 0.754
Sports -30.5 0.751 1.000 0.847 -30.5 0.751 1.000 0.847
-18 0.751 0.999 0.846 -18.5 0.751 0.997 0.845
-18.5 0.751 0.997 0.845 -17.5 0.753 0.993 0.844
Table 6.58: Results of the Novelty detection model using high level features for
the “Other” topic category over Collection-2
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O p tim ise d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e su lts
R u n s T. P re c R eca ll F sco re T . P re c R eca ll F sc o re
ASR-General 0.2 k  -10.0 0.738 0.995 0.828 0.0 k  -10.0 0.725 1.000 0.823
0.0 k  -10.0 0.725 1.000 0.823 0.2 k  -10.0 0.738 0.995 0.828
0.6 k  -10.0 0.737 0.980 0.821 0.6 k  -10.0 0.737 0.980 0.821
ASFLOther 0.0 k  -0.5 0.725 1.000 0.823 0.0 k  -0.5 0.725 1.000 0.823
1.0 &; -0.5 0.733 0.955 0.807 1.0 k  -0.5 0.733 0.955 0.807
2.0 & -0.5 0.738 0.923 0.796 2.0 k  -0.5 0.738 0.923 0.796
ASR-People 0.0 k  -10.5 0.727 0.847 0.768 0.0 k  -19.5 0.917 0.083 0.150
1.0 k  -10.5 0.737 0.807 0.755 1.0 k  -18.5 0.917 0.083 0.150
2.0 k  -10.5 0.742 0.775 0.738 1.0 k  -19.5 0.917 0.083 0.150
ASR_Specific 0.2 k  -3.0 0.738 0.995 0.828 0.0 k  -3.0 0.725 1.000 0.823
0.0 k  -3.0 0.725 1.000 0.823 0.2 k  -3.0 0.738 0.995 0.828
0.6 k  -3.0 0.737 0.980 0.821 0.6 k  -3.0 0.737 0.980 0.821
ASR_Sports 0.0 k  -17.0 0.733 0.985 0.828 0.0 k  -17.5 0.727 1.000 0.824
0.0 k  -17.5 0.727 1.000 0.824 0.0 k  -18.0 0.725 1.000 0.823
0.0 k  -18.0 0.725 1.000 0.823 0.0 k  -16.5 0.735 0.937 0.815
General -14.5 0.725 1.000 0.823 -14.5 0.725 1.000 0.823
-7.5 0.712 0.888 0.784 -7.5 0.712 0.888 0.784
-5.5 0.657 0.780 0.695 -5.5 0.657 0.780 0.695
Other -31 0.725 1.000 0.823 -31.0 0.725 1.000 0.823
-26.5 0.715 0.897 0.789 -26.5 0.715 0.897 0.789
-21.5 0.712 0.888 0.784 -21.5 0.712 0.888 0.784
People -20.5 0.732 0.905 0.802 -20.5 0.732 0.905 0.802
-18.5 0.733 0.863 0.781 -10.0 0.775 0.708 0.736
-16.5 0.727 0.847 0.768 -18.5 0.733 0.863 0.781
Specific -6.5 0.725 1.000 0.823 -6.5 0.725 1.000 0.823
-3.5 0.745 0.912 0.810 -3.5 0.745 0.912 0.810
-2 0.737 0.920 0.809 -2.5 0.728 0.872 0.784
Sports -17 0.733 0.985 0.828 -18.5 0.727 1.000 0.824
-18.5 0.727 1.000 0.824 -30.5 0.725 1.000 0.823
-30.5 0.725 1.000 0.823 -17.5 0.735 0.937 0.815
Table 6.59: Results of the Novelty detection model using high level features for
the “People” topic category Collection.!
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O p tim ise d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e su lts
R u n s T. P re c R eca ll F sc o re T P re c R eca ll F sc o re
ASR-General 0.0 k  -10.0 0.598 0.997 0.723 0.2 k  -10.0 0.602 0.960 0.717
0.2 & -10.0 0.602 0.960 0.717 0.0 k  -10.0 0.598 0.997 0.723
0.6 k  -10.0 0.597 0.935 0.705 0.6 k  -10.0 0.597 0.935 0.705
ASR_Other 0.0 k  -0.5 0.598 0.997 0.723 0.0 k  -0.5 0.598 0.997 0.723
1.0 k  -0.5 0.593 0.917 0.698 1.0 k  -0.5 0.593 0.917 0.698
2.0 k  -0.5 0.597 0.898 0.695 2.0 k  -0.5 0.597 0.898 0.695
ASR-People 0.0 & -19.5 0.598 0.855 0.689 5.0 k  -10.0 0.655 0.647 0.646
1.0 k  -18.5 0.598 0.840 0.681 1.0 k  -10.5 0.583 0.768 0.646
1.0 k  -19.5 0.597 0.820 0.677 2.0 k  -10.5 0.582 0.738 0.637
ASR_Specific 0.0 k  -3.0 0.598 0.997 0.723 0.2 k  -3.0 0.602 0.960 0.717
0.2 k  -3.0 0.602 0.960 0.717 0.0 k  -3.0 0.598 0.997 0.723
0.6 k  -3.0 0.597 0.935 0.705 0.6 k  -3.0 0.597 0.935 0.705
ASR-Sports 0.0 k  -17.5 0.600 0.997 0.725 0.0 k  -17.0 0.598 0.947 0.716
0.0 k  -18.0 0.598 0.997 0.723 0.0 k  -17.5 0.600 0.997 0.725
0.0 k  -16.5 0.603 0.937 0.720 0.0 k  -18.0 0.598 0.997 0.723
General -14.5 0.598 1.000 0.725 -14.5 0.598 1.000 0.725
-7.5 0.588 0.887 0.692 -7.5 0.588 0.887 0.692
-5.5 0.550 0.767 0.616 -5.5 0.550 0.767 0.616
Other -31 0.598 1.000 0.725 -31.0 0.598 1.000 0.725
-26.5 0.587 0.892 0.693 -26.5 0.587 0.892 0.693
-21.5 0.588 0.887 0.692 -21.5 0.588 0.887 0.692
People -20.5 0.600 0.898 0.704 -20.5 0.600 0.898 0.704
-10 0.640 0.760 0.691 -18.5 0.592 0.838 0.678
-18.5 0.592 0.838 0.678 -16.5 0.585 0.827 0.669
Specific -6.5 0.598 1.000 0.725 -6.5 0.598 1.000 0.725
-3.5 0.595 0.882 0.698 -3.5 0.595 0.882 0.698
-2.5 0.598 0.873 0.695 -2.0 0.592 0.865 0.690
Sports -18.5 0.600 1.000 0.727 -17.0 0.598 0.950 0.718
-30.5 0.598 1.000 0.725 -18.5 0.600 1.000 0.727
-17.5 0.603 0.940 0.721 -30.5 0.598 1.000 0.725
Table 6.60: Results of the Novelty detection model using high level features for
the “People” topic category over Collection_2
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O p tim ise d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e su lts
R u n s T. P re c R eca ll F sco re T P re c R eca ll F sc o re
ASR-General 0.0 & -1.0 0.800 1.000 0.889 0.0 & -1.0 0.800 1.000 0.889
10.0 & -1.0 0.750 0.750 0.750 10.0 & -1.0 
0.2 & -1.0
0.750
0.800
0.750
1.000
0.750
0.889
ASR_Other 0.0 & -0.5 0.800 1.000 0.889 0.0 & -0.5 0.800 1.000 0.889
5.0 & -0.5 0.750 0.750 0.750 5.0 & -0.5 0.750 0.750 0.750
0.0 & 0.0 1.000 0.250 0.400 0.0 & 0.0 1.000 0.250 0.400
ASR-People 0.0 & -10.0 0.800 1.000 0.889 0.0 & -19.5 1.000 0.500 0.667
5.0 & -10.0 0.750 0.750 0.750 5.0 & -10.0 0.750 0.750 0.750
0.0 & 0.0 1.000 0.500 0.667 0.0 & -19.0 1.000 0.500 0.667
ASR-Specific 0.0 & 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889 0.0 & 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889
0.0 & 1.5 1.000 0.750 0.857 0.0 & 1.5 1.000 0.750 0.857
10.0 h  0.0 0.750 0.750 0.750 10.0 & 0.0 0.750 0.750 0.750
ASR-Sports 0.0 & 8.0 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.0 & 8.0 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.0 & 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889 0.0 & 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889
5.0 & 8.0 1.000 0.750 0.857 5.0 & 8.0 1.000 0.750 0.857
General -14.5 0.800 1.000 0.889 -14.5
-14.5
-5.5
0.800
0.800
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.889
0.889
0.889
Other -31 0.800 1.000 0.889 -31.0 0.800 1.000 0.889
2.5 1.000 0.250 0.400 2.5
-31.0
1.000
0.800
0.250
1.000
0.400
0.889
People -20.5 0.800 1.000 0.889 -20.5 0.800 1.000 0.889
-4.5 1.000 0.500 0.667 -4.5 1.000 0.500 0.667
4.5 1.000 0.250 0.400 4.5 1.000 0.250 0.400
Specific -6.5 0.800 1.000 0.889 -6.5 0.800 1.000 0.889
1.5 1.000 0.750 0.857 1.5 1.000 0.750 0.857
2 1.000 0.500 0.667 2.0 1.000 0.500 0.667
Sports 8 1.000 1.000 1.000 8.0 1.000 1.000 1.000
-30.5 0.800 1.000 0.889 -30.5 0.800 1.000 0.889
9 1.000 0.500 0.667 9.0 1.000 0.500 0.667
Table 6.61: Results of the Novelty detection model using high level for the
“Specific O bject” topic category features over Collection-1
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O p tim ise d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e su lts
R u n s T. P re c R eca ll F sc o re T. P re c R e c a ll F sco re
ASR-General 0.0 & -1.0 0.800 1.000 0.889 0.0 & -1.0 0.800 1.000 0.889
10.0 & -1.0 0.750 0.750 0.750 10.0 & -1.0 
2.0 & -10.0
0.750
0.800
0.750
1.000
0.750
0.889
ASR-Other 0.0 h  -0.5 0.800 1.000 0.889 0.0 & -0.5 0.800 1.000 0.889
5.0 & -0.5 0.750 0.750 0.750 5.0 & -0.5 0.750 0.750 0.750
0.0 & 0.0 1.000 0.250 0.400 0.0 & 0.0 1.000 0.250 0.400
ASR_People 0.0 & -19.5 0.800 1.000 0.889 9.0 & -10.0 0.750 0.750 0.750
5.0 & -10.0 0.750 0.750 0.750 5.0 & -10.0 0.750 0.750 0.750
0.0 & -19.0 1.000 0.500 0.667 5.0 & -10.0 0.750 0.750 0.750
ASFLSpecific 0.0 k, 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889 0.0 & 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889
0.0 & 1.5 1.000 0.750 0.857 0.0 & 1.5 1.000 0.750 0.857
10.0 & 0.0 0.750 0.750 0.750 10.0 & 0.0 0.750 0.750 0.750
ASR_Sports 0.0 & 8.0 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.0 & 8.0 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.0 & 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889 0.0 & 0.0 0.800 1.000 0.889
5.0 & 8.0 1.000 0.750 0.857 5.0 & 8.0 1.000 0.750 0.857
Genera] -14.5 0.800 1.000 0.889 -14.5
-7.5
-7.5
0.800
0.800
0.800
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.889
0.889
0.889
Other -31 0.800 1.000 0.889 -31.0 0.800 1.000 0.889
2.5 1.000 0.250 0.400 2.5
-4.5
1.000
0.800
0.250
1.000
0.400
0.889
People -20.5 0.800 1.000 0.889 -20.5 0.800 1.000 0.889
-4.5 1.000 0.500 0.667 -4.5 1.000 0.500 0.667
4.5 1.000 0.250 0.400 4.5 1.000 0.250 0.400
Specific -6.5 0.800 1.000 0.889 -6.5 0.800 1.000 0.889
1.5 1.000 0.750 0.857 1.5 1.000 0.750 0.857
2 1.000 0.500 0.667 2.0 1.000 0.500 0.667
Sports 8 1.000 1.000 1.000 8.0 1.000 1.000 1.000
-30.5 0.800 1.000 0.889 -30.5 0.800 1.000 0.889
9 1.000 0.500 0.667 9.0 1.000 0.500 0.667
Table 6.62: Results of the Novelty detection model using high level features for
the “Specific Object” topic category over Collection_2
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O p tim ise d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e s u lts
R u n s T . P re c R eca ll F sco re T P re c R e c a ll F sc o re
ASR_General 1.8 & -10.0 0.663 0.983 0.773 0.8 & -1.0 0.653 0.977 0.763
ooT—1CD 0.663 0.983 0.772 0.8 & -10.0 0.657 0.983 0.766
2.0 & -10.0 0.663 0.977 0.771 0.2 & -1.0 0.657 0.983 0.765
ASR-Other 2.0 & -0.5 0.663 0.977 0.771 1.0 & -0.5 0.660 0.983 0.768
1.0 & -0.5 0.660 0.983 0.768 0.0 & -0.5 0.657 1.000 0.768
0.0 & -0.5 0.657 1.000 0.768 2.0 & -0.5 0.663 0.977 0.771
ASR-People 2.0 & -10.5 0.660 0.970 0.768 0.0 & -19.5 1.000 0.173 0.280
1.0 & -10.5 0.657 0.977 0.765 1.0 & -10.0 0.653 0.960 0.759
0.0 & -10.5 0.653 0.993 0.765 1.0 & -10.5 0.657 0.977 0.765
ASR-Specific 1.8 & -6.0 0.663 0.983 0.773 0.0 & 2.0 1.000 0.087 0.155
1.6 & -6.0 0.663 0.983 0.772 0.0 & 2.0 1.000 0.087 0.155
2.0 & -6.0 0.663 0.977 0.771 1.0 & -4.0 0.657 0.993 0.768
ASR_Sports 2.0 & -17.0 0.663 0.977 0.771 1.0 & -16.0 0.653 0.970 0.762
1.0 & -17.0 0.660 0.983 0.768 1.0 & 0.0 0.657 0.977 0.765
2.0 & 0.0 0.660 0.970 0.768 1.0 & -17.0 0.660 0.983 0.768
General -14.5 0.657 1.000 0.768 -7.5 0.653 0.993 0.765
-7.5 0.653 0.993 0.765 -14.5
-5.5
0.657
0.653
1.000
0.993
0.768
0.765
Other -31 0.657 1.000 0.768 -4.5 0.650 0.977 0.759
-26.5 0.653 0.993 0.765 -26.5 0.653 0.993 0.765
-4.5 0.650 0.977 0.759 -31.0 0.657 1.000 0.768
People -20.5 0.653 0.993 0.765 -10.5 0.650 0.977 0.759
-10.5 0.650 0.977 0.759 -20.5 0.653 0.993 0.765
-4 1.000 0.180 0.293 -4.0 1.000 0.180 0.293
Specific -6.5 0.657 1.000 0.768 -6.5 0.657 1.000 0.768
-4.5 0.680 0.737 0.563 -3.5 0.677 0.730 0.560
-3.5 0.677 0.730 0.560 -4.5 0.680 0.737 0.563
Sports -30.5 0.657 1.000 0.768 -16.0 0.653 0.983 0.762
-17.5 0.653 0.993 0.765 -17.5 0.653 0.993 0.765
1.5 0.677 0.970 0.764 -30.5 0.657 1.000 0.768
Table 6.63: Results of the Novelty detection model using high level features for
the “Sports” topic category over Collection-1
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O p tim ise d  R e su lts U n b ia se d  R e s u lts
R u n s T. P re c R eca ll F sc o re T. P re c R eca ll F sc o re
ASR-General 0.8 & -1.0 0.670 0.973 0.708 1.8 & -10.0 0.663 0.913 0.697
0.8 & -10.0 0.667 0.973 0.708 1.6 & -10.0 0.663 0.913 0.696
0.2 & -1.0 0.667 0.973 0.707 2.0 &-10.0 0.663 0.913 0.698
ASR-Other 1.0 & -0.5 0.667 0.953 0.705 2.0 & -0.5 0.663 0.913 0.698
0.0 & -0.5 0.667 0.973 0.704 1.0 & -0.5 0.667 0.953 0.705
2.0 & -0.5 0.663 0.913 0.698 0.0 & -0.5 0.667 0.973 0.704
ASR-People 0.0 h  -19.5 0.667 0.973 0.707 2.0 & -10.5 0.663 0.913 0.699
1.0 & -10.0 0.667 0.953 0.707 1.0 & -10.5 0.667 0.953 0.705
1.0 & -10.5 0.667 0.953 0.705 1.0 & -10.5 0.667 0.953 0.705
ASFLSpecific 0.8 & -4.0 0.667 0.973 0.708 1.8 & -6.0 0.663 0.913 0.697
0.2 & -4.0 0.667 0.973 0.707 1.6 & -6.0 0.663 0.913 0.696
1.0 & -4.0 0.667 0.953 0.705 2.0 & -6.0 0.663 0.913 0.698
ASR_Sports 1.0 & -16.0 0.667 0.953 0.706 2.0 & -17.0 0.663 0.913 0.698
1.0 & 0.0 0.667 0.953 0.705 1.0 & -17.0 0.667 0.953 0.705
1.0 & -17.0 0.667 0.953 0.705 2.0 & 0.0 0.663 0.913 0.699
General -7.5 0.667 1.000 0.719 -14.5 0.667 1.000 0.718
-14.5 0.667 1.000 0.718 -7.5
-7.5
0.667
0.667
1.000
1.000
0.719
0.719
Other -4.5 0.667 1.000 0.720 -31.0 0.667 1.000 0.718
-26.5 0.667 1.000 0.719 -26.5 0.667 1.000 0.719
-31 0.667 1.000 0.718 -4.5 0.667 1.000 0.720
People -10.5 0.665 0.998 0.717 -20.5 0.663 0.998 0.716
-20.5 0.663 0.998 0.716 -10.5 0.665 0.998 0.717
-4 0.750 0.153 0.254 -4.0 0.750 0.153 0.254
Specific -6.5 0.667 1.000 0.718 -6.5 0.667 1.000 0.718
-3.5 0.600 0.717 0.492 -4.5 0.600 0.717 0.492
-4.5 0.600 0.717 0.492 -3.5 0.600 0.717 0.492
Sports -16 0.667 1.000 0.719 -30.5 0.667 1.000 0.718
-17.5 0.667 1.000 0.719 -17.5 0.667 1.000 0.719
-30.5 0.667 1.000 0.718 1.5 0.660 0.950 0.691
Table 6.64: Results of the Novelty detection model using high level features for
the “Sport” topic category over Collection-2
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G en e ra l O bj- 
(F,P)
Other
(F,H)
PciopLa
(F.F)
S pec ific  O b j. 
(P.P)
Sport,«
(P,P)
High-level
Col-1 +0.9%, +2.0% +0.4% ,+1% +0.6%, +1.1% +  12.5% , + 2 5 % 0%,0%
C d .2 +0.7% ,+1.4% 0%,0% +0.3% ,+0.3% +  1 2 .5 % ,+ 2 5 % +0.3%,0%
Low-love)
Col-1 + S .2 % ,+  10.1% +  1 .5 % ,+ 2 .4 % + 6 % ,+ 1 0 .3 % + ia.5,+25% + 1 0 .2 % ,+ 1 7 .1 %
CoL2 + 2 .5 % ,+ 0 % +  1 .3% .+ 2 .7% +•7.0% ,+ 10.22% + 1 2 .S % ,+ 2 S % +  3 .1 % ,+ 1 1 .4 %
ASR
Col-1 - 1 .4 * .  +3.8% +0.4%, +2% +0.6%, +  1.0% 0%,0 % +0.7% ,+0.9%
CoL2 —0.6%, -2.3% -1 .3% , +0.3% -0.3% , 0% 0%,0% —1.4%, 0%
Concepts
CoLl -0 .9% , 0% 0%, +0.0% +0.1%, +0.3% +  12 .5% ,+ 2 S % -1 .0% ,+ 1 .2%
CoL2 -4 ,5% , +0.4% -0 ,3% , +0.4% 0%. +0.3% + 1 2 .5 % ,+ 2 5 % -4.056,0%
ASR At Concepts
C ol.l + 2 .2 % , +  S.fl% +0.8% ,+1.5% +1%, +l.ft% 0%,0% +2.2% , +9.1%
Col-2 +  3 .2 % ,+  10.2% -1.1% ,+ 0 .8% + 0.7% ,+  1.5% 0%,0% -1 .7% ,0%
Table 6.65: Summary of the overall effects of video resources on the detection of 
novel shots over each topic category. Each cell contains the percentage increase 
or decrease on each of the Fscore and precision baseline figures respectively.
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High level Collection 1
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High level Collection 2
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O t n a n l
ASR Collection 2
0«n*ral
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Figure 6.1: Median difference graphs over the “General Object” Category
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H ich  level C o llection  2
O thar
H igh level C ollection  1
Othar
Low level C ollection  2
O t h a r
Low level C ollection  1
Othar
A S R  C ollection  2A S R  C ollection  1
O thar
M anual C on cep ts C ollection  2
Othar
M anual C oncepts C ollection  1
Figure 6.2: Median difference graphs over the “Other” Category
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If we consider Figure 6.2, we observe each of the highest performing runs from 
with each resources performs higher than the median for all topics over the 
“Other” topic category. We observe that over Collection-1, there is very little 
difference in the performance of each run over each topic, however of those that 
vary slightly we observe that low level features perform well. This trend can be 
more clearly seen within Collection.2 where three of the seven topics perform 
better using low level resources, while each of the other topics achieve a novelty 
performance similar using any of the resources available.
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Figure 6.3: Median difference graphs over the “People” Category
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If we consider Figure 6.3 once again we observe that each of the highest per­
forming runs for novelty detection within the “People” category perform higher 
than the median for all topics. We observe that the highest performing low 
level feature run “ColourStruc_EdgeHist” consistently performs well over each 
of the topics (apart from Topic 133, defined as “Find shots of Saddam Hus­
sein” , where this run performed below each of the other novelty runs within  
Collection_l), over each of the two collections.
Figure 6.4 shows the median difference graphs for each of the different highest 
performing runs from each of the video resources over the “Specific O bject” 
topic category over Collection_l and Collection-2 respectively. As there is only 
one topic in the “Specific Object” category, once again we cannot generalise 
for all topics that may be considered to belong to this category, however we 
observe that each of the highest performing runs for novelty detection within 
the “Specific Object” category achieved a novelty performance higher than the 
median Fscore values. Topic 129 which is defined as “Find shots zooming in 
on the U.S Capitol dome” has between 70 and 90% of its shots considered 
novel. We observe that each of the resources (apart from ASR) achieve a high 
performing novel score on this topic.
Figure 6.5 shows the median difference graphs for each of the topics in the 
“Sports” category. Each of the novelty runs for each of the resources perform 
above the median. We observe however that Topic 130 defined as “Find shots 
of a hockey rink with at least one of the nets fully visible from some point of 
view.” performs just above the median Fscore results. We note that low level 
features perform well over all topics over both collections.
If we now consider the topics which only contain up to 70% of novel shots within 
each topic over both collections from Table 6.3 and Table 6.4 respectively, we 
observe that once again low level features consistently perform highly over each 
of the topics. We notice however that for Topic 126 in Collection_l and Topics 
139 and 131 in Collection_2, manually annotated concepts achieves the highest 
novelty performance.
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We observe that each of the resources perform equally well on the topics where 
all shots are considered novel over both collections. This characteristic holds 
when we consider each of the topics from both collection that are categories 
in to the 90-100% novel range. We note that the performance of resources 
on topics within the 70-90% range varying widely and this is due to the topic 
category to which each belong.
T hreshold  variations
The threshold variation graphs show the curves of the F-measure, precision and 
recall values as the thresholds are varied as part of the experimental run under 
investigation. In Chapter 4 section 3 we discussed the need for threshold values 
due to the varying tolerance levels of different humans to  the presentation of 
redundant information. The graphs allow us to visually observe the effects of 
precision, recall and F-measure values when the threshold values vary from the  
extreme of allowing all non-duplicate shots to be considered novel to the other 
extreme of returning shots that only contain all novel information. Figure E.14  
shows the threshold variation graph of the highest performing low level feature 
run “ColourStruc.EdgeHist” over each of the topic categories. We can clearly 
see that as the threshold increases, the F-measure and recall curves decrease 
while the precision value curve increases. This illustrates the importance of the 
threshold values. Users wishing to see only novel shots will be interested in 
choosing high threshold values, while users wishing to receive as many novel 
shots as possible but at the same time return as many shots as possible will be 
interested in threshold values where the F-measure curve peaks. Each of the 
threshold variation graphs for each of the runs are provided in the Appendix 
for the interested reader.
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6.8 Sum m ary
At the beginning of this Chapter we set out to answer four research questions 
to the new problem of the detection of novel shots from within a chronologically 
ordered list of known relevant shots to a topic, in the video domain. This was 
achieved by investigating the performance of the individual utilisation of each 
of the four different resources associated with video, namely, text, low-level 
feature evidences, high-level feature evidences and manually annotated concept 
descriptions, and their various combinations in novelty detection models. Each 
section displays Tables that presented both the optimal and unbiased F-measure 
values achieved by each run, over all topics as a whole and on each topic category 
separately, across both Collection_l and Collection_2.
We have seen that low level features perform best in our experiments on both  
collections. As video is so diverse in colour, shapes and motion it is therefore 
necessary to use both colour structure and edge histogram resources available 
to achieve the best overall performances of novelty detection.
We have observed that ASR transcripts do not aid in the detection of novel 
shots within a list of chronologically ordered shots for a specific topic within  
the video domain.
We observed that manual concepts can aid the detection of novel shots over some 
topics when combined w ith ASR transcripts. This combination is necessary as 
many shots are labeled w ith over used concepts, due to the limited number of 
concepts in the ontology to describe the contents of the shot and as a result 
many shots which may visually appear different are considered redundant. The 
addition of ASR reduces this redundancy.
High level features also performed above the baseline over many topics although 
this was not evident during the analysis over all topics together. However they  
do not perform as well as low level features or the combination of ASR and 
manually annotated concepts.
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Figure 6.4: Median difference graphs over the “Specific Object” Category
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Figure 6.5: Median difference graphs over the “Sports” Category
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tion-2
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
This chapter will briefly review Chapters 1 to 6 before presenting our general 
conclusions. I t  will then outline some ideas fo r  possible future work and finally  
conclude with a brief final summary.
7.1 Summary of Thesis
In this thesis we presented the concept of, and evaluated the effectiveness of, 
models designed to detect novel shots from within a chronological list of known 
relevant shots for a particular user information need.
The work presented is a new concept in the video information retrieval domain. 
It is similar to, and adapted, from the text domain where a novel shot is defined 
as a shot that provides new or previously unseen information on the topic. The 
benefit of our work is that we have shown, that the detection of novel shots 
from a list of relevant shots is indeed possible. We considered the various visual 
and non visual resources and investigated the different resource performances 
in detecting novel shots.
This research provides a foundation on which additional research can be carried 
out into the detection of novel shots from a list in the video domain through the
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development of an evaluation corpus, including two test collections and ground 
truth data for the task of novelty detection in the video domain. The fully 
automatic experiments used to evaluate our novelty detection models allowed us 
to form conclusions on the effectiveness and benefits of certain feature resources 
during the detection of novel shots. The rest of this section will briefly review  
Chapters 1 to  6.
Chapter 1 gave a general overview of information retrieval. We observed that 
without search engines such as “Google” and “Yahoo!” it is impossible to search 
through and accurately find all the information available to satisfy our informa­
tion needs. It discusses the concept of information retrieval, the stages involved, 
followed by three classical mathematical models to generally describe the in­
formation retrieval process. We introduced the need for alternate approaches 
to the traditional method of information retrieval that currently exist, m eth­
ods that do not return documents to a users information need, based solely on 
their degree of relevance alone. We introduced novelty detection as an alternate 
approach. Novelty detection is defined as the incremental information added 
to a document based on what the user has already learned from looking at a 
previous documents in the document list.
Chapter 2 gave a general overview of multimedia information retrieval. We 
discussed digital video and how it is composed of searchable units. We have 
seen that the shot is the most common unit of retrieval in video search engines 
and that the retrieval of video data is much more complex than that of tradi­
tional text data. Many challenges exist during the manipulation of video data  
including the size of the video data itself, the extraction of indexable units and 
automatic understanding of the semantic meaning from the content displayed 
in the video sequence. Features detectors have been developed to autom atically  
extract certain features such as the colour and edges contained within the shot.
TREC and TRECVid were also described in Chapter 2. Annually, research 
groups from all over the world get an opportunity to focus research on specific 
domains and evaluate the performance of their systems, designed for specific
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tasks, using common guidelines and evaluation procedures. TRECVid, a spe­
cialised domain of the TREC conferences, was first introduced in 2001 and since 
then both the tasks and evaluation corpus made available for participants have 
grown in complexity and size respectively. The tasks for 2003, 2004 and 2005 
have focused on T .V  news broadcasts. A set of user defined topics were made 
available each year from which participants could evaluate the performance of 
their systems.
Chapter 2 outlined the components of a video retrieval system , both the text 
and image components. We observed that automatic speech transcripts (ASR) 
are commonly used for video retrieval, however we noted that som etim es ASR  
transcript words do not accurately define the contents of the particular shots. 
As a result, it is inadequate to rely on text descriptions alone for the effective 
retrieval of a relevant shots. Colour, edge and texture can be extracted from 
a video sequences and these resources can be utilised in a retrieval system  in 
an attem pt to aid retrieval performance. High level features and manually 
annotated semantic features evidences are also used to aid retrieval.
Chapter 3 discussed novelty detection and in particular novelty detection in 
the text domain. It identified that there are three forms of novelty detection  
within information retrieval which are closely related however that attem pt to 
accomplish different goals. The first form of novelty detection “event detection” 
identifies new “event” from across an entire collection of data, where events are 
defined as “something that happens in some specific time and place” [SC01]. 
The second kind of novelty detection “Topic tracking” detection focuses on 
returning new stories on known topics over an entire collection. This thesis 
focuses on the third kind of novelty detection that of “intra” novelty detection  
which identifies novel information within a list of shots returned as relevant to a 
users query, a subset of the collection returned to the users request as opposed 
to over the entire collection in event detection and topic tracking detection.
Novel data is defined as potentially new data or information not previously 
seen in any other document so far. W hile redundant data is defined as data or
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information within a document that lias been seen by the user already.
Chapter 3 also outlined six assumptions made in order to avoid ambiguity 
during the identification of novel data. These include
1. Novelty detection is performed on a list of known relevant documents to  
the user’s request.
2. The detection of relevant documents to a user’s request is a separate task  
to the detection of novel documents from a list of relevant documents for 
a user’s request.
3. The novelty of a documents is dependent on the documents that have 
been previously displayed to the user.
4. Novelty detection is not symmetric.
5. The user is only tolerant of receiving information that h e/sh e may already 
know due to some background knowledge that he may have on the topic.
6. A user knows nothing about the topic at the time the initial document 
is displayed and that all knowledge about the topic is gained as a user 
progresses though a list.
In this Chapter we also described the novelty track which ran as part of the 
overall TREC conference from 2002 to 2004. The evaluation measures for the 
novelty track included traditional information retrieval measures namely preci­
sion and recall, however in addition the F-measure was used which determines 
the relative importance of both precision and recall. However it has been noted 
that the F-measure is not accurate in cross system  comparisons as an Fscore can 
be achieved using a wide variation in both precision and recall values. Also Fs­
core correlate closely with recall values. This characteristic has been attributed 
to the consistency of recall values across all topics. It is therefore necessary 
to also indicate the precision value achieved by the run when referring to its 
novelty performance.
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Finally Chapter 3 introduced and discussed a model “ImportanceValue mea­
sure”, which we developed for the novelty track in 2004 to accurately detect 
novel documents from a list of chronologically ordered documents returned from 
the AQUAINT Collection as relevant to a user’s topic. We discussed the per­
formance of the model when compared to other approaches taken in the track 
using the common set of evaluation measures. The model outperformed all 
other approaches in the 2004 Novelty track. The model was tested for consis­
tency on the TREC2003 novelty collection and was seen to perform in a similar 
manner.
Chapter 4 introduced novelty detection in the video domain. It outlined the fact 
that there is a need for novelty detection models in video collections and in par­
ticular within new broadcast collections as overlapping new footage can occur 
when the collection contains similar stories from more than one broadcaster and 
also due to the structure of news stories in the form of headlines content body  
and summary with which, broadcasters present these stories. This can lead 
to a lot of redundant information occurring in the collection and hence being 
presented to the searcher of the collection during his/her specific information 
request.
Video is fax more complex to manipulate than text and Chapter 4 outlined the 
main issues that must be considered during the design of a novelty detection  
model for the video domain. These include the structure of video, human 
perception, evolution of news stories and the multiple modalities that can be 
extracted from a video and used as valuable evidence in video manipulation. 
The shot is used as the basic unit of manipulation within novelty detection  
models designed for the video domain. The subjectiveness of what a person 
perceives as being depicted in an image is an issue within the video domain and 
in particular for novelty detection within the video domain. It is much more 
difficult to determines whether a shot is novel when compared to a collection of 
shots than it is to determine whether a piece of text is novel due to  the factual 
information depicted in text format. As a result novelty models analysing the
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visual aspects of the shot, determine a shots novelty on a shot by shot basis.
In theory as news stories evolve, earlier stories on the particular topic will 
contain a lot more unseen or previously unknown information, while stories 
occurring later on will not contain as much new information on the topic. As a 
result shots are ordered chronologically w ith the oldest shots appearing highest 
in the list of novel shots.
Chapter 4 also described the various modalities that were utilised for the detec­
tion of novel shots. These include text in the form of automatic speech recogni­
tion, low level features, including HSV colour, MPEG7 colour structure M PEG7 
edge histograms, Canny edge detection evidences and Gabor texture detection  
evidences; high level features including automatically detected features such as 
face, anchor person, commercial etc and finally manually annotated concepts 
presented in M PEG 7 descriptions for each shot.
Normalisation is an important part of combining various feature evidences to 
determine a particular shots novelty value and the normalisation of features for 
novelty detection was carried out using Histogram normalisation.
The Chapter described the novelty detection models designed for the detection  
of novel shots from within a results list of shots relevant to a specific user 
defined topic. The model is broken up into four separate novelty components, 
namely those utilising text, low level features, automatically detected high level 
features, and manually annotated concept components. Each component was 
designed to utilise each of the specific types of feature evidences and determine a 
shots novelty value based solely on these features. The model was also designed 
to combine specific features evidences together, to determine a shots novelty 
value.
To date, in real world applications the most common way to index video for 
content based retrieval, is by using manually annotated descriptions. These 
descriptions are provided in the form of a standardised ontology. Chapter 4 
described an ontology we have built which is defined specifically for the news
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broadcast domain. The ontology was used to annotate the video collection used 
for our novelty detection experiments.
Chapter 5 discussed the evaluation corpus that was used for the novelty detec­
tion experiments. The detection of novel shots from within a chronologically 
ordered list of known relevant shots for a specific user topic is a new research 
area within the video domain and it is necessary to create both a test collection 
that contains a list of relevant shots for each topic, which in this thesis is a sub­
set of the video used in TRECVid 2004 which consisted of news programmes 
from two different broadcasters, ABC world news tonight and CNN Headline 
news. It was also necessary to create a corresponding ground truth data collec­
tion which contains novel shots, manually assessed for their novelty values by 
human assessors for each topic in the video test collection.
Two test collections were composed from the results of the best performing 
search run submission for the manual search task in TRECVid2004. The first 
collection, Collection_l consists of shots from the results of the search run that 
were manually judged as relevant to each specific topic by the NIST assessors. 
Collection_l is a subset of Collection-2. Each shots within each topic in Col­
lection-1 was aligned with a story within the original TRECVid2004 collection. 
Shots within this story judged relevant by NIST assessors for the specific topic 
were added to Collection_2. The Chapter then discussed the generation of the 
ground truth data. Four assessors manually judged each shot within each topic 
to determine whether they were novel or redundant with respect to previously 
seen shots in the list. An analysis of the ground truth data showed the differ­
ence of opinions between assessors on a shot’s novelty value, due to the fact 
that different people perceive what is displayed in an image differently and also 
due to a persons individual tolerance of redundant data.
Chapter 5 finally discussed the performance evaluation measures which are used 
to present the results of the novelty detection model experiments, including 
precision, recall and F-measure.
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Chapter 6 presented the results of the automatic experiments carried out to 
determine the effectiveness of each of the novelty detection m odels developed 
for each of the four video resources available including text, low-level feature 
evidences, high-level feature evidences and manually annotated concept descrip­
tions which were described in Chapter 4. It investigated both the optimal and 
unbiased F-measure values achieved by each run, over all topics as a whole 
and on each topic category separately, across Collection_l and Collection_2 and 
compared these results to the performance of the baseline run, a system  which 
returned all relevant shots as being novel to each topic.
We conclude that:
•  Low level features perform best in our experiments on both collections 
over all topics and also within each of the individual topic categories. 
Video content contains various amounts of colour, shapes and motion. 
As a result it is necessary to use both the colour structure and edge 
histogram feature evidences available from a videos content, to achieve 
the best overall performances of novelty detection.
•  ASR transcripts do not aid in the detection of novel shots w ithin a list of 
chronologically ordered shots for specific topic within the video domain.
•  Manual concepts show a slight improvement over the baseline novelty per­
formance over some topics, when they are combined with ASR transcripts. 
We note that the combination of both these features is necessary, due to 
the fact that many shots are labeled w ith over used concepts during the 
manually annotation of video content as a results of the limited number 
of concepts available in the ontology to describe the contents of the shot. 
The over usage of particular concepts in the description of shots, leads to 
many shots being considered redundant, even though they appear visually 
different. The addition of ASR transcripts reduces this redundancy.
•  High level features also performed slightly above the baseline over many 
topics categories. It was observed however, that high level feature combi­
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nations do not perform to the same level of novelty performance achieved 
by either low level features or the combination of ASR and manual con­
cepts.
7.2 Conclusions
Due to the growth in the television news sector it is becoming necessary to de­
velop “intelligent” methods that determine the novelty value of the information 
presented.We have seen that typical broadcast TV news programmes contain a 
wide variety of diverse news topics and these programmes record the evolution  
of a news story in time containing valuable information for creating documen­
taries and accessing knowledge on a particular subject. However, we have also 
seen that collections containing new programmes are rife w ith repetition as 
news broadcasters frequently use previously seen video footage on a continuous 
basis, either in an attem pt to remind the viewer of a past story, or as a headline 
to introduce what is about to be presented within the broadcast, or indeed as 
a summary of the news programme. Repetition can also occur if a collection  
contains different news programmes from different broadcasters, as many sto­
ries describing the exact same information with perhaps a slight variation of 
commentary or imagery may be repeated across broadcasters. Traditional video 
retrieval systems in response to a users query, will return all video sequences 
which are relevant within a collection, as part of the result list in response to  
a particular topic, including those that contain exactly the same video footage 
or graphics already displayed earlier in the results list. This scenario leads to  
redundant information being displayed to the searcher. As a result, novelty 
detection in the broadcast news video domain is necessary.
We have seen that novelty detection in the video domain seeks to organise 
broadcast news search outputs based on the degree of “newness” to  the search 
topic rather than ranking by degree of relevance. Novelty detection techniques 
have already been applied successfully to the text domain to combat such prob-
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lems [Har02, SH03, SH04].
As we have seen, the analysis of video is quite a complex challenge. Video is 
far more difficult to manipulate than text, mainly due to the fact that, unlike 
text (where we can attem pt to deduce the semantic meaning through words), 
we have no standard way of extracting the semantic meaning from a video clip. 
Text spoken during a shot is not a sufficient method of assessing a shot’s nov­
elty value as visual content is not aligned w ith spoken content, this is clearly 
evident during the commentary of a sports event. It is therefore necessary when  
manipulating video, to utilise all available resources such as low level feature 
detection evidences such as colour, edge and texture; high level feature detec­
tions evidences such as face, commercial, studio, anchor person and manually 
annotated concept descriptions. We believe a novelty detection model within  
the video domain should be broken up into several novelty components capa­
ble of incorporating and extracting information from these invaluable resources 
individually to assess the overall novelty of a shot.
We seen that there is a certain level of subjectiveness inherent in describing 
what is depicted in an image. This subjectiveness has led to a subjectiveness 
■ within the ground truth data, with different assessors having different opinions 
on a shot’s novelty value, based on what they perceive as important in the 
shot. This was described in more detail in Chapter 5. We observed the method  
in which an assessor performed the task of novelty detection within the video 
domain and accurately designed the autom atic identification of a shots novelty 
value, to closely mimic a human being’s interaction with the task. We observed 
that it was necessary, to perform the task on a shot by shot basis rather than  
against an entire set. It was also necessary to  record a decision about a shot’s 
novelty value against a particular shot immediately, before continuing to  the 
next shot in the set. The overall determination of a particular shot’s novelty 
was then based on the accumulation of the shot’s novelty value against all 
shots in the list. If the resulting novelty value was of a sufficient level, then the  
shot was considered novel, otherwise it was considered redundant. As a result,
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novelty detection within the video domain is far more difficult to determine 
than within the text domain, where novelty detection was carried out against 
an accumulated list of documents initially.
We seen from the generation of the ground truth data, that the novelty value of 
a shot is very subjective, as different people have different tolerance levels for 
the existence of redundant data. Through the analysis of the ground truth data  
generated by two assessors, we seen that there is a large difference of opinion, 
between novel and redundant shots. Hence novelty threshold values vary from 
assessor to assessor. In order to control the amount of novel information that 
is to exist in a shot, before the shot can be considered a novel, we use threshold  
values which regulate the level of novel data. The higher the threshold value, 
9, the less tolerant the model is to redundant data. This is particularly suited  
when there is very little tolerance for sifting through shots containing no new  
information. Decreasing 9 decreases the level of novel data which, a shot must 
contain in order to be considered novel and allows the model to return a greater 
number of shots as novel. This is more suited to people who don’t mind viewing 
some redundant information in their quest for knowledge on a specific topic.
Due to the fact that novelty detection within the video domain is a new re­
search area it was necessary to develop an evaluation corpus on which to carry 
out our novelty detection experiments for the determination of the models per­
formance. As a result two new test collections and two corresponding ground 
truth collections were developed.
We also conclude from the extensive analysis of the novelty models using both  
ASR as a sole indicator of novelty and also when ASR is combined with other 
resources, that ASR is not a good feature for detecting novel shots from within  
a list of shots. We observed that ASR is inconsistent over all topics and in many 
cases returns all shots as novel or performs worse than the baseline. W hen we 
combined ASR with other resources, we observed that in many cases it reduced 
the performance of the original resource run. It is unclear why ASR does not 
perform well for novelty detection, however we can guess that it is because the
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topics are visual in nature and during the expansion of a shot into its relative 
news story, the the correlated ASR expansion brings in extra words from the 
dialogue which are about the news story but not about the visual content. Thus 
generally they do not bring much value to detecting novel shots. As a result we 
suggest that ASR should not be solely considered in determining the novelty 
value of a shot within a topic. We conclude that the detection of novel shots 
requires the use of other resources available from within the video.
We conclude that low level features are the best resources to use during the 
detection of novel shots within the a list of relevant shots over each of the topic 
categories and we note that this is achieved by using the combination of colour 
structure and edge histograms feature evidences in particular. We believe this is 
because, colour structure and edge histograms exploit the visual characteristic 
of the shot which is close in nature to the user’s query.
We observed that a number of runs outperform the baseline run, which re­
turns all shots within a list as novel shots. Prom this we can conclude that 
the automatic detection of novel shots from within a list of shots within the 
video domain is indeed possible. We noted not surprisingly, that the manually 
disambiguated runs outperforms the automatic runs.
We also observed that although our novelty detection models are performing 
above the baseline over the majority of topics, they are however not achiev­
ing the performances of a humans assessors performance of the task. As it is 
desirable to design a fully automatic novelty detection model which is capable 
of closely matching the performance of a human interaction with the task, we 
conclude that there is potential for further research into the area of novelty 
detection in the video domain.
The work carried out within this research area could have many implica­
tions on other research ideas in related and non-related areas including video 
retrieval search and retrieval and the automatic summarisation of video and 
multiple videos where the detection of novel or new information is of the up-
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most importance for highlighting a movie for example. Novelty detection in 
general also could be adapted into the research area of information quality.
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7.3 Future work
Research into novelty detection models for the detection of novel shots pre­
sented in this thesis shows plenty of scope for research to continue into novelty 
detection models for the video domain and we suggest future work and possible 
extensions arising out of this work.
Currently the shot is the unit investigation during “intra ’’novelty detection over 
broadcast news programmes within the video domain. It would be interesting 
to investigate intra novelty detection taking stories as the unit of investigation. 
Stories usually contain a number of shots and as a result will contain a much 
longer text portions to utilise to determine the novelty of the information being 
presented. In this case, the interesting thing to  observe is that during the 
determination of a stories novelty using visual features, a sequence of shots 
keyframes would have to be considered rather than a single specific shot.
Our research into novelty detection has been carried out under the assumption 
that the user knows nothing about the topic at the time the initial document is 
displayed and that all knowledge about the topic is gained as a user progresses 
though a list. We also made the assumption that a user is only tolerant to 
information that he may already know due to some background knowledge he 
may have on the topic. It would be interesting to investigate novelty detection  
taking into account history based profiling for each of the users. This would 
require the consideration of what the user knows about the topic already. It 
would require the models to only return novel information on the topic, based 
what has been previously seen in the topic search results list and also based on 
what has been seen on this topic previously from other searches, based on the 
users history profile.
We believe that our text experiments into novelty detection should be per­
formed on other text descriptions available from video such as, closed caption 
text and optical recognition text, to provide a further understanding of the 
contributions of text to novelty detection within the video domain. It has been
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shown by TREC participants that ASR, closed caption and optical recognition 
texts combined, perform significantly better than ASR alone.
We believe that novelty detection techniques applied within the video domain  
should also consider the audio aspect of a video sequence. This would involve 
creating an evaluation corpus which includes audio. This would however, add 
significant noise to the data collection and the creation of the ground truth  
data. However, it would be interesting to observe whether A SR performed well 
over such a data collection.
Our fusion method for the combination of text and visual component of novelty 
detection model requires further considerations. In this research fusion is based  
on a boolean AN D  strategy to determining a shots novelty score, which we be­
lieve may have contributed to the poor novelty performance of the combination  
of text and visual resources in detecting novel shots. A better fusion approach 
could be identified that may lead to a better novelty performance. We intend to 
look at different fusion methods including early and late fusion methods, which 
have been successfully applied within video retrieval approaches.
Another idea would be to investigate a user interactive novelty detection model. 
It would be interesting to investigate what is the most common level of tolerance 
for redundant data in a results list, by recoding a users interaction when novelty 
thresholds can be varied.
Our experiments into the novelty detection, were carried out over a test col­
lection which contained a list of known relevant shots to each of the topics. 
It would be intriguing to investigate the performance of the novelty detection  
models on an (unjudged or real world) list of results for a specific user defined 
topic from a traditional retrieval system.
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A p p en d ix  A
TRECVid Topics
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Table A .l: TRECVid 2002 search topics.
Topic T ext D escription
Topic 75 Find shots with Eddie Rickenbaeker in them
Topic 76 Find additional shots with James H. Chandler
Topic 77 Find pictures of George Washington
Topic 78 Find shots with a  depiction of Abraham Lincoln
Topic 79 Find shots of people spending leisure tim e a t the beach, for example; walking, swimming, sunning,
playing in the sand, Some part of the beach or buildings on it should be visible 
Topic 80 Find shots of one or more musicians; a man or woman playing a music instrument with instrumental 
music audible. Musician(s) and instrument(s) must be at least partly visible sometime during the shot. 
Topic 81 Find shots of football players
Topic 82 Find shots of one or more women standing in long dresses. Dress should be one piece and extend below
knees. The entire dress from top to end of dress below knees should be visible a t some point.
Topic 83 Find shots of the Golden Gate Bridge
Topic 84 Find shots of Price Tower, designed by Frank Lloyd Wright and built in Bartlesville, Oklahoma,
Topic 85 Find shots containing Washington Square Park’s arch in New York City. The entire arch should be
visible a t some point
Topic 86 Find overhead views of cities - downtown and suburbs, The viewpoint should be higher than  the highest 
building visible
Topic 87 Find shots of oil fields, rigs, derricks, oil drilling/pumping equipment. Shots just of refineries are not 
desired
Topic 88 Find shots with a  m ap (sketch or graphic) of the continental US.
Topic 89 Find shots of a  living butterfly
Topic 90 Find more shots with one or more snow-covered mountain peaks or ridges, Some sky must be visible
them behind 
Topic 91 Find shots with one or more parrots
Topic 92 Find shots w ith one or more sailboats, sailing ships, clipper ships, or tall ships - w ith some sail(s)
unfurled
Topic 93 Find shots about live beef or dairy cattle, individual cows or bulls, herds of cattle.
Topic 94 Find more shots of one or more groups of people, a  crowd, walking in an urban environment (for
example with streets, traffic, and/or buildings).
Topic 95 Find shots of a  nuclear explosion with a mushroom cloud
Topic 96 Find additional shots with one or more US flags flapping
Topic 97 Find more shots with microscopic views of living cells
Topic 98 Find shots with a locomotive (and attached railroad cars if any) approaching the viewer
Topic 99 Find shots of a rocket or missile taking off. Simulations are acceptable
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Table A.2: TRECVid 2003 search topics.
T opic T ex t D esc rip tio n
Topic 100 Find shots
Topic 101 Find shots
Topic 102 Find shots
Topic 103 Find shots
Topic 104 Find shots
Topic 105 Find shots
Topic 106 Find shots
Topic 107 Find shots
Topic 108 Find shots
Topic 109 Find shots
Topic 110 Find shots
Topic 111 Find shots
Topic 112 Find shots
Topic 113 Find more
them behind them.
Topic 114 Find shots of Osama Bin Laden
Topic 115 Find shots of one or more roads with lots of vehicles
Topic 116 Find shots of the Sphinx
Topic 117 Find shots of one or more groups of people, a crowd, walking in an urban environment (for example 
with streets, traffic, and/or buildings)
Topic 118 Find shots of Congressman Mark Souder
Topic 119 Find shots of Morgan Freeman
Topic 120 Find shots of a graphic of Dow Jones Industrial Average showing a  rise for one day. The number of
points risen th a t day must be visible.
Topic 121 Find shots of a mug or cup of coffee.
Topic 122 Find shots of one or more cats. At least part of both ears, both eyes, and the m outh must be visible.
The body can be in any position.
Topic 123 Find shots of Pope John Paul II
Topic 124 Find shots of the front of the White House in the daytime w ith the fountain running
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Table A. 3: TRECVid 2004 search topics.
Topic T ext D escrip tion
Topic 125 Find shots of a street scene with multiple pedestrians in motion and multiple vehicles 
in motion somewhere in the shot 
Topic 126 Find shots of one or more buildings with flood waters around it/them .
Topic 127 Find shots of one or more people and one or more dogs walking together.
Topic 128 Find shots of U. S. Congressman Henry Hyde’s face, whole or part, from any angle.
Topic 129 Find shots zooming in on the U. S. Capitol dome.
Topic 130 Find shots of a hockey rink with at least one of the nets fully visible from some point
of view.
Topic 131 Find shots of fingers striking the keys on a keyboard which is at least partially visible.
Topic 135 Find shots of Sam Donaldson’s face - whole or part, from any angle, but including both
Find shots
Find shots
Find shots
Find shots
Topic 132 Find shots
Topic 133 Find shots
Topic 134 Find shots
eyes. No o1
Topic 136 Find shots
Topic 137 Find shots
Topic 138 Find shots
Topic 139 Find shots
Topic 140 Find shots
Topic 141 Find shots
Topic 142 Find more
Topic 143 Find shots
Topic 144 Find shots
Topic 145 Find shots
Topic 147 Find shots
Topic 148 Find shots
    shots of a tennis player contacting the ball with his or her tennis racket. 
  ind t  of one or more wheelchairs. They may be motorized or not.
  ind shots of Bill Clinton speaking with at least part of a U. S. flag visible behind him.
  ind t  of one or more horses in motion.
  Find t  of one or more buildings on fire, with flames and smoke visible.
  ind  of one or more signs or banners carried by people at a march or protest.
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Table A.4: TRECVid 2005 search topics.
Topic T ext D escription
Topic 149 Find shots of Condoleeza Rice
Topic 150 Find shots of Iyad Allawi, the former prime minister of Iraq 
Topic 151 Find shots of Omar Karami, the former prime minister of Lebannon 
Topic 152 Find shots of Hu Jintao, president of the People’s Republic of China 
Topic 153 Find shots of Tony Blair
Topic 154 Find shots of Mahmoud Abbas, also known as Abu Mazen, prime minister of the 
Palestinian Authority
Topic 155 Find shots of a graphic map of Iraq, location of Bagdhad marked - not a weather map, 
Topic 156 Find shots of tennis players on the court - both players visible at same time 
Topic 157 Find shots of people shaking hands 
Topic 158 Find shots of a helicopter in flight
Topic 159 Find shots of George W. Bush entering or leaving a vehicle (e.g., car, van, airplane, 
helicopter, etc) (he and vehicle both visible at the same time)
Topic 160 Find shots of something (e.g., vehicle, aircraft, building, etc) on fire with flames and 
smoke visible
Topic 161 Find shots of people with banners or signs
Topic 162 Find shots of one or more people entering or leaving a building
Topic 163 Find shots of a meeting with a large table and more than two people
Topic 164 Find shots of a ship or boat
Topic 165 Find shots of basketball players on the court
Topic 166 Find shots of one or more palm trees
Topic 167 Find shots of an airplane taking off
Topic 168 Find shots of a road with one or more cars
Topic 169 Find shots of one or more tanks or other military vehicles
Topic 170 Find shots of a tall building (with more than 5 floors above the ground)
Topic 171 Find shots of a goal being made in a soccer match
Topic 172 Find shots of an office setting, i.e., one or more desk tables and one or more computers 
and one or more people
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A p p en d ix  B
Ontologies
B .l  206 Ontology
Program Category 
Commercial 
News
Entertainment
Finance
Politics
Science/Technology
Sports
Weather
Setting/Scene/Site
Indoor
Studio_Setting 
Airport_Setting 
Bank_Setting 
Church_Sett ing 
Court
Department_Store_Setting
Factory_Sett ing
Hospital_Setting
House_Setting
Laboratory_Setting
MeetingORBoaxd„Room
Night_Club_Setting
Office_Setting
Press_Conference
Restaurant_Setting
School_Setting
Store.Setting
Supermarket.Setting
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Outdoors
Rural_Setting
CityScape/Urban_Setting
Street_Light
City_Street
Town_Square
Vegetation
Flower
Tree
Forest
Greenery
Sky
Cloud
Water_Body
Snow
Beach
Desert
Land
Mountain
Waterfall
Bridge
Building
Building
Dome
Doorway
Ruins
Steps_and_Staircases
Road
Statue_Monumoment
Outer_Space
Transportation_Setting
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People
Person
Adult
Female
Male
Senior_Citizen 
Juvenile(Child/Teenager) 
Crowd(50+)
Group(-50)
Face
Roles
Driver
Doctor
Nurse
Emergency_Services_Personnel
Student
Teacher
Solider
Patient
Refugee
Construct ion_Worker 
Pilot
Corporate Leader 
Government Leader/Politican 
Politican 
Presidient 
Prime_Minister 
Secetary_of_State 
Military Personnel 
Police/Private Security 
Prisoner
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Animal
Animal
Cow
Dog
Fish
Horse
Pig
Sheep
Bird
Smoke
Barbed_Wire
Blackboard
Bottle/Drink
Camera
Candle
Chair
Clock
Crane
Drum
Flag
American_Flag
British_Flag
Food
Handcuffs
Keyboard
Computer/TV_Screens
Microphone
Newspaper
Parachute
Anchor Person
Objects
Podium
Sign
Stage
Surfboard
Table
Telephone
Tent
Toy
Tool
Weapon
Gun
Missle
Vehicle
Airplane
Bicycle
Boat/Ship
Bomber_Plane
Bus
Car
Helicopter 
Tank 
Tractor 
Train 
Truck 
People Activities 
Movement
Addressing
Bowing
Carrying
Clapping_Applauding
Cleaning
Crying
Cutting
Cycling
Dancing
Driving
Eating
Embracing
Entering
Fighting
Gesturing
Greeting
Hitting
Interviewing
Kissing
Laughing
Looking_around
Marching
Playing
Posing
Praying
Protesting
Reading
Riding
Shaking_Hands
Shooting
Signing
Singing
Sitting
Skiing
Sleeping
Standing
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Swimming
Talking/Speaking
Throwing
Walking/Running
Waving
Events
Explosion/Fire
Protest
Natural Disaster 
Sport_Event
Sports Event
Baseball
Basketball
Ice_Skating
Water
Tennis
Golf
Hockey/Ice-Hockey 
Snooker 
Transport at i on_Event 
Car_Crash 
Airplane_Takeoff 
Airplane_Landing 
Missle_Launch
Graphics
Charts
Maps
Photographs
Text_Overlay
B.2 Ontology w ith Descriptions
A. Program Category
1. Commercial: Shots of advertisements, commercials
2. News: Shots depiciting news stories
3. Entertainm ent: Shots depicting any entertainm ent segment in action
4. Finance: Shots depicting any finance/business/commerce
5. Politics: Shots depicting any domestic or international politics
6. Science/Technology: Shots depicting any science and technology
7. Sports: Shots depicting any sport in action
8. Weather: Shots depicting any weather related news or bulletin
B. Setting/Scene/Site
1. Indoor: Shots depicting any Indoor Settings
2. Studio-Setting: Shots depicting the interior of a Studio
3. Airport-Setting: Shots depicting any airport
4. Bank-Setting: Shots depicting the interior of a financial bank
5. Church-Setting: Shots depicting the interior of a church
6. Court: Shots depicting the interior of a court
7. Department-Store-Setting: Shots depicting the interior of a departm ent store
8. Factory-Setting: Shots depicting the interior of a factory
9. Hospital-Setting: Shots depicting the interior of a hospital
10. House-Setting: Shots depicting the interior of a home
11. Laboratory-Setting: Shots depicting the interior of a laboratory
12. MeetingORBoard_Room: Shots depicting the interior of a meeting or board 
room
13. Night-Club-Setting: Shots depicting the interior of a night club
14. Ofiice_Setting: Shots depicting the interior of a office
15. Press-Conference: Shots depicting the interior of a press conference
16. Restaurant-Setting: Shots depicting the interior of a restaurant setting
17. School-Setting: Shots depicting the interior of a school
18. Store-Setting: Shots depicting the interior of a store
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19. Supermarket-Setting: Shots depicting the interior of a superm arket
20. Transportation-Setting: Shots depicting the interior of a bus s ta tio n /tra in  
station transportation setting
21. Outdoors: Shots depicting Outdoor settings
22. RuraLSetting: Shots depicting any rural setting
23. CityScape/Urban_Setting: Shots depicting any CityScape or U rban setting
24. Street-Light: Shots depicting any a street light
25. City-Street: Shots depicting any city street
26. Town_Square: Shots depicting any town square
27. Vegetation: Shots depicting any natural vegetation either in foreground or 
backgound
28. Flower: Shots depicting any flower either in foreground or backgound
29. Tree: Shots depicting any tree either in foreground or backgound
30. Forest: Shots depicting any forest either in foreground or backgound
31. Greenery: Shots depicting any greenary such as grass or hedges either in 
foreground or backgound
32. Sky: Shots depicting the sky either in foreground or backgound
33. Cloud: Shots depicting a cloud either in foreground or backgound
34. Water_Body: Shots depicting any lake, river , sea either in foreground or 
backgound
35. Snow: Shots depicting any snow either in foreground or backgound
36. Beach: Shots depicting any beach either in foreground or backgound
37. Desert: Shots depicting any desert either in foreground or backgound
38. Land: Shots depicting any land mass
39. Mountain: Shots depicting any mountain or m ountain range w ith the slopes 
visible
40. Waterfall: Shots depicting a waterfall
41. Bridge: Shots depicting any bridge
42. Building: Shots depicting the exterior of any building
43. Dome: Shots depicting the exterior of a dome
44. Doorway: Shots depicting the exterior of a doorway
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45. Ruins: Shots depicting the exterior of a ruin
46. Steps_and_Staircases: Shots depicting any steps or stairways
47. Road: Shots depicting a road
48. Statue_Monumoment: Shots depicting a statue or monument
49. Outer.Space: Shots depicting outerspace
C. People
1. Person: Shots depicting any person
2. Adult: Shots depicting an adult
3. Female: Shots depicting a female
4. Male: Shots depicting a male
5. Senior_Citizen: Shots depicting a senior citizen
6. Juvenile(Child/Teenager): Shots depicting a child or teenager
7. Crowd(50+): Shots depicting a crowd of fifty or more people
8. Group (-5 0 ): Shots depicting a group of up to fifty people
9. Face: Shots depicting a face
10. Roles
11. Driver: Shots depicting a driver
12. Doctor: Shots depicting a doctor in medical profession
13. Nurse: Shots depicting a nurse
14. Emergency_Services_Personnel: Shots depicting any personal in the emer­
gency service occupation
15. Student: Shots depicting any students
16. Teacher: Shots depicting teachers
17. Solider: Shots depicting a solider
18. Patient: Shots depicting a patient
19. Refugee: Shots depicting a refugee
20. Construction_Worker: Shots depicting construction workers
21. Pilot: Shots depicting a pilot
22. Corporate Leader: Shots depicting any person who is a corporate leader 
e.g. CEO, CFO, Managing Director, Media Manager etc.
23. Government Leader/Politican: Shots depicting any person who is a gov­
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erning leader
24. Politican: Shots depicting any politican
25. Presidient: Shots depicting any president of a country
26. Prime_Minister: Shots depicting any country
27. Secetary_of_State: Shots depicting the secetary of state
28. M ilitary Personnel: Shots depicting any military personnel
29. Police/Private Security: Shots depicting any law enforcement or private 
security agency personnel
30. Prisoner: Shots depicting any person imprisoned, behind bars, in jail or in 
handcuffs
31. Anchor Person: Shots depicting an anchor person in broadcast news
D. Objects
1.Animal: Shots depicting any animal
2. Cow: Shots depicting any cow
3. Dog: Shots depicting any dog
4. Fish: Shots depicting fish
5. Horse: Shots depicting a horse
6. Pig: Shots depicting a pig
7. Sheep: Shots depicting a sheep
8. Bird: Shots depicting a bird
9. Smoke: Shots depicting any smoke
10. Barbed-W ire: Shots depicting any basbed wire
11. Blackboard: Shots depicting any blackboard
12. Bottle/D rink: Shots depicting any bottle /d rink
13. Camera: Shots depicting any camera
14. Candle: Shots depicting any candle
15. Chair: Shots depicting any chair
16. Clock: Shots depicting any clock
17. Crane: Shots depicting any building crane on a building site
18. Drum: Shots depicting any drum
19. Flag: Shots depicting any flag
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20. AmericanJFlag: Shots depicting the US flag
21. British.Flag: Shots depicting the British flag
22. Food: Shots depicting any food
23. Handcuffs: Shots depicting handcuffs
24. Keyboard: Shots depicting a keyboard
25. Computer/TV-Screens: Shots depicting a TV or computer screen
26. Microphone: Shots depicting a microphone
27. Newspaper: Shots depicting a newspaper
28. Parachute: Shots depicting a parachute
29. Podium: Shots depicting a podium
30. Sign: Shots depicting a sign
31. Stage: Shots depicting a stage
32. Surfboard: Shots depicting a surfboard
33. Table: Shots depicting a table
34. Telephone: Shots depicting a telephone
35. Tent: Shots depicting a tent
36. Toy: Shots depicting a toy
37. Tool: Shots depicting a piece of equipment or tool
38. Weapon: Shots depicting any weapon
39. Gun: Shots depicting a gun
40. Missle: Shots depicting a missle
41. Vehicle: Shots depicting any vehicle
42. Airplane: Shots depicting any airplane
43. Bicycle: Shots depicting any bicycle
44. Boat/Ship: Shots depicting any boat/sh ip
45. Bomber.Plane: Shots depicting any war plane or bomber plane
46. Bus: Shots depicting any bus
47. Car: Shots depicting any car
48. Helicopter: Shots depicting any helicopter
49. Tank: Shots depicting any tank
50. Tractor: Shots depicting any tractor
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51. Train: Shots depicting any train
52. Truck: Shots depicting any truck
E.People Activities Movement
1. Addressing: Shots depicting a person addressing a person or group of people
2. Bowing: Shots depicting a person bowing
3. Carrying: Shots depicting a person carrying something
4. Clapping-Applauding: Shots depicting a person clapping or applauding
5. Cleaning: Shots depicting a person cleaning something
6. Crying: Shots depicting a person crying
7. Cutting: Shots depicting a person cutting something
8. Cycling: Shots depicting a person cycling
9. Dancing: Shots depicting a person dancing
10. Driving: Shots depicting a person driving
11. Eating: Shots depicting a person eating
12. Embracing: Shots depicting a person embracing something or someone
13. Entering: Shots depicting a person entering a room
14. Fighting: Shots depicting a person fighting with someone or group of people
15. Gesturing: Shots depicting a person gesturing
16. Greeting: Shots depicting a person greeting someone or group of people
17. Hitting: Shots depicting a person hitting something or someone
18. Interviewing: Shots depicting a person interviewing someone
19. Kissing: Shots depicting a person kissing someone or something
20. Laughing: Shots depicting a person laughing
21. Looking.around: Shots depicting a person looking around them
22. Marching: Shots depicting a person marching in a parade or protest
23. Playing: Shots depicting a person playing
24. Posing: Shots depicting a person posing
25. Praying: Shots depicting a person praying
26. Protesting: Shots depicting a person protesting
27. Reading: Shots depicting a person reading
28. Riding: Shots depicting a person riding a horse or bicycle
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29. Shaking_Hands: Shots depicting a person shaking hands w ith  someone
30. Shooting: Shots depicting a person shooting
31. Signing: Shots depicting a person signing
32. Singing: Shots depicting a person singing
33. Sitting: Shots depicting a person sitiing
34. Skiing: Shots depicting a person skiing
35. Sleeping: Shots depicting a person sleeping
36. Standing: Shots depicting a person standing
37. Swimming: Shots depicting a person swimming
38. Talking/Speaking: Shots depicting a person talking or speaking
39. Throwing: Shots depicting a person throwing something
40. W alking/Running: Shots depicting a person walking or running
41. Waving: Shots depicting a person waving
F. Events
1. Explosion/Fire: Shots depicting any explosion or fire
2. Protest: Shots depicting a protest
3. Natural Disaster: Shots depicting any the afterm aths of a natural disaster 
such as a flood, hurricane, earthquake
4. Sport-Event: Shots depicting any sports event
5. Baseball: Shots depicting any baseball game
6. Basketball: Shots depicting any basketball m atch
7. Ice-Skating: Shots depicting ice skating
8. Water: Shots depicting any water sports such as water skiiing
9. Tennis: Shots depicting any tennis m atch
10. Golf: Shots depicting any game of golf
11. Hockey/Ice-Hockey: Shots depicting any hockey m atch
12. Snooker: Shots depicting any snooker m atch
13. Transportation-Event: Shots depicting any transportation event
14. Car_Crash: Shots depicting any car crash
15 Airplane_Takeoff: Shots depicting any airplane taking off
16. Airplane-Landing: Shots depicting any airplane landing
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17. Missle.Launch: Shots depicting any missle launching
G. Graphics
1. Charts: Shots depicting any charts
2. Maps: Shots depicting any maps
3. Phtotographs: Shots depicting any photgraphs
4. Text-Overlay: Shots depicting any tex t overlay
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B.3 LSCOM-Lite Ontology w ith Descriptions
The following is a list of the LSCOM-lite ontology including a description for 
each concept which were provided by LSCOM [gui].
A. Program  Category
1. Politics: News items about domestic or international politics
2. Finance/Business: News items about finance/business/commerce
3. Science/Technology: News items about science and technology
4. Sports: Shots depicting any sport in action
5. Entertainm ent: Shots depicting any entertainm ent segment in action
6. Weather: Shots depicting any weather related news or bulletin
7. Commercial/Advertisement: Shots of advertisements, commercials
B. Setting/Scene/Site
1. Indoor: Shots of Indoor locations
2. Court: Shots of the interior of a court-room location
3. Office: Shots of the interior of an Office Setting
4. Meeting: Shots of a Meeting taking place indoors
5. Studio Setting: Shots of the studio setting including anchors, interviews and 
all events th a t happen in a news room
6. Outdoor: Shots of Outdoor locations
7. Building: Shots of an exterior of a building
8. Desert: Shots with the desert in the background
9. Vegetation: Shots depicting natural or artificial greenery, vegetation woods, 
etc.
10. Mountain: Shots depicting a mountain or m ountain range w ith the slopes 
visible
11. Road: Shots depicting a road
12. Sky: Shots depicting sky
13. Snow: Shots depicting snow
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14. Urban-Setting: Shots depicting an urban or suburban setting
15. W aterscape/W aterfront: Shots depicting a waterscape or waterfront
C. People
1. Crowd: Shots depicting a crowd
2. Face: Shots depicting a face
3. Person: Shots depicting a person. The face may be partially visible 
Roles
4. Government Leader: Shots of a person who is a governing leader e.g. presi­
dent, prime-minister, chancellor of the exchequer, etc.
5. Corporate Leader: Shots of a person who is a corporate leader e.g. CEO, 
CFO, Managing Director, Media Manager etc.
6. Police/Private Security Personnel: Shots depicting law enforcement or pri­
vate security agency personnel
7. Military: Shots depicting the m ilitary personnel
8. Prisoner: Shots depicting a person imprisoned, behind bars, in jail or in 
handcuffs
D. Objects
1. Animal (No humans): Shots depicting an animal.
2. Computer or Television Screens: Shots depicting television or computer 
screens
3. Flag-US: Shots depicting a US flag Vehicle
4. Airplane: Shots of an airplane
5. Car: Shots of a car
6. Bus: Shots of a bus
7. Truck: Shots of a truck
8. Boa,t/Ship: Shots of a boat or ship
E. People Activities Movements
1. W alking/Running: Shots depicting a person walking or running
2. Parade: Shots depicting a parade with people marching
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F. Events
1. Explosion/Fire: Shots of an explosion or a fire
2. Protest: People marching with banners, flags, posters
3. Natural Disaster: Shots depicting the happening or afterm ath of a natural 
disaster such as earthquake, flood, hurricane, tornado, tsunami
G. Graphics
1. Maps: Shots depicting regional territory graphically as a geographical or 
political map
2. Charts: Shots depicting any graphics th a t is artificially generated such as 
bar graphs, line charts etc. Maps should not be included
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A ppendix C
Assessor Guidelines
280
Novelty Experim ents Assessor’s Guidelines
Given a chronologically ordered list of known relevant shots to a particular topic, reduce this 
list to contain only shots that provide novel information on the topic while at the same time 
maintaining the original list ordering.
The order of the shots is important in this experiment.
Note:
1. The first shot in the set is ALWAYS novel, as it is assumed that you know nothing 
about the topic at the time the initial document is displayed and that all knowledge 
about the topic is gained as you progress through a list.
2. The topic is very important in this analysis. The assessor is asked to refer back to the 
topic during the assessment of a shot’s novelty value for each topic.
Instruction to Assessors:
1. Read the topic.
2. Place the first shot into the novel set.
3. Go through the list and compare each new shot with the shots already present in the 
novel set. Continuously refer to the topic.
4. If, in your opinion, the current shot contains absolutely no new information compared 
to shots you have previously seen then this shot should be placed in the redundant set.
5. If, in your opinion, the current shot contains insignificant amount of new information 
and for the most part contains a high level of redundant information (adding nothing 
new to the knowledge you have already gained) when compared to shots already present 
in the novel set then place this shot in the redundant set otherwise place it in the novel 
set.
6. If the current shot contains new information compared to shots already present in the 
novel set then place this shot in the novel set.
7. Continue the process for each subsequent shot in the chronologically ordered list for all 
topics in the video collection.
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A ppendix D
Experim ental Run Threshold  
Values
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Figure D.l: Threshold variation graphs over the both Collection^ and Collec­
tion-2 for the high level feature “Sports” run
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Figure D.3: Threshold variation graphs over the both Collection.l and Collec­
tion-2 for high level features “People” run
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Figure D.4: Threshold vaxiation graphs over the both Collection^ and Collec-
tion_2 for high level features “Other” run
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Figure D.5: Threshold variation graphs over the both Collection^ and Collec-
tion_2 for high level features “General” run
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Figure D.6: Threshold variation graphs over the both Collection^ and Collec-
tion_2 for low level features “Edge_Texture” run
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Figure D.7: Threshold variation graphs over the both Collection.l and Collec-
tion_2 for low level features “EdgeHist” run
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Figure D.8: Threshold variation graphs over the both Collection.] and Collec-
tion_2 for low level features “Canny edge” run
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tion_2 for manually annotated concepts “Concepts” run
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Figure D.10: Threshold variation graphs over the both Collection^ and Col­
lection-2 for manually annotated concepts “ASR_concept” run
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Figure D .ll: Threshold variation graphs over the both Collection-1 and Col­
lection-2 for low level features “HSVColor_Texture” run
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Figure D.12: Threshold variation graphs over the both Collection^ and Col­
lection-2 for low level features “HSVColor_CannyEd_Texture” run
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Figure D.13: Threshold variation graphs over the both Collection^ and Col-
lection_2 for low level features “ColorStruc EdgeHist” run
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lection-2 for low level features “ColorStruc” run
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Figure D.16: Threshold variation graphs over the both Collection-1 and Col­
lection-2 for low level features “HSVColor” run
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Figure D.17: Threshold variation graphs over the both Collection-1 and Col­
lection-2 for low level features “Texture” run
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Figure D.18: Threshold variation graphs over the both Collection.1 and Col-
lection_2 for ASR transcript resources using a shot by shot approach to novelty
detection “ASR_Shot_by_Shot” run
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Figure D.19: Threshold variation graphs over the both Collection^ and Col-
lection_2 for ASR transcript resources using an accumulative history approach
to novelty detection “ASR” run
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F igure D.20: T hresho ld  v aria tio n  g rap h s over th e  b o th  C o lle c tio n ^  an d  Col- 
lection_2 for A S R  tra n sc rip t an d  m an u al concep t resources using  a  sho t b y  sho t 
app roach  to  novelty  d e tec tio n  “A SR _Concepts_Shot_by_Shot” ru n
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tion_2 for ASR transcript and manual concept resources using an accumulative 
history approach to novelty detection “ASR_Concepts” run
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Figure E.2: Median Difference graphs of high level feature runs over Collection.!
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Figure E.4: Median Difference graphs of ASR and manually annotated runs
over Collection. 1
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Figure E.5: Median Difference graphs of ASR low level combination runs over
Collection_l
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F igure  E.6: M edian  D ifference g rap h s of A S R  low level ru n s over Collection-1
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F igure E.7: M edian  D ifference g raphs of A SR  high  level ru n s over C o llec tion -l
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Figure E.8: M edian  D ifference g rap h s of low level fe a tu re  ru n s over Collection_2
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Figure E .ll: Median Difference graphs of ASR and manually annotated runs
over Collect ion_2
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Figure E.12: Median Difference graphs of ASR low level combination runs over
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F igure  E.13: M edian  D ifference g raphs of A S R  low level ru n s  over Collection_2
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